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ABSTRACT 

THE POWER OF POLONIA 
Post-WWll Polish Immigrants to Canada: 

Suwivors of Deportation & Exile in Soviet Labour Camps 

Helen Bajorek MacDonald 

In August 1949, approximately 900 Poles disembarked at Halifax from an 

American naval carrier, the General H. M. Black. Each camed a one-year farm or 

domestic labour contract to be fulfilled at vanous locations across Canada. This group 

of Polish immigrants was a postscript to the precedent-setting group migration of 

1946147 of 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers who traveled from England and ltaly under Britain's 

Polish Reseltlement Act to fulfill two-year farm labour contracts. 

Their journey began when, through 1939-41, 1.5 million Poles were forcibly 

deported from Poland to exile in Soviet labour camps or agncultural collectives. In 1942 

about 11 5,000 fled during a brief 'amnesty' period. They eventually made their way to 

the Middle East where able-bodied men joined the Polish Second Corps under the 

leadership of Polish General Wladysbw Anders, and fought alongside the Allies. The 

civilian refugees lived a diasporic existence in India, then British Africa, where through 

1942-50 about 19,000 displaced Poles Iived in 22 settlernents. After the war, some 

repatriated to Poland. Others resettled in new homelands. 

But what became of the Anders Poles? What did they encounter when they 

arrived in Canada? How have they contributed to Canadian life? How have they 

reconciled their Polishness in or out of mutual expression with Canadianness? 

This study explores these and other questions and has benefited from the 

contributions of thirtyeight men and women who graciously and courageously 

mmmaged through their mernories and archives that their stories could be entered into 

the realm of scholariy inquiry. 
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GLOSSARY 

arba 

Desh Pardesh 

diaspora 

die f-dom 

diet-sad 

exordium 

IR0 

ius sanguini 

ius locii 

Junaks 

kolkhoz 

kolonista 

kres y 

kula k 

iag 

mlodsze ochotniczki 

osady; osadniki 

Ca rt 

'home from homen andfor "at home abroad 

frorn the Greek verb speiro (to sow) and preposition dia (over) 

Soviet orphanage 

Soviet residential school 

Latin: new beginning 

International Refugee Organization 

by law of btood (descent) 

by law of the land (place of birth) 

male youth resewe army volunteers or rnilitary cadets 

collective farm 

settlers. colonists 

Literal translation: border; the confines of the country. In figurative 
terrns, it characterizes confinement of Potes beyorid Polish 
borders; particularly those from the pre-1939 eastern frontiers. An 
argument might be made in applying the term to Potes 'confined' 
within Poland during the post-war era under Soviet Communist rule 
until the ascent of the Solidarity movement of the 1980s. 

a class of prosperous peasant 

labour camp 

female equivalence of junaks. rnilitary cadets; training was 
gender-specific; e.g. nursing, drivers. 

approxirnately one acre 

a literal translation grounded in the abstract would be fatherland or 
ancestral homeland; it can also mean village 

rnilitary settlements; rnilitary settlers [osadnicy woskowr). Nine 
thousand soldiers who had fought for Poiand between 191 4 and 
1920 were rewarded by the state with small parcels of land in the 
eastem borderlands. K e a  Sword describes this settlernent 



NKVD 

Polishness 

Polonia 

Polskosc 

S y b ira kt 

Udostovieren ya 

UNRRA 

Wig ilia 

programme as having the characteristics of an ethnic plantation, 
one that never developed on a great scale. It was the osadniki 
who made up the targest group of Polish victims deported 
February 9-10, 1940, and it was this date during which the majority 
of study participants were deported. 

[Soviet] People's Commissariat for lntemal Affairs 

Polishness embodies the very essence of being a Pole and is 
innately codifieci in the word Polskosc. 

generally refers to Poles abroad; the diaspora. 

[fem.] Embodiment of the essence of Polishness: Polish origin, 
Polish language and manners. 

the solidifying group identification of Polish survivors of the 
Siberian deportaiion and exile experience; communication 
between Sybiraki living throughout the world is facilitated by 
Zwiazek Sybirakow [Siberia Organization] which was established 
in 1918. 

'amnesty' document, or passport, that allowed Polish deportees to 
flee Soviet labour camps after 12 August 1941. Issued by the 
NKVD (National Commissariat for lntemal Affairs), the 
udostovierenya document 'vouch-safedn the bearer, a Polish 
citizen [male head; family mernbers tisted], the right to free 
movement in USSR territory to a stated destination. The permit 
was generally valid for three months. 

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration 

Vigil: Christmas Eve. Farnilies prepare a 12-course [sometimes 
rneatless] meal of traditional dishes and set one empty place at the 
table that a hungry wanderer might share in the bounty. Opliatek 
[a form of communion wafer] is shared arnong family members. 
Following the meal, family rnernbers often attend a Midnight Mass. 

Helen Eajorek ,UacDowId 



Chapter 1 - GENESIS 
-a- 

Let there be lights in the firmament ... [Genesis 1 :14] 

i shake my memory. 
Maybe something in its branches 
that has been asleep for years 
wrll start up with a flufterl 

Point of ûe~arture 

On 12 August 1949, the American naval carrier, General H. M. Black, moored at Hali fax, 

Nova Scotia. Nearty 900 passengers disembarked, carrying in one hand one-year labour 

contracts with the Canadian government for either agricultural or domestic work and, in the other, 

every worldly item they possessed. More weighty and more burdensome, however. may have 

been the memories they camed down the gangplank as they surveyed, for the first time, the new 

land. Mernories few would share [but among themseives] but for glimpses-as tourist 

snapshotç-which would surface in the rare utterance. Even then, the burden remained great. as 

was the phenomenon of their survival. 

My childhood was spent among some of these *New Canadians" in a predominantty 

Polish Roman Catholic community in Oshawa. Located in Southern Ontario approxiniately 80 km 

east of Toronto, Oshawa is largely a working dass city that has as its largest employer General 

Motors. I knew little of their lives but for the images that spoke of an adventurous time in South 

Africa, then Tanganyika, from a photo album, handcrafted for my father by his first love, Anna, 

and which he lovingly kept and protected. 

And there he is, my father and Anna, she fixing his tie. My father and his mother and his 

siblings in front of their mud and grass hut in Tanganyika. My father and other characters smiling 

for the Brownie camera that also recorded savanna, safari, and picnics at the bottom of Mount 

Kilimanjaro. My father and other young adults excitedly probing the shores off the tip of South 

Africa. Seemingly a vacation that ran the course of halfadozen years. 

Wiskwa Szvmborska. 'May 16, 1973." in view with a wain of sand. (Orlando. FL: Harcourt Brace 8 Company. 1995) 
! 99. 



But my father is Polish. He came from Poland. He came affer the war, 1 had been told. 

But there are no photographs of a Polish landscape in the handcrafted photo album. There were 

memories-of a happy childhood-of a Poland, but it was a Poland before the war. l had heard 

my fathefs stories about life as a child on a small farm where children were bom in the fields, and 

al1 members of the large household ate soup out of the same large pot, and the old di& on a 

straw bed in a crowded farrnhouse. 1 began to question, though, the gap between the period 

before the war and aRer war. 1 was told it was too painful to rernernber. "Don't ask." 

"They were in camps," my English mother whispered between pitying Iips. Some of our 

neighbours had numerical tattoos on their amis that might be revealed on a Sunday morning, 

after Mass, at the bakery near our home as sleeves drew back while arrns reached across the 

counter for fresh-baked bread; souvenirs from the Nazi concentration camps. Though rny father 

and aunts and uncles and babcia [grandmother] were not so marked, I made the leap: 

concentration camp. 

So I read The Diarv of Anne Frank and books on Auschwitz, agonizing alone as my child 

mind tried to comprehend what I thought were the secrets of the family silence. I was wrong. lt 

wasn't until rny late teens that I began to hear rnorseis about experiences I couldn't understand; in 

part, because it was Stalin who was the villain and not Hitler; it was Siberia that was the scene 

and not Auschwitz: and the victims were Roman Catholic Poles, and not Polish Jews. 

Around the time I began birthing and raising my own children, rny mind again pondered 

my fathets past. I couldn't shake the confusion created by photographic evidence of a seemingly 

happy tirne: al1 those smiling 'tourists' casually frolicking in a utopian setting and carefully 

positioned in the beautifully handcrafted photo album. Photographs which belied wartime 

upheaval and an inconceivable reality faced by whole families whorn 1 had corne to leam were 

forcibly rernoved from their homes and transporteci, as cattle, to remote regions of the Soviet 

Union, including Siberia, where they laboured for Stalin in the forests, mines, and on collective 

farms. 

In January 1992 my babcia, WiMoria Rosalia Kotowicz Bajorek died. Following her 

Nelm Bajorek .LlocDonald 2 



funeral at Barry's Bay, Ontario, my father came to me [aided by a little too much Iiquid sorrow] and 

insistently said: "Sorneone has to wnte the stories. Already now, Sabcia's gone. Sorneone has 

to write them. You have to write them." And so I began to Iisten, and now to write. Tidying up for 

my father. Ramembering Babcia. 

So began an expansive inquirj: a process of locating and collecting data and stories. I 

had the good fortune at the tirne to be enrolled in a course offered by Prof. Jim Struthers at Trent 

University entitled Communities and Identities. One of the first essays assigned to us was an 

exploration of "sense of place." With my babcia recently dead. I took the opportunity to explore 

my "sense of place" within my family and my childhood community. It became a consideration of 

ethnicity as l began to make links between my mernories and the 'stones' interwoven throughout 

the Polonia community in which 1 was raised. More questions presented themselves and I 

suddenly found myself faced with a personal imperative to bring to a wider audience the relatively 

unknown stories. And it's no coincidence that Jim Stnithers is Supervisor of this research. 

----W4>4--WCI-wM.1 

And so I went, even further back than my childhood memones. Back to the opening 

chapters of the Second World War when approximately 1.5 million Poles were forcibly deported 

from the eastem provinces of Poland and exiled in remote regions of the Soviet Union where they 

laboured for two or more years for Stalin's war effort. 

Then, under 1941 agreements between Stalin. Churchill, Roosevelt, and Poland's 

General Wladysfaw Sikorski, those who were still alive were given 'amnesty'. Making taking their 

families then undertook a remarkable trek from the remote Soviet labour camps and collective 

fams [kolkhozesj to the Middle East where able-Wied men joined the Polish Second Corps 

under the leadership of General Wladyskw Anders. In Canadian govemment documents the 

Poles thus having suffered Me Siberian odyssey are identifed as the Anders Poles;' one terni that 

is used throughout this study to describe the collective group. 

- Polish General Wladyslaw Anders was released under the 'amnesty' h m  a Soviet POW camp for the task of reauhment 
of ethnic Potes who had ken granted Soviet 'amnesty' for enlistment in the miIitary that they would join in the bat&! to 
push back Geman advances on Soviet soil. W. Anders. An Amv in Exik. (London: MacMillan & Co. Ltd., 1949). 

Helen B q  orek .CiacDonald 3 



The remainder [mostly women, children, the il[. the infirm and the elderly] were sent to 

refugee camps in India, then British East Africa, where, through the years 1942-1950, nearly 

19,000 displaced Roman Catholic Poles lived a diasporic existence in twenty-two settlement 

camps until their fates could be determined. Some eventually returned to [Communist] Poland, 

while others were taken in by such nations as Argentina, Braril, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, 

Great Britain. the United States and Canada. Exile. exodus and finally exordium.' 

Numerous memoirs have been written of these experiences, particularly relating to the 

Soviet experience, even in the case of Polish ex-soldiers. But it has only been in the last two 

decades that scholars have begun to seriously explore the experiences of Polish deportees exiled 

in Soviet labour camps and kolkhozes [collective farmsl dunng the Second World War? Nor has 

there k e n  much discussion about the historic mythos around the forcible deportations and exile 

of Poles numbering at least twenty-three specific group movements dating back to the mid-larn 

Century with the last group movement documented through 1946-53. Consequently, there even 

exists a term for these Poles: Sybiraki. 

Equally as interesting and unexamined are the conditions under which they entered 

Canada; that is, they signed labour contracts either in agriculture, in mining or forestry. or, in the 

case of most of the women, in domestic work, to be fulfilled in various locations throughout 

Canada. Indeed, there emerged dimeiisions of the eariy Canadian experience that feature some 

ironic parallels to their Soviet experience, the most notable being a question of cheap labour as 

opposed to forced labour.' 

Exordium: Latin. A new beginning. 
' The two most significant challenges faœd by teseantiers of this topic are: aazss to documents is either limited or 
denied; and, ta fully acçess documents. researchen must have familianty Wh the Polish language, and. in some 
instances in Canadian archival collections, French, and, if amss was sought and gmnted, in Russian language. 
' Fomd labour has been defined in the SovieVRussian context as The most brutal of the correaive camps in the northem 
or eastern regions. the cornparatively easy fife of many prisanen working near Moscow, or anything in between.. . (florced 
labour 1s. reprehensible.. . [or) at the other end of the scale. conditions rnay not be very different from those found in out 
own prisons. It is neœssary ... to criticize the Soviet Union, not because it uses forced labour. but because of the manner 
in which it uses it... . it rnay not be very different from free labour in the Soviet Union.' which explains in part why the Poles 
wre referred to as  'free settlen". However. 'lijn Canada, when the state deprives a person of liberty. it takes 
responsibility for providing suffident food and shelter; it appears that the Soviet authorities assume no such responsibility. 
They grve food and sheiter on the basis of an unwntten contrad drafted by the state." Thus. '...the main inmntwe ta work 
in the forced labour camps is provideci by offering rewads in the fom of extra food for those who surpass a certain 
arbitrarily h e d  standard output, calred the 'nom". The basic ration futed is low to increase the incentive to work.' And. 
there is little regard for the age. physical condition. or gender of the worker. W C  RG25 F6, vol. 2615. W-2W. 
Confidential memo, 'Forced Labour in the Soviet Union." RA.J. Phillips. 26 August 1948; Eamsclitfe, 13 September 1948. 



Throughout their 'travels' and travails, the Anders Poles were pushed from place to place 

as labour commodities whether as workers forcibly exiled in Soviet labour camps, as soldiers of 

the Polish Second Corps, or as immigrants in a new homeland where it was their labour that 

perrnrtted them entry and through which they acquired their freedom. And if it is their ethnicity that 

was at the root of their experiences, it also is their Polishness to which many credit their survival. 

It was their Polishness that also underpinned the community organizational dynamics to which 

they would commit thernselves in the new homeland, on behalf of their mernories of the ancestral 

homeland. 

And so, 1, a child of these survivors, found myself facing a multitude of questions. Why 

did Stalin deport the Poles? What was life like for them during their exile in Soviet labour camps 

and after? What became of the Polish survivors of Soviet exile, so-called displaced persons, in 

their new horneland[sJ? How did they graft or translate their Polishness and their odyssey ont0 

the Canadian landscape? What roles have they played in nation building? Did they fulfill their 

labour contracts? Are there among them pets?  Orators in the House of Commons? Doctors? 

Teachers? Mechanics? Famiers? Astronauts? Did they remain in the communities to which the 

Canadian government initially transported them to fulfill their contractual obligations or did they 

gravitate toward established Polish communities? Did the Poles, displaced virtually en masse by 

staggeting histonc events, share a cornmon destiny in their adopted country? How have over five 

decades in a new land shapedlredefined their memory or their childhood experiences or even 

their identity? What have they retained of their Polish culturdheritage, or Polishness? What 

contributions have they made to Canadian life? How have individuals from simple f a m  roots 

translated their life experiences and skills as adult newcomers in an industrial post-war new 

homeland? How have they corne to tems with a shattered homeland, shattered life plans, 

shattered families? What obstacles did they face in coming to a new land? How did they cape? 

How did Canadians receive these people, displaced by the war? What can they tell us about 

be[com]ing Canadian? How was it that a small group of Poles-approximately 90Cb 

disembarked at Halifax in August 1949 from an American naval camer traveling from Mombassa, 
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Kenya? What became of the other deportees who did not corne to Canada? 

In asking the questions borne, first, of the confusion in atternpting to reconcile my father's 

past with conflicting visual documentation lovtngly maintained in a photo album, I became aware 

of the enomity of the topic. Through research in pnmary and secondary documents and texts, 

and through interviews with survivors of the deportation/exile experience, I have been able to 

trace and document the nature of the circumstances that resulted in the deportations of the Poles 

from their homeland in the opening chapters of WWll and the ultimate immigration to Canada of 

the passengers of the General Black and many other Poles, after the war. 

But 1 am not alone in my observation that the stories of the Anders Poles are fargely 

unknown. In his Foreword mmments to the book, Exiled Children, a bi-lingual-PolishiEnglish- 

coffee-table style pictonal text pubiished in Poland in 1995, Cardinal Jozef Glemp, Primate of 

Poland wrote: 

Occasionally, we corne across gaps in our national history. Events 
and even whole episodes still remain hidden from the collective 
consciousness of our nation. Presewed in private correspondence and 
memoirs, vaguely alluded to in historical works, they have not received that 
amplification-by being told and retold in family circles and through a wider 
social debate-that would make them naturally resonate from one 
generation to the next.. . . 

This album does not pretend to any literary merit. It is a collection of 
preserved memoirs and reminiscences of a great odyssey of exile that 
those young Polish children underwent during the Second World War. 
Fleeing from their places of exile in the icy wastes of Russia, their joumey 
led them through ... a route that would have been beyond the wildest 
imagination of the polish Legions in ltaly under General Dabrowski. Yet, 
these children sang the same words as the Polish Legions had Sung long 
before themi 'Onwards ... Onwards to Poland. ..*. 

Those who did survive and who reached the end of the joumey proved 
beyond doubt what it means to be a Pole ... . The unshakeable faith ... 
directed towards God, which also reaches out to other human beings. 

Thanks to such a strong faith. they were able to cornprehend the value 
of organised cornrnunity life. Their organised communities facilitated the 
development of cultural life.6 

Cardinal Glemp inserts into the text such ternis and literary allusions as "literary epic", 

'pilgrimage", "odyssey", 'exilen, 'diaspora", and "Polish spirit", al1 drawing to the readets attention 

the unmistakable tragedy of the exile expen'ence, white vatorizing, through the use of powerful 

" Fundaqa Archiwum Fotografiane Tulaay. Exiled Children. Warsaw, 1995. 6-7. 
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language and imagery, Polishness with its requisite devotion to Roman Catholicism, to the "value 

of organized community life" and to the historic Polish sufiering in the stmggle for freedorn. 

However, the book devotes little attention to the historical backdrop to the deportations, glossing 

over issues related to the forcible rernoval, at gunpoint, of entire families, the upheaval, and the 

suffering experïenced by the deportees. Rather, the 'story' begins after the Poles have fled from 

the Soviet labour camps and kolkhozes and most of the photographic images more closely 

resemble my father's embroidered album. 

Similarly, there exists in the Canadian story a Iack of telling of the Anders Poles. While 

there are references to them in the work of several Canadian scholars. most notably Benedykt 

Heydenkom and Henry Radecki, most of the existing literature makes only brief mention of the 

Anders Poles; sometimes only as a footnote! More particularly, the Anders Poles are only 

generalty and briefiy considered within the lirnited, yet precedent-setting, scope of the 

resettlement of 4.527 Polish ex-soldiers who came to Canada under two-year agricultural labour 

contract through 1946-47 as their migration to Canada set the experiential foundation for al1 post- 

war bulk labour rnovernents to Canada. 

Some contemporary scholars have begun to mise questions about other gaps found in 

the literature devoted to immigrant histories. For instance, Franca lacovetta has raised some 

interesting questions around the neglect of consideration of the relationships between immigrants 

and the policies that affect them.' Among the rnost noteworthy gaps are those found in the 

neglect of consideration of the experiences of 'ordinar-' people living 'ordinary' lives and 

especially of women's experîence. Even scholars who do explore topics related to Polonia in 

Canada have given little attention to women's expenence. For instance, Sarah Van Aken- 

Rutkowski's study of Anders Poles makes little distinction between male and female expenence, 

Only Apoionja Kojder has focused attention exclusively on the topic of Polish women in Canada 

within Polonia organizational life. JO-Anne Lee writes: 

Frana lacovetta. 'Ordering in Sulk: Canada's Postwar Immigration Policy and the Recruitment of Contract Worken 
from Italy,' in Journal of Amencan Ethnic Histoq, Fall. 1991. 51. 



Wornen have always been part of these successive waves of immigration. 
Yet the resounding silence in Canadian history of the experiences of 
women.. . is very troublesome. .. . Without a point of historical reference 
through oral narratives and oral history, it is difficult to assess the overall 
portrayal as an accurate reflection of historical events and experiences.' 

Thus the imperative to document the 'stones' as told by the Anders Poles before the 

moment of remembrance has completely passed: before al. as Babcia. are gone. 

As this study has been conducted through the Frost Centre for Canadian Hentage and 

Development Studies at Trent University, Peterborough, Ontario, I have undertaken an 

interdisciptinary approach with a specific view to enter into discourse several facets of what may 

appear to oblige an historical approach. but which yield a panoramic theatre of discovery and 

opportunity for contextualization, and which offer, at many points on the horizon, a number of 

potential areas for further research. 

Most importantly to me as a student of Canadian Studies, is my commitrnent to the 

"search for adequate methods to secure the inclusion of currently nonacademic knowledge in 

acadernic re~earch;"~ more specifically, the inclusion of the lived experiences of the Anders Poles- 

cum-Canadians as both significant and complernentary to prirnary research and existing literature 

which is notably limited. It is not my desire to simply document [in isolation from each componentj 

the historical context or relevance of the periods of exile, exodus and exordium through collection 

of primary and secondary text, data and archival material. Rather, I have chosen to complicate 

history with narrative, inviting study participants to join me in authorship through the oral interview 

process. As Robert Hamey has obsewed: "Flesh and blood, the nuance and inflection of a tape 

recorded reminiscence. complicate historical analysis. but obviously enrich it as ~ e l l . " ' ~  

This requires, however, that I question relationships between these components, and 

within these components, of such elernents as ethnicity, religion, gender, region, and class. I 

Jo-Anne Lee in 'Living in Dreamsn in David De Brou and Aiieen MoffaR. eds. 'Othef Voies. (Uniwnrty of Regina: 
Canadian Plains Research Centre. 1995) 145. 

Liora Saiter and Alison Hearn. Outside the Lineç: Issues in lntetdi~ci~iinar~ Research. (Montreal: McGill-Queen's 
Univenrty Press. 19%) 168. 
10 Robert Hamey qtd. in Beneûykt Heydenlrom, ed. Memoirs of Polish Irnmiqrants in Canada. (Toronto: Canadian-Polish 
Research Institute. 1479) vi. 



iurther explore abstract concepts related to my interviewees' sense of belonging: of their 

Polishness in [or out of) mutual expression with Canadianness. 

I have not restricted rny quest for understanding the experiences of these now elderly 

'children' to only an archival or textual consideration, as there has been limited activity in the 

collection and preservation of the testimonies of the Sybiraki who made Canada their home. Thus 

the significance of their rernarkable stones as recorded and transcribed in the qualitative 

interview. 

Altogether thirty-eight individuals graciously consented to participate in this study, 

welcoming me into their homes where they shared their memoies, their photographs, relevant 

documents. and refreshments and meals. Thirteen were wornen and twenty-five were men, 

including my father. Two reside in large cities within close proximity of the Greater Toronto Area, 

the remainder in the Greater Toronto Area, most in the '905' region. Two former residents of 

Toronto, however, have recently retired to winterized cottages, one in the upper Kawarthas and 

the other in the Algonquin Park region. The youngest was bon in 1938, the oldest in 1915; thus, 

they range in age from sixty-two to eighty-five years. One has died since Our conversation. 

The group of study participants represents but a very srnall sample. By way of a general 

characterization of the study sample, most came from small land-holding families, the majority 

being interwar colonists of Poland's eastem frontiers. Others came from various other geographic 

and socio-economic circumstances. About two thirds of the study sample were under age twelve 

at the time of deportations raising, first, questions of memory through a child's eyes as recalled by 

elderly individuals six decades after events occurred. I do not engage in discussion of memory 

theory. though recognize such consideration requires research. Testirnonies are documented as 

recalled by study participants with an appreciation that there likely are errors of fact that were not 

caught through deeper probing as well as gaps and flaws in memory. However, one can hear 

throughout the testimonies moments of certain clarity as well note elements that stand on their 

own merits. However accurate their testimonies may or may not be they contribute important 

details to our history. For instance, there is no question that the 'value' in their testimonies is 

especially notable and plausible in discussion of their family, community and work expedences as 



Canadian citizens. 

I have conducted a survey of literature on the topic of oral nanative resulting in the 

developrnent of a questionnaire [Appendix Al for use as guide in the collection of primary data 

from study participants. I have also developed an infoned Consent and Release [Appendix B1 

form that was read and signed by each interviewee prior to the interview. The purpose of 

producing a Poiish language Consent and Release [Appendix C]  form is to ensure that al1 study 

participants know, in the language in which they are most cornfortable, their rights and the 

parameters of the interview. 00th the questionnaire and Consent and Release form follow 

SSHRC Ethics Guidelines il9951 for research with human subjects and have received approval 

from Trent University's Committee on Human Research. 

Ail study participants have been provided pseudonyms. Some were disappointed to leam 

their real names would not be attached to their experiences as discussed in this study. By way of 

excusing this approach, it was strongly recomrnended by the Trent University Ethics Committee 

that interview subjects, and their families, be protected by anonymity. 

The theoretical approach to the use of the oral interview for historical research around 

which I position this work is grounded in existing debates among feminist historians; that is, inside 

questions of construction and deconstruction of historical memory and the location of experience 

in historiai context." 

Although I occasionally use the terms narrative and testimony to describe the oral 

component of this study, it is necessary that I distinguish what is meant by these terrns. The 

process by which study participants orally transmitted their stories was not a free flowing telling 

per se. Rather, it was a process guided by specific questions as determined by myself; thus, the 

oral interview. 

This is also to acknowledge that the intewiew process has flaws; the rnost obvious being 

that the researcher directs, even shapes, ttirough the question/response format, the findings that 

are documented. lnasmuch as the questionnaire was utilized as a guide and interviewes were 

' ' Joan Sangster. 'Telling out Stories: ferninist debates and the use of oral history' in Women's Histow Review. Vol. 3. 
No. 1. 1994) 5-28. See aiso Jodnne Lee. 'Living in Dreams" in David DeBrou and Aileen Mofitt. 4s . .  'MBer' Voies. 
(Universrty of Regina: Canadian Plains Reseatdi Centre. 1995) 144-159. 
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encouragsd to speak frankly and freely, the end product, this study, remains one directed by the 

inquisitor. When transcribing the taped interviews, it became evident at times that in rny efforts to 

satisfy my research objectives40 stay "on taskn-as guided by the questionnaire, as well as 

mindfulness of time constraints, there arose missed opporlunities: for the interviewee to continue 

along a path of memory, and for the researcher to explore more wholly the reminiscences that lay 

in the further recesses of their memories. This, I regret. 

Interviews were recorded on both audio and video tapes and subsequently transcribed. 

Only one participant declined video recording of the interview. Interviews ranged from 2% to 3% 

hours in length with a prescribed rnid-way break as well as occasional interruptions such as 

telephone calls, and impromptu breaks as required by study participants so that they could pause 

to collect their thoughts, rest from the emotional strain, or change the direction of the interview. 

Only a few declined to answer occasional questions and these wishes were respected. One 

female participant stopped the interview after approximately 15 minutes and was subsequently 

unable to continue. She indicated she could not retum to painful and confusing memories. 

An additionat ten individuals-all Oshawa-area residents, three women and seven men- 

were approached with the request to participate in this study, but they denied the request. Some 

just simply replied, "No, thank you." Others cited such factors as il1 health, said the subject was 

too painful to discuss, or that they did not want any attention drawn to them. 

Some interviewees were locâted in Oshawa among members of the community in which I 

spent rny chtldhood. The Polish Veterans Association in Oshawa kindly provided some 

assistance in locating other potential participants. Thus, twenty-five of the study participants are 

individuals who settled in the Oshawa area. At least forty-eight individuals who live in the Oshawa 

area are Polish survivors of the Soviet deportationlexile experience. There arelhave been more. 

If I could stray for a moment from evidence and fact and make an 'educated' guess, 1 would 

suggest it is unlikely the numbers rise any higher than seventy, if that Much-needed data was 

also provided by the pansh priests, Rev. Poszwa and Rev. Michalski, and parish staff at St. 

Hedwig [Polish] Roman Catholic Church in Oshawa, as well as the principal at neighbouring St. 

Hedwig Roman Catholic Elementary School, Kim Walsh. 



Other study participants were 'discovered' at a reunion of Polish survivors of the Soviet 

deportations held in a suburb of Detroit, Michigan in 1996. Through letters to the editor published 

in the "Have Your Say" section of The Toronto Star, I was able to locate out-of-print publications 

as well as study participants. Yet others were informed by word of mouth of my research and 

subsequently contacted me. And on a few occasions after conducting an interview, I was 

informed of yet another individual who might be interested in participating in the narrative 

cornponent of this study. 

There exists in Toronto at the Multicultural History Society of Ontano a collection of 

several hundred taped interviews conducted with Polish immigrants to Canada. lncluded among 

thern are interviews with Sybiraki, including some from the generation prior to my participants; 

iheir parents' generation. That the interviews were conducted and archived is evidence of interest 

in the topic and of a vision to record and preserve the memories of Polish immigrants to Canada. 

However. these were conducted in the Polish language and therefore are inaccessible to 

researchers, such as myself, void of the Polish tongue. Consequently, this work suffers from the 

lack of potentially valuable material. To make the matenal more widely accessible to non-Polish 

researchers, a worthwhile project would be translation of the volumes of the narratives. 

As a collecter of their testirnonies, l found rnyseif acting both as witness and as scribe. 

Through an open-ended interview process guided by a prepared question fomat these 

remarkable survivors of Soviet deportation and exile courageously consented to share with me, 

and subsequently, with my readers, a painful, yet at tirnes triurnphant, rurnmage through the 

memones of their childhood and eariy Canadian expenences. It is through their memones that 1 

have witnessed profound expressions of vitality, love, wisdorn, suffering, grief, compassion, and 

strength of human spirit. 

But it is necessary that I acknowiedge that in the collection of their stories through oral 

interviews, and through the theoretical and even organic filtering of interpretive and wnting 

processes, the stones cannot be but transfomed. As one source reminds us: 

Considerations of who is writing about what and for which audience must be 
taken into account Voice is never unfettered; it is aiways filtered through 



contexts, and personal and social agendas.. . . Accordingly.. . readers must 
also account for the hidden voices of their interpreters, those who record the 
stories. '' 

How have i positioned myself in undertaking this project? It is i the chiid of these 

suivivors writing through a process that involves 1 the student and scholar with what is, ultimately, 

a production of work for an elite scholarly community, within scholarly processes and following 

strict scholarly guidelines, rather than an application of story into mainstream consciousness. To 

some extent. the Veye that is a child of their expenences is in conflict with the studenUscholar 

I/eye as there presses within me an anxiety that the stones which are the script of the hearts, 

minds and bodies of remarkably 'ordinary' people will, despite my efforts, rernain largely unknown 

or even forgotten as I write for an elite audience. However, 1 press on and have, in rny concluding 

cha pter, put forward a number of suggested potential topicslthemes requiring further research 

with the hope that the conversation I have engaged in with other researchers of this topic will 

continue. And, I have also begun to take the work to a wider audience through other forums. 

All of this is to Say I weep with them both tears of joy and of despair, and that this work is 

not the end, but a beginning grounded in scholarly inquiry. Fumer, my role is not simply that of 

sympathetic witness and illustrative scribe. As scholar, I am also inquisitor who, through their 

memories, must sift for instants where fact, as documented, diverges from fact which study 

participants believe but which might equate with a [conscious or unconscious~ re-invention of 

mernory. That is, is memory static? Do there exist gaps? Do 1 hear patterns of phraseology 

woven within the narratives that act as clues to ernbellishment, or simply forgetfulness? And what 

of the possibility that some of these survivors may have, in their memories, in their narratives, 're- 

imagined themselves."~ andior how might they have re-imagined what it rneans to be a Pole 

within Polonia? 

But who am I to situate myself as witness, scribe, scholar, critic, and inquisitofl The fact 

of the matter is that it is Hela, a child of these sun/ivors, who is doing the asking. I am not a 

'stranger' to them; I am, literally and figuratively, of their flesh. Perhaps it is this pnvilege that 

'' Oave De Brou and Aileen C. Moffat!. 'Introdudion: 'Othef V o i e  and the Challenge fmm Wittiin' in De Brou and 
Moffatt. *Other' Voiœs. (Universrty of Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1995) 15. 
13 Arrtha Van He*. Writing the Immigrant SeE Disguise and Damnation" in InVwible Ink: wto-frictions. (NeWest. 
19911 174. 
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permits me access-a kind of invasion into their most intimate and private selves-to their homes 

and ultimately to their stories. It also gives me a special capability for oral communication with 

those study participants-despite my lack of Polish-who might exhibit in their statements a poor 

mastery of the English language. There exists the possibility some of the substance of meaning 

and context of the testimonies rnight have been diminished, misinterpreted, or even lost because 

of my lack of Polish, or because of an intenriewee's weak English language skills. However, I 

would submit that it is not outside the realm of reasonableness that I could appreciate the 

thoughts and feelings expressed by study participants having grown up among these Poles, within 

the culture of their nuances in oral communication, as spoken by my father and other farnily 

mem bers. 

This work then is an intimate work. One in which my prirnary objective is to collect and 

document existing text related to this topic and to then insert into the [small] body of existing 

scholarly work 'new' material, including, especially, neglected stones gathered from the narratives 

of old children. 

-----*-a---- 

In June 1996 1 attended, with my father and rny youngest son, a re-union of 350 of these 

individuals that was held in a suburb of Detroit, Michigan. 1 was moved by their vitality for life and 

by their shared, yet unique, experiences. Following the banquet and poetry and presentations, a 

dance was held. The romantic in me cheered on old legs that have walked continents as they 

stomped and whirled through pulsing polkas-one-Mo-three, one-two-thr-steps even I know 

as effortlessly as taking in air. 

But there were tearç at the re-union as yet more names were added to the list of the 

dead. Their numbers have begun to dwindle rapidly. Through undergraduate research, 1 came to 

leam that there is little scholarly research into their experiences and that their stories are largely 

unknown beyond the Polish community. In the Canadian textual context, a group of 4,527 Polish 

ex-soldiers whose amval in Canada after the war set a precedent for post-war immigration policy 

makes the occasional brief appearance in discussions centred around Canada's immigration 

poiicies andlor patterns. Sornetirnes, ifs merely a footnote. But I cannot blame only the 



academic community for this neglect, for too few texts written on the subject and published within 

Polonia are produced in the English language. Furtherrnore, there is relucbnce among the 

survivors to talk about experiences they rather prefer to forget. 

And so, it became a personal imperative to collect and document their stories and to 

explore questions related to their lives in Canada before the moment of remembrance is past. 

The year 1999 rnarked the 50' anniversary of the disembarkment of the passengen of the 

General Black it also was declared by the United Nations the International Year of Older Persons. 

On this point 1 am reminded of a sign I observed outside a fiower shop located in FonthiIl, Ontario 

in Spring 2000: When an old person dies, a librâry is lost. 

The year 2000 also marks the year Polonia observes the 6om anniversary of the mass 

deportations. Yet another reminder that the moment of living remembrance will soon be past. 

Beyor;d the Backvard 

The arriva! of the Anders Poles was, as with other post-war immigrants to Canada, a 

postscript to the precedent-setting importation in 1946147 of 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers from 

England under Britain's Polish Resettlement Act Only after intense pressure from the British 

government did Canada welcorne the Polish ex-soldiers. And then only after the Department of 

Labour could make certain there existed 'suitable' jobs for the Polish ex-soldiers. lndeed, they 

signed two-year labour contracts, most of which ironically filled labour positions in agriculture or 

resource extraction vacated by Geman ex-POWs! 

The amval. in 1949, of the General BIack Poles was further girdled by other antecedent 

migrations of Poles to Canada. A group of about 200 technicians and some individuals from 

Poland's diplornatic corps as well as the arts communtty came during the war. A group of 

orphans were seffled in a Montreal suburb in 1947, and a group of 100 young women were 

recruited in 1947 by Ludger Dionne, (Liberal MP Beauce, Quebec) at a Gerrnan displaced 

persons camp for work under two-year labour contract in his Quebec spinning mill. The selection 

and importation of the Dionne girls" set the stage for subsequent bulk movements of women 

displaced persons, including the female passengers of the Geneml Black, for gender-specific 
- 

14 The Dionne girfs are disthguished h m  the famous Dionne Quints of the era barn in northem Ontario in May 1936. 
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contracted labour; primarily, in domestic service. 

Some critics argued the govemment was circumventing the development of a national 

immigration policy as it appeared, in the Dionne case especially, to be leaning toward 

.'immigration by vested interestsn. Links were quickly made between the special imporbtion of 

Polish ex-soldiers for farrn labour and Dionne's special [parliarnentaryj c~rcurnstances that netted 

his spinning miit cheap PoIish fernale labour resulting, eventually, in widespread anti-Polish 

sentiment. 

Although there were sectors of Canadian society that supported post-war immigration of 

persons diçplaced by the war, criticism came from many sources. For instance, politicians and 

labour organirations denounced labour schemes and the Polish [read Soviet puppet] govemment 

accused Canada of kidnapping Polish wornen as white slaves, eventually taking their complaints 

to the United Nations. 

Despite criticism, however, the Canadian govemment promoted labour schemes without 

making any formal iegislative changes to immigration policy. As a result, precedent-setting 

nurnbers of European immigrants came to Canada during the post-war years; most notably 

among them displaced persons who filled various labour gaps in such industries as agriculture, 

forestry, mining and domestic service. 

It must be noted that among study participants there are some who arrived by rneans 

other than via the General Black or as Polish ex-soldiers under the British Reseftlement Act. 

Further, there were Jews among the Anders Poles who, after the war, also sought asylum in 

Canada but were denied. This is to suggest further research on the topic of the Jewîsh 

experience within the context of the Soviet labour camp experience, perhaps something along the 

lines of Barbara Stem Burstin's comparative consideration of Polish Jews and Christians who 

migrated to Pittsburgh after the war." 

Archival Research 

Documents held at the National Archives in Ottawa have proved to be useful primary 

'' Barbara Stern Burstin. From Poland to Pittsbumh: The W r i e n œ  of Jews and Christians who Miarateci ta Pittsburph 
After Wortd War II. (Doctoral Dissertation: Unrversity of Pittsburgh, 1986). 



sources. 1 have surveyed the Ethnic Index, Labour Canada files, Extemal Affairs files. Citizenship 

and Immigration files, and other relevant miscellaneous files, as well as newspaper articles al1 

related to the period l94O-l96O. 

I was granted access to the papers of the late Tadeusz Romer who lived out the post-war 

years in Canada and who eventually becâme a Canadian citizen. Romer was the Polish 

Ambassador to the Soviet Union during the crucial period, 1941-42 and was actively involved with 

the negotiations for the release of ethnic Poles from Soviet labour camps, mines and agricultural 

collectives. 

Other collections perused at the National Archives include select papers of Wiktor 

Podoski, Consul General of Poland in Ottawa during the war years. Podoski played an active role 

in the war-time immigration to Canada of Poles, as well in the post-war arriva1 of the Polish ex- 

soldiers under Britain's Polish Resettlement Act, and issues relevant to their living and working 

circumstances during their eariy years in Canada among other matters related to post-war Polish 

immigration to Canada. Fumer, I have been successful in locating at the National Archives a few 

srnall collections of photographs related specifically to this study. 

Two other important sites mined for relevant rnaterial are the Canadian Polish Research 

lnstifute and the Multicultural History Society of Ontario, both located in Toronto. However, 

despite the ease of physical access to these collections and the usefulness of some of the 

primary and secondary materials found within them, the majority of significant works related to the 

topic are, like the wealth of rnaterial housed at McGill University in Montreal, written primarily in 

the Polish language. Consequently, I must acknowledge the limitations of my research as my 

sources reflect prirnanly those available in the English language. While this study contributes to 

the existing literature new elements of 'the story', it lacks the benefit of Polish language resources. 

Other sources incfude Hansard from the period as issues related to the immigration of 

Poles [and other displaced personsj after the war rose to the fore of debate in the House of 

Commons. 1 refer also to a few discrete documents such as Britain's Polish Resettlernent Act, as 

well to a number of atlases and Statistics Canada records to plot national and international 

elements of significance. Further, mis study includes an exploration of Canadian immigration 



policy and patterns of the post-WWIi era and even the period prior to the war as they relate to the 

Anders Poles and also in a cursory consideration of the immigration to Canada of other groups of 

European immigrants, as such discussion has particular relevance to this study. 

Literature Survey 

Few scholariy texts published in the English language and that relate specifically to this 

topic exist, most having been published in the period beginning in the 1980s. Even in 

comprehensive histonography texts such as The Oxford Historv of the Twentieth Centuq, which 

treats WWll as the pivotal event of the 20' Century, there is only a brief mention. typical of the 

one-line treatment generally given the topic: "Deportations in Polish Belerussia and Ukraine took 

place during the Soviet occupation under the Nazi-Soviet P a ~ t . " ' ~  No numben are rnentioned. 

No reason or description of the deportations is given. No substance is given to the human 

tragedy. Perhaps there is something in Stalin's observation that "one death 1s a tragedy, a million 

is statistics." But one historical trickle in the river of misfortune. 

The majority of Engliçh-language works that more significantly consider this toptc are 

more particularly concemed with the deportation, exile and exodus experiences of the Sybiraki, 

though a few do stray into a consideration of the exordium-new beginnings-phase of their Iives. 

Survivors of the deportation and exile experience have since after the war, published in 

Canada, the United States, Poland, England, New Zealand and other places literary works, 

particularly of the mernoir genre. In Canada, memoirs wntten by Polish immigrants became 

virtually institutionalized through the robust eariy years of Canada's Multiculturalism Policy, 

introduced by the late Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau in 1971; a phenornenon that begs in- 

depth inquiry. In 1979 the Canadian Polish Research lnstitute in Toronto issued an appeal for 

memoirs of Polish immigrants in Canada. It was the only one of three such appeals to achieve 

any success. Fifty-five memoin were received. eleven published." Through published memoin 

and testirnony as collected in personal oral interviews, I explore such themes as agency among 

IO Richard Stites, The Russian Empire and the Soviet Union. 1900-1945' in Michael Howard and William Roger Lou#, 
The Oxford Historv of the Twentieth Century. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 127. 
' -  Benedylct Heydenkom. ed. Memoirs of Polish lmmiqramo in Canada. (Tomnto: Canadian-Polish Research Institute. 
1979). 



the Sybiraki while labounng in exile, including sumival strategies and efforts to resist Russfication 

and, ultimately , preserve Polishness. 

To cornmernorate the 6om anniversary of the deportations. Staniskw Stolarczyk, editor of 

the Polish-ianguage newspaper Zwiqzkowiec (Alliancer), has undertaken to pubtish, in English, a 

collection of memoirs of Canadian Sybiraki- Even on the Internet, I have located rnemoir and 

other useful materials. 

Through a dissertation search, 1 was able to locate several American studies that 

explored aspects related specifically to this study. They include consideration from the thematic 

positions of political studies, a sociological consideration of the post-wâr Polish immigrant family, 

analysis of gender and identity during the wartime period, and one comparative consideration of 

the immigration experience[s] of Polish Jews and Christians in a large American city. 1 located 

only one Canadian-based sociological study of the integration and acculturation of twenty Polish 

ex-soldiers, male and female alike, conducted for an MA research project in 1982 by Sarah Van 

Aken-Rutkowski. 

In Historioara~hv: An Annotated Biblioqra~hv. Volume 11, l8 a number of studies which 

might have potential in a broader consideration-and which were not used in this study-explore 

sucb topics as: interwar Polish economic emigtation, WWll resistance activities, periods of 

partitions, Katyn, Yalta, and a study which claims the USSR was the key player dunng WWll in 

Poland's struggle for freedom. Several USSR-based dissertations explore such topics as 

industrial development in Siberia, the Ukrainian diaspora in the USSR, post-war Soviet-Anglo 

relations and the national question, WWI1. Finally, one notable study is a consideration of Poles 

in Turkey in the lgm and 2 6  Centuries. All are written in Geman, Polish or Russian laquage. 

Through my research, I have been able to establish that approximately 5,500 Polish 

immigrants to Canada were survivors of the Soviet exile/deportation experience. I estirnate the 

numbers to range between 8,000 and 15,000. This is to note that the dearth of research and 

writing on the topic of the Sybiraki is a shameful neglect by researchers and Wters who exclude 

from the Canadian 'storj' a distinct population of Caaadians who share essential elements of 

18 Historioara~hy: An Annotated Biblioqraphy,Volume 11. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-Clio, lnc., 1987. 
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ethno-cultural historicity, and who have contnbuted to Canadian life in various ways. 

A wide range of texts and journal articles complement the literature survey. For the most 

part. these relate to particular spheres of discourse; for instance, literature related to diaspora, 

literature related to the ethics and processes of oral interviews, and literature which relates 

specifically to immigration and coming to citizenship issues, including gender, ethnicity, class. 

labour and cornmunity considerations. I have also been fortunate in discovering occasional 

articles in contemporary newspapers and magazines that relate either directly, or indirectly, to this 

study. As weil, texts which relate specifically to the Oshawa Polish cornmunity have contributed 

to the investigation of Oshawa Polonia vis-&-vis relations between established Polonia and the 

post-war arrivais, as well organuational and community life. 

And, finally, there are several references to my own published writing on the topic. At the 

outset I determined this work would not be a singular effort; that other audiences would 'benefit' 

from the research undertaken within scholarly realrn, its substance written in foms-short story, 

newspaper articles, poetry-other than theoretical treatise. As 1 wrote in a recently published 

story: 

I am conducting prirnary research that encompasses oral narrative. But I 
am there for reasons beyond purely academic interest. 1 am a chiid of the 
stories i am coiiecting. And the work is more than discreet analysis of the 
subject for the stories that could be rny grandrnothets or my fathets, or my 
aunts and uncles' stories. Stories passed down by elders. Expen'ences 
worth remernberir~g.'~ 

Study participants also must be acknowledged as 'sourcesw for I seldom left their homes 

without suggested reading, loaned documents, books or photographs, or recornmendation of a 

potential interviewee, or even friendly 'familial' guidance and support in the work. Throughout the 

research and writing process, I felt I had a personal fan club and this served as an excellent 

source of motivation and of inspiration. One for which 1 am respectfully grateful. 

Chapter Outline 

It is essential, first, that l sketch the historical wntext of events leading ta the 1939-41 

19 Helen Bajorek MacDonald, 'Once Upon a War Erne' in Canadian Woman Studies. (Toronto: York Univenrty, Winter 
2000) Vol. 19, No. 4. 143. 



Soviet deportation and exile of 1.5 million Poles in remote regions of the Siberian and Central 

Asian hinterlands, particularly as they relate to Poland's historic relations with its neighbours. 

Chapter 2, entitled Exile, explores questions related to Polish historiography vis-&vis foreign 

invasions, conquest and ethnic cleansing. 

Why were ethnic Poles targeted specifically for deportation? To contextualize the 

deportation of Poles during this period, it is necessary to consider Josef Stalin's thinking with 

particular ernphasis on his views of ethnic Poles and on Russian daims to Poland's eastem 

provinces. The deportations served multiple practical purposes including: depolonization of the 

eastern provinces, acquisition of a cheap replaceable labour force that would contribute to Stalin's 

war effort, and an investment in future population and economic growth. Textual evidence has 

been gathered from the Iimited existing [English-language] scholarship that is virtually non- 

existent on the Canadian scholarly landscape. Beyond the textual survey, maps are used to plot 

the historiography of events that readers may get the larger 'picture'. 

In Chapter 3, entitled Exodus, I discuss the period September 1939 when Adolf Hitler, 

then Josef Stalin, invaded Poland, to the June 1941 Gerrnan invasion of Russia and subsequent 

events which led to the amnesty pemitting some of the Polish deportees to leave the Soviet 

labour camps. Wanted: soldiers to fiIl the ranks of the Red Arrny that they might fight against 

Hitler. It is here that I begin to draw together mernoir, testimony, archive and text as I 

contextualize the deportation expenence, as well as life in exile in the Soviet labour camps and on 

kolkhozes. Living conditions were harsh. Work injuries, illness, starvation, disease and death 

were cornmonplace. There was little in the way of medical care, food, aid, or even any indication 

that the world knew or cared about their plight The Poles experienced frequent assaults upon 

their Polishness as they were denied the nght to speak their language, to practice their faith, or to 

teach their children their cultural and traditional hentage. Most families (60.5% of study 

participants] left the bodies of their dead behind, al1 buried uncerernoniously and without the 

benefit of the last rites or even a grave marker. 

Chapter 4, entitled Exordium, traces the odyssey of the emaciated Polish families out of 
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the Soviet Union and the subsequent British paternal benevolence under which the multitude 

assembled. In other words, the larger sphere of international politics, incfuding a cast of key 

political players, begins to play a role on the Iives of the Poles. 

Of the approxirnate 1 .S million Poles deported, only 1 15,000 [predominantly] Roman 

Catholic Poles were documented to leave during the brief amnesty period that began in late 

summer 1941 ending abruptly the following year. Free from a life of hardship, suffering and death 

in Soviet labour camps, where did the Sybiraki go? Who was making the decisions? What role[s] 

did the Polish government-in-exile in London play? What of political, church and international aid 

organizations? It is within the context of these and other questions that 1 also explore the Polish 

diaspora-as Polonia-in a consideration of events that unfolded through the remainder of the 

war years and then as it ended in 1945. What then? 

Why did some of the Anders Poles immigrate to Canada, but not others? And what was 

the context for their immigration to Canada? Discussion in Chapter 5, entitled Emplacement, 

includes consideration of pre-WWII, wartime, and post-war Canadian immigration policy as well 

as abridged comparative consideration of parallel migrations of Poles ta Great Britain, Australia, 

Brazil and the United States. Archival research in Canadian government documents, memos and 

newspaper articles from the wartime and post-war era lays the foundation of inquiry into the 

circurnstances, policies and processes that resulted in the immigration to Canada of the Anders 

Poles. lncluded is particular consideration of British policy and procedure vis-à-vis the post-war 

g roup resettlement in Canada of 4,527 Polish ex-sold iers under Britain's Polish Resettlernent Act. 

And what of the civilian refugees? In Chapter 6, entitled The DOOR Open to Workers 

and Breeders, discussion centers round exploration of the ternis to which post-WWII immigrants 

to Canada agreed as condition of entry. As bulk labour they were committed to one-year gender- 

specific labour contracts in such underemployed work as agriculture, forestrj, mining, or in 

domestic service. Ultimately, it was anticipated they would contribute to nation building in the 

most fundamental of ways: as workers and as breeders. Through the recollections of study 

participants as well linking this study to existing research, I begin to sketch the eariy community, 
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family, and working life experiences of the Anders Poles with some comparative consideration of 

other contemporary immigrant groups to Canada as well as of Poles to other countries such as 

Brazil, England, and the United States. That is, once in Canada, how did the Anders Poles 

establish thernselves, both within existing Polonia communities and within rnainstream Canadian 

work and community life? 

More particularly, I also explore such issues as [politicaVcultural] transition through re- 

imagination or re-invention of their selves as Canadian citiens. 1 became especially interested in 

the anomaly of construction of the 'self straddling the here and there tensions. Is there cohesion 

in these constructs, or is there rift? Have Canadians made their coming to citizenship easy or 

difkult? Furthemore, in considering the immigration experiences of the Anders Poles, it is 

essential to examine immigrant women's experience, particularly with respect to relationship[s] to 

and/or between ethnicity, class and gender. For instance, how does wornen's experience and 

expression of experience differ from that of tiieir male counterparts in such areas as language, 

work, family, and community participation? The difficulty has b e n ,  however, that mate study 

participants outnumber female more than 2:1. Thus, weakness in the analysis lies in the 

unbalanced gender representation of the study population. Indeed, it appears that the male 

arrivals in Canada from among the Sybiraki number somewhat more than female. The large 

single-gendered group movement of 4,527 Polish ex-soidiers can partially explain this imbalance. 

Henry Radecki cites that overall three times as many Polish males as females came to Canada in 

the post-WWII ea." 

Chapter 7, entitled Be(Com)ing Canadian, is a concentrated consideration of the power 

of ethnicity within the Polish context. Here, 1 revisit historiographic elements related to the global 

phenornenon, Polonia and a range of interrelationships between the Anders Poles and Poloni;i- 

the Polish diaspora-as well as explore Polishness in relation to Canadianness. 

Although interviews were conducted primarily throughout the Greater Toronto Area and 

' O  Henry Radecki. Ethnic Omankational Dvnamics. (Waterloo: Wiifrid Laurier University Press. 1979) 36. 
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elements of the interviews have been intewoven through this study, I include in Chapter 7 

particular consideration of those who made the Oshawa area home. In recalling the axiom 'write 

what you know," and with deference to this wisdorn and to the very personal nature of this 

research, it would be remiss of me to not consider the Oshawa Polonia community as microcosm 

'case study'. In explonng the Oshawa community, there exists the opportuniîy to consider their 

expenences in reiation to comrnunity building, nation building, and in a concentrated exploration 

of the concepts Polishness in, or out of, mutual expression with Canadianness. 

I wish to emphastze that due to the nature of the very srnail sample (38) of study 

participants, I do not submit this research as wholly representative of the group despite the 

universal usage of the terrns Anders Poles and Sybiraki. This study represents but one version of 

the story-and one approach to the research-as defined by the study sample and by the 

methodology. 

With respect to immigration experience, it must be noted that one generally considers the 

immigrant also as the emigrant. In the case of the Anders Poles, however, while they seemingly 

represent 'twice migrants' having emigrated from England, from Italy, or from British East Africa. 

they did not choose to leave Poland. Rather they were forcibly deported from their homeland and 

exiled in Soviet labour camps in remote regions of an unforgiving hinterland. Only after the war 

was relocation in new homelands one choice occasionally made available to them. 

Those who chose to resettle in new homelands, such as Canada, did not make their 

choice lightly. For them. it was a rnatter of not retuming to a Poland subject to [Communist] 

Soviet domination. Why? They feared repeat deportation. Instead, many deterrnined they could 

better serve the horneland outside its borders as Polonia. Within established Polonia community 

life. or newly establishing Polonia organizations and communities, many engaged in intense 

efforts to presewe Polish heritage and culture, especially for their children, as well for the future 

when Poland would be free from Soviet domination. But how did the re-migration ta such 

countries as Canada or the United States 'sir with the Anders Poles? In other words, did they 
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pine for return to the psychic homeland, the Poland of pre-1939? What of the Poland they left 

behind? Its borders had changed, what of the rest? And, what unified them? Faith? Culture? 

The deportation/exile experience? 

The Poland of their memory is that of a rnostly happy childhood which was dramatically 

interrupted by the trauma of dislocation, deportation, disorder, and disembowelment of family. 

During the two years they 'lived' in Soviet labour camps, they expeflenced attempts of forcible 

erasure of their language. their religion and their history. What, then, is the Polish identity- 

Folishness-in this context? What mernories of their homeland, of their exile, exodus and 

exordium experiences do they share? Withhold? Re-invent? How has memory served these 

remarkably 'ordinary' individuals? Has it betrayed them? Does it punish them through 

manifestation in episodes of mentailphysical illness? Does it guide them? And how does one 

locate pain-ridden rnemories of experience on the theoretical landscape? 

These questions are briefiy explored inasrnuch as they relate to elements of this study. It 

was my initial intent to survey more widely the field of mernory theory, and especially to relate it to 

discourse ongoing on the theme of Holocaust testirnonies. However, it became evident the topic 

requires a broader exploration and analysis tban muld reasonably be conducted within the scope 

of this study. The topic rernains open on the very large field of inquiry yet untapped vis-&vis the 

Anders Poles. 

Finale 

My objective in conducting this research was to mllect and document neglected stories 

and to insert into the Canadian histoflcal 'album' absent details, crafted from the narratives of old 

children and from archival and textual material. Along with a bnef surnrnary of this work, Chapter 

8, entitled Finale. identifies potential topics requiring further study. This is to submit that this 

study is not a definitive work; that it shall play but a modest complernentary role in adding to the 

small pool of existing text And to convey my sincere hope that interest in this will topic will grow. 

It cânnot be stressed strongly enough that the moment of living remembrance is near past 



as each year more of these old children leave us. If we allow that the best possible memory could 

be gleaned from about age 10, most who could adequately recal! their experiences are now over 

age 70. Some among study participants were toddlers when deported to Siberia in 1940, but this 

is not to Say they have no memory of those eariy experiences, however foggy. Furthenore, they 

have clear memories of their eariy Canadian experiences as newcomers and therefore can 

contribute a great deal to variations on such themes as immigration, ethnicity, gender, class, etc. 

~ H ~ M ~ . c I - . . W L I C I C H  

Whenever his six children cal1 into question the wisdom of the un-educated "DPn, rny 

father declares, *What? You think I just got off the banana boat?!" He has used this expression 

since his earliest days in Canada as an assertion of his rights and his abilities for those who would 

discriminate against hirn for no other reason than a thick Polish accent. And what did those 

individuals think would result when my fathets children saw him treated as a 'dumb Polak'? 

While my father does not possess any certificate or diploma of higher learning, he, and the 

individuals who courageously consented to participate in this study, offers the reader of this text 

much to consider about the human condition and about what it means, for some, to 'be Canadian', 

whether or not they just got off the banana boat. 

I have dedicated this work to the rnemory of my grandparents. 'W$toria 'Rosahz 

Kotaivicz Bajovek and h'awrzyniec Bajweeh who I never met. Dziadek died while fleeing 

the Soviet Union. Babcia immigrated to Canada via the General Biack in 1949 but life in her new 

homeland was not simple or easy. She died engulfed in lonely rnemory. 

It is for her memory, for the memory of my ancestors, that I shake a few branches, waking 

the stories, and with broom in hand begin to tidy up, before ail living memory falls into permanent 

and silent sleep. 

And through these words, I weave yet another connecting thread through the tapestry of 

stories already docurnented, passing the needle to the next tailorlteller of tales ... 



Chapter 2 - EXILE --- 
Shifting Borders and Poles - Poland and World War II 

O Exiles! Whose earthy wanderings are ne 'er complete 
When you may rest your sore and weary feet? 
The worrn has his clod of earth. The wild dove has its nest. 
Everyone has a home: but the grave, for a Pole, is the only place of rest.:' 

In 1918 Poland once again became an independent state after 123 years of foreiçn 

domination. Two years tater, after falling out with hts rnilitary calleague and former university 

chum [and brother-in-law] Major Andrzej Wazejowski, my great grandfather Captain Jan Kotowicz 

sold his farm in the Rzeszdw area and purchased a larger. cheaper piece of land in the village of 

Holoskowice. in Tarnopol province." said village being in the then eastem borderlands on the 

Russian side of the historic Cunon Line [Holoskowice rnarked on maps throughout]. He moved his wife, 

Aniela, and two daughters, Wiktoria [my grandmother] and Sutie, several cows and horses, and 

al1 his implements to a piece of land that boasted a small wood, a pond. a large Pasture, and, in 

the village, a mill. They were accornpanied by four farm hands from the Wejowski  family estate 

and within a few rnonths they built a home and barn and waited the first harvest. 

Around the same time, the period known as the Second Republic, other Poles migrated 

to the eastem provinces ai the ever-shifting historic Polish Kingdom, or Congress, in waves of 

colonizatton [or polonization] of the region whose Ukrainian or Belorus rnajorities had suffered 

and laboured for centuries under [mostiy] absent landlords. Many of the Polish migrants received 

their lands gratis, or bought them cheaply, as did Jan Kotowicz, in a scheme which recognized 

rnilitary service performed during either or both WWI and the 1919120 Polish-Soviet War. This 

migration and colonization process exemplified the rnovement of ethnic populations between and 

through the shifting borders of east-central Europe that, over hundreds of years, 'resulted in the 

'' Julian Unyn Niemcewicz [1757-18411 wrote this verse ten days ôefore his deam: qtd. In Norman Davies, Heart of 
Eurose: A Short Histow of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1986) 196. 
-1 - Janice Kuiyk Keefer. Honev and Ashes. (Toronto: HarperFlamingo Canada, 1998) 262. ln Polish. i fs Tamopot on 
contemporary maps of Ukraine. it's Temopil. Zygmunt the f in t  in 1540 gave the land of the province to the leader of the 
Polish A m y ,  tletman Jan Tamowski. Tamowski wnferred the name, transîated to rnean Field of Thoms. 



presence of a substantial ethnic minority population within Poland's borders as well as sizeable 

Polish minorities within the bordes of al1 the neighbounng  nation^."'^ 

A procession of relatives and former neighbours followed Jan Kotowicz, but within six 

months of his move to Tarnopol, my great grandfather was dead. An aggressive Polish 

chauvinist who liked to dnnk and garnble, his boisterous boasting and boorish egocentricity 

brought upon him the wrath of sorne of the locals who, it is said. one day poisoned bis ever-handy 

whiskey. One could argue the man was not endowed with practical sensitivity toward his 

neighbours who bitterly resented the Polish settiers. whether of the current wave or of previous 

waves. Had he lived, however, he might have rued the day he moved his family to Tarnopol for, 

as events unfolded. his beloved wife and daughters and each of their families. along with 

approximately 1.5 million ~oles," were forcibly deported, in familiar Russian custom. to exile in 

Siberian labour camps in the early years of World War II. - - - PL I 
From the threads of this farnily narrative 1 

can be woven aspects of the complex montage 

of events related to Poland's historic relations 

with rts neighbours. For several hundred years, 

Poland's borders waxed and waned, even 

eclipsing into the void of the otficial landscape 

d uring several epochs of foreign oppression. 

[Map 11 In a definitive consideration of Polish 1 
I 

historiography vis-&-vis foreign invasion, 1 
[lais- 7 4  1194s 1 

conquest and ethnic cleansing, this chapter Map 1 - Poland's Changing ~ e m t o r ~ ~  

explores the events that led to the 1939 invasion of Poland by both Germany and Soviet Ruçsia. 

'7 - Tadeusz Piotrowski. Poland's Hobcaust. (Jefferson. NC: McFariand 8 Company, lnc.. 1998) 3. 
:a This figure is in dispute and may never be adequately determined. even i fmen researchers are granted adequate 
access to Soviet archival matenal. I have diosen to use a figure of 1.5 million Poies departed by the Soviet Union during 
the penod 1939-41: as a 'middle ground'. Anders, Davies, Gross. Jc%xk. Mostwin. Piotrowski. Siemaszko. Stem Burstin. 
Sword. Thurston and others posit numbers ranging from 980.000 to 2.000.000. Wiktor Podoski. Consul General of 
Poland in Canada during the war years. m t e  in a btter to Canadian Red Cross. Odober 23. 1941. of 1.5 million Poles 
deporteci to SiùeM. NAC RG251G1: vol. 1995, H206. pt. 1. 
- Norman Davies. Heart o f  Eum~e: A Short Histow of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford Univers@ Press. 1986) 354- 



and ultimately endeavors to develop a portrait of the foundational rationale and operational 

conslderations vis-a-vis the Soviet deportation of ethnic Poles to exile in labour camps through 

the years 1939-4 1. 

Wanincl into the Void 

"One swifi blow to Poland. fitçt by the Geman A m y  and then by the Red A m y ,  and 

nothing was left of this ugly offspring of the Versailles Treaty,' boasted Molotov in his October 31 

+ [1939] keynote speech before the 
m~ wrmcm or Z O ~ N D .  t m  5r*T :--, - * -  . .  - 

Supreme Soviet of the USSR."" Two 

i 
I dm months earlier [23 August. 19391, 

. . 
1 

I . * - - _  , - -  S . - - *  . 
*. Poland was divided on paper in the 

Jnuvu 

. German-Soviet Non-Aggressian Pact 

division] in which they divided what 
1 
u ' * was then Poland. the spoils of the III- 

. C ,  

./ 1 .- f 

Q , * - - 
w- -. -- 
a IL- 

y*01*r 

13 million people. And while Poland 
3 -.- _ . - _ _ m . .  

. - .-. _--.._ . - '  

4 .Qyu '-# 

worid simply watched. 

Map 2 - Nazi-Soviet Oemarcation 1939' But the September 

1939 invasion of Poland was not an tsolated act of aggression. It was grounded in htstonc 

confltct between Poland and its neighbounng states; more specifically. it was grounded in 

"' Norman Davies. Heart of Europe: A Short Histow of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1986) 354. .- - Richard Crampton and Ben Crampton. Atlas of Eastern Europe in The Twentieth Centuq. (London: Routledge. 1996) 
110. 



Russian and Gerrnan efforts at 

economic, social and political 

dominance of the region. One 

might simply Say that Poland was 

in the way, stuck between two 

mighty aggressorç vying for 

power, territory and, ultimately, 

the elimination of anything Polish; 

including, especially, Poles and 

their unyielding nationalism. 

-------CI-- 

When the Great War 
e 

WI] broke out in August 1914, 

Poland, the geographic state, or 

the former Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth (the First Republic Map 3 - Eastern Europe 1900'~ 

crushed in the late 18" ~en tu~y ] , "  did not exist having been wiped clean from the map of Europe 

[ ~ a p  31 and "between twenty and thirty million people who might have called themselves Poles 

lived as subjects of the Russian Tsar, the German Kaiser, or the Emperor-King of Austria. And 

there was no one alive who couid remember the tirne when Poland had been an independent 

state? 

Waxinq into Twentieth Centurv Sentience 

Following the defeat in 1918 of the Austro-Hungarian and Gerrnan empires, along with 

the political, ideological and economic erosion of the Russian empire after two intemal 

28 Richard Crampton and Ben Crampton. Atlas of Eastern Europe in The Twentieth Century. (London: Routledge. 1996) 
147 
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revolutions, the Polish state underwent a moderate, yet discordant, revival. None of the former 

overseers of the Polish lands was in a position to control the border regions, and so Polish 

leadership, under Marshal Jozef Pilsudski, rnoved swiftly to lay daim to a historic geopolitical 

state. The difficulty, however. was that 'there were no clearly definable ethnic frontien."" 

Furthermore, Polish leadership was not always of one mind. 

The two principal characters, each holding conflicting visions for Poland, were Marshal 

Jozef Pilsudski and Roman Dmowski. A distinguished rnilitary leader, the Lithuanian-bom Pole 

Pilsudski was cornmitted to the rornantic fight for absolute Polish independence which, arnong 

other things, he perceived as necessary in establishing an alliance with eastern borderland States 

from Finland to Georgia, that they might establish united resistance against Russian intimidation 

and the peril of Russian domination. Pilsudski's vision was unmistakably anti-Soviet. One rnight 

wonder whether 5 years internrnent in a Siberian penal institution influenced his thinking! There 

is no question. however, that he was strongly cornmitted to the Jagielionian concept of a free and 

independent Poland not unlike that of the Fint Republic of ~oland-~ithuania." One that was 'a 

product of history, a communrty sharing the same values and loyalties. though not necessarily the 

same ethnicity or origins. .. a 'multinational nation'."" 

In contrast was the position taken by Roman Dmowski who initially trained as a biologist 

and erstwhile writer, but who developed a Ife-long commitment to Polish politics including a bnef 

stint as Deputy to the Russian Parliament in St. Petersburg. He favoured a Polish state which 

collaborated with Russia and which was 'the result of the God-given division of mankind into 

distinct entities each possessing its own exclusive language. temtory, and history."" In other 

words, one which was exclusively inhabited by ethnic Poles and which bound blood to soil13' and 

which was not unlike the Poland promised in 1914 by Russia's Grand Duke Nicholas: a Poland 

" Steven Zaloga and Victor Madej. The Polish Campaian. 1939. (NY: Hippocrene Books. Inc.. 1985) 4. 
7 7 -- N o n a n  Oavies. Heart of Europe: A Short Historv of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford Universtty Press, 1986) 110-1 16. See 
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"'free in her own faith. language. and self-rule' under the scepter of the Tsarmn"j [empharis mine) 

Consequently, Dmowski did not support Pilsudski's eastward push of Poland's frontiers into 

regions occupied by other ethnic groups nor the sbte's social engineering policies of colonization 

and polonization of the eastem territones; particulariy, as the other ethnic groups shared neither 

language nor the Roman Catholic faith. As it played out, however, the Poland that would rise 

from the ashes of WWll more dosely resembled Dmowski's [ultimately the Russianj vision; a 

vision not shared by any of the thirty-eight individuals interviewed for this study. 

As the Western powers supported an independent Poland, its frontiers were discussed at 

the Pans Peace Conference in 1919. Poland's borders were eventually fixed through a 

combination of treaty and after a series of military skimishes. The Treaty of Versailles (June 

1919) involved the transfer to Poîand of what became known as the Polish Conidor, 

PrussianiGerman lands in the northwest region which afforded Poland access to the Baltic [no 

doubt, the allies were considenng eastem access, by sea, to Germany should war again threaten, 

1s it did in 19391. Poland seemingly ignored the parameters of the Treaty of  Versailles, as 

Marshal Pilsudski continued to press Poland's frontiers outward; notably, eastward. 

Also in 1919, British Foreign Secretary, Lord Curzon, proposed what became known as 

the Cunon Line, [Map 41 which "roughly corresponded to the frontier of ethnic Poland ... and [was 

tater] used so masterfully by Stalin in World War II as an argument for the retention by the USSR 

of that share of Poland which accrued ta it under the Nazi-Soviet agreement of 1939."" It was on 

the Russian side of this Iine to which my great grandfather, Jan Kotowicz, rnoved his family in 

1920. 

Through 1913-20, seesaw warring between Poles and Ukrainians and between Poles 

and the Red Amy resulted in victory for the Poles [under Pilsudski] over the eastern frontiers; 

essentialty, the territory east of the Curzon Line. SubsequenUy, throug h 1920-22, Poland 

encountered further border disputes between Czechoslovakia and Lithuania. Poland's absolute 

56 
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borders then. which were to prevail for less than 20 years. were officially recognized in the Treaty 

of Riga. signed 18 March 1921. All the while. the Allies seemingly 'watched approvinglyn.'" 

perhaps receptive to a greater geographic buffer between Europe and Russia. 

Id:- ,./ f \ c ',, ..- ,' O I E 
THE FRONTIERS OF POLAND. 1918-38 \ 
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Divided Polish leadership s t ~ g g k d  to advance a long-fragmented state rife with political, 

economic and social uncertainty, and by 1926 the country faced the threat of civil war. Spurred 

by supporters and unquestionably a virtual mythical champion of the Polish nation, Pilsudski 

staged a successful coup d'etat after which he remained the national leader of the Second 

RepublicJo until his death in 1935. 
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For the most part, Pilsudski remained more acutely concerned with Russian invasion of 

Poland's eastem frontiers than with German invasion of its western frontiers. As a result of his 

military successes against the Bolsheviks, as well as buoyed by a defensive alliance signed with 

France IR 1921, Pilsudski failed to modernize the Polish military-to Poland's detriment, as it 

would happen. And to further advance the Jagiellonian vision of the Second Republic, the state 

embarked on an intensive program of colonizationlpolonization of the eastern frontiers. 

Concurrentiy, and-as it relates to this study-for a period of time in co-operation with recniitment 

agents from CPR [Canadian Pacific Rail], Polish policy encouraged out migration [in a utopian 

drive to establish Polish colonies round the globe] to relieve the state of economic and population 

pressures; primarily from the eastem regions where it was deemed prudent to eliminate elements 

'not suitable for polonizing the border land^.^' Such policy further exacerbated tensions between 

the Polish settlers who were in the minority and Ukrainians, Belorussians, Gerrnans, and Jews. 

In the meantime, a new generation of Poles was facing their future on their own tems 

[despite an overwhelming lack of consensus]; not on the tems of foreign oppressors as was ttie 

expenence of the previous five generations. Poland could be more than 'just an idea-a memory 

from the past. or a hope for the f~ture.'~' As Polish national pride increased, Poland adopted 

Dqbrowski's Mazurek-Jeszcze Polska nie zginefa-as its national anthem in 1926. In part: 

Poland has not penshed yet 
So long as we still live. 
That which foreign force has seized 
We at swordpoin t shall retrieve. J3 

Polonization of the Second Republic 

Following the seeming firm delineation of the Second Republic, Polish administration 

undertook massive programs to integrate the various currencies, institutions, ethnic groups, and 

traditions; particularly, in its frontier regions where Poles and things Polish were in the minority. 

Norman Davies offers the foltowing narrative to partially illustrate the complexity of adapting the 

J l Anna Reczynska. For Bread and a 8etter Future. (Toronto: Multicuftufal History Society of Ontario. 1996) t 30. 
J: Norman Davies. Heart of Eurooe: A Short Historv of Poland. (Oxford: Oxfard University Press, 1986) 159. 
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pioneering Polish nation [which would be funny were it not too close to realityl: 

mhe ex-Austrian officer ... had to consult his French A m y  manual before 
telling his ex-Russian infantrymen how to load their ex-English ammunition 
into their ex-German rifles ... .+' 

Of particular relevance to this study was the migration and resettlement of a few hundred 

ihousand Po~es~~-rnany of whom were osadnikitJ6 and ko1onista."-within the eastem frontien 

which colonies supplernented long-established small pockets of Polish settlement. In addition, 

officiais implemented various strategies in their efforts to polonize the existing rnajonty 

populations through education and infiltration of other institutional and bureaucratie jurisdictions 

[although bi-lingualism and bi-culturalism were not entireiy restricted nor even decreed illegal; 

rather. ethnic schools and churches were often, though not always, maintained under the 

Minon't;es Treaty, 1924." Polish language, values and culture tended. however. to be given 

greater sway]. 

It would be a gross omission to neglect to recall that Poles did not invent colonization 

practices. For instance, the Prussian Colonization Commission (1 886-1 91 3) "aimed to strengthen 

the German element in the E a ~ t . " ' ~  as Lithuania and Czechoslovakia embarked on resettlement 

programs in Polish temtories during Me interwar period? 

Among the thirty-eight women and men interviewed for this study, twenty-eight believed 

their families to be among such colonists using such terms as: special resettlers, osadniki, and 

kolonista. They further believed they were deported to exile in Soviet labour camps in the early 

years of WWil because the comrnunities in which they lived represented polonitation of the 

14 Ibid.. 120. 
r Myron 6.  Kuropas. The Ukrainian Americans: Roots and Asoirations. 1884-1954. (233) qM. in Tadeusz Piotmwski. 
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region, injecting into their narratives such ternis and phrases as: political prisoner; bourgeoisie, 

lesser nobility; intelligentsia; kulak5' enemy of the state; 'because of being Polish"; and 'to get nd 

of Poles. send them back." There was, however, a broad range of criteria applied for 

deportations of Poles, among them the osadniki or kolonista, and kulaks as but a few. One 

interviewee, who identifies his ethnicity and his birth nationality as Ukrainian, was arrested and 

summarily deported to a Soviet labour camp because he was a Polish sympathizer, an offence 

equally as felonious as being ~olish!" Among the remainder, five were legitimate pnsonen of 

war: soldiers captured and sent to hard labour camps. 

As might be expected, many groups resented the colonization scheme. Moreover, 

majority ethnic groups, namely Belorussians and Ukrainians, resented many of their new 

neighbours; particularly those, such as my great grandfather, who exhibited bellicose Polish 

nationalist attitudes, because they were granted free lands, or bought land cheaply, through 

Polish resettlement projects when, for aeons, Ukrainian and Belorussian peasants had suffered 

under the yoke of serfdom, their masters from among an international mosaic of absentee 

landlords, including Poles. 

Interestingiy, during a Spnng 2000 visit with my youngest son to the village of 

Holoskowice-sixty years after my father, his farnily and other Polish villagers were deported- 

Ukrainian villagers recalled with fondness and respect rny great grandmother, Aniela Kotowicz, 

who applied her anvent training to midwifery and who was the local 'medicine-woman' skilled in 

the art of herbal applications. It was her fate about which they inquired on meeting her great 

granddaughter. 

Due to efforts at polonization, as weli as to frustration over their reduction to minodty 

status. despite majority nurnbers, Ukrainians eventually 'were seething with discontent"" It 

didn't help that during the 1930's Stalin was snatching every piece of grain from their brethren in 

Ukraine in an environment nfe with fear of drought, starvation or, worse, of punishment for 

defiance of Stalin's edicts. Tadeusz Piotm.~yski M e s :  

" Jan T. Gross. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press. 1988) 11 5. Kulak a dass of 
ppsperous peasants. 
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Between 1929 and 7934, during Stalin's unrelenting war against the 
mythical kulaks and other "class enemies", 20 million famers were 
collectivized and 15 million people died-half of them in Siberia, to which 
they had been deported. ln 1932-33 alone some 4.5 million people starved 
to death within Ukraine and 3 million outside its borders ... the Great Terror 
of 1936-38 also struck at both Ukrainian leadership and the peasantry.. . the 
great purges honed the killer apparatus for the Polish campaign [of 19391." 

Global economic conditions [the Great Depression] compficated both Poland's rebirth into 

statehood and Poland's internat affairs vis-&vis ethnic populations. For, as elsewhere, economic 

depression struck. As a result, ethnic "Polish potiticians and intellectuals sought scapegoats; they 

denounced Jews and Ukrainians for blocking 'the Polish nation' from decent ernp~oyment."~~ It 

was during this period that the government began a policy of reduction of Ukrainian-language 

edumtion as well as either destroyed Orthodox churches or converted thern; most to Roman 

Catholicism. Further, some leading Polish authonties atternpted to initiate emigration schemes 

[aimed principally at Belorussians and Ukrainians] which would "decrease the number of unruly, 

decidedly anti-Polish elements which are provoking national antagonisrn.. . [such emigration.. . a 

means of decreasing the number of unsatisfied elements as well as a means leading to ... 

polon bation.'" 

And so, while Poles struggled in their campaign for statehood under the watchful and 

needful eye of two totalkarians, Hitler and Stalin, Ukrainians-and other 'rninorities'-must have 

felt a staggering crush of hope. Years of oppression by [absent] landlords and warfare from this 

side, then that, and now a blaw to access to Ukrainian-language education and religious 

expression continued to impose upon, even restrict, their efforts to just be through the interwar 

period of Polish ascendance in the political sphere; al1 compounded by efforts to fld the region of 

them. Such despair and accompanying anger would net Poles yet another enemy collaborating 

against them at the outbreak and through ~ ~ 1 1 . ~ ~  

Moreover, minority groups increasingly grew to resent the Polish sefflers in the eastem 

frontiers. Jews, as elsewhere, encountered rnounting anti-Sernitism while German set'üers [f'om 
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previous Geman colonization movements], as those in other areas of Poland. were turning to 

Nazism. 

Those among the women and men interviewed for this study who wunted their families 

among the osadnikt recounted simpie lives on the land. many of them corning from generations of 

farmers having lime f ona l  education." Most recall their pre-war childhood years as 'hard but 

happy times;" little better off than neighbours, but for the fact rnany could ernploy Ukrainian 

nannies. domestics, andlor farm hands. 

~-L.~CI-~LIIIIICILI--LIZZC1CI.IiCICI-CI 

After Jan Kotowicz's sudden death, his widow. Aniela, wrote of her grief and plight to her 

brother, Major Andnej Blazejowski, sending the letter with the four f am hands whorn she could il1 

afford. Major Wejowski  responded to his sister's distfess by sending his loyal attendant, 

Wawrzyniec Bajorek, who came to work for him when a chiid and who had accompanied him on 

ail military campaigns. Bajorek rernained as famihand, receiving one m o d 9  of the Kotowia land 

for each year of labour. Six years later, he secretly mamed Wiktoria Kotowiu, their mamage 

producing six surviving children, including rny father, Jan Leslaw Bajorek, 

1928. They rernained on the farm, with Aniela and their children, until 

deported to exile in a Siberian labour camp in February 1940. 

----4r444-lCMll.CIc44.--4 

second child, bom in 

the entire family was 

Following Hitler's invasion from the West 01 September 1939, the Soviet Red Army 

invaded eastem Poland on 17 September 1939, essentially caiving up Poland with the aim to 

wipe it off the map. The Red A m y  was somewhat taken aback as they were generally greeted 

with open arms by the ethnic groups other than PoIes [who were in the minority in the region] who 

5s The topic of education is compiex and a full consideration is not wrthin the scope of th& study. However. it must be 
noted that the Second World War intemipted the education of most of study participants; several had withdrawn from 
formal education after completion of Gr. 6. and before the outbreak of the war, that they mght contribute to the famPy 
economy. A figomus program of national promotion of Polish education. particularly of Polish history, language, culture 
and Roman Catholicism. was undertaken thmugh the interwar years for it was. after ail, the Second Republic. Of note, 
few of the parents or grandparents among study participants received much formal education either because of socio- 
ecanornic status as farmers. or because of lack of national Polish education institutions ttirough tfie era of aie partitions. 
See Katherine Jolluck, Gender. ldentitv and the Polisti Exuerienœ of War. 1939-1945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford 
Universtty. 1995) 73-76; aiso. 275-291 re the significanœ of the role of wornen and education in the home which 
becôme the 'last impregnabie bastion of 'Polishness". 275. 
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often assisted in the rapid success of squelching Polish enemies of the Soviet state. Ironically, 

many Poles initially perceived Stalin as their ernancipator from Nazi aggression and so there was 

littie Polish resistance [in part due, aiso, to the rnobilization of Polish forces along the western 

border where Hitler was trouncing the ill-equipped and antiquated Polish military] thus 

contributing further to the initial 'joyous atmosphere surrounding the entry of Soviet troops ... [for] 

where they came. the Genans did notnM The "joyous atmosphere," however. was to be short- 

lived as Stalin, who one source argues "was really a Trotskyite bent on extending the Soviet 

system westward," was plotting to correct what he perceived to be a geo-politicaUclannish 

aberration with the aid of his arch-rival, Hitler, who had become [albeit for a short time] his buddy 

in bad times. 

Stalin Teaches Poland a Lesson in Nationalism 

Josef Stalin [losef "Koba* Djugashvili] used to tell a story of a trip he made out of Russian 

to Cracow in the mid-1900s about "a waiter at a railway station in Galicia refus[ingl to serve him 

when he ordered in Russian, and how Lenin had to explain to him that the local Poles Ioathed 

everything Russian. But [argues Ulamj, it is unlikely that a Russian revolutionary, Georgian or 

not. had to be instructed in the strength of Polish national feeling."' 

That this incident solely created in Stalin hostility toward Poles is dubious. After all, as a 

Georgian and a former inmate in a Siberian penal institution, Stalin knew too well the scourge of 

Russian oppression under Tsarist rule, and under which Poland suffered equally. But Stalin, the 

Georgian. eventually mled Russia with such 'intense Russian chauvinism"" that he would 

perpetuate, even refine, the machinations of Tsarist ideology, particularly, oppression through his 

unrivalled highly suspicious and fickle version of totalitarianisrn. Though this extensive subject is 

not within the scope of this study, it is relevant to the historical framework vis-&vis SovietIPolish 

relations and Stalin's acceptance of the Grand Duke Nicholas' precedent-setting cornmitment to 
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an ethnically pure 'free' Potand; one subject to Russian rule. 

Since the 18" Century. Poland suffered systematic Russian tutelage.13 Dating a further 

two hundred years back, the Tsars of Russia fought rnany bloody wars to claim and retain the 

lands that Poland [generally] secured in the Treaty of Versailles [1919]. Neither Polish nor Soviet 

representatives attended the Peace Conference held in Paris. While Poland pushed its borders 

outward, beyond the Versailles territory, especially eastward, Russia fell back in defeat. in part 

due to its weakened state having just emerged from two revolutions. 

Following the Polish-Soviet War 191 9-20. and while maintaining keen interest in Poland's 

eastern frontier (al1 of Poland pertiaps], Russia signed with Poland the Treaty of Riga [1921] in 

which Russia and Ukraine "renounced al1 rights and daims to the territory lying west of the 

border. nbl 

In March 1923. the Conference of Ambassadors [Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan and 

the United States] met to discuss Poland's frontiers. It was agreed "to recognize al1 Poland's 

rights of sovereignty over the territoneslm including [specifiically]. the eastem portion of ~alicia.'' 

ln essence, Poland regained the 'tenitories that belonged to the first Polish Republic before all 

the partitions, and more."66 

Then, in 1932, Poland signed with the Soviets a Non-Aggression Pact, renewed for ten 

more years in 1934, which stated both parties agreed to 'renounce war as an instrument of 

national policy in their mutual relations.w67 

This historic backdrop explains in part Molotov's bitter distaste of the Versaiiles Treaty 

expressed on the eve of the GennanlSoviet invasion of Poland in September 1939. But was it 

simply an expression of Soviet frustration vis-$-vis desire for what was perceived to be sovereign 

temtory, or was Molotov further expressing strong anti-Polish sentiment? For Russia, too, feit the 

6; Norman Dawes. Heart of Europe: A Short Histow of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1986) 251 
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wrath of Polish aggression upon its soil. Twice, in the 17" Century. Poland occupied M o s c o ~ . ~ ~  

Furtherrnore, Poles frustrated historic Russian attempts at Russification in profound 

expressions of opposition and resistance to and contempt for Russification [which included 

prohibition of the spoken Polish laquage, of Polish-language education which was also 

secularized following the 1939 Soviet invasion. and the banning of Polish-language books].09 

Such contempt and opposition rnanifested in intense anti-Soviet sentiments that. during the last 

two decades of the 19' Century, fostered interest in Mamism among the intelligent~ia.'~ and 

which furthet resulted in a subversive manifestation of Polish patriotism which eventually 

'became the object of an intense. secret. and highly developed mysticisrn."" It also explains 

some of the rationale behind Polish schemes to colonite and polonize the eastern borderlands 

du ring the interwar period of the Second Republic. 

So it stood, that "[flor the Pole, few things from Russia have any value .... For the 

average Russian nothing ever came out of Poland except trouble. The antipathies are reflexive. 

The Poles expect the Russians to bully them; and the Russians expect the Poles to resist"" Not 

to simplify the record with myth, but there even exists grounding in the folk tale of the brothers 

Lech and Rus. the legendary founders of the Polish and Russian nations: 

The longest suits are with the men of God 
Or people who are closely linked by blood. 
The feuds of Pole and Russian went on thus, 
Being children of Win brothers Lech and RUS" 

One cannot help but pose, in a voice dripping with ironic Russian cynicism: What class of 

backward people would reject Russian culture and polish? The Polish epic hero, Pan Tadeusz, 

responds: 

No one is ever remnciled, they knew, 
Who once has had a quaml with the Tsar, 
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But fights or moulders in Siberia. 
. . .  
There is no other nation on this earth 
That holds so dear the country of their birth, 
Yet Polish men will to the world's end go 
And /ive long years in poverty and woe, 
Battling with men and fate, and stil withstand 
While this hope shines: we serve ouf ~ather iand .~~  

Beyond a dislike and distrust of Poles and his ambition to 'reclaim' so-called Uussian soi1 

and "reunite al1 the Ukrainians and Byelomssians within Great Russian under his fatherly 

tutelage," Stalin was further preoccupied with flagrant distrust of Hitler: indeed. feanng Gennan 

invasion of Russia. And while England and France made verbal noises about protection of both 

the Polish nation and of their Russian ally, Stalin was acutely aware of German threat of war with 

France. Feeling both threatened and isolated, and while pondering Poland, Stalin came to the 

conclusion that his best defense included offence against Germany, through Poland. As he felt 

Poland would not permit the movement of the Red A m y  through Poland. the Red A m y  would 

first have to take ~oland.'~ And so. in August 1939. the distnistful and conniving Stalin committed 

to a Non-Aggmsion Pact with Hitler that Înduded plans, by both Stalin and Hitler, to invade 

Poland. Simultaneously, Stalin ruminated on how he might protect Russian soit and further 

expand Comrnunist doctrine and Russian sovereignty, as well as on vanquishing Hitler, for 

although he entered into a pact with Hitler, Stalin 'feared Poland would become a German 

satei lite. thus wea kening Russia's western b~ rde r . ' ~  

The End of the Second Republic - Shiftinq Borders and Shiftina Poles 

Under Stalin's heavy cloud of suspicion, anybody and everybody was a potential enemy, 

but especiaily womsome was the 'unreliable person who was either passive or who dissented.'" 

In its ambigurty, the scope was boundless and Sblin's measures 

fierce and, it could be argued, exemplified his paranoia. For undei 

to quell enemies were swift, 

this cloud Stalin had his own 
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military leaders, bureaucrats, even friends imprisoned, murdered, or exiled to the gulag. As noted 

by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, 'The heart of the matter is not personal guilt, but social danger. One 

can impnson an innocent man if he is socially hostile. .4nd one can release a guilty man if he is 

socially friendly."" Indeed, it was easy to dispatch socalleci political prisonengo to exile in the 

Siberian gulag in a justice systern within which 'there was no nonsense about habeas corp~s;"~'  

ergo, one which didn't bother with courts, trials or other trappings of corpus delicti [facts 

connected to a crime]. Overall, during the period 1920 to the 1950s perhaps tens of millions of 

people [including Russians] were deported to labour camps or agncultural collectives. Such 

deportations accounted primarily for the illiterate or those whose mother tongue was not that of 

the Soviet people." For the scope of this study, it is Staiin's treatment of ethnic Poles, 

particularly through the period 1939-41, and their fate that is examined. As Tadeusz Piotrowski 

has written: 

Who remembers that the 1.2 million Poles living in the Soviet Union during 
the intewar years were the first major ethnic group to undergo repression, 
in 1935-38, by virtue of national rather than dass background? In a real 
sense, Septernber 17, 1939, was simply a continuation of the Soviet 
policies of the 1930's against the Poles. The ultimate objective of these 
policies in Eastern Poland was the elirnination of al1 traces of that country's 
thousand-year history and culture in the borderlands. These policies, in 
turn, resulted in crimes against peace, crimes against humanity and war 
crimes ... the confiscation of ail Polish private and state property began 
within a month of the Soviet in~asion.'~ 

lncluded in Soviet policies against Potes [and other 'enemies'] was the deportation of 

masses of civilians. Entire families often were removed from their homes [even entire villages] 

and transported elsewhere; often to collective farms, or kolkhozes, where they warked producing 

crops [e.g. cotton, grain], but usually to life-long exile in Soviet labour camps, or lagers, located in 

remote regions of the hinterlands of the Sibenan taiga, or gulag, where they laboured in mines or 

Tadeusz Piotrowski. Poland's Holorriust. (Jefferson. NC: McFarland & Company. Inc.. 1998) 16. qtd. fmm 
Gulaq Archimlaao. 191 8-1956: An €meriment I Literarv Investiqation. (1 97 3) 282. 
" llndividuals interviewed for this study ovewhelrningly claimed they were 'arrested' as political prisoners. whetlrer 
distinguishing between ethnicity, residenœ [as osadnikr]. or military detention. 
'' Adam B. Ulam. Stalin: The Man and His Era. (NY: Viking Press, 1973) 46. 
82 Jan T. Gross. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1988) 187. 
83 Tadeusz P io tmki .  Poland's Holocaust. (Jefferson, NC: Mcfarland 8 Company, lm.. 1998) 10.1 1. 



forests extracting much-needed resources for a nation starving to Rse as an unreckonable global 

power, both through military vim and through economic vigour. an inexpensive and replaceable 

pool of workers. Such forcible deportations shifted Poles in twenty-three documented organized 

resettlements dating as far back as 1763, under Tsarist edict. The 1939-41 movement, which is 

the topic of this study, occurred during Stalinist times, with the last documented mass movement 

of Poles taking place 1 9 4 6 - ~ 3 , ~  'and every generation of Polish prisoners and deportees.. . has 

reported its contacts with the remnants of previous deportati~ns."~ Among those interviewed for 

this study it was typical to encounter Poles, Ukrainians, and Jews exiled in previous deportations, 

as well as Japanese, Chinese, Russians and Russian minorities such as Chechens. One 

interviewee recalled: 

mhe guy that was ahead of the wood mill, he was a Pole from First WorId 
War. His parents were taken over and he was already free; what would you 
cal1 it? He wasn't a p r i s~ner .~  

Atthough the miller was no longer a prisoner, per se, it wasn't an easy matter ta leave 

"free exile". 

Norman Davies submits Poles 'probably formed the largest category of political exiles in 

Tsarist ~ussia."" This was not the case dunng Stalin's era where at least 27 million Soviet 

citizens-ciot just Russians, the majority being Ukrainians-lost their lives and not only to war. 

And, as is often overiooked: Stalin killed more of his own people than Hitler killed during the 

~olocaust.'~ Ironically, Stalin. who too was once exiled to Siberia, seemed to take the view the 

experience was one not to be missed by any of his enemies-or his fnends! 

Before entering into discussion of events relating more specifically to the invasion of 

Poland and the Second World War, 1 want to emphasite that Poles were a rninonty in the eastern 

!u Ibid.. 13. 
" Norman Oavies. Heart of Eumw: A Short Historv of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986) 259. 

Interview wrth Adam (1 8 Odober 1998) 10. 
8' 

Norman Davies. HeaR of Eurooe: A Short Historv of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford Universtty Press. 1986) 259. 
88 Naman Davies in published interview with Diana Kuprel. The Unwritten Chapters of World War II' in Books in Canada, 
January 2000. www.inscroll.wm/sea~-bic-ad.asp?id=l498. 



terntories when the Red A m y  

marched in Septernber 1939. 

Negligtble scattered pockets of 

Polisfi settlement had 

charactenzed the region 

histotically, but the notable 

increase in Polish presence in the 

eastern territories was only a 

result of the intensive rnterwar 

colonization program that airned 

to polonize the reg ion.'' 

And so, when the Red 

Amy invaded Poland in 1939, 

Poles represented about one- 

third of the total population with 

another one-thtrd Ukrainran and 

the remainder a mixture 

comprised mo~tly of Jews. Map 5 - Ethnic Groupr in Russian Provinces in Eastern Europe Before WWI*' 

Belorussians and "a backwards orthodox peasantry (mostly residents of the Polesie)" as well as 

an even smaller number of Lithuanians. Germans. and Russrans." Although individuals from 

among al1 the aforernentioned population groups were victirnized and many eventually 

imprisoned. rnurdered. or deported to exile in Soviet labour camps or resettled in Soviet 

agricultural collective cornmunities. Poles made up the rnajority of deponees removed from Polish 

99 For intemr era ethnographie mapping. see Paul RobeR Magocsi. Histoncal Atlas of East Central Europe. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1995) 99. 

Richard Crampton and Ben Crampton. Atlas of Eastern Eumm rn The Twentreth Century. (London: Routledge. 1996) 
3 
'1 I Jan T Gros. Revolution Frorn Abmad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press. 1988) 4. 



territory: an estimated 52%." Stalin intended to make good on the Russian aim to enfold Poland 

and to cleanse the territory of Poles. Would he have succeeded had Hitler not invaded Moscow? 

Following the signing on 23 August 1939 of the German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact 

[with the MolotovJRibbentrop demarcation line [Map 211, Germany invaded western Poland in early 

September. Conquest was swift with both sides suffering heavy losses. Two weeks later, the 

Red Army invaded the eastem half of Poland. Thus, Poland was wiped off the map. Though 

Great Britain was quick to r e a f f h  its obligations to Poland as outlined in a format written alliance 

dated 25 August 1939, it would be nearly two years before realistic cornmitment came and, even 

then. the Molotov-Ribbentrop [or Cunon bne]  division of Poland remained. Poland was let down 

in 1939 by both Britain and France, neither of which intervened on the western front in the first 

days of the war, nor would either intervene when Stalin made his move. 

Following the swift conquest of Poland, Germany and the USSR began to jockey for 

control of their individual interests in the eastern region of the European continent. Hitler's 

primary objectives fay in his mission-Lebensraum-to establish a great Gerrnan empire, and in 

the vital necessity for raw matenals required to fulfill his econornic and rnilitary efforts. In his 

efforts to shore up Soviet control of what he believed was the 'natural' Soviet region, and to 

ensure a geographic buffer against Germany which the Soviets feared aimed for absolute control 

of al1 Poland thus creating a Genan  satellite on Russia's doontep," Stalin moved swiftly during 

the course of the particularly cold falüwinter of 1939140 to annex the Baltic nations as well as 

Rumania. Stalin's [well-founded] rnisgivings of Hitler were further exacefbated by the pnce paid 

for bargaining with Hitler; that is, the USSR agreed to provide Germany with huge quantities of 

raw and manufactured materials that Germany othewise could not acquire due to British 

blockadeW and that were used in Hitler's hostilities against Poland and other nations. Ironically. 

the Polish deportees ex i la  in Soviet labour camps contributed their labour to the extraction of 

Ibid.. ni. Based on statistical analysis of Vie 120,000 personal files compiled by the Palish Red Cmss in Iran in 1944. 
95 Adam Ulam. Exuansion and Coexistence. 2"6 ed. (NY: Praeger, 1974) 261. 
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these very resources! In posing the question whether Stalin's deportation projects were, in large 

measure, a certain means of ensuring a cheap mammoth labour force for the extraction of raw 

materials-from regions of the USSR which continue today to have difficulty attracting and paying 

workers due to harsh and inadequate living, working and economic conditions4 refer to a 

confidential Extemal Affairs [Canada] rnemo. Entitled "Forced Labour in the Soviet Union* 

[September 19483 Soviet rhetoric communicates mass employment projects in seemingly benign 

ianguage. thus de-emphasizing forced deporfations of free people, children included, to forced 

labour: 

Molotov. on March 8m. 1931. addressing the Sixth Congress of Soviets. 
referred to 'these mass proiects employing those deprived of liberty.n95 

On the points of so-called 'sovereign' clairn, Gerrnan and Soviet relations became 

increasingly strained [an historic tension long-estabfished] with each military, economic and 

diplornatic action and reaction undertaken by and between the two totalitarian sbtes. 

lmmediately following its invasion of Poland, Gerrnan military forces rapidly [and 

successfully] moved through Europe. By the summer of 1940, German domination of Europe 

was a concem both of Britain and of the Soviet Union which, all-the-while, rernained 

[unrealisticallyj hopeful of British efficacy in fighting off the advance of Nazism. Though Stalin 

and Hitler were nonetheless [uneasy] allies, it eventually became clear to both Main's Pn'me 

Minister Winston Churchill and Stalin that only Mth the aid of the Red A m y  would Hitler be forced 

to face a reckoning. 

By March 1941, German aircraft began to make regular reconnaissance flights over 

Soviet territory, and al1 Soviet protests of such invasion were ignored. Stalin virtually pleaded 

with Bntain for military support, but Churchill advised StaIin that Bribin was il1 equipped with the 

necessary forces as it was otherwise 'occupied'. Finally, on 22 June 1941, Germany invaded the 

USSR. 
q-**----HHM144---- 

During the period of Soviet invasion of Poland [September 1939 to June 1941], Soviet 
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purges of so-called enemies of the state resulted in the forcible deportation of approximately 1.5 

million Poles along with Polish Jews, Ukrainians, 8etorussians and others. Most of the ethnic 

Poles were practitioners of the Roman Catholic faith. The first deportations that took place in the 

weeks followtng the September 1939 invasion by the Red Amy were characterized by mass 

rcund-ups of worrisome elements such as military personnel, state employees and cornmunity 

leaders. Then, in the New Year, organized mass deportations began in eamest. From the towns, 

the targets of deportation were state employees such as civil servants, police, judges, teachers 

as well as priests. However, most were, as my father, his siblings, his parents and his matemal 

grandmother [widow of Jan Kotowiu], 'ordinary peoplenY6 exiled to Soviet labour carnps-where 

their labour was applied to Stalin's war efforts!-in one of four mass deportations: February 

1940, April 1940, June 1940 and June 1941, as well as in renewed deportations ü~rough 1944-45 

and again in 1946-53." Arnong the thirtyeight individuals who participated in this study, twenty- 

eight were deported with their families in February 1940:'~ two in March 1940:" three in April 

1940: one in June 1942; and, four were taken as military prisoners-of-war in September 1939. 

But from whose temtory did the deportations take place? In The Soviet Takeover of the 

Polish Eastern Provinces, Keith Sword notes the difficulty in defining the region of Soviet invasion 

and deportations as either Polish or Soviet temtory [during the period 1939-411 for, as he asks, 

can we "talk about deportations 'to the Soviet Union' if the victims are already on territory which 

has been annexed to the USSR?"'m by military takeover and through spunous elections. 

Furthenore, what of the question of whether the regions were Ukrainian or Belorussian, 

particularly if one considers ethnic demographics? Keith Sword choases to refer to the region as 

Polish terntory as he argues Soviet invasion and occupation were not, strictly speaking, lawful. 

Moreover, one could turn to the treaties of Versailles [1919] and Riga [A9211 and the Conference 

56 Jan T. Gros. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton Unrversity Press. 1988) 197.225. 2. S. Siemasrko 
crtes 60% of al1 Polish deportees were avilian men. wamen and children [often M o l e  families] in Keith Sword. The Saviet 
Takeover of the Polish Eastem Provinœs. 193941. (NY: St Martin's Press, 1991) 217. 
J. G~OSS. Piotrowski. Sword. and Ulam. 
98 Kathenne R. Jolludr. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish ExDeriene of War. 1939-1 945. (Stanfcrd Universrty: 1995) 83. 
99 There appears to be no documentation of mass deportations in Match 1940; therefore, the mernories of the two 
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of Ambassadors [A9231 that established the tenitories as Polish. No doubt, the majonty Ukrainian 

and Belorussian populations [and, perhaps, some contemporary historians] might dispute the 

validity of these nation-making instruments. 

Beyond the ordinariness of those deported and the military prisoners-of-war, who else 

'qualified' as an enemy of the state? Among the first to go were '...those whose hands were not 

worn out from physical labour ... 'the Pans', the so-called beloruchki (those with white hands) of 

al1 kinds ... landowners. local officials. and ptiests in parti~ular.'"~' Of particular importance 

among this grouping of people is the class most resented by Communist Soviets: those who 

subsisted off the labours of others, as well as those, such as priests and teachers, who could 

potentially have dangerous influence in fostering dissention among the masses. In addition, 

during the first days of Soviet conquest, an atmosphere of permissive lawlessness pervaded as 

many [non-Poles] were encouraged to even up old scores. Thus, individuals found they were 

declared enemies of the state by personal enemies and were either imprisoned, though most 

often deported, or murdered outright. In Poland's Holocaust Tadeusz Piotrowski asserts such 

'neighbourfy' treatment, along with outright Soviet discrimination and condemnation of Poles, was 

nothing less than a tool in the Soviet scheme of genocide of Poles in an effort to wipe them 

completely from the eastem borderiands. Why? That the region might be 'restored' to the old 

rsarist] Russian vision of one divided along historic ethnic Iines, unencumbered by Polish 

Roman Catholic breach in the historic 'order' of things. 

The use of inforrnants and blacklisting as complicit involvement of Sovietkation, along 

with other strategies, such as mock elections, aided Soviet subjugation of Poles for '[tlhe regime 

so structured opportunities and applied coercion that neariy everyone became implicated in it's 

d ~ i n g s . " ' ~ ~  further aiding in the ethnic cleansing of Poles. 

--44~14---q-w.cIMiCc1 

And what of the fate of Poland? Such a weighty question demands more than a few 

words. For this study, however, it is suffÏcient to recall that Poland sufiered under Soviet 

Communist nile until 1989. Stalin managed to retain as Soviet territory the eastern provinces 

101 Jan T. Grass. Revoiutian From Abroad. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 1988) 44. 
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[virtually the area east of the Curzon Line of 1919 [Map 411 while Poland gained compensatory 

territory along its westem borders [at the expense of Germany], an area roughly equal to that 

'lost' to Stalin. Ironically, Stalin became an ardent champion at Yalta of Poland gaining a large 

chunk of Germany that ultimately meant the displacement of 6 to 7 million ~ e r m a n s . ' ~ ~  What 

might have been his motives? And what of the Poles in Poland? Jan Gross speculates those 

who seemingly welcomed the invading Red Amy in September 1939 could not have anticipated 

they were about to be "forced to commit [Poland], seemingly forever, to the custody of Soviet 

sovereig nty.'lm 

Finally, what of the Poles forcibly deported and exiled in Soviet labour camps? Some 

Red in 1941-42 during a brief window of prudent and mutually beneficial Soviet/Allies relations 

that netted their freedom. Sorne eventually re-migrated to such countnes as New Zealand, 

Mexico. Argentina, BraziI, England, Australia, the United States and Canada. Some eventually 

were repatriated on Polish soil. Yet others remain, remnants of the historical shifting of Poles 

beyond a shifting national border.lO' 

Summary 

The 1939 invasion of Poiand, first by Hitler, then Stalin, was not sirnply an act of war, 

though this is not to suggest war, alone, is not damnable. For the first time in hurnan history, 

millions of people [one out of every five Poles, Poland suffering the highest losses of any country 

during wWII],'" perished under the wrath of two totalitarians who included in their military and 

social engineering agendas the practice of ethnic deansing. 

Both Germany and the Soviet Union imposed c h a n g w d i c a l  social, political, and 

economic change upon communities, local and national infrastructure, and, ultirnately, the future. 

In the case of Nazi aggression in the western region of Poland, we cannot but relate the event to 

the Hoiocaust; Hitfer's final solution which becarne official policy in 1941. While war 

'O3 Adam B. Ulam. Stalin: The Man and His Era. (NY: Viking Press, 1973) 605. 
t 04 Jan T. Gross. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Universrty Press, 1988) 85. 
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encompasses many distressing and cruel effects upon the invaded, there is nothing in human 

history which compares with the Nazi treatrnent and murder of Jews; particularly on Polish soil. 

In the case of Soviet aggression of eastern Poland, few among us are aware of the 

purging and piltaging not only of property, but of culture and of life through efforts at radical 

Sovietization of eastem Poland along with the forced removal of ethnic Poles for deportation and 

exile in Soviet labour camps and on kolkhozes. Soviet practices and policies were intended to be 

nothing less than genocidal. 

None of the authors who act as source for this study risks comparison of the two 

eptsodes. though Robert Conquest. Jan Gross and Tadeusz Piotrowski note that the period of 

Soviet invasion and deportation to which this study refers (1939-411 precedes the Holocaust and 

offers limited scope for comparison. As Robert Conquest has written: 

There is nothing in the story which compares with the spectacular horror of 
the Nazi gas chambers. (It is a sad comment on our times that not to have 
behaved as badly as the Nazis may be regarded as a sign of virtue.) But 
there are other ways of destroying a nation. To remove it, and scatter it 
wildly over an alien territory, with a minimum of economic resources, 
depnved of civil rights. of c u k l  opportunities and of education in its own 
tongue.. . 'O7 

Although there is no lack of interest in contemporary inquiry into the area of Polish- 

Jewish relations during WWII, some historians note a void [which is not in the scope of this 

particular study] in the exploration of attitudes of Jews toward Poles during the period 1939-41 

whether as defenders of Poles or as collaborators against foles. Rather, most research focuses 

on Polish attitudes towards Jews and.'" in general. on the Holocaust as a particularly gruesome 

and unparalleled episode of the war. 

Exile was a "widespread European punishment system ... the getting rid of criminals and 

troublemakers by sending thern to distant places-the systern that contributed to the histo~y of 

the American Georgia, and Australia, French Guyana. and New Caledonia."'" Tsanst Russia, 

10: R. Conquest. The Scviet De~ortation of Nationalities. (NY: S t  Marün's Press. 1960) xii. 
'O8 Mark Paul in 'Jewish-Polish Relations in Soviet-Oaxpied Eastern Poland, 1939-1941 ,' in The Storv of Two Shteti: 
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and later Soviet Russia, practiced deportation and exile of state enemies [entire rninority nations 

deported during WWll inctuded Volga Getmans, Kalmyks and Mohammedan nations of Crimea 

and the North  auc cas us]"^ to such an extent Mat during Stalin's era, Russians had a well-known 

[and much-feared] aphorism: "In the Soviet Union there are only t h e  categones of pecpl* 

those who were in prison. those who are in prison, and those who wi// be Ni prison.'"' The term 

'prison' loosely insinuated exile. But, as sorne of the invading Soviets casually informed the 

conquered and deported Poles: 'You'll get used to it, or else youV cmak." " 
In the case of Soviet deportation and exile of ethnic Poles, the practice was more than a 

continuation of entrenched Soviet policies and practices; it incorporated selective deportations 

that amounted to efforts at ethnic cleansing. As noted, except for sheer numbers of Poles exiled 

during the 1 9 3 9 4  period, Poles had centuries-old familiarity with the practice. Familiarity, 

however, did not reassure. Rather, it bred perpetual fear of deportation, producing in many the 

syndrome of ''living with a suitcase in band."'" 

It would seem, also, that deportation of 1.5 million ethnic Poles, a people whorn Stalin 

loatheâ, served a practical purpose: cheap. replaceable labour for the extraction of raw materials 

much needed in his war campaign from the unforgiving and inhospitable nether regions of the 

Siberian taiga. Even today, few choose to migrate to work and live in Siberia."' and those who 

do suffer from overwork, underpay and under appreciation. 

What did it mean when Soviet wnquerors relenüessly foisted upon the Poles propaganda 

which claimed "there is no Poland, now or e ~ e f ? " ~  The 1939 invasion of Poland was but a new 

chapter in a long history of invasion, partition, and eradicotion of PoIand from the map. In Heart 

of Europe: A Short Histow of Poland, Norman Davies submits that the historian who ponders 

Poland must naturally enquire about hurnan society and human nature. For, he asks: "If Poland 

' ' O  R. Conquest. The Soviet Oemrtation of Nationalities. (NY: St. Martin's Press, 1960) ix-x, 
I I I  Jan T. Gmss. Revolution Fmrn Abroad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton Universrty Press. 1988) 114. 
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were indeed destroyed, how then could it later be revived? If Poland did resurrect, then surely 

something must have survived its physical destruction. In short, when the Body Politick dies, 

what is it exactly, if anything, that remain~?""~ Spirit? Soul? Polishness? As we know. Poland 

has a knack for rising from the ashes, and as is explored in later discussion, Poles have 

maintained a strong sense of identity that has perrnitted them to re-imagine the Polish nation void 

of foreign domination. Perhaps it is as Jean-Jacques Rousseau has advised Poles: "If you 

cannot prevent your enemies from swallowing you.. . at least you can prevent them from digesting 

y0u.""- 

In my mirror, lives the child of a Polish survivor of exile in Siberia who refused to be 

dig ested. 

116 Norman Davies. Heart of Europe: A Short Histow of Poland. (Oxfard: Oxford Univenrty Press, 1986) 31 5. 
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1 God led the people about, through the way of the Wildemess [~xodus i4:t 81 

Chapter 3 - EXODUS 

If we'd been allowed to choose, 
we 'd probably have gone on forever. 
... 
We agreed to death, 
but not to every kind. 
... 

Each of us wished to have a homeland 
free of neighbours 
and to /ive his entire Ife 
ln the intervals between wars 

No one wished to seize power 
or to be subject to it. 
No one wanted to fall victim 
to his own or othefs delusions. 
No one volunteered 
for crowd scenes and processions, 
to say nothing of dying tfibes- 
although without al/ these 
history couldn't run its charied course 
through centuries to corne. "' 

Prelude 

By the time of the Gerrnan invasion of the Soviet Union, June 1941, approximately 1.5 

million Poles [along with other so-called enemies of the state] had been deported to exile in Soviet 

labour camps and on kolkhozes. ln negotiations with Great Britain, Stalin agreed to participate in 

efforts to squelch Hitler. Manpower, however, was a problem. Already, Stalin cornplained of 

heavy losses. With entreaties of General Wladistaw Sikorski, who led the Polish govemment-in- 

exile in London, and the succor of England's Prime Minister Churchill, Stalin agreed to offer 

amnesty [though few, if any, as they are quick to note, of the Polish deportees were technically 

criminals] to the exiled Polish men so that they might join the Red Army in its efforts to subdue 

Hitler. 

Suddenly, Stalin was dealmaking as he once again needed bodies to do his bidding; only 

this time it wasn't mining or felling trees or picking cotton. The Poîes would be defending Soviet 

I I8 
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soil! As it happens, this did not entirely pan out as most Poles refused to fight to defend Soviet 

soil. Their quarrel with the Nazis would be staged elsewhere in the closing chapters of the war, 

chiefly on ltalian soil. 

To aid in the allied war effort against Germany. Britain and the United States provided 

military aid to Stalin and by 1944 the United States alone had sent 8782 aircraft. 3434 tanks, 

206.771 lorries and 2,199,000 tons of food, among other things, including aid to Polish deportees. 

For his part. Stalin [albeit reluctantly] amnestied the Polish dep~rtees."~ Of the approximately 1.5 

miilion Poles [approximately 9% of the eastern region's population] deported and exiled in Soviet 

iaboor camps, only 115,000 soon-to-be soldiers and their families were mobilized in Iran in 

1942.''U More likely would have fled the oppressive labour camps but some Poles received no 

information detaiiing their release from 'public service'. In some instances they were not 

permitted to leave; most often, through denial by authorities of papers necessary to travel through 

the Soviet Union as 'free' citizens. In some cases, men left their families behind with the promise 

to send for them once they reached amy recniitment centres, only to either never make it or to 

lose the opportunity to be re-united following Stalin's sudden and unannounced suspension of the 

amnesty. The worse off were families whose male heads had penshed or who were too il1 or 

crippled to leave during the brief amnesty period, although there were cases of underage sons 

lying that they rnight enlist as well some instances of men taking responsibility for a family other 

than their own. And then, the ever-fickle Stalin suddenly and without explariation closed the 

window of opportunity, tightening his grip on the Poles. Among those mobilized, 52% 

[approximately 62,4001 were Roman Catholic Poles [predominantly peasant (especially kulaks, 

prosperous peasants)], 30% Jews and 18% Ukrainians and Belorussians. 

Of the remainder of ?he 1.5 million deportees, perhaps 300,000 to 1 million"' perished in 

I l9 Adam Ulam. Ex~ansion and Coexistence. 2* ed. (NY: Pneger, 1974) 329. 
"O Jan T. Gross. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton, NJ: Prînceton University Press, 1988) xxii. 146. 193-195. 227. 
229. 1 10,000 in Luqan Krolikowski. Stolen Childhood. (Buffalo: Father Justin Rosary Hour. 1983) 67. 115.000 in 
Katherine R. Jollud. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish ExDerience of War. 1939-1945. (Stanford UniversRy: 1995) 25. 
108.000 in Barbara Stem Burçtin. From Poland to Pittsbumh. (Doctoral Dissertation: University of Pittsburgh. 1986) 113. 
'" Ibid.. 229. 750.000 in Noman Davies. In Gad's Playamund. vol. 21 (New York: Columbia University Press. 1982) 
451. 1 mtllion in Tadeuçz Piotrowski. Poland's Holacaust. (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., 1998) 20. 



exile. Among those who did not survive for the liberation odyssey through the Russian 

hinterlands to Iran was Adam Bajorek, a child bom to my grandmother in Archangelsk in August 

1940. During the months-long arduous trek from the labour camps to the army recruitment 

centres in the south. others penshed either from disease. exhaustion. or starvation; including my 

great-grandmother [Aniela Kotowicz. widow of Jan]. And, after leaving their famiiies in the care of 

Potish authorities, and after 

enlisting in the army, many 

more men penshed; victims. 

also of disease. The death of 

my grandfather. Wawrzyniec 

Bajorek, typifies the state of 

affairs for many Polish families. 

Although he received a military 

burial at Szachnsjab. it was 

without the benefit of a family 

funeral. In fact, rt was weeks 

before the farnily learned of his 

death; years before they wouid 

know the exact date of death 

and the place where he was 

buried. Likely a mass grave. 

No family member has ever 

seen his grave. Alone. then 

my grandmother, Wiktoria Map 6 - Potish War Cemetenes in the former Soviet Republics 8 Middle €astl'' 

Kotowicz Bajorek, rnanaged to steal her surviving six children. aged 4 to 15, out of a nightrnare 
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from which she and two of her sons would never fully recover. 

Most of those who remained [generally unwillingly] in the Soviet Union-among thern 

Poles, Jews, Ukrainians and Belorussians-were arbitrarily deemed by Stalin to be Soviet 

citizens. And the terms of their citizenship rernained as cheap labourers for the stats. 

What of the fate of the Poles who made their way to Iran? Able-bodied males enlisted in 

the British 8th Amy, Second Corps under the leadership of Polish Lt.-General Wladyshw Anders 

who wrote of his first encounter with his f eeing corn patriots: 

There, for the first tirne, I saw l7,OOO soldiers paraded for rny arrival. I shall 
not forget the sight as long as I live. nor the mingled pity and pride with 
which I reviewed them. Most of them had no boots or shirts, and al1 were in 
rags, often the tattered rel ia of old Polish uniforrns. There was not a man 
who was not an emaciated skeleton and most of them were covered with 
ulcers, resulting from semi-starvation ... it was sufficient to note their shining 
eyes. to see the strong will and faith there. 

Anders was, himself, released by Stalin frorn a Soviet prisoner-of-war prison, one of the 

lucky among Polish officers to have escaped murder in the forest at Katyn in the spring of 1940."' 

Suffice it to Say the image of the women, the elderfy and the children [especially the 

orphans] was sufficiently disturbing. The vast number of Poles [women, children, elderly, military 

exemptions] who did not join the army was interted in refugee camps in India, then British East 

Africa [approximately 19,000]."J where they lived a diasporic existence. After the war. some 

remained in their host countries. Others resettled either in Poland or, the rnajority, in a variety of 

other countries, including+specially as they relate to this study-England [where mothers, 

wives, children rejoined demobilized Polish soldiers] and Canada. 

And what of the fate of the Poles who rernained in exile in Siberia? A total of about 

300.000 were eventually repatnated on Polish soi1 in 1945 and again in 1957,"~ still, however. 

'" CL-General Wladyskw Anden. An Armv in Exile. (London: MacMillan & Co.. Ltd.. 1949) 64. 
124 For indepth discussion of  the irnprisonment of Polish officers and soldbrs and the murder at Katyn. see Wladyslaw 
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under Soviet Cornmunist domination. Two unrelated individuals arnong those who participated in 

this study, Jadwiga and Zygmunt, are among this group. Others remain, remnants of the 

historical shifting of Poles beyond a shifting national border 

Deportation - Crowd Scenes and Processions 

In the weeks following the Gerrnan and Soviet invasions of Poland in September, 1939, 

Poles lived in terror, never knowing what would corne next: fearing death, deportation [for there 

were many accounts from preceding generaticns of the deportation expeflence] or another 

prolonged penod of diplomatic isolation and interruption of Polish freedom and independence. By 

the time the mass deportations of 1940-41 began, many Polish families had already braved the 

arrest by the Red Army of an adult male relative. 

Pola's father was arrested in October, 1939 and the family neither saw nor heard from 

him again. She explains: 

All this time, we [inquired] through Red Cross, through Africa ... Cairo ... 
Switzedand, Geneva. No sign."' 

Then, in 1995 the family was informed his body had eventually been found in a mass 

grave; his name recorded by Polish archivists as among murdered military personnel. Farnily 

members did not pass the information on to their 92-yr-ald mother; their rationale k i n g  she had 

already accepted his death by illness in Russia and she was too frail with few years left in her life 

to upset her with the grisly details of her murdered husband. 

Polish officers and soldiers arrested by the Red Army wound up in such ~ O ~ O ~ ~ O U S  hard 

labour camps as Kozielsk, Ostaszkow, and Starobielsk [including five interviewed in this study], 

and from among these military prisoners of war, approxirnately 15.000 remain unaccounted for. 

Additionally are the bodies of 4,000 found in mass graves at ~atyn."' Jurek said of his 

experience: 

12- Interview Wh Pola (01 June 1996) 3. 
128 Edward Soltys. Road to Freedorn. (Toronto: Polish Cambatants' Association in Canada Inc.. 1997) XII. In a Apfll 
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I was taken prisoner by the Soviet A m y  on the 8th of Septernber in 1939 .... 
I was 18 ... [when] taken into the Soviet Union. Starobielsk. Only four 
weeks, thank God. I went to them and I said 1 am not an officer; I'm just a 
soldier .... So, they put me on the transport and ... 11 th of November 1939, 
we crossed the River Bug and we were given to Germans. And, the people 
on the other side that wanted to go on the Soviet Union went east. Of 
course. the Germans put me in a prisoner of war camp."" 

Jurek credits destiny for his dodging death under the Soviets. He was later transferred 

several tirnes between German prisoner-of-war camps, each time under increased security. a 

consequence of his repeated attempts at escape. He finally succeeded in 1945, meeting up with 

an American unit on the front lines. He was re-united with the Polish Army and in the final months 

of the war fought with his cornrades-many of whom were survivors of the deportation 

experience-cn ltaly 

For Poles. the massacre at Katyn represents a 

orofound historic symbol VIS-à-vis the martyrdom of Polish 

men. as well as srgnifying a powerful socio-political syrnbol 

of sacrifice and martyrdom of ordinary citizens neither 

trained nor equipped as soldiers yet deported nonetheless 

as enemies of the state to penal labour camps. 

'Katyn has more than one name.. ." wntes Ryszard 

Czarnecki rn his epilogue to the 5th edition of The Crime of 

Katyn '" For. as poet Rafal Wojauek wrote: 

The arrested and condemned were placed 

Fig. 1 - Katyn ~ernento'  

in 2,500 small camps. 
composing forty complexes of forced labour camps. The deported resided 
in 3.000 locaiities in Siberia and Central Asia. The way there led through 
hell itself - a peculiar kind of Katyn. worse perhaps than the real one. 
dragged out over the months and yean. "' 

The syrnbolic has become the mythic. for even arnong those who contributed their 

memories to this study, the Katyn massacre is frequently and consistently invoked whether or not 

' *,1 - Interview with Jurek 104 September 1998) 6-7 Jurek offers interesting cornpansons and insrghts between pnson Iife 
maet both the Soviets and the Gemans. He was among the onginal 4000 pnsoners held at Starobielsk. 
' Wladyslaw Anders [Foreword]. The Crime of Katvn. (London: Polish Cuttural Foundation. 1989) 297-305 . - .  
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they lost kin at Katyn. The effect, however, partially discounts the significance of their 'ordinary' 

experiences, as civilians. 

In her memoirs. Stella Synowiec-Tobis"' devotes her final chapter-the last word-to 

Katyn and Yalta, thus diminishing her own experiences as a child deportee to a Soviet labour 

camp while valorizing the ultimate (male] war experience: a brave death in the service of one's 

country; pawns of political and military masters. 

There remains a void in scholarly attention to the symbolism of Katyn vis-&vis the 

deportations of Polish civilians, especially of the women and children. As Katherine R. Jolluck 

has written, Katyn sustains little more attention than the deportations in scholarly literature that, 

she notes. "focuses mainly on Soviet policies, not the way they affected and were interpreted by 

those to whom they were app~ied.""~ And while there exists a plethora of memoir literature which 

documents the deportation experience, there has been no schotarfy analysis of the memoir 

literature; in part, perhaps, because much of it is in Polish; little of it published by mainstream 

presses. Fumer, the mernoirs of Polish civilians who endured the deportation and exile 

expenence are overwhelmingly overshadowed by the historicrty and heroics of political and 

rnilitary personalities, strategies and outcornes as well as the defining WWll event: the 

Holocaust. Even in popular culture, such films as Saving Pnvate Ryan, Me is Beautiful, and 

Schindler's List, as well as such books as The Oiary of Anne Frank and fuaitive Pieces reinforce 

such tales and events; thus, the deportation 'story' remains virtually unknown. 

To exemplify these points: there is no monument erected in Canada which recognizes 

the collective sufferings of the 1.5 million Potes deported to Soviet labour camps; yet, the Polish 

community has erected in Toronto at the lakeshore fm t  of Roncesvalles Avenue a monument to 

the crime at Katyn. In part, reinforcing the symbolic rnythos of the massacre. 

Also worth note is the Szare Szeregi [Grey Ranks] Monument erected at the Kaszuby 

Scout and Guides summer camp grounds at Barry's Bay, Ontario to honour the memory of Polish 

133 Stella H. SynowieoTobis. The Fuffillment of Viionant Retum. (Northbrook. IL- ARTPOL Printing. 1998). 
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guides and scouts who fought and gave their lives in the l944 Warsaw Uprising. Again. 

recogn~tion is given the 'hero' in uniformed ranks, however Young, white ordinary civilians who 

survtved the extraordinary experience of deportation and exile remain the cheering section. quietly 

suppressing their own stories and valor: some even suppressing private desires for some 

recognition of their suffering by the construction of a monument. one which especially pays 

homage to those who did not survive. Some study participants question, however-with sincere 

humility-the purpose of erecting a monument when it won't bring back the dead and wnen there 

are pressing contemporarv social concerns -- 

Fig 2 - Katyn Monument .  ~oronto'" 

The story. as we Say. is the same for those who suffered the mid-night deportation orders 

rhat Mark Paul accurately describes as "poignant": 

[Mlost often ... entire families [were] driven from their homes under harsh 
conditions with the few possessions they could cary and loaded onto cattle 
cars destined for labour camps and remote settlements in the far reaches of 
the Soviet Union ... M o  years before the Germans embarked on their 
deportations of Jews.. . though Jews too, and ta a lesser extent Ukrainians, 
Byelorussians. and Lithuanians. were encompassed in the later waves of 

. - -  
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deportations. '" 
In interviews with Polish survivors of the deportation and exile experience, the telling of 

their experiences is akin to fairy tale conventions. "Then it was a beginning of story," said one 

interviewee of the night of his family's arrest and their amval at the train station."" can only 

speculate whether this is a result of their living the experience as children, and now relating it 

through a child's eyes; or, a result of the practice of narrative [bearing in rnind most study 

participants had limited education by the outbreak of the war];"' or, a result of efforts to distance 

oneself. through story-telling conventions, that one might protect against rummaging through 

painful mernories. Thus. constnicting a history that the teller can live with now.'" 

The following account exemplifies the mernories of those who participated in this study: 

Then came the unusually snowy and harsh winter of 1939-1940, and with it 
the tragic dawn of Febniary 10, 1940 when entire Polish families, including 
children and the elderly, were loaded on caQle c a d i  

The oveiwhelrning rnajority-~~umbering twenty-eight-f those who participated in this 

study were among the predominantiy rural small landholding osadniki [including my father and his 

famiiy] deemed worrisome anti-Soviet elements [Le. it was believed they would hinder 

depolonization efforts] deported February 1940 in the largest of the four principal waves of 

deportation. Most, as typical of the larger group rnovement, were transported to the northem 

Arkhangel'skaia obiast and the Komi A.s.s.R."' Jan Gross terms the February 1940 deportation 

as "the most murderous ... So common was death among passengers that people got used to the 

sight of corpses and usually recorded thern in a matterof-fact style.""' Yet there was a higher 

survival rate among this group "...probably because they were used to hard physical labour and 

because they were better equipped than citizens taken from towns and cities in a spring or a 
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summer wave. How rnany June or April deportees thought of taking along heavy winter clothes, 

for example?" lu 

Again. five çohorts were arrested and deported as military pnsoners of war in the earfy 

weeks of GermanlSoviet invasion; the remainder as civilian "enemies of state" [entire families and 

sometimes whole villages]: twenty-eight in February 1940; two in March 1940 [though there 

exists some uncertainty in their recollecüons]; two in April, 1940; and, one in June, 1941. 

There were four major waves of mass deportation. ln February 1940, exiles were sent to 

the remote northern and central regions of the Soviet Union, including the Arctic Circle and the 

Mongolian border, where the majority laboured in forestry and mining. The second mass 

movement to less rernote regions occurred mid-Apfll 1940; deportees were 'employed' pnmanly in 

agricultural work on kolkhozes. Dunng the third major wave that took place the end of June 1940, 

a higher proportion of Jews were deported. And, the final mass deportation moved mostiy Potes, 

but also Jews, Lithuanians and others from the Baltic states through June 13-22, 1941. 

Repeatedly, interviewees describe the chaotic arrest scene as rife with fear and hysteria: 

elderly, women and children crying; fathers often fixed at gunpoint, unable to help their temfied 

families pack for an unknown destination. In many cases, the male head of the family had already 

been arrested or was with the arrny elsewhere. In describing the scene in her family's home, 

Pola, age thirteen at the time of deportation, recounts her grandfather's reaction: 

[Mjy grandfather was blind. Sol he sat on the steps in the house. He was 
crying and he said '1 don't go nowhere. l die here. I don't go nowhere," but 
he has to go no matter what. So, rny rnother was ... she was the head of the 
family and she takes everjthing ... she just told me to help, whatever 1 can 
do. So, my brother was grabbing dishes and I take clothing and she get 
from the storage. food."' 

There were no consistencies either for the amount of time given to pack [from fifteen 

minutes to an hour], or in what families were permitted to pack. In some instances they were told 

they didn't need to bke much where they were going [seemingly intended as a cmel joke]. In 

others, Red A m y  soldiers expfained where they were going and even assisted families with their 

I U Ibid.. 196-1 97. 
''' Interview with Pola (01 Junc 19961 8. 



packing. For instance, Jadwiga, who was only two years of age at the time of deportation with her 

four-year old sister and their mother, recalls her mothets telling of that night: 

[M]y father was at this time already in the army ... it was middle of the night; 
it was very strong winter and he [the soldier] look at two of us sleeping and 
he said that he has two boys. He doesn't know where they are taking us 
but he assurned Siberia and he help my mother pack my father's stuff like 
suits and some winter mats, shirts, you know. He said, "With this you will 
make a lot of money." He packed [for] my mother; even he told her to take 
wedding gown. He said, "You will have a lot of money for this." And he 
packed everything that was important for wintertime because my mother 
she said she was so nervous then. tnstead of packing good stuff, she look 
for jewelry and srnall things and he said, "No. No. Leave everything, take 
this." But rny grandparents, they had been in worse situation because when 
the soldiers came, they had been so angry and under the gun they packed 
their stuff but they're not allowed to take any food ... any food. ab~olutely. '~~ 

Such inconsistencies typify the Polish encounters with Soviet authorities throughout the 

deportation and exile experience whether related to the circumstances of their arrest, regulations, 

information and propaganda, work consignments and performance expectations. food allotment. 

treatment of the Potes, and even in relation to eventual amnesty. 

After the rude rnid-night awakening by Red Amy soldiers accompanied, often, by 

representatives of the local population, whole families were immediately read an arrest order that 

outlined their status as "enemies of the state." Deportations were to be carried out as set out in 

an official government order that stated, in part: 

The deportation of anti-Soviet elements ... is a problern of great political 
importance .... It must be camed out with absolute calm so as not to spark 
resistance or panic arnong the local p~pulace.'~' 

Scarce given time to rub the sleep from their eyes the Polish families were hastily 

dispatched by sleigh or wagon cart to waiting trains. Ryszard explains: 

There was about 6 or 7 soldiers with the... guns and al1 that and they said 
we were under arrest and we will be dislocated but they didn't tell us where. 
So, they took us to the nearest railroad station, packed us al1 in on the 
boxcars and Father and Mother knew then that they had it ail figured that 
we were destined for Siberia .... They didn't allow us to take absolutely 
nothing; just barety our clothes and the cornforters because it was winter 

1-16 Interview with J a h g a  [O6 Oecember 19981 4. Jadwiga further recalled %e Russian soMier was nghr. Her mother 
sold al1 the dothes. inciuding the wedding dress. for food. 12, 
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then, and that was probably the coldest winter, you know .... Father was a 
game warden, sol in those days, although we weren't rich. but we had a 
man that was helping with the housechores, around; sol he probably knew 
more than anybody else because he was of Ukrainian background ... so he 
brought a lot of stuff to the station after they already packed us in, you 
know ... food for 

The majority of the civilian deportees, however, were never officially charged with any 

crime nor given any details of their socalled arrest. Few among those who participated in this 

study recall hearing recitation of an arrest order; only one attended a court of law where one might 

formally confront hislher accuses. Karimien recalls his trial as kangerooesque where dubious 

charges of spying for the Germans were brought against him and several other Polish soldiers; al1 

were summarily sentenced to five years hard labour without benefit of defence or of an 

opponunity to challenge their  accuser^."'^ 

Ail who participated in this study express dismay at what most recall as the Russian 

system: the arrest and dislocation of entire farnilies of old people, women and children, including 

infants, for ambiguous crimes ostensibly committed by male family members. Furthermore, the 

majority of civilian deportees, rnaking up the largest group of the exiled Poles who were deported 

without charges or sentencing, were women, children and the elderly.lS0 Consequently, while 

Stalin might have had certain expectations vis-A-vis the contributions the masses of Polish 

deportees might make to his cheap labour pool, the 'arrest' of individuals less likely to contribute 

in meaningful ways, or for very long, reinforces the argument his deportation of [predominantly] 

ethnic Polish civilians frorn Poland's eastern borderlands was nothing less than ethnic cleansing. 

Furthermore, the horrific conditions to which they were sent illustrate a complete disregard for 

basic human rights [e-g. decent shelter, adequate food and health care, fair wages and safe 

working conditions, and adequate guardianship and education for children], again supporüng 

daims by such historians as Tadeusz Piotrowski of genocide.'5' 

Il8 Interview with Ryszard (06 March 1995) 1-2. 
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Special Resettlement in the Wilderness 

As previously discussed, a substantial proportion of the 1.5 million Poles deported 

through the pars  1939-41 were clearly distinguished as settlers who had colontzed the eastern 

borderlands 'annexed' by 

Poland during the penod 

1918 - 1922. Ironically, 

Soviet officiais deemed 

the deported Poles 

special resefflers, ' !' and 

their resefflement a 

practical form of 

population/labour redis- 

tribution which placed 

minorities/less desirables 

in work communrtles 

[labour camps and 

kolkhozes"\ where they Map 7 - Deportations of Polish Cituens 19394 1 '" 
were separated from larger groups: thus. quashing ability andlor oppoRunity to dissent.'" One 

could draw a parallei to the segregation of Aboriginal peoples on reservations; rndeed, several 

interuiewees did! 

Not only were the Poles deported that there would be less resistance by Poles in the 

newly ctaimed Soviet western frontier, but they were scattered across the Sibenan hinterland that 

15' Sornetimes also euohernisticallv fefened to as hee settiers. or satd to be in free ewrle. 
1'3 kolkhoz : coliective f a n .  
ICJ lrena Grudzinska-Gross and Jan T. Gross. War Thmuah Children's Eyes. (Stanford: Hoover lnstrtution Press. 1981 ) 
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there would be less opportunity to escape. or. more importantly, to unite and rebel. Sirnilarly, as 

the frontier region was depolonized by the physical rernoval of the Poles. the deportees would 

also encounter exacting pains at Russification during their camp experience, such efforts 

especially exerted on the children. The below map illustrates forced labour camps located 

throughout the USSR [1941], with 'x' marking general regions to which study participants were 

deported. 

Map 8 - Soviet Forced Labour Camps [lag] [1941]'" 

---------- 
Following their arrest, the Poles were transported to the nearest railway station where 

they were crowded into boxcars not intended for human cargo. Makeshift board bunks had been 

hastily nailed to the walls of the unheated cars. Families scrambled for less-than-adequate space 

preferrtng to be near the small stove intended to bath heat the boxcar and to serve as mediocre 
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cook space on which only one family at a time could cook with one pot. There was no pnvacy 

among what may have been up to twelve families numbering as rnany as 70 people crammed into 

each car. Memory of the stench, of the crying, of the illness and death, of the cold and the 

hunger, and of the indignity of jack of privacy and of the unhygienic conditions linger as nightrnare 

for those who endured a joumey which lasted two to eight weeks. Marysia recalis: 

Bedding that we took, this is how we kept wam. But I can remember, one 
night, I wanted to move my head and I couldn't and I noticed that rny hair 
was frozen to the wall. It was very crowded, very crowded and soon after a 
very unpleasant thing developed; you know, the lice. Horrible. It was 
horrible. '" 

Witold, who was fourteen at the time of deportation, volunteered no explicit details of the 

journey recalling his two-week train trip with near dispassionatmven dissociative-calm; what 

Jan Gross terms 'fatalistic anticipation of the unavoidable":"' 

You see, somehow, if you were in a big group-at least mat's the way I 
felt-that nothing's going to happen to you because you are in such a big 
group. You are part of the destination. Actually, you don? philosophize on 
it. You just go; roll with the punches. Whatever happens, it happens.lS9 

His recollection of the final leg of the journey by sleigh from the train stop to the labour 

camp, however, illustrates the rnisery of isolation, fear, helplessness, and the numbing cold: 

mhat's when i... encountered the first death .... it was another blistenng cold 
[night] and we were caught in the snowston because they tied ... again, al1 
the men and boys, like me, you know, we supposed to be walking and the 
women, you know, in there [the sleighs] they had cornforters and so on and 
then I heard the women screaming. I don't know what it was. She 
suffocate the baby. You know, wrapping it so to keep it warm. And, I don7 
know actually who it was .... Weil, it was kind of shocking, but after a white, 
when you are traveling with that cold and little bit hungry, by gosh you don't 
think about ....'@ 

lntenriewees recall efforts of their parents to console them during the long monotonous 

train ride. Singing was a wmrnon pastime: rnostly patfiotic and religious songs. One woman told 

Barbara Stem Burstin: 'When we crossed the border into Russia, everybody sang the Polish 

'" Interview with Marysia (06 Febniary 1999) 12. 
Is8 Jan T. Gross. Revalution Fmm Abmad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton Universrty Press, 1988) 114. 
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an them."'" loland has not perished yet, so long as we still /ive.. 

After weeks confined in the squalid boxcars the bewildered Polish families, now lice- 

ridden and suffering hunger pangs, many iII, traveled by sleigh or wagon-depending on the 

season-into the depths of the forest. Lucjan Krolikowski writes: 

The Siberian taiga, stretching from the Ural Mountains al1 the way to the 
Pacific Ocean, is a huge, unbroken forest, covering an area Iarger than the 
United States or Canada. Since Tsanst Russia annexed Siberia in the 17th 
century, the taiga has senred almost solely as a gigantic political prison. 
Here the cruellest tomentors are hunger, cold, and ail sorts of privation. In 
Tsarist days the rnost large-scale deportation took place after the upnsing in 
January, 1863. when over 50.000 Poles were exiled ..? 

It was not uncommon for the newly-arrived Poles to meet up with compatriots having 

been exiled in previous waves of deportation or even with other similarly exiled groups of people: 

Japanese, Chinese. Ukrainians, Germans, Romanians, Jews, Russians and various ethnic 

minorities from other regions of the Soviet Republic. Linking her experience with contemporary 

events in the former Soviet Union, Jadwiga recalled living among Chechens: '1 never heard of 

them for forty years until now. Stalin send [sic] them just like Poiish and Jewish people because 

the Chechen people they never accept Stalin regime ... now. .. they want to have freedom and ! 

think they are right ...."'" After missing the opportunity to leave the Soviet Union. Zygmunt's family 

was sent to work in 1945 in an iron ore mine where he recalled most of the workers as Japanese 

prisoners of war as well as thousands of Chechens; rnost whom he daims died fram disease and 

who were buned in mass graves.'" We may recall Adam's account in Chapter 2 of his family's 

encounter with the Polish miller. He further told of an Arnerican Polish family that, in 1939, 

traveled to visit relatives in Stanislawa [SE Poland; now Ukraine] only to get caught up in the war 

*...the boy was born in Detroit. Could speak English. He wrote the letter to American Embassy 

but they never got it 1 guess. Nobody answer.""' Adam has no information regarding the fate of 

this American family. 

161 Barbara Stem Burstin. F mm Pofand to P Ï Ïbum h. (Doctoral Dissertation: University of Pittsburgh, 1986) 102-103. 
16: Luqan Krolikowski. Stolen Childhoad. (Buffalo: Father Justin Rosary Hour, 1983) 16. 
163 Interview with Jadwqa (06 December 1998) 12. 
i &i Interview with Zygmunt (O1 March 1999) 12. 
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Several interviewees noted their good fortune at arriving at camps where barracks 

already stood. And, they expressed profound sorrow for those who went before them and who 

lost their lives in the Siberian wildemess felling trees that they might have shelter. 

You don? work, vou don? eat 

With the exception of the very Young, rneager rations of food were eamed through 

elementary assessrnent of labour outputs [based on predetermined norms which did not take into 

account age, gender, health, experience or abilityj of the so-calleci free settlers; forced labour and 

reeducation euphemistically terrned free exile? As the maxim went: You don't work, you don't 

eat."' Lodging was provided at no monetary cost. Children to age twelve or. occasionally, 

fourteen, could be sent, at no expense to their parents, either to orphanages [diet-doml, or 

residential schools [diet-sa4 where they would receive with their daily bread rations milk and, on 

occasion, an egg, and intensive re-education. Most parents, however, did their utrnost (including 

sacrificing their own insubstantial rations] to keep the family together that their children would not 

suffer the loss of their language, their Roman Catholic convictions, and their memory of their 

homeland. In essence. that they would retain their ~olishness'" in a climate that not only 

oppressed the Potes, but one which penalized them for invoking the homeland, for speaking their 

language, and even for practicing their faith. Halina recalls how, at age 15 she stood defiantly 

and steadfastly by her cornmitment to her faith: 

We're not allowed ta pray. At first. we would get together in our barrack 
where my sister and I Iive and we Say the Rosary and we Say the prayers 
together. When it was known to the Commandant, he came ... he came 
crashing on us and told us that was forbidden .... Well, I said to him, "You 
cannot stop me to pray by myself. Nobody gonna take my prayers out of 
rny sou1 ... and he said, 'You go to prison for that" I said, "You can put me 
in prison another way but you cannot take rny faith out of my heart ... God 
out of my heatn'" 

'* Adam B. Ulam. Stalin: The Man and His  Era. (NY: Viking Press, 1973) 391. 
1 b7 This maxim was repeated by interviewees as credo; also. repeated by children in their testirnonies in lrena Grudzinska- 
Gross and Jan Tomasr Grass. War Throush Children's Eves. (Stanford: Hoover institution Press. 1981). 

Porishness embodies the very essence of k ing a Pole and is innately ¢odifÏed in the ward Polskosc (fern.1: Polish 
ongin, Polish language and manners. More detaiied discussion in Chapter 6. See Katherine R. Jolludr. Gender. ldenttty 
and the Polish Emrience of War. 1939-1945. (Stanfard University: 1995) 12-14. 
I b9 Interview with Halina (07 February 1999) 14. 



Study participants ranged from age 2 to age 25 at the time of their deportation. Table 1 

delineates participants into four distinct age groupings that are representative of pre-school age, 

eiemen tarylintermed iate school age, secondary school age, and adulthood [age of conscription: 

al1 six participants aged 19 to 25 were males enlisted in the Polish Army at the outbreak of the 

war]. 

1 
1 Age When Deported Number % Total [381 

I 38 100.0 
Table 1 - Age When Study Participants Deported to Soviet Forced Labour Camps 

Pre-school age children either remained in the camp barracks under the care of teenage 

siblings or elderfy neighbourç who were unable to work, or they were sent by Soviet authonties, 

or, on rare occasions by their families, to orphanages. Children of school age were sent either to 

a diet-sad [residential schools] located in the nearest town [some miles distant] where food, 

warrnth and supervision were provided, or remained with their families where many worked 

alongside their parents. Polish women, especially, were tormented by their inability to instnict 

their children, or to adequately care for them, and, for their part, the children were robbed of 

familial bonds as well lost opportunities at adequate education due to ianguage and other bamers. 

In her study of Polish women exiled in Siberia during WWII, Katherine R. Jolluck 

emphasizes that the majority of Polish families resisted separation which they perceived as "...the 

Soviet assault on the Polish farni~y""~ which, thmugh specific policies. was particularty targeted for 

re-education. Men and women attended to their work duties that they would meet the nom that 

they would eam enough bread for their families while they anguished during long penods each 

1 ;O Kathenne R. Jolluck. Gender. IdentitV and the Polish ExwRence of War. 1939-1 945. (Stanford University: 1995) 
337. 
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day, six. sometimes seven days a week. over their children who were undergoing compulsive re- 

education in Russian language, Communist doctrine, love for the patriarch, Stalin, and "militant 

atheismn. '-' Yet. they made opportunities for the clandestine practice of Roman Catholic religious 

observances, to reinforce Polish language, and to educate their children in Polish history for it was 

a particular concern that their children not lose their Polishness. Ironicatly, the now-grown 

children [most of whorn are now grandparents!] held fast to their Polishness and rnany argue they 

are more Polish than Poles born in Poland since the war! 

Ryszard recalled his father's breakdown that he believes to be the result of both the work 

conditions and the oppressive environment: 

He was very, very down. I remember he found a cross; 1 never forget that 
scene, where he found the cross Mother was hiding in the suitcase, you 
know, 'cause that's al1 we had, two suitcases, and he would take the cross 
out at night, you know, and he would pray and turn ... in the four directions of 
the ... north, south, east and west ... He would condernn the Communists, 
yeah. So, I almost thought that mentally he wasn't strong enough, you 
know, when l look at the scene like that ... so I knew he wasn't going to last 
long with us. And, then; I rnean he was skeleton, you know. Lost al1 the 
weight. He had no boots, his feet were wrapped in rags, hands were sores, 
because he had to work 10 hours from ... sunrise 'til sunset 'z 

When Ryszard's father leamed of the amnesty he hastily sold to the locals what little 

jewelry they had. packed up his family and hired a sleigh to escape, for the camp commander 

refused the Poles permission to leave. They eventually caught a train headed south toward the 

Caspian Sea. Ryszard picks up the thread: 

m e  were aiready in the boxcar and ... he was appointed to look after the 
woodstove; like put the wood to keep the place warm. And [clearing his 
throat] ... found him in the moming dead. Yeah. He died of starvation and ... 
he never complained .... There was no burial, nothing. They just removed 
him and that was the last we saw of him? 

In instances where children were separated from families, forlorn mothers would rnake 

long treks through the forest on their one day off work to visit their children. In some instances, as 

in the case of Pola, children would run away, braving the forest in winter that they would be 

'*' Ibid.. 344. 
, -- 
' " Interview wrth Ryszard (06 March 1995) 6. 
I tl: 

Ibid., 9. 



reunited with their parents. Pola, nearly 14 years old at the time, recalled: 

When I was in school in ... Sibena, it was very hard for my rnother because 
she couldn't support us, and my grandfatfier was still living and they take so 
many money for shoes, for eat. Anything from my mother from the wo fk... 
they don't support us. And, she says, "1 don? know how I will do. You have 
to come back to me. You the oldest one. You have to help me." So, I ran 
away with other four girls and three boys. We run from school. It was 40 
km. In the winter time. The week before Christmas ... and we travel al1 day, 
in the snow. It was so cold. And, we were lost because we couldn't see the 
trail ... the trail in the forest, but we left the forest. It was so many kilometers; 
it was lake, lake, lake, you know; it was such high snow and we lost the trail. 
And, so it was very hard because we were freeze .... We thought we were 
close; we supposed to be close to home because we know the forest ... 
There was a hill. From the lake, we went up the hill and saw our barracks. 
SO we came. "' 

To this day, Pola remains a dutiful daughter.17' Despite that 'the women were unable to 

be the mothen that they wanted to be."'" their children remained loyal and devoted to them and 

to al1 they leamed at their laps. Pola's narrative, as many others, brims over wtth reverence and 

devotion to her mother whom she asserts not only gave her life, but who gave her al1 that her 

children would live. The care of their now very elderly parents remains a priorit'y that is fulfiiled as 

a devotional covenant My widowed grandmother, Wiktona Kotowicz Bajorek, who died in 1992 at 

age 83, only ever lived at different tirnes with her children and their families until the day she died. 

She lived with rny family over twelve years. 

Their parents, and some of the older participants in this study, laboured [in exchange for 

food and lodging] in such work as: fotestrj [logging and lumber work, resin collectionl; mining 

[gold and ore]; on kolkhozes [trees, cotton, sugar beets]; foundries; kitchen work; and, on railroad 

and road construction. Many found opportunities to supplement their rations or to acquire other 

goods. During the summer months children and the elderly roamed the forests where they picked 

wild mushrooms and scoured marshes and nverbanks for sour red bemes. Year round children 

1-4 
Interview M h  Pola (01 June 1996) 31 

175 See Jane Aronson in "Dutiful Daughters and Undemanding Mothers: Constraining Images of Giving & Receiving Care 
in Middle and Later Me". in Carol Baines, et al. Women's Carinq. (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc.. 1991). 
176 Kathenne R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentity and the Polish Experience of War. 1939-1 945. (Stanford University: 1995) 
342. 



plundered food scraps 

discarded from the 

cornmon kitchen. 

Men and women 

applied former skilts 

and  trades that they 

could obtain extra 

bread or other items. 

For instance. 

Roman played his 

mouth organ for 
. - 

Fig. 4 - Resin Collection Crew 194 1 ' ' ' 

dances and special occasions held by the families of the camp Commandant and other officrals 

and  camp personnel, earning extra food coupons that he shared with other Polish fam~lies.~'~ 

Some families received parcels from relatives or sympathetic former neighbours [often recalled as 

Ukiainian villagers]. Food was frequently shared with other families. Items such as clothing were 

traded for other goods. usually, for food or primitive medical supplies. Ernest recalled receiving 

five parcels containing such luxuries as sugar, chocolate, and coffee. from his motheis oldest 

sister who had immigrated to the United States before WWI. 'It was like the miracle." he said. '" 

Lech s famtty received one parcel from Poland: a jar of melted pork fat and "very thinly cut onion 

fried in it." He recalled: 

It rs amazing ... the fat which we appreciated very much. Of course. in the 
cold you need the fat. Because there's a lot more calones ... We needed 
fat.. . we would take half a spoon or so each day. lBa 

Several intenriewees recalled their parents trading goods packed hurriedly the night of 

1 -- 
Fram M. Fr!al Collection. 'Working dothes were imprqnated with tar to fend off swams of mosquitoes and black flies 

aria the heads were proteded by mosqurto nets.' (Correspondence: 12 Apnl 1999). R e m  was collected for use as 
syntfietic nibber and in production of explosives. 

'Y 
Interview with Roman (27 January 1999) 2. 
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their arrest-for instance, 

Jadwiga's mothets wedding 

dress-which were generally 

unavailable to the locals. 

Marysia's family traded men's 

suit fabric and her brother's 

ihega pocket watch for a 

cow-which they named 

Tamara-that they would have 

milk. Later. they butchered the 

cow selling some of the meat for 

it could not be adequately 

consewed 18' 

Jacob's father. a jack-of- 

Flg 5 - Romance in S~bena: Note V Scar on Tree frorn Resin Tapping 1942"' many-trades [watch-maker. 

musician, carpenterj worked cutting logs and. frequently, made cofiins for which labour he got 

some extra food and tobacco that he traded for food. 

And then there was Boleslaw. a tall, handsorne 25-yr. old Polish soldier whose camp 

Commandant was a former Pole who had been deported in a previous wave; he presumed during 

WWI. Her name was Nadia and one day she approached him: 

'What your name?" 
'My name is Boleslaw." 
Wow you like it this place?" 
'Terrible. I like it [to] eat.' 
'Oh. no Oh! Everybody give you bread. What's the matter wtth you? 
That's enough for you." 
"No. That is no enough. I like more.' 
"Okay." 
I see from her she's ... from first lime. she looking for me. she loved me. 

'YI 
Interview wrth Marysia 106 February 1999) 10. 15-16. 

:u: 
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Interview with Jacob (17 February 1999) 16. 
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That's all! [chuckles]'" 

Nadia placed Boleslaw in a different job, then begins a pattern of coilecting him from the 

job at the end of the day. For food-ndy, vodka, and bread-she seeks sexuai companionship. 

Unfortunately, however, Boleslaw admits to performance dysfunction. He, like one other male 

interviewee, speculated poor nutrition as the cause. Nadia's tryst with the enemy is found out and 

she is summanly sentenced to ten years hard labour in another camp. Boleslaw never sees her 

agarn. 

Scenarios of sexual coercion, sexual exploitation such as forced prostitution or the 

buyinglselling of 'wives", abductions of young girls, and the threat of sexual abuse, were more 

common and acute-as in r a p e f o r  women, especially those deported as independent crirninals 

to mixed-gender prison camps for such crimes as counter-revolutionary subversions. Whatever 

their circumstances, women who refused advances, particularly from Soviet oficials, or who fled 

attacks. were punished with lower rations, worse work assignrnents, denied medical assistance, 

or arrested and sent to prison camps? None of the women who shared their mernories for this 

paper identified such expenences: in part, because they were deported as children and Iived in 

the protective environment of family and community. 

Katherine R. Jolluck writes that because the topic is a sensitive issue, survivors rarely 

discuss it with detail or openness.'" She does. however. document sorne of the horrors faced by 

women. For instance, within the prison camps, women encountered "a place of both physical and 

moral destru~tion~'~' where rape, particularly gang rape, was common. In the labour camps. such 

as those to which study participants were sent, there arose the phenornenon of "camp husbandsn 

and 'camps wives."'" 'Camp husbandsn served as protecton by facilitating improvements- 

lighter work duties, larger food rations, provision of special goods such as sugar, dresses, boots- 

! 84 Interview wtth Boleslaw (30 September 1998) 14. 
185 Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentity and the Polish Emierience of War. 1939-1945. (Stanford Universrty: 1995) 
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1 % .  . ibid.. 148. 
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in the daity living conditions of their sexual partners. Furthemore. they protected their women 

from other aggressors. 'Camp wivesn served as sexual comfort to the protector and could be 

discarded, even traded or sold, at the whim of the men. 

-4r--- IL.nn.CI.c.-...444csL..zcz- 

Norms were difficult to achieve and everyone suffered the pangs of hunger. Sickness. 

accidents and injuries were comrnon. Death also. Twenty-three interviewees buried family 

members in the Siberian wilderness [rnostiy elderly or young children]. Worse than needless 

deaths were burials [or the horror of death without burial] without benefit of last rites and funeral 

mass. For the Poles, Roman Catholicism embodied the essence of their living and their dying. 

And it torments the survivors that family rnembers and neighbours died without dignity and that 

there is no one today visiting the graves of Poles buried in the Siberian taiga. Cyeslawa Greczyn 

wrote of her grief: 'And I had to leave in that hated land that whicfi was most dear to me, mat 

which had been everything in the worid for me."'" And though she could not erect a tombstone. 

she placed a cross and tablet on her infant son's grave. She wrote: 'Lesiu Greczyn, a /Me Pole; 

thus inscribing her dead chijd into the barren landscape as nothing less, nothing more, than a 

Pole." 

Living conditions were homfic. Barracks were simple wooden structures and were poorly 

insulated. They were crowded and fumished only with wooden bunks nailed to the walls [as in the 

boxcars] and an occasional table. A central stove provided inadequate heat and cook space for 

e~ght or ten families. lnsects were the common enemy. Feliks Lachrnan dedicates an entire 

chapter in his memoir to bed bugs. In part: 'Bugs were the real masters of the house. Their 

powerful clan must have numbered at least 50 thousand snouts. These liffle creatures thrived on 

our blood. and no legislation protected us from the ruthless and inexorable parasites."'" My 

father describes how each night he wrapped a scarf round his neck, and each morning shook the 

! 39 Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentity and the Polish Excerience of War. 1939-1945. (Stanford Univenrty: 1995) 356. 
: W Feliks Lachman. I Was a Gulaq Prisoner. (London: Caldra House Ltd.) 40. 
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blood-bloated verrnin in the snow. Lachman further memorializes the bothersome creatures as 

well plainly describes his memory of camp conditions and the ultimate freedom fantasy in his 

poem De Profundis of a Siberian Convict; A. D. 1941 : 

Lice bugs bugs lice 
More bugs more lice 
Rats fleas gnats flies 

And breaddevounng mice 

Dirt mud no soap 
Stench filth to cope 

No faith no hope 
ln darkness we grope 

Our beds bare planks 
Our mates sheer cranks 
Our dreams long ranks 

Of American tanksI9' 

Daily, the Poles struggled against enthusiastic oppression of their language, religion 

[Roman Catholicisrn+their Polishness-while clinging to the hope of freedom from Soviet 

oppression; both of themselves from the labour camps and of their homeiand. Camp officiais and 

personnel as well as some of the local people would taunt the Poles with slogans: 'Poland will 

never nse aga~n;" '~ '  'Zdes zhit budete; here you shall /ivew. .. implying this is where you will die.I9' 

In testirnonies written by Polish children after their families were amnestied from the labour 

camps, many wrote of their experiences of oppression. One boy wrote: 'When we first got to 

school we were mocked and beaten-if a Pole said there was a God he was beaten up."" Study 

participants who experienced Soviet re-education frequently recalled a Stalin as God or Stalin the 

Father anecdote: 

[Tlhey manipulated people, you know. Even as young as I was, I was quite 
aware of what was going on ... we had to go to school ... I didn't mind the 
school because at least we had a litüe bit of hot soup ... But, there was 
Christmas; the teacher, because they tried hard to brainwash us about God, 

!9 1 Feliks Lachman. I Was a Gula~  Prisoner. (London: Caldra House Ud.) VU. 
192 Kathenne R. Jolluck. Gender. Identitv and the Polish Emfience of War. 1939.1945. (Stanford University: 1995) 438. 
193 Stefan WaydenfeM. The Ice Road. (Edinburgh: MainStream Publishing. 1999) 106. 
1 1 1  Wladyslaw T. qtd. in lrena Grudzinska-Gros and Jan T. Gross. War Throu~h Childrents Eves. (Stanford: Hoover 
Institution Press. 1981) 87. 



religion, or your origins, you know. as Polish ... they tried to crucify us right 
away ... and start working on the children. Sol it was Christmas. 1 
remember that moment: the teacher asked different questions and then she 
came to us and we al1 sat there ... and there was a big box of candies and 
she says, 'Well, if you're going to try to pray to your God, see if anybody will 
give you candies" ... So nobody said anything, you know. So she says 'But, 
see, there's a portrait of Stalin. If you beg him for candies, you're gonna get 
al1 the candies [laughing] that you could eat." [Slome did ... and we did get 
the candies ... because a candy was luxury .... We couldn't congregate [for] 
church or anything. It was al1 done in secrecy ... in places where they watch 
for the guards ... Usually mothers were a great force, you know, to rnaintain 
the language and the religion.'" 

In the same breath, Ryszard links the oppression [Le. crucrfCrixxion] of religion, language 

and Polishness to the heroic rote played by women to preseme these; despite long laborious days 

on a subsistence diet. Katherine R. Jolluck notes the despair of the Polish mothers vis-&vis 

diffwlties encountered in their efforts to maintain language, religion and patnotism among their 

children [not to mention despair over illness and death]. Who, then, among the children would 

not, through loyalty to their brave and dedicated mothers, observe the significance of 

maintenance of their religion, language and patnotic pride in Poland: their Polishness? And that 

Ryszard recalls this incident as occumng at Christmas also is significant; for Roman Catholic 

Poles, observance of the traditional Wigiiia [vigil] on Christmas Eve is a symbolic expression of 

their Polishness through their faith. Many study participants, in recalling the trek out of Siberia 

[A941 -421, remembered their first Wigilia as reinforcement of familial unity and as symbolic of their 

absolute freedom from oppression. Further, Ryszard's invocation of the crucifixion is analogous 

with Polish Roman Catholicism and the historic path of suffenng, slaughter and martyrdom of 

Poles in Siberia. and as a people in general, as Christ's Golgotha.'% Kathenne R. Jolluck 

documents one women's suffering over the death of her daughter: 

Even little Krysia died, she was buried in the field. Everyone of us left 
someone dear in foreîgn land, the road was marked by graves and crosses, 
suffering and sadness. we travelled a real Go~gotha.~~' 

There exists adequate, but not complete documentation of the 'war cemeteries' [see Map 61 

195 Intewiew Wh Rystard: age 1 O Men deported (06 March 1995) 415. 
1 % See Norman Oavies. God's Plavqround. [Vol. 21 (New York: Columbia University Press. 1 982). 
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wherein are buried [mostly] Polish men, such as my grandfather. Wawrzyniec Bajorek, who 

penshed after enlisting in the recently rnobilized army. However, there is no documentation of the 

thousands of burial places-either formal or inforrnal-located throughout of the ordinary ctvilian 

vrctims of the deportation, exile and exodus experience; inciuding my great-grandmotfier Aniela 

Kotowicr and my father's infant brother Adam. 

The most consequential practice employed by the Poles for maintenance of their 

Po1;shness was language; mofher tongue. For through language. patriotic songs and tales could 

be Sung and told, prayers could be invoked, and familial bonding could be maintained, even 

strengthened as it had been in the homes of Poles for generations through the period of the 

partitions. The oral tradition was especially strong among the majority of study participants who 

indicated minimal levels of education among their parents' and grandparents' generations. 

Further, there were no libraries located in the camps or much time, even, to read. 

When her family was deported, Kasia hastily packed her favourite book: the epic poem, 

Pan Tadeusz, wntten by the notable Polish writer Adam Mickiewicz in the 1830's. She read it so 

often in Siberia she memorized portions and during her interview, gave a bnef recitation in Polish, 

then paraphrased: '...give me a horneland ... only the person who lost it knows how important, 

how dear you are. Once you lose it, you realize what you ~os t . " '~~  Thus. Kasia's Polishness 

rernained unhindered for she camed it with her as text inscRbed in her rnind for a lifetime. 1s it 

coincidence that today, as arl active member of the Polish community in Ontario, she sits on the 

board of the Adam Mickiewicz Foundation in Canada? 

Amnestv - "The moment of deliverance came unexpecfed/v"lw 

By March, 1941, Geman planes began to cloud Russian skies. On 22 June, 1941, Hitler 

breached his non-aggression agreement with Stalin when German troops invaded Russian 

soil. Thus the fate of the Poles would change. 

108 lnterview W h  Kasia (27 November 1998) t O. 
1 99 Eizbieta P. qtd. in lrena Gmdzinska-Gross and Jan T. Gross. War Thmuqh Children's Eves. (Stanford: Hoover 
Institution Press. 1981) 175. 



Fig. 6 - A. Hitler Taxidemist; PM, June 25. 1941'~ 
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Stalin entreated the Allies to aid Russian efforts to push back and finally subdue Hitler. 

But the Red Army had suffered heavy losses and it was essential that great numbers of soldiers 

be quickly recruited and set to the task. Red Army attempts to remit  Poles in the eastem 

territories netted poor results. Despite heavy losses among the Polish deportees-"almost half of 

the one-and-a-half million Poles. .. dead.. . including 1 00.000 Polish ~ e w s " ' ~ ' i t  was put forward 

that imprisoned Poiish officers and soldiers moldenng in the Siberian hinterlands would make an 

effective contribution to the war effort, There was no question that loyalty to their homeland would 

entice thern to fight against Hitler; but their quarrel was also with Stalin and most eventually 

refused to fight alongside the Red Amy, which same a~my forcibly depoRed the Poles. 

Still, Polish/Soviet diplomatic relations, suspended since the Soviet invasion of Poland, 

were restored. While it was his need for an army that brought Stalin to the table with the Allies, he 

'O0 Richard H. Minear. Dr. S u s s  Goes to War. (NY: The New Press. 1999) 163. 
:O 1 Noman Oavies qtd. in Jan T. Gmss. Revolution From Abmad. (Princeton. NJ: Princeton University Press. 1988) 
229. See also Barbara Stem Burstin. Fmrn Poland to Pittsburph. (Doctoral Dissertation: University of Pittsburgh. 1986) 
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quickly and confidently pressed his dernands vis-à-vis Poland's eastem border. General Sikorski 

is often criticized for not adequately protecting Poland's interests in the discussions but by way of 

excusing his neglect his priority was the speedy evacuation of the Polish deportees for he feared 

Stalin's fickle nature. As it happened, his fears proved correct, and too few managed to fee. 

After a month embroiled in diplomatic exchange, on 30 July 1941 Polish-Soviet diplomatic 

relations were restored by mutual agreement signed by General Wladystaw Sikorski and Soviet 

Ambassador Ivan Maisky. Attached was the following protocol: 

mhe Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will grant 
amnesty to al1 Polish citizens who are at present deprived of their freedom 
on the territory of the USSR either as prisoners of war or on other adequate 
gro~nds.'~' 

And so the emaciated Poles fled the labour camps by whatever means available, 

traveling south to join the Polish Amy which had been evacuated and reorganized in Uzbekistan 

and Kirghistan, in close pmximity to English supply bases, during the winter of 1 9 4 1 4 2 . ~  After 

processing through relief and recruitment centers, able-bodied men joined their compatnots and 

under the leadership of General Wladyslaw Anders, himself freed from a Soviet pnsoner-of-war 

camp, they made up the Polish Second Corps. The first group of Sybiraki arnved in late August 

Stefan Waydenfeld, exiled to a camp at Kvasha Iocated on the shore of the White Sea, 

north-east of Archangelsk wrote of the amnesty: 

Orlov, the Kvasha headman, came out of the Hall and pinned a notice 
printed in large letters to the door: 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
THE SOVIET GOVERNMENT HAS GRANTED AN AMNESIY TO ALL 
POLISH PRISONERS AND DEPORTEES. THE AMNESTV DOCUMENT 
WlLL SERVE AS THE FAMlLY PASSPORT AND AS A ONE-WAY TRAVEL 
PERMIT TO THE DESTINATION OF YOUR CHOICE. 

The crowd broke up into smaller groups and the announcement was 

* 1 

'O-  Zygmunt C. Szkopiak. The Yalta Asreernents. (London: Polish Government in Exile. 1986) 17. 
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analyzed .... The first questions was thus: Where should one go?'M 

Indeed. Where? And, how and when? The Poles didn't waste their tirne quibbling with 

the language of the announcement. What did it matter that 'amnesty' is generally a pardon given 

to criminals? Foremost was the acquisition of the amnesty document, or passport- 

udostovierenya-that would allow them to flee from their unhappy circumstance. lssued by the 

NKVD (National Commissariat for lntemal Affairs), the udostovierenya document [Fig. 7] "vouch- 

safed" the bearer, a Polish citizen [male head; family rnembers listed], the nght to free movement 

in USSR territory to a stated destination [Kirov region in the below instance]. The permit was valid 

for three months. 
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Fig. 7 - Udostoviemnya: '~rnnesty'"~ 

Soviet officiais did not recognize Ukrainians. Belorussians or Jews in the amnesty and, in 

arbitrarily assigned them Soviet citizenship. Despite this, many attempted [some 

succeeding] to join the Polish A m y  that they might Ieave the Soviet Union. Amy estimates of the 

day chronicle 92.23% Polish recruits, 3.08% Jews, 2.72% 8elonissians, 1.08% Ukrainians, and 

' OI 
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0.15 'othet-? The most well known among the approxirnate 4000 Jews evacuated [as both 

military personnel and civilians] with General Anders' troops was the late lsraeli leader Menachem 

Begin [Prime Minister. 1977-83; Nobel Peace Pnze, 1978j.'~' There were, however, reports of 

discrimination, particularfy, of anti-Semitism. There also were some instances of Ukrainian or 

Belorussian men passing themselves off as Poles. 

For instance, Bohdan, who was among the Ukrainian majority population in the south- 

east region of Poland (Second Republic] heavily settled by the Polish osadniki during the interwar 

period and who had been arrested and deported to eight years hard labour in Siberia for his crime 

as "Polish sympathizer," used his Polish-sounding name and his command of the Polish language 

to enlist in the Polish Amy. By the end of the war, Bohdan's proficiency in Ukrainian, Polish, 

Russian and English secured him a military-and, later, civilian-career in translation and 

interpretation services. including in Canada's federal civii ~ervice."~ 

Many of the Polish deportees were either outnght denied udosfovierenya or their efforts to 

acquire the amnesty travel documents thwarted; after all, camp offlcials would /ose a valuable 

labour pool thus have difficulty achieving quotas. And for this, camp officiais could be sent to hard 

labour! In some instances, there was no male head of the family who could enlist and so whole 

families of women, elderly and children were unable to leave." By eady 1942, Soviet officiais 

began to implement certain restrictions and many of the Poles would be refused/excluded from 

the amnesty provisions; and. by 1943. the door was completely c~osed."~ 

As the Poles funneled from the Siberian hinterlands to the southern region of the Soviet 

Union, a signifiant relief infrastructure was established [with aid amving frorn Britain, the United 

States, and Canada]; despite irnposing challenges created by war. Through 1942 and into the 

206 Keith Swotd. De~ortation and Exile. (NY: St. Martin's Press. Inc.. 1994) 59. 
:O: Barbara Stem Burstin. Frorn Poland to Pittsbumh. Doctoral Dissertation: Universrty of Pittsburgh. 1986) 126. 
208 lntenriew W h  Bohdan (1 O November 1999). 
:as In her study of Polish wornen, Katherine R. Jolluck notes some women mamed local men and therefore. remainecl. 
Others were. vath ttieir children. 'adoptede by Polish men that they cuuld travel to freedom under their amnesty Papen. 
Jolluck describes this effort as an extension of the Polish cornmitment to the entire group [nation] as an extension of the 
family unit, cRing Maurycy Mochnacki wtto wrote 'historically Poland W s  more a people than a govemment. more a family 
than a country.' Gender. ldentrtv and the Polish 6merienœ of War. 1939-1945. (Stanford University: 1995). 
110 Keith Swurd. Deportation and Exile. (NY: St. Martin's Press, Inc., 1994) 53. 



early months of 1943, approximately 800 Polish refugee stations, orphanages, feeding centres, 

hospitals. schools. administrat~on centres. etc. were established for the fleeing Poles.'" The 

exodus of the Poles to the recruitment and relief centres was long, difficuit, and rife with hunger, 

disease, death and despair. Some study participants recall their exodus and eventual freedom by 

Christmas 1941 as rebirth; of themselves and, they prayed, of the nation. Poland has not 

penshed yet, so long as we still /ive ... 

Meanwhile, official Polish protests about delays and even prevention of release of the 

deportees were dead-ended by Soviet oficials. And Soviet diplomats skirted questions about 

15,000 Polish officers seemingly 'missing'. The mass graves in the Katyn Forest were yet to be 

discovered il9431 by the invading Germans. 

As the Poles left the labour camps, many continued to suffer harassrnent by Soviet 

authorities unwilling to honour the Sikorski-Maisky Pact; whether camp personnel, railway 

personnel, and finally Red Army soldiers. Study participants, however, overwhelmingly make a 

distinction between the Russian people and the Russian system; for, the Russian people were 

seen to be equally maltreated by the system; equally suffering. They were also seen ta be "goodn 

people. Kazimieh recalled suffering terrible hunger dunng his trek from the labour camp: 

They saved my life ... got no eat, no food, nothing. So, we go on the railroad 
and the [train] stop on the station. so we just open the door and go to the 
city and asking for bread ... for some kind of food, you know. So, one day 
we have bread; second day we might have onions, raw onions; third day 
maybe we have some red beets ... or potatoes."' 

Some interviewees noted that the Russian people were so disenchanted with the 

oppressive Stalinist regirne, many welcorned the German invasion that they might be liberated 

from unmerciful tyranny. 

By April, 1942, the majonty of Poles who would be evacuated nurnbered approximately 

11 5.000; rnost as amy personnel."' Though their expatriation was not yet over, they faced a 

'11 Barbara Stem Burstin. From Poland to Pittsbursh. (Doctoral Dissertation: University of Pittsburgh. 1986) 109. 
'" interview with Kazimien (04 March 1995) 4. 
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new beginning in a changed and still changing world. And the world was only beginning to fathom 

the fullness of the Polish question. A brief articte in the New York Herald Tribune, January 1943, 

noted: 

More than 100,000 Poles have arrived at an lranian port from Soviet 
Russia to bolster the Polish Army in the Near East under General 
Wladyslaw Anders.. . . 

The force was sent from Russia under a November 1941 agreement 
between the Soviet government and the Polish government-in-exile at 
London for release of the Polish war prisoners for service with other Polish 
forces against the Axis. 

A reception camp covering 3 square miles has been built to house the 
Polish force, which is supplied by British food and clothing and Russian 
arms. The latest contingent to anive completed the movement of those 
troops.. . .?'j 

There is no mention of the fact the so-called 'troops" were mostly civilians, most having 

never trained for battle. Nor is it apparent that the 'reception camp" was a scene of chaos with 

British and other authorities overwhelmed with the unanticipated emaciated condition of the Poles. 

Summaq 

We were deported. Only then did 1 realize that it is far fmm being a matter 
of indifference where one dies and is buried."' 

Through the penod September 1939 when Hitler, then Stalin, invaded Poland, to the 

June. 1941 Geman invasion of the Soviet Union, approximately 1.5 million ettinic Poles had been 

'arrested' by the Red Army and without due process of the law, forcibly deported as so-called 

'enemies of the state' ta what they believed would be indefinite toi1 and stnfe in Soviet labour 

camps. And while the Red A m y  was shifting Poles to exile in the Sibenan hinterland, another 

approxirnate 2.5 million Poles were undergoing similar relocation under Gerrnan occupation."' In 

part, said relocations of Polish civilians set the stage for post-war population redistribution and 

allocation of Poland's frontiers. In a letter dated February 1943, Leopold Amery, Amencan 

214 Diplornatic Files: Correspondence with the Vatican 1943. Original Documents Index; Letter from M p n  Taylor ta the 
President; 27 January 1943. wvvw.fdrlibrary.manst.edu/psfi4681t468d31 .htm. 
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1995) 360. 
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Minister for lndia wrote: 

Turning to what should be done with Germany immediately after victory ... 
[tjhere is the ... alternative of immediate and drastic reduction of Germany's 
power.. . . This can be achieved most simply by taking away from her part of 
her fundamental resources in territory ... [including] to allow the Poles to 
take East Prussia, expelling the Gerrnan inhabitants and replacing them by 
the Polish population of those Eastern districts which Russia will 
undoubtedly insist on retaining.. . . Such measures, coupled wi!h the 
appalling losses in the war, should permanenuy weaken Gemiany's vis-à- 
vis her neighbours whose resources and ultimate populations would be 
strengthened."' 

lndeed, millions perished on Polish soi1 through the course of the war, civilians and 

soldiers alike. Among them Poles and Jews and other ethnic rninorities. 

Living conditions in the Soviet labour camps were homfic. Work injuries, illness, 

starvation, disease, and death were commonplace. Most families left behind loved ones [60.5% 

of study participants], including especially, infants such as my grandrnother's son, Adam, and the 

elderly, such as my great-grandmother, Aniela Kotowict, al1 buried unceremoniously; some left as 

corpses at the side of the rail tracks; others in stark graves hither across the hinterlands; yet 

others in accidental cemeteries that attempted to push back the engulfing forest. But, for these 

'ordinary' people there are no markings-and no documentation-of the graves that they might be 

tended and the memories of the dead honoured; as there exist for military personnel. For many of 

the Poles, this stark affront to their beloved reinforces a well-known Stalin aphorism: A single 

death is a tragedy, a million deaths is statistics. And the inconceivable horror of the Holocaust 

was yet to come resulting, for Jews especially, in a legacy of overwhelming loss of entire families 

and the anguish of survival of the few. 

Meagre food rations were earned ttirough compulsory labour. You donJt work, you don? 

eat, is uttered first in Russian laquage by study participants; then, often accornpanied by 

sardonic laughter, in English. Each famiiy, as well as groupings of families, found means to 

supplernent their diet; either off the land, or through shared resources; especially, of parcels sent 

from relatives and former neighbours. None of the study participants recalled receiving any aid 

117 Letter 12 February 1943. LeopoM Amery, Minister for lndia [US] to Myron Taylor. 
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during their exile experience from such agencies as the International Red Cross. 

Enthusiastic Soviet re-education efforts inciuded compulsory attendance by al1 at weekly 

propaganda meetings. Children were especially targeted for depolonization through sinister 

classroom teasing and trickery: Stalin is God; Poland will never n'se again. Yet their parents, and 

others among the exiled Polish community, engaged in strategies to maintain their Polishness: 

the singing of patriotic songs and telling of patriotic stones, and the clandestine practice and 

observance of religious holidays and ceremonies. For as long as the children lived and knew their 

Polish Roman Catholic heritage, it was believed Poland could not yet perish. 

The Sikorski-Maisky Pact included a protocol that secured the amnesty and release of the 

Poles from the labour camps that they might augment the Red Army's efforts [with the AlliesI to 

push back and cmsh Hitler. That military officials would become responsible for the desperate 

families of the men who enlisted created an infrastructure unprecedented in war-time conditions 

and experience. 

Aid for the fleeing Poles came from the United States and Canada. However, Great 

Britain, in conjunction with the Polish government-in-exile in London and Polish Roman Catholic 

Church officials, performed the primary role of training Poiish soldiers and establishing the bulk of 

the infrastructure-including, foremost. schools and orphanages-for the care and protection of 

the Polish women, children and elderly. In part, fulfilling their cornmitment made in Agreement of 

Mutual Assistance between Poland and the United Kingdom [25 August 1939) wherein Article 1 

states: 

Should one of the Contracting Parties becorne engaged in hostilities with a 
European Power in consequeme of aggression by the latter against that 
Contracting Party, the other Contracting Party will at once give the 
Contracting Party engaged in hostilities ail the suppoR and assistance in its 
p~wer.' '~ 

One of the challenges encountered in conducting research on the topic of the Polish 

deportation and exile experîence is the lack of access to Soviet archives. White such access may 

l i 8  Zygmunt C. Szkopiak. The YaRa A~reements. (London: Potish Governrnent in Exile, 1986) 12. 
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be gained some time in the future, that the survivors of the experience are now elderly and dying 

[for instance, one among study participants died while the research and writing was ongoing] 

presents enormous challenges in efforts to explore a wider range of inquiry. For instance, this 

study inchdes a consideration of the experience of the children of the Polish deportees. In her 

doctoral dissertation, Katherine R. Jolluck explores women's experience. Many others trace the 

rnilitary histoncity; that is, the male experience. But, what of analysis of the parentlchild 

relationship? Marysia, age 17 when deported, tells us: 

[Mother] always said, "The most important thing is to sunrive. Oon't worry 
about anything." Of course, she lost everjthing. I mean they worked so 
hard, my father and my mother. But she said, "It doesn't mean anything. 
Life, life is important. You have to do everything." And she was very ... I 
remember when we came from work, she was very upset, exhausted and 
not well dressed, hungry and she would ûy to take the boots off, wet and 
frozen and she suffered a lot because of us. But she ahvays said, 'Anything 
has no meaning, life, life, you have to suwive." And somehow she always 
believed that we will survive and she often would Say, '! think we are going 
to get out of this place." I said, 'Mother. how corne you think how we can 
get?" '1 dont know how but I think we wi11.""~ 

While Katherine Jolluck notes the despair of the Polish mothers as they were unable to 

just 'be' free Polish mothers who would instill al1 that they valued of their hefltage in their children, 

and participants in this study acknowledge the powerful role their mothers, especially, played in 

preserving their Polish heritage as well as the sacrifices made that they might keep their children 

alive, these two distinct aspects ought to be explored relationally. 

Further, there is no work that considers the after-effects of the loss of family members of 

the children. Many would leave the Soviet labour camps motherless; though, more commonly, 

fatherless. What impact has this had on their lives: as sons and daughters and, as parenl? 

And, finally, how has the collective experience shaped the lives and defined the 

Polishness of the survivors as they rebuilt their lives after their exile expenence; and, eventually, 

after the waf? 

"9 Interview wtth Marysia (06 February 1999) 12. 
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! Chapter 4 - EXORDIUM - 
Someone Has to Tidy Up 

Afier every war 
someone has to tidy up. 
Things won 't pick 
themselves up, after ail. 
. . . 
Someone, broom in hand, 
still remembers how it was. 
Someone else Iistens, nodding 
his unshattered head. 
But others are bound to be bustling neahy 
who 'II find a// that 
a little boring."' 

Prelude 

In June 1941. Germany invaded Russian soil. By August, a Polish-Russtan Military 

Agreement was signed by General Wladystaw Sikorski for the Polish govemment-inexile [in 

London] and by Ivan Maisky on behalf of the Soviet Union, which agreement resulted in the 

amnestf' of the Poles, suddenly temed 'free deportees,"" that a Polish Amy might f o n  on 

Soviet territory, to fight, alongside the Red Amy, Hitler's advance. Even before the wats end. 

however, the Polish-Russian alliance would cmmble and Stalin would again be at the table with 

the Allies carving up Poland along ethnic divisions of Poland's eastern frontier; that is, virtually 

along the former Cunon ~ine." 

By whatever means possible during the bnef amnesty penod [late 1941 to early 19431, the 

Poles fied the Siberian taiga and the life of exile, labour and oppression, that they might fight 'for' 

''O Wislawa Szymborska. The End and the Beginning' in view with a cirain of Sand. (Orlando, FL: Harcourt Braœ 8 
Company. 1995) 178. 
'" The term arnnesty. was euphernistically equated with The job done'; for instance, 72.000 [primariiy poliücal] prisoners 
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1937 on completion of the Moscow-Volga Canal. 60°h of the workforce in Soviet labour camps were political prkonen. 
The Poles [and others], hmuer,  had not technically ampletecl their work of rnining and hanresting resources for the 
Soviet war effort and the diminishment of the labour force perhaps explains Stalin's hasty and une%peUed stoppage of 
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Labour in the Soviet Union'. (Ottawa: 13 September 1948). 
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Poland: but where to go? With few possessions in hand [the most valuable being the 

udostovrerenya; or, amnesty permit], they headed south to army recruitment centres hastily 

established in Soviet Centrai Asia-Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan. Kirgizia and Tadzhikistan-where 

they sought the comfort and security of the Polish miiitary and officiais. Of the approximately 1.5 

million Poles deported to Sibenan exile, about 10%. or 115,000, successfully fied in two 

evacuations before the fickle Statin closed the door to freedom. Little is docurnented of the fates 

of those left behind, but that approximately 300,000 Poles were repatriated to Polish territory in 

1945146 and 1957 "' Contemporary debate has arisen as evidenced in the Letters to the Editor 

of the Toronto-based Polish language newspaper, Zwiqzkowiec [Alliancer]: Poland is not 

advocating repatriation of Poles exiled during WWll in the Soviet Union, and there exists among 

Canada's Polonia a view that Poland ought to take an interest in corning to their aid. 

H.0 of Polish Amy in U.S.S.R. I 1m,1941 - 12,1,194* 

Map 9 - Polish A m y  in the USSR and Evacuation 1941 4z3 

Once the Poles amved at recruitrnent centres, able-bodied men and wornen joined 

-"4 -- Siedlecki qtd. in Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender, ldentinr and the Polish Exoefîence of War. 19361945.25. 
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General Anders in the Pokh Second Corps of the British 8th Amy,  traveling to the Middle East 

where men underwent military training and perforrned such duties as guarding oil fields and 

refineries. The wornen worked as nurses and supply tmck drives. In his negotiations with Stalin, 

General Sikorski specifically targeted female recruits for the Polish Women's Auxiliary Corps, or 

PSK. arguing they were an integral part of the Polish anny as essential auxiliary workers. One 

source suggests his objective was to Save as many wornen as possible by establishing a need for 

them.'" 

The remainder-unanticipated masses of the old, women and children; though it is 

surprising that British authorities imagined Polish men would willingly leave behind their families- 

were eventually granted refuge in India, then British East Africa under the authority of retired 

British Amy officers where approximately 19,000 (predominantly Roman-Catholic] displaced 

Poles lived a diasporic existence in 22 settlement camps until their fate could be determinecl."' 

Pubescent boys and girls-seven males among study participants, including my father, Jan 

Bajorek-were recruited for the junaks,=' where, in the Middle East, their schooling [with 

ernphasis on technicai/mechanical training] was resumed and they received pre-military training. 

Some eventually rose to the ranks of the miiitary, to fight alongside their elder brethren; others 

received further technical training either in British East Africa or England. For instance, my father 

and one of his brothers were sent to Oudtshoorn, South Afnca, for mechanics schooling under the 

tutelage of pnmarily Polish soldiers, while their mother and younger siblings were sent to Tengeni, 

a Polish settlement camp located at the foot of Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanganyika, about 100 miles 

from the eq~ator."~ After the war, some returned to (Communist] Poland. while the majority were 

taken in by such countries as Sritain, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, the 

z6 Margaret BmdniewiczStawicki. For Your Freedorn and Oun. (SL Catharines, Vanwell Publishing Umited, 1999) 
167-1 78. 
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United States and Canada. 

But. who was making the decisions on behaîf of the Poles? This question is particularly 

material. for families, after surviving the deportation, exile and exodus ordeal, were separated by 

authorities, and family members funneled to suitable training or military-related service, or to 

temporary relief settlements. And was it benevolent patemalisrn which motivated officials or was 

it expected the Poles would indeed, fight and sacrifice their lives for the Allied cause against 

Hitler7 What roles did the British, Amedcctns, and Polish goverriment-in-exile play? The Roman 

Catholic Church? And who was funding the recmitrnent centres and the formation of Anders' 

Army? What circumstances would lead to the post-war repatriation of the Poles or, for many, 

abandonment of their homeland? And for those who eventually made their way to Canada, under 

what circumstances were they granted entry into the country? 

The Beqinninq of Another Stow: Fliqht to Freedom 

Despite the fact that the Poles were free and that hope was rekindled, not al1 were able to 

flee the labour camps. Some were outright prevented the opportunity to leave either as a result of 

officials withholding details of the amnesty, or by officials not providing the necessary travel 

permit; the udostovierenya. For many Polish families devoid of a male family head, leaving was 

virtually impossible. Jadwiga, though only four years old at the time of the Polish-Soviet 

agreement, recalled the men leaving the camp: 

But, my mother, she couldn't leave .... she has her mother-in-law, two small 
kids and one teenager. She was young but she had too many people [to 
care for] ... mhere was no way to escape from Mis place.'1° 

Indeed, escape from the camps was impossible. Then, in 1946 a Russian civil administrator 

arrived at the camp and infomed al1 Poles they were going back to Poland. Jadwiga remembers: 

[Pleople start to prepare ... they give us more flour ... and the people, when 
the news broke out that we are going back, the people they mn, they 
hugged, they kissed, they cried. They went crazy, absolutely. mhe trucks 
came and we sit on the trucks and the people they sing ... an immigrant 
Song .... [it] always gives me goosebumps. 

3 0  Interview Wh J a h g a  (O6 Oecember 1998) 13. 
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For those who did leave, the formidable joumey to freedom protracted their nightrnare. 

As the camps were situated in remote regions, transportation from them was, often, a dreadful 

challenge. And Me ,  if any, assistance was forthcoming from Soviet camp officiais who ioathed 

losing their workforce; though there are numerous accounts of ordinary Russian people who 

offered guidance, food, and other forms of assistance. The Poles today make a clear distinction 

between the tyranny of the Russian system, and the Russian people who also suffered under the 

same system. Yet, however much the Poles recognized the shared oppression and exploitation 

by the system, they distinguished themselves from the Russian people. For the Poles, whatever 

their predeportation socio-econornic status, downplayed class differentiation amongst themselves 

in their efforts to aid one another, often describing their cornmunity of exiles as "one big family;" 

thus, making distinctions between "usn and ?hemn. Further, the deportation and exile experience 

reinforced the collective Polish identity, as a nationavethnic group, thus, reinforcing their 

Polishness while resisting. as individuals and as a group. g us si fi cation.^' 

Families or groups of families devised creative means of travel to raiiway stations that 

served as psychological beacons to freedom. Some constructed rafts that they might escape via 

camp side rivers. Others built carts, and then hauled their meager possessions and their weak 

over rough trails cut through the taiga. And some walked. For days, weeks, sometimes months, 

with little food or money, the joumey took it's toll. Begging was cornmonplace. Julian, nearfy 12 

years of age at the time, describes it thus: 

We pulled that darnned catt.. We got to the first village. It was getting dark. 
So, my mather, myself, and sister, we went begging for food in the village. 
We got food; went back to eat, Brought some for my father and for brother. 
We spent the night in, like a blacksmrth shop. We travei ... then, we corne to 
another village and begging again. And ttiat's how we survived .... They 
[Russians] give you whatever they could ... even a littie bit.. they give it to 
you."' 

Disease took hold of the most vulnerable: young children, the elderly, and overworked, 

under-nourished men and women. When possible, shallow, haphazard graves were dug for the 

"' Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish Excerience of War. 1938-1 945. 271 -273. 367. 
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dead by weak parents, children, andlor siblings. Most, however, were added to the piles of 

corpses lying in carts at raitway stations; sorne even suffered the indignity of being left on the side 

of raitway tracks. Jehy, whose farnily traveled with several otherç on a river barge, recalls the 

nights his 17-yr. old back was put into service for the dead: 

... 2 o'clock in the rnoming, we just come to the shore and al1 who was able 
to walk. shuffle and go outside and dig trenches .... bunch of guys dig the 
trenches and another bunch of guys would take ali them bodies out and 
dump it in trenches and cover them up. And so two guys, maybe take 2 or 
3 hours ... Next day, [more] people die. So, who's dying, just throw in the 
corner ... the same, 2 o'clock everything was done ... 2 o'clock in the 
moming, they come to the shore again, dump it out, you had to shovel, dig 
the trench and you pick the body.33 

When asked what he was thinking white perforrning this task, Jerzy replied: "Nothing. 

Well, he died today, maybe my tum tomorrow .... So, sometime[s] [now] I'm sitting and thinking; 1 

Say, 'Why and how I still live!?' ... aîways like I says, it's with God." 

Oespite the hardship and unhappiness experienced in the labour camps, the memones of 

the journey to freedorn are frequently more stark and pain-ridden for survivors. Many remain 

inconsolable and it is likely these memories are among the prime factors that result in resistance 

io speak of the deportationlexile experience? To revisit the memones is to stir the emotions of 

now-old children who continue to grieve for dead parents, grandparents, siblings, cousins, 

neighbours and fnends, [not to mention the collective suffering of which surviv~rs speak; that is, 

the Polish nation and al1 her children suffered ovewhelmingly because of the war], and to be 

reminded of images they'd rather forget. Even more compelling influences for silence can be 

found in responses to the question: Do you tell people about your expenences?' The two most 

common responses were: 'Why? Who would believe such a story?" and, "Nobody wants to know 

what I went through." Most make the observation that their expeflences are overshadowed by the 

horror of the Holocaust Yet, we can draw paraltels between the silence of Holocaust survivors, 

Interview with Jerzy (03 Odctber 1998) 19. 
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and that of the Polish survivors of the deportationlexile experience: 

People usually do not like to be dragged to hell by those who have gone 
through hell. and the survivors know it; as for thernselves, they are not 
anxious to revive the humiliation and degradation; so they keep silent. But 
this does not mean that they do not preserve their own memones, buming 
or rather flickering inside, waiting for a riper time to burst out? 

All that might be required for the stories to fiow is an expression of interest; including, by 

academics. For once the now elderty survivors have al1 died, the opportunity to shake their 

mernories will be past. 

i shake my memory. 
Maybe something in its branches 
that has been asleep for years 
will start up with a  utt ter.^' 

At the end of his interview, Wactaw was asked for the details of his mother's death. for 

eariier he mentioned, simply, 'she died in Irann. The tragic story flowed with tears; the essence of 

it. loss, not uncornmon among sunrivors; for, mothers, fathers, and children were frequently 

separated by Russian authorities at train stations; or, a parent might leave a train stopped at a 

station to seek out food, only to retum to hetplessly watch it pull awôy. Waciaw recalls: 

Mother wanted to run and buy me something, like a little bit grapes or 
something for me ... and when she was coming back, the train move away, 
and that was the last I  sa^..."^ 

At age twelve, the last rnemory Waclaw is left of his mother, is that of a frantic figure, food 

in helpless hands, standing on a railway station platforin among a sea of bedraggled travelers. 

Even to this day he cannot conceive her fate. Is it any wonder, then, that he states simply "she 

died in Iran," the details of her death [or, rather, lack of concrete detail] suppressed in his narrative 

until pressed? 

We can recall Jacob's father building coffins during his time in the camp that he might 

provide his family extra food. While Jacob lauds his father's ingenuity, he also obsenres: 

Noa Gedi and Yigal Elam. 'Colleaive Mernorj - What Is I V  in Historv and Mernory. (Bloomington. Ind: lndianna 
Universrty Press. 1997) 30-50. 
3 7  Wisiawa Szyrnbonka. 'May 16,1973' in view with a arain of sand. (Orlando, FL: Harcourt Braœ 8 Company, 1995) 
; 99. 
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mhat was his undoing, too, in the end, because doing what he was doing, 
he had a chance to get some extra tobacco ... When we were allowed to 
leave Russia, we got to the same railroad station-Chomogorkiand we 
had to wait for days over there for train. And ... he went out on the street 
trying to trade tobacco for some money or bread and a secret agent 
approached him asking whether he had some tobacco, and he had a couple 
packages of tobacco and he bought it off him; he arrested him on the spot 
and the next day was the trial and he got five years in jail for black- 
marketing. And that's the last I saw of my father. [cries] 

After a break in the interview. Jacob continued. 

[M]y mother went to the trial. Father got sentenced for five Yeats. She had 
a chance to have a few words with hirn and he says, 'lt's no use for you 
hang around here or try to go back to the camp." He says, "Keep on going. 
Maybe you could save yourself." So, when the train was available ... well, 
we had to wait another two days before they took him, so I remember on the 
last day before we were put on the train again, 1 went out Qing to get 
something, you know .... I think it was something of my fathefs clothing that l 
was Qing to trade for a few potatoes or piece of bread, and I went to that 
one house. There was an old Russian wornan. She had a little bit potatoes 
in the corner of the room there, you know ... she give me about 4 or 5 
potatoes. She told me. She says 'Keep it. lt's ... 

Despite suggestions that the intetview corne to a close, Jacob prefers oniy a break that 

he might compose himseif, then insists he press on. lt's as a flood that can't be stopped. 

There were some happy endings to distressful family separations. As they traveled 

south, my father, Jan Bajorek, [the eldest male child] and grandfather, Wawrzyniec Bajorek, took 

turns leaving the stopped train to seek food for the family; "...we were going from each railway 

station, we were looking for piece of bread, going begging, and that's why [Il get lost." My father, 

13-years-old at the tirne, then hopped trains, criss-crossing the Soviet Union for several weeks, in 

search of his family. Likdy because of hunger and illness, he eventually collapsed on a street in 

the city of Namanghan, in the far east of the Soviet Union. A Jewish woman, whose husband and 

son were away with the Red Amy, coîlected him and another emaciated boy, taking them to her 

home where she cared for them for several months: long enough for the two boys to regain their 

health and begin attending classes. One day, while passing by the train station, my father 

encountered a Polish Officer. After exptaining his circumstance, the Polish Officer took him in his 

care. later reuniting him with his family. Neariy a year had p a s ~ e d . ~  

'j9 lnerview with Jamb (17 Febmary 1999) 18. 
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While some managed to buy seats on passenger cars, most again spent weeks in 

unheated, crowded boxcars, for they had limited means to pay for transportation. We can recall 

Ryszard's sad account of his father's death, of starvation, in one such boxcar. Often, trains would 

be stopped, al1 passengers forced to disembark, wherever they might be, for it was wartime and 

the need to transport raw materials, equipment, and soldiers for the war effort took precedence. 

They might be stranded for days, or, in some instances, for weeks, with no food. shelter or 

money. Or, some found themselves traveling in the wrong direction: east. 

Interviewees descnbe a hunger that bolstered increasingly desperate survival strategies. 

Stray dogs and cats were lynched for their meat. Dead livestock were quickly stripped of their 

flesh. Children stole food from markets, and food scraps from behind homes and public kitchens. 

Parents and grandparents grew increasingly weaker; some, in desperation, left emaciated 

children at orphanages, or diet dom, choosing the lesser evil. Some of these children later ran 

away and made their own way to the south, thus further complicating aid efforts. 

Not al1 Poles experienced such hardship during their flight to freedom. On hearing of the 

formation of a Polish Amy Bolesiaw, a 25-year-old military prisoner-of-war, simply left the camp 

situate on the Mongolian border. and hopped a train heading south-west. On amving at 

Chelyabinsk, he encountered masses of people. For days, he squatted at the train station even 

losing his boots, stolen nght off his feet one night white asleep. Then, one day Boleslaw decided 

he'd had enough and sought out the local military authorities. Telling them he wanted to enlist in 

the Polish A m y  that he could fight the advancing Germans, he is provided with udostovierenya 

papes. But firçt, he negotiates for an additional twenty-five others to be added to the permit; for 

he was moved by the masses of Potes stranded at the raiiway station. The administtator provided 

Boledaw with sufficient food vouchers for exchange during the journey. He did not, however, 

have the wherewithal to provide twenty-six train tickets. 

Boleslaw. a handsome and imposing natural leader who was quickly elevated to rank of 

Officer on reporting to the Army, was a man endowed with creative resolve as circurnstance 
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necessitated [we can recall his sex-for-food exchange]. He enlisted a young wornan to sew red 

stars on his military coat and cap that he might masquerade as a Red Amy Captain. He then 

barged into the railway station with boisterous aplomb, and as the masses stepped aside he 

made his way to the ticket wicket where he saluted two Red Army soldiers. He demanded twenty- 

six tickets; no nibles were exchanged. All twenty-five of his charges rode safely and cornfortably 

directly to the Polish Amy recruitment centre. 

Similarly, Emest recafled able-bodied men. including his father, leaving the camp in the 

winter of 1941 after receiving uniforms and new underwear. The following spring, a Polish 

Corporal arrived at the camp to collect the families of the new recruits. Six families followed 

Corporal Bajorek [no relation] from the camp to the raiiway station and made their way safely to 

the south.'"' 

For the majonty of the fleeing Polish deportees, once they reached south-central Soviet 

Asia, they walked across deserts and through unfriendly temtory, often only to be forced again to 

labour on a kolkhoz, or collective fan ,  where they harvested wheat, sugar beets, tree seedlings, 

vegetables, or cotton [described by Lucjan Krolikowski as the cotton fields of Soviet  ouis si ana].'^' 

It was here, 23 December 1941, while the rest of the family was picking cotton, that Aniela 

Kotowicz. my great-grandrnother, died from the effects of dysentery in the amis of her two 

youngest grandchildren. 

And some families were forced ta work in mines. Or, a family might, in fact, choose to 

work on a kolkhoz that enough money might be eamed for food and temporary shelter, and rnuch 

needed funds for a train ticket for the final destination: Polish Army recruitment centres. 

~ ~ L ) ~ W . C - ~ M ~ L ~ U C L C I C I C I C I W  

As brotherç Zygrnunt, the younger, and Roman recount their experiences, their family 

symbolizes the cornmon tragedy: family separation, loss, and grief; family loyalty and dedication 

to adherence to Polishness. Upon leaming of the August, 1941 Polish-Russian military pact, the 

'" interview with Emest (19 September 1998) 10-1 2. 
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two eldest sons [able-bodied soldier material]-Roman, one of them-from a family of nine 

children were permitted by the Commandant to leave the camp. A rnonth later, the remainder of 

the family foliowed. For more than three weeks, they traveled by train. Food was scarce. 

Disease was rampant. Younger children especially, succumbed to death. First, one brother, his 

warm body taken off the train and piied onto an aha ,  or cart, with dozens of other corpses, hauled 

away by carnet; presumably to a mass grave. Then, a few days later, the youngest two sisters 

delirious with typhus, one dies. The family had disembarked from the train, and Zygrnunt and his 

father set out for a coffin. They find another family grieving the loss of a daughter and it is 

decided the h o  girls will share the coffm; "just put someplace over there." No Catholic burial. 

That day, an NKVD officer asks Zygrnunt's father for travel documents. Learning they are without 

the much-needed udostovierenya, the farnily is surnrnarily taken to a kolkhoz where, for the next 

nvo years, they picked cotton. harvested peari barley, and perforrned other general agncultural 

labour. Thus, they completely missed the opportunity to leave the Soviet Union. Another young 

sister perishes; this time, Zygmunt helps bury her body, wrapped only in a blanket, in a shallow 

grave marked only with a large pile of rocks that would serve to keep animais from finding her 

bones. Zygmunt's mother grows sick with grief. Al1 she can do is pray. "Pray and pray," he says. 

During this period, the kolkhoz administrator informed Polish deportees under his 

authority that they are required to take out Russian citizenship. Throughout the Soviet Union, 

Poles. Jews and Ukrainians ail were suddenly embraced as Stalin's children. It was 1943 and no 

more would leave under the Polish-Russian milibry agreement. The doors were closed. 

Zygmunt's father determines it is in his family's best interests to take out citizenship. His sister. 

hawever, refuses to acknowledge to the rnagistrate she is anything but Polish. She is sentenced 

to 10 years hard labour; however, after several days' torture, she suffers a mental breakdown and 

Zygmunt's father convinces NKVD officiais she would be of no use as a worker. She is released 

to the family and for six months retreats into silence. 

Zygmunt was then called in late 1943 to enlist in the Red Amy. His duty: to report to 

work in the iron mines at Achisay, situate in south-central Soviet Asia. The entire family followed 
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and his father and 12-year-old sister are also required to work. Zygmunt picks up the thread of 

his narrative: 

1s working maybe 500 kids. Polish, Russian ... What you be see these kids 
what working this to the mine is you be cry. No clothes. No food. You 
know. just going over there and everyone must got it nom .... And what 12- 
year-old kids making nom? [cries] Hah?! ... And. we live like that to the 
1945.-': 

Zygmunt goes on to descnbe the III treatment of Chechen, Chinese and Japanese 

prisoners-of-war whose overworked and underfed bodies filled mass graves. (Map IO] 

Mao 10 - Wll Deportations to Sibenan Labour Camps of other Soviet Ethnic ~ r o u o s ' ~  

Meanwhile. of the two elder brothers who traveled to enlist in the Polish Army, only one 

made the journey alive. The other. Roman, eventually fought, with rnilitary distinction. in ltaly 

where. with a team of five others [including one Yugoslavian woman; here lies a story unto itself!], 

he performed the dangerous role of advance reconnoiter patrol and sniper. Roman was among 

the Polish ex-servicemen who came to Canada in 194647 under the British Resettlement Act. 

His brother, Zygmunt. and the five other surviving family members still in the Soviet Union, were 

later repatriated in Poland in 1945 on a ten-acre parcel of land in a location other than their home 

'" lnterv~ew Wh Zygmunt (01 Marck 1999) 22. 
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village. Only Zygmunt would later join his brother, in Canada, in 1960. 

Though they managed to sutvive the labour camp experience, Zygmunt and Roman's 

accounts epitomize the Dreadth of continued family suffenng and separation. First, families were 

divided dunng the brief amnesty period either by Russian camp administrators, or by choice. That 

is, fathers and brothers made the joumey to Polish Amy recruitment centres where they eniisted 

with the view to be reunited with their families at a later date. Not al1 succeeded. Masses of 

orphaned children were left at diet dom (orphanages] or diet sad [kindergarten] where tney tikely 

quickly forgot their Polish roots and where chiidren were encouraged to care for each other. Chris 

Gladun writes in his poem, "The Orphanage at Zamitan": 

there were no gravediggers 
every moming we carted the little bodies 
to the desert 
on little wheelbanows 
and made crosses 
f om wooden sticks 
for this 1 received two slices of bread 
and a bowl of soup 
... 
the saddest were the bunals 
of my fnends 
because we did not have shovels 
to bury them 
a t night the wind 
and the wi/d animals 
played with their skulls 
yes, the howling of jackals 
fighting over the cotpses 
of my fnends 
was the worst 
1 never could sleep 
afler such a funeraPJ5 

Relief for the Fleeinq Poles 

Of those families who left the camps as a complete unit, and whose members survived 

the arduous joumey to the amy  recruitment centres, Polish and British military personnel were 

horrified by the semblance of louse-ridden, wretched human masses that arrived at the 

recruitmenffreception centres. And, they were confounded by the magnitude of the dilemma of 

'45 - Chns Giadun. 7he Orphanage at Zamitan'. in wnt 17. (Toronto: University uf Toronto, 1986) 8. 
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care and revitalkation of the physically emaciated and mentally and spiritually distressed soldiers 

and their families. The weakened Poles suffered various fevers, dysentery, typhus, malaria, 

pellagra and other vitamindeficiency diseases. Oisease spread rapidly and there were 

madequate medical personnel and supplies to assist the sick and dying. Even food and clean 

drinking water, necessary to build up the physical strength of the evacuees, were in short supply. 

Images of the emaciated Polish children especially captured the hearts of the 

international community. Halina was sixteen years of age at the time and suffertng a severe case 

of black malaria that left her temporarily blind. Her body was wasted by pellagra after suffenng 

with dysentery over an extended penod. She describes the reaction she encountered: 

mhey inject the water under your skin three times a day ... from a cornplete 
min, the nurse would corne and inject ... But the pain ... so tembly bad. The 
nurse used to tell me ... she would hug me and she says, "You have to do 
that. If you can stand it, you have to go through itn And so. most of the 
time, they had to keep me on morphine. mhere was one nurse who 
came ... a Polish nurse who came from London ... and I remember not being 
able to see the girl and I prayed a lot and asked for help. I wanted to see 
the Sun. I wanted to see the world again. She was such a lovely, lovely 
lady ... . I remember the priest, the a n y  chaplain, [and] a soldier came. 
When the soldier looked at me, he cried .... The priest, when he came, he 
just ... he made the sign of the cross over me and he just stood there and 
cried. He looked up to the ceiling and the tears came down his face, he 
wasn't asharned. And he said, "Dear God ... what did you do to deserve 
it7n?J6 

Halina felt alone in the world but for an older sister who died of a water-bom bacterial 

infection in the same hospital a few months later. She was too incapacitated to arrange or even 

attend her sister's burial. A few years later-194Gshe would again meet, then marry, in South 

Africa where he was stationed as a mechanics teacher after suffering a battle injury, the sotdier 

who visited her in the rnake-shift hospttal. After our conversation, Halina sent by mail copies of 

some of her late husband's documents from which I leamed my father was one of his pupils! 

8y fall 1941, the Canadian Red Cross had sent $65,000.00 worth of wann dothing and 

other articles such as medical suppiies and blankets to the Poles in Russia. Ernest, now a 

comfortably retired professional, shared a remarkable story about his family heirioorn: 

_'J6 Interview wrth Halina (07 Febmary 1999) 23-29. 
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That quilt was given to us in Iran. The Red Cross in Iran. mhat was kept 
by my mother because she was a little attached to that. That was ... 
actually. [it] saved her life, that quilt because, I remember in Iran, after this 
very r~ch SOUP she developed problems in her stomach ... Dysentery. And 
sh2 almost died. I remember [brother] went ... she asked for some fruits. 
You know. she was laying on the bed. So he took her golden bracelets. and 
went amongst lranians and sold it and bought some food for that money. It 
was seven rupees or something at that time. And she was covered with 
that quilt. That's [the] only thing she had to cover her and she said that 
saved her life because it kept her warm. Kept it ... to Africa, through 
England and she brought [it] here to Canada too. When we bought the 
cottage she says, "You take that quilt because you probably need it at the 
cottage.'' Pretty cold, you know. [chuckles] S h e  parted with it. But, she 
washed it. She mend[ed] it nicely because it was tom and used. so she 
fixed that up and she said. "You take that ...." Red Cross. Canadian Red 
Cross. We have that thing in OUF special place, packed in a plastic bag and 
safe. "- 

The 60-year-old quilt was brought out from its special place that I could touch and 

~ho toara~h the famiiv heirloom. 

Fig. El - G,ff of Canadian Red Cross Society 1942"' 

Ernest's story becomes more poignant when linked with a telegram sent October 1941 to 

the Canadian Red Cross: 

LETTER RECEIVED TODAY FROM POLISH AMBASSADOR QUOTE I 
HAVE JUST HEARD MAGNIFICENT GlFT COMFORTS WHICH CRCS 
SUPPLIED POLES IN RUSSIA AND SHOULD LlKE TO TELL YOU HOW 
DEEPLY GRATEFUL 1 AM TO YOU FOR NOBLE GESTURE STOP I 
WAS INDEED PROFOUNDLY TOUCHED AS i KNOW ONLY TOO WELL 
IN WHAT DIRE NEED OUR PEOPLE IN RUSSIA ARE OF SUCH 
ARTICLES STOP ON BEHALF MY FELLOW COUNTRYMEN WHO 
HAVE SUFFERED SO MUCH ALREADY AND WHOSE SUFFERINGS 

2 1- 
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HAVE NOT YET CEASED I THANK \/OU MOST SINCERELY FOR THIS 
GREAT HUMANITARIAN HEL? WHlCH PRAY GO0 WlLL ARRIVE IN 
TlME T 0  ALLEVIATE THElR PlTlFUt PLIGHT STOP SIGNED EDWARD 
RACZYNSKI UN QUO TE'^" 

In the latter part of 1941, an informal committee made up of representaiives from the 

via THE PERSIAN GLlLF 
!&tais :.250.000 ton5 1 

Map 1 1 - Amencan Aid to the Soviet Union 1941 - 1 9 4 5 ~ ~  
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financing of relief supplies to the Polish r e f ~ ~ e e s . ' ~ '  Their cornmitment to provide aid to the Poles 

continued through 1942 and into 1943. 

Parallel to the military aid the Allies provided Stalin, a mammoth relief infrastructure was 

created for the wasted Polish soldiers and their families. As military aid traveled into the Soviet 

interior via the Caspian Sea, the Polish evacuees fied along the same routes, outward, 

encountering various recruitment centres andlor tent cities where they received medical and other 

aid. [see Map 1 1 ] 

The relief infrastructure was managed by Polish offictals, Roman Catholic clergy 

[incfuding financial support from Rome], the lnternational Uefugee Organization [IRO; 

predecessor to the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA)], the 

lnternational Red Cross [including the Canadian Red ~ross],"' the Polish-American Relief 

Organization, the Amencan Federation for Polish Jews, and British, Polish, and American military 

and civilian personnel and volunteers. Funding and other foms of aid-ciothing, medical 

supplies, food-for the Potes were provided by these and a variety of other sources; but, far-and- 

away. the greatest aid came from North ~merica."' including, especially, frorn American Polonia 

that at the time self-identified as the 'fourth province of ~ o l a n d . " ~  Furthemore. Polish men who 

enlisted in the Polish Second Corps in the Middle East signed an agreement that allowed for 

deduction of half their meager wages which was then transferred for the maintenance of the 

civilian refugee population living throughout the Middle East, India. British Africa as well as 

orphans sent to Mexico, Australia and New ~ e a l a n d . ~ ~  

Polish-Soviet relations, though tense from the outset of the negotiations and signing of 

the Polish-Russian military agreement, rapidly detenorated. While diplornatic communications 

:' NAC RGZSIGI  . MI. 1995, file 1206. p t  1. *Shipment of Clothing Etc. to PoIish Refugees in Russiam Meeting Minutes; 
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were maintained through July 1941 to April 1943, recruitment of Polish men-and subsequent 

provision of aid to their families-ran a short fifteen months: October 1941 to January 1943. 

lndeed, officia1 cooperation lasted only until February, 1942, for already, Polish officials 

were aware arnnesty details were being withheld from the Poles as well many more were 

prevented from leaving the camps. Polish diplomatic enquines were met with impatient dismissal. 

Mistrust grew as thousands of Polish offcers and soldiers rernained unaccounted for with no 

feasible explanations for their absence forthcoming [until their bodies were found at Katyn, April 

1943, by invadirrg Germans]. 

By spring 1942, Sblin advised he could no longer provide rations for the Polish Amy [it 

was clear from the outset the Soviets had no intention of providing relief to civilians]. Furiher, 

Soviet officials [from the diplomatic corps down through to camp administrators] made it 

increasingly difficult for the Poles to leave. Thus, Polish oficials resolved to evacuate the masses 

who had concentrated in Soviet Central Asia. They traveled by train to Krasnovodsk, a large port 

city on the Caspian Sea. and then by boat to Pahlevi. [sec Map 91 The first evacuation began in 

laie March when, over two weeks 33,039 military personnel and 10,789 civilians were transported. 

A second, and the last. mass evacuation of 44.832 military personnel and 25,437 civilians 

followed in August 1942." 

Then, in a September 1942 Aide-Memoire from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev to the 

[Soviet] People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, an impassioned plea was made for the 

rmproved Gare of Polish children [including orphans] still on Russian soi1 as well the Polish 

Embassy petitioned for permission to evacuate "a certain number of Polish children." For, as 

stated in the communiqué: 

in view of the methods applied by Hitlente Germany whic h... is endeavoring 
to destroy the youth of Poland, every Polish child outside the homeland and 
especially in Allied and fnendly countries is of priceless value to the future of 
the Polish nation?' 

5 6  Michael Hope. Polish De~ortees in the Soviet Union: Orisins of Post-War Setîlement in Great Britain. (London: 
Ventas Foundatjon Publication Centre, 1998) 4041. 
15 7 M C  MG31, D68, vol. 10. p t  of file Polish-Soviet Relations 19181943 Confidential Official Documents, (Potih 
Embassy in Washington) 196. 
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The entreaty failed to stimulate either sympathy or action. 

In February 1943, Stalin declared al1 Poles. Jews, and Ukrainians on Soviet soi1 Soviet 

citizens as well al1 non-Poles residing in Poland's (1939) eastem provinces. The last small 

straggling groups of feeing Poles left Russian soil, without the benefit of an evacuation 

infrastructure, in the summer of 1943. 

In his memoirs, General Wladydaw Anders observed: 

From what happened later I am sure that if we had not left Russia in 1942, 
we should never have been able to do so, and that the Polish soldiers in my 
army [and their families] would have been sent back to concentration 
 camp^."^ 

Then, in April 1943, Germany announced the discovery of the mass graves at Katyn. 

Already strained diplornatic Polish-Russian relations came to a halt. In mid-1943, some months 

after Soviet authorities closed the doors to the Poles, Victor Podoski wrote an 'eamest appealn to 

J. L. llsley, Minister of Finance, pleading for reassignment of Canadian Red Cross financial aid of 

$150,000.00 to non-rnilitary purposes. Podoski emphasüed the needs of young children and 

nursing mothers in occupied Poland, the Polish evacuees located in Iran and British East Africa, 

and those stranded in the Soviet Union. Podoski reminded llsley of the extent of American 

contributions of food, clothing, and medicine amounting to $15 million. Further, he noted the US.- 

based Lehman Cornmittee allocated $1.5 million for the evacuation and resettlement in Mexico of 

700 Polish children. wornen, elderiy and disabled men? 

One organization that particularly stands out in the mernories of study participants is the 

Canadian Red Cross: whether or not the famiiy heirloom is a GR of the Canadian Red Cross 

Society. Severai remarked that to this day4espite the 1990's blood scandal-they are regular 

financial donors. Indeed, it is one of the few non-Polish organitations that most often gamers 

their support. 

To prevent further spreading of disease, delousing stations were established. At their 

"8 Lt.-General W l a d w  Anders. An A m y  in Exile (London: MacMillan 8 Co. Ltd., 1949) 102. 
" 9  NAC RG-2S/G-1. vol. 1995. file 1206 pt. 1. Conespondena?: Podoskt to llsley, 15 July 1943. 
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peak, 4000 individuals passed through each day. All personal possessions and clothing were 

burned. Soon-to-be soldiers were enlisted to staff the delousing stations. Others worked shifts 

digging mass graves and filling them with dead Poles, Jews, and Ukrainians. 

Keith Sword describes reluctance among the evacuees to part with their few worldly 

 possession^.'^ For Wanda. it was the final episode in a nightmare of indignity, displacement and 

loss, for the family's meager possessions were al1 that remained as reminders of home. Pillows 

and blankets, then, become symbolic representations of the essence of home, family and peace: 

There was American ... organization which has some used clothing for us, 
and strip us from our things, what we have it, and put us in the (delousing] 
showers. [whispering] And I get from the shower, and 1 see our things are 
buming ... I said "We are letting that bum?!", and I Save two feather pillows 
and one comforter. The rest, I was too late ... But, they didn't cut my hair ... 
oniy my sister?' 

Feliks, himself a Polish deportee who had enlisted in the Polish A m y ,  describes his first 

'soldierly' task as delousing personnel: 

[Olne lucky day ... put me over for work. Cut women hair. Cut short. Cut 
everywhere. Then, wash [naked bodies] special green paint. From bottom 
to top ... cut, paint, wash ... eyes ... I see women cry. I said, "Close your 
eyes. Don't worry, I'rn not going to do something to you." ... Paint, wash, 
dry, and given them to the clothes [and] ship 'em to Africa .... English 
clothes .... oh ... [and] corned beef."' 

One rnight draw a parallel between the scene and that of sheep bleating while shom 

before being shipped to market. Feliks also volunteered for the gmesome task of gravedigger; for 

extra food, he says. '1 remember one trench I put sixty dead. Just grab by kg,  by hand. Threw 

'em. Died from hungry, 1 guess. Polish. Jews. Children. Women. And they have, those 

Uzbeks, people cry, if you die. [moumets] They cry like a jackal. No pnest." For despite the 

delousing stations, masses of the ernaciated Poles died from the effects of starvation, dysentery, 

typhus and other illness and disease. 

Ryszard recails his encounter with death at age eleven at the recruitment centre: 

[Pleople started to die ... I remember, streets were ... they were putting the 

'* Keith Sword. De~oRation and Exile: Pales in the Soviet Union. 193948. (NY: St Martin's Press. 1994) 70-71. 
Interview with Wanda (22 March 1995) 14. 

"' Interview vdh Feliks (28 November 1998) 1 1-1 3. 
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corpses on the side of the road, you know. And army trucks were coming 
and throwing the corpses on the trucks and taking thern to the burial 
places ... then my mother, she got sick ... typhus. And my sister and my 
brother, so I was left alone ... I had no place and I lived on the streets. So. 
how I survived ... I was stealing anything I could. I got caught. I got beat up. 
And. eventually, I got typhus fever too. So there was nobody to turn to. 
Nobody to look after [me]. So, I sort of give up. I sort of passed out on the 
Street. And the next thing I knew, I was in an amy tmck and taken to a 
compound they had. It was in the desert and reminds me. like from the old 
Polish movies. you know, where the tartars attack and they have those ... 
how you Say in English? a fortress. yeah, yeah. It was built with solid walls. 
And they brought us in there and just unload, throw us out. I still had 
enough strength and I crawled and ... I can remember ... I crawled and 1 
opened the doors and I see ... this is the scene that stays with me forever ... 
corpses wrapped in the sheets right up to the ceiling. When I saw that. then 
I realized what ... why they brought me here .... So. I said, "No way! I'm not 
gonna gwe up!" So. I crawled ... I went to the other side of the walls and I 
was picked up again, by the Polish Army ... they asked me questions ... they 
took me to the army hospital ... when they found out I was orphaned, this is 
where they put me in the army already. [reference to junaks].'"' 

Eventually, Ryszard was reunited with his mother. brother and sister, and al1 four were 

transported to the Koja settlement in Uganda. 

Once survivors received medical a r e  and their strength was built up, able-bodied males 

and some women were conscripted into the Army or. for some boys and girls. into pre-military 

traintng with the junaks and mlodsze ochotn~czki. Widows and other adult females were 

encouraged to join the Red Cross, to care for children or the elderly, to work as seamstresses 

andlor in food preparation for the military, or to enter into some fom of military training as nurses 

or supply truck drivers learning also to do small mechanical repais. The women of the Women's 

Auxiliary Corps. or PSK. wore such peculiar unifoms they were dubbed *penguinsn.'* 

Elderly [predominantly widows] and women with srnall chiidren were settled in vanous 

refugee camps. first in India, then in British East Africa where their various domestic skills and 

trades were employed: sewing, cooking, cleaning, carpentry, and cobbling. Children-many 

virtually illiterate-resumed their education in Polish language for there was ovemding cmcem for 

both inadequate and missed educational opportunities during the two-year exile period: or, wofse. 

If" l n te~ lew with Rysrard (06 March 1995) 10. 
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of Russification. They were taught by 

Polish teachers and/or Polish pnests, 

themselves deportees. 

Orphaned children were placed in 

the care of Polish nuns in one of twenty- 

one boarding schools/orphanages. situate 

at such sites as former mosques located in Fis 9 - Fint Haiy Communion: S~sten of Chanty. lsfahan. 1 9 4 2 ' ~ ~  

the ancient Persian City, Isfahan. [SW Map i 11 Here, the children not only resumed Meir studies 

in the Polish language. 

they also were re- 

acquainted wrth Roman 

Catholic religrous 

practices. as welI received 

physical. mental and 

spintuai healing '"' In 

1943. the numbers of 

orphaned Polish children in 

F q  IO - P o i m  P~pulatton ln lsfahan 1942-1945"'* the care of Isfahân 

orphanages peaked at over 2.500. Irena. who recalled terrible conditions and iil treatment of 

Polish children such as herself in Russian diet dom. describes her time at age sixteen in the 

orpnanage in Isfahan as a "wonderful ... home away from home. mhere were nuns ... and the 

teachers w r e  great." '"" 

As soon as they were able. the fieeing Poles were asked to provide testirnonies of their 

. - 
. 3 .  - =rom the archives of S Przybyiowski 
..,. 

- lrenéà Beauore-Stankiewtu et al. eds lsfahan. City of Polish Children (Sussex: Association of Former Pupils of 
Poiisn Schools. 1989: 3'' ed.) . - 
" Ibid 127 

"'' interview with lrena (06 February 1999) 25 
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experiences. Over 20,000 intewiew transcripts as well about 2,300 written and visual 

compositions produced by children were collected and preserved in various archival collections; 

including the Ambasada (USSR) Collection at the Hoover Institution in the United Sta te~?~ It is 

from the large body of children's compositions that lrena Grudzinska-Gross and Jan Tomasz 

Gross drew material for their affecting text, War Throuah Children's Eves, which compositions 

they assert 'constitute a unique historical, sociological, and literary document ... [whichj are micro- 

history as told by young and penpicacious a~thon. " "~  The children's compositions are. for the 

most part. written in the simple language [a kind of oral representation] of children who lacked 

adequate literacy or composition skills using "a strangely attractive mixture of Polish, Polish 

dialects. and   us si an."'" This relates, in large measure. to their socio-economic origins in 

Poland before deportation for most were bom to small land-holding farm families with simple 

means and simple lives. 

The children describe the deportation boxcars as coffins or tombs where wailing cries of 

women echoed. They equate their treatment by camp officiais as worse than that of dogs. Food 

is described as not fit for dogs. Fear, death, hunger, loneliness are portrayed in stark simplicity. 

All similar to the narratives shared by these now-grown sunrivors who, even as adults, continue to 

suffer the anguish of suffering and, especialiy, of loss. Some of the compositions are written in 

the language of poets: 

Compensation was so poor that what we got was used up in a few weeks, 
and then began slow death from hunger and cold. In the huts with snow up 
to the roof and with no heat provided at al1 and neither with warm clothes 
nor with food we awaited the deiiverance of death. And it came more and 
more often taking the weakest We prayed for them and we envied them. 
In every family it twk someone, leaving the others in the hut swelling with 
frozen timbs. When hunger reached its greatest pitch and it seemed that no 
one would [ive to see the spring, they tossed several kilograms of grain to 
us like dogs to stay vanishing life a few more days. Spflng came and 
communications were opened again with our 'sales outlet" and a few more 
things were soid, the last pillow pulled from under the head of a sick child 
and taken to the bazaar and we begin to come back to life again. 1 Say 

'69 lrena Grudzinska-Gros and Jan Tomasz Gruss. War Throuqh Children's Eves (Stanford: Stanford University. 
Hoover Institution Press, 1985). 
170 Ibid.. xxvii. 
27 1 Ibid.. xxvii. 
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corne back to life: because al1 winter we sat like badgers in a burrow, dying 
and in total consciousness staring approaching death straight in the face? 

Particularly heart wrenching are the segments narning the dead, especially of family, and 

the lists of names of those lefi behind. For instance, Adam R. concludes his composition thus: 

Of the families who were with us in the same kolkhoz the following died: the 
whole Woloszyn family, Le., father, mother, and two grown sons, in the 
Worotylek family (Ukrainians) six people died, fate spared an 8-year-old girl 
Hela, whorn the Polish govemment agency took care of later, in the 
Misiewicz family the father and seventeen-year-old Franek died. My father 
went off looking for mushrooms and the Uzbeks killed him only because he 
had new Polish book on. Marna died leaving me and four sisters in the 
kolkhoz. All these disagreeable and very painful mernories bind me to the 
'Soviet paradise. "'" 

Grudzinska and Gross argue few of the children's writings reveal signs of serious 

psychological or emotional disturbance, despite their experiences with death, starvation, and 

deprivation and that, perhaps, those unable to meet or resist such conditions and hardships 

simply perished. For the remainder, they suggest survival is linked with "powerful allies: farnily, 

religion. and patriotism."''' While evidence among those who contributed their memories to this 

study bears this out, it is .not easily cut-anddried; for, while they survived, siblings, parents and 

grandparents who shared similar value systems and familial bonding did not. Further, there are 

among this small group of study participants cases of mental and emotional breakdowns in adult 

life; yet, no definitive analysis has been undertaken which investigates potential links to their 

chiidhood experiences. However, there is little doubt faith and family and patriotic vigor provided, 

and for most remained, steadfast foundations of the majority's lifelong adherence to their personal 

sense and outward expression of Polishness. 

Katherine R. Jolluck encapsulates the explicit purpose of the documentation project: that 

the testirnonies of the Polish survivors of forced deportation and exile in Soviet labour camps 

would expose the ?rue nature of the Soviet system to the Western world, which had entered into 

an alliance with the Soviet leaden."'" Yet. the Allies would, at war's end. again sit at the table 

-- 
lrena Grudzinska-Gross and Jan Tomasz Gross. War Throoah Children's Eves. (Stanford: Stanford Universrty. 

Hoover Institution Press, 1985) 76. 
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with Stalin and came up Poland: virtually ignoring al1 the Poles suffered for their freedom. 

Map 12 - Polish Settlements in lndia 1942 - 1949'~ 

The exhaustive efforts expended by the British government to find countnes that would 

take in the Poles had yet to net results. AH. including Canada and the United States. *were either 

hostile to the idea or else hedged their offers with such conditions that they proved 

impractica ble. ''- Finally. in June 1942. an agreement was made betweeo the British govemment 

and a few East African governments that they would permit temporarj settlement of the Poles 

untrl they could be repatnated. The twenty-two camps, housing 19.000 Poles most of whom were 

members of srnaIl land-holding farrn families from Poland's eastem borderlands, remained in 

operation until 1950.:~ f he Mexican govemment agreed to take several thousand Poles. and a 

Dissertation. 1995) 583. 
'-6 - Exiled Children. (Wanaw: Photographic Archnres of Exiles Foundation. 1995) 81. .- - Ketih Sword. De~ortatian and Exile: Poles in the Soviet Union. 19394 .  (NY: St. Martin's Press. 1994) 84 
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few hundred university 

students traveled to 

Lebanon to resume their 

studies. New Zealand 

and Australia also 

eventually took in some 

numbers. The 

settlements in British 

Africa would further grow 

in 1947 after lndia 

achieved independence. 

Frorn exile under 

Soviet tutelage, the Poles 

became virtual wards of 

the Allies with Great 

Britain taking pnmary 

responsibility for their 

care, and for the training 

of the newly fonned 

Polish Second Corps. Map 13 - Polish Refugee Settlements in British Affica 1942 - 1950' 

There was order and purpose in their lives, despite the families had been separated. And, they 

were 'free'. Yet. there was sorrow. General Anders wrote in his rnemoirs: 

We who left Soviet territory ... nurnbered something under 1 15,000 ... But 
what about the rest of the one and a half million Poles the Russians had 
deported and detained? We considered that half of them had already died, 
their bones scattered over the vast spaces of the Soviet Republics. We 
who suwived, had survived by a miracle. For us the summer of 1942 was 
the dawn of freedom. But we left behind us in Russia hundreds of 

Y 9  Luqan Krolikawski. Stalen Childhood. (Buffalo: Father Justin Rosary Hour, 1983). 
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thousands. and Our hearts were heavy.'"' 

Following training in the Middle East,'" the men would take up amis to fight alongside 

their allied brethren for Poland and for al1 Europe. The remainder would wait out the war, building 

the~r strength and especially caring for the children; for the future of the nation had become a 

serious preoccupation of Polish authorities. 

And still, mixed with sentiments of gratitude and sorrow, some quietly harbour bittemess 

for the price paid for their freedom. For at the close of the war, they found thernselves without a 

hume they could cal1 theirs; thus, many refused repatnation in Communist Poland. 

Anders' Army: Polish Second Corps 

There is a sound of ams. and we old men 
Rejoice that Poland's fame grows loud again. 
And once more the Repubiic will be fme! 
For liberty springs h m  the laure1 tree.'" 

Following training and tours of duty which included security patrol of oil fields and 

refineries located throughout the Middle East, the rnajority of Polish soldiers of the Second Corps 

were mobi l~ed and transported through late 1943, earîy 1944, to Italy: a place laden with Polish 

patnotic symbolism, as Adam Mickiewicz wrote of Dqbmwski's March, the Polish national anthern: 

. . . first was played in the ltalian mgions 
Upon the t m p e t s  of the Polish /egiondS3 

Thus, that Polish biood might be shed on ltalian soi1 for Polish freedom-Poland is nol yet 

dead-was not, for Poles, an unreasonabte sacrifice. There was no question. For, in the Polish 

psyche, as welt reinforced in Polish literature, that Poles would be called from the land ta fight for 

Polish freedom was unquestionably a way of being. Mickiewicz continues: 

The thing which al/ men talk of, and which you 
Have heard so of! fmm me, at last is true! 
The war has started, bmther, yes a war 
For Poland! Now we shall be Poles once more! 

"O Lt. General Wladyslaw Anders. An A m v  in Enle (London: MacMillan 8 Co. Ud.. 1949) 1 16. 
'" The Middle East as disœmed during WWll as a strategic W e  beh of countries ranging h m  Egypt to Iran" which was 
administered by the Arneckans, British and Free French as 'a single rnilitary theatre for operational and supply purposes." 
Micheal Howard and Wm. Roger Louis. The Oxford Historv of the Twentieth Century. (Oxford: Oxford Universrty Press. 
1998) 253. 
'" Adam Mickiewicz. Pan Tadeusz. [trans. Kenneth MacKenzie] (London: Polish Cuitural Foundation [3m ed.], 1997) 28. 
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... 

And for my brother's sins 1 bear no blame. 
I've done my duty and l've ploughed my plot, 
.. . 

But I'm a Pole and Poland l will aid. 
And give my life. My swordmanship's not great" 

Others saw action in North Africa: some had previ ously be en transported to Engla 

where they undertook training in such specific fields as translation services. or aircraft 

maintenance. navigation and operation; or, in the case of much lesser numbers of women. 

nursing. 

The miiitary contributions and sacrifices made by Polish men to the Allied war effort 

dernand-and have received-substant~al scholarly and popular attention. Even Woltek. a brown 

Syrian bear-the Polish Second Corps' variation of Winnle the Pooh-that. as an orphaned cub. 

was rescued by two newly recruited Polish soldiers as they we:e evacuated from Russia through 

the mountains in Iran in 1942. has been the subject of a delightful intermediate children's novel. 

In Soldier Bear, the reader follows Wojtek's antics and roles as heavy labourer and morale- 

booster W h  the ~ 2 " ~  Company from the time of his rescue in 1942. through his contributions to 

the war effort in Italv. to his death in the Edinburgh Zoo in 1963 '" So adored by the 22"' 

Company, a rendering of an upright [and sober] Wojtek carrying a large bombshell constitutes the 

Company instgnia. 

After a period of rudimentary 

schooling which was complimented 

with technical or mechanical training 

[iri areas useful for military purposes] 

some among the ranùs of the junaki 

took on such soldierty duties as 

messenger boys or corn munications 

~ i g  11 - Woltek: Mascot of the 22* Company. Polish Second ~oms:" technicians in itaiy. For instance. 

'" l b ~ d  . 270-274 
' < <  - 8Zeoffrey Morgan and W A. Lasacki. Soldier Bear (London: Gryf Publications Ltd.. 1970) 
' \ c i  
- From the archives of J Dulinski. 
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Adam trained in Egypt with the lunaks as a radio 

operator for the Signal Corps. He was then 

transported to ltaly where, just a few months shy of 

age 17. he worked first as a radio operator, then was 

assigned the daring task of 'runnei delivering 

messages by motorcycle between military ouffits. 

He recalls his role: 

Yeah. I used to run al1 over the place on 
that motorcycle. That was good. The 
only thrng you have to be carefui that you 
weren't exposed. Because usually this is 
wno they tried to pick off. the snipers.:'- 

Fig 12 - Pol~sh Message Runnerj-italy 1944:~" 

The Polish Second Corps-numbering 120.000-made up the largest contingent of 

Polish troops consolidated during WWII. Of the 

1 S i  ,000 Polish troops that participated in the ltalian 

campaign. 8.737-including 6 14 Officers-were 

wounded. rncluding several among study 

panicipants. Nearly 4.000 are buried in designated 

Pohsh graveyards located at Monte Cassino, 

Casamass~ma. Loreto. Ancona. and Bologna.:"' 

[Map Their sacrifices are memorialized in 

graveyard altars and battletleld monuments such as 

the cross erected over the cemetery at Monte 

Cassino. Constructed immediately after the battle 

frorn the wreckage of a tank in which the first Polish 

-.< - 
. interview with Adam (78 October 1998) 19 
lux  

From the archives of P Sosin. 

Fig. 13 - Monument over Monte   as si no"" 

: '4~~  
Edward Soltys. Road to Freedom (Toronto: The Polish Combatants' Associatran in Canada Inc.. 1997) 16 
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casualties were reckoned. it is a palpable structure that dominates the landscape. 

- - 

Map 14 - Paiish WWl! Cemetenes in North Afnca. Palestine and ~ t a l ~ ' ~  

The battle at Monte Cassino is chronicled as a turning point in the ltalian campaign and 

Polish veterans are certain to note their brave and distinguished contributions to the Allied war 

effort. Following the battle. a rousing battle Song commemorating Polish sacrifice was wnnen. 

[Anonymous] From the last stanza of Czerwone Maki na Monte Cassrno [Red Poppies on Monte 

Cassino]: 

Do you see this row of white crosses? 
There a Pole with honour made his vow.. . 
Advance! ... the further. .. the higher. .. 
The more of them you'll find ahead! 
This ground is part of the country of Poland 
Though Poland is so far fmm here 
For freedon is measured &y crosses 
Histary has this one grave flaw? 

That so many died is tragic; but it also is virtually intrinsic in the romantic heroic essence 

'" Edward Soitys. Road ta Freedom. (Toronto: ne Polish Combatônts' Association in Canada Inc.. 1997) 89. 
"' Lucy [Hejna] Niejadlik. 
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of being, simply, Polish. Again, Adam Mickiewicz writes of the Polish condition in the 1830s. his 

epic poern remarkably germane a century later: 

A year 1 la boured in a Prussian jail, 
Once 1 was put on the Sibenan trail, 
And thrice my back has felt the Russian truncheon; 
The Austrians later thrust me in the dungeon 
Of Spielberg where 1 toiled in vile duress- 
But God delivered me from my distress, 
And granted 1 should die among my kin 
And with the ~ a c r a m e n t s . ~ ~  

God, kin [family and nation], and the sacraments shape the sum and substance of ail that 

the Poles would ask in life and in death. That these were denied in the Soviet labour camps 

reinforced the devotion to preservation of Polishness, even if that meant dying in a battle for 

Polish freedom on foreign soi1 or living in diaspora in self-imposed exile until Poland is Poland and 

not a Communist satellite. 

-------H---aa-UCIZ-CIH4 

It is not surprising that those men and man-boys who came out of the Soviet expefience 

recall their years of military service among the best of their lives. Plenty of food. Someone you 

trusted making the decisions. Just do as you're told, no responsibiiities. camaraderie in the 

Company of brothers who spoke the same language and who prayed to the same God. If death 

came, it came with honour and the sacraments. And if you were wounded, what was a little late 

life back trouble, hearing impairment, or surfacing of shrapnel while shaving? It was al1 for your 

beloved Poland. 

Whatever their training, however, most of the Polish senricemen who arrived in Canada 

after the war came with few 'marketable' employment skills resulting, for many, in lifelong 

ernployment in factory work. Thus, they contrîbuted their labour to Canada's post-war industrial 

development. 

Indeed, the criteria for Polish ex-soldiers to corne to Canada under the British 

Resetllement Act targeted experienced agricultural labourers whose nidimenbry knowiedge of 

3 j Adam Mickiewia. Pan Tadeusz. [trans. Kenneth MacKenUe] (London: Polish Cultural Faundation Pm ed.], 1997) 
475. 
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agricultural practices afforded entry on commitment to two-year agricultural labour contract. 

Department of Labour officials anticipated many would then work in mines or forestry or even on 

the land after completion of their contracts. Few did. [Further discussion to folow] 

The Yalta Aareement 

The significance of various Allied agreements which determined the fate of Poland ought 

not be overlooked nor under-emphasized both in historical context and in ternis of sociological 

impact upon Poles living in diaspora throughout Europe, British East Africa, and elsewhere. For 

ail through the war, their one belief-one goal-was that, in fighting alongside the Allies, they 

were fighting both for the collective interests of freedom from Nazi and Soviet oppression as well 

that at the end of the day they would return to their homeland. 

Agreements made at the Yalta Conference in February 1945, followed by Potsdam that 

surnmer, forever changed Poland. These followed the tone and direction of Allied discussions as 

set in Teheran in 1943 where "Roosevelt and Churchill had readily agreed with Stalin, and without 

any Polish representation whatsoever, to the existing annexation of the eastem half of Poland, 

with the frontier to correspond to the Cunon Une, originally proposed as an ethnic frontier ... in 

1919."2' [See ~ a p  51 By the time the Allies met at Yalta. Poland's fate was irrevenible. Indeed, 

the Polish govemrnent-in-exile described the Yalta Agreement as the 'Fifth partition of Poland, 

now accomplished by her ~ l l i e s , ~ ~  making reference to the historic repetition of the shifting of 

Potand's borders by parties other than Poles; the last, which Poland ignored, occurring in 1919, 

and delineated in the Versailles Treaty. 

Furthemore, Churchill proposed Poland be shifted 150 miles westward; thus, Poland 

would be compensated with German temtory, but more importantly, Stalin's territorial dernands for 

the eastern frontier were met, contributing to the clear delineation of eastem Europe under Soviet 

Communist domination. It was to the western regions mat many exiled Poles would be 

:w Michael Hope. Polish Dewrtees in the Soviet Union: Oriains of Post-War Settiement in Great Britain. (London: 
Ventas Foundation Publication Centre, 1998) 4748. men make similar note: Anders. Davks, Fischer. Szkopiak. 
Ulam. et al. 
295 Michael Hope. Polish Oewrtees in the Soviet Union: Oriqins of Post-War Settlement in Great Entain. (London: 
Ventas Foundation Publication Centre. 1998) 50. 
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repatriated in post-war years that Polish sovereignty over the region-through colonkation- 

would be assured. 

immediately thereafter, a Communist organization, the Union of Polish Patriots, was 

created by the ~ov ie t s . ' ~  It became the official rival-as puppet administration40 the Polish 

government-in-exile located in London, and by mid-1945, other nation-states withdrew recognition 

of the Polish government-in-exile. The then Polish Ambassador to the United States made the 

following comrnents in an official statement to the Arnerican government which adequately 

advances the sentiments of Poles displaced by the war; indeed. most of ~o lon ia :~~ '  

Poland. represented by her legal Govemment, was never admitted to 
participate in discussions of Polish-Soviet relations. The conference at 
Teheran and Yalta are examples in point. The decisions conceming Poland 
must therefore be regarded by the Polish Nation as verdicts 'in absentian. 
No nation, no Government truly representative of its people, could ever 
accept decisions about their temtory or systern of govemment being taken 
without their participation. 

The Polish people are deeply attached to their traditions of individual 
and national freedom. They will never cease to fight for these ideals. They 
will never sacrifice them as the price of agreement. They will never accept 
any system of govemment contrary to these principles and imposed upon 
them by any foreign power or group of ~owers.'* 

Indeed, it remains a thom arnong Polonia particularly that the Allies sold Poland out at 

Yalta in what Jozef Gula describes as 'the absurd end of the Polish tragedy-thousands of friends 

lost. the loss of families, bloody baffles. al! their sacrifices had been in For those living in 

diaspora outside Poland, there was little question of returning to a country govemed by a foreign 

power in a manner altogether unacceptable; that is, they outright rejected Communism, 

particularly of the nature expounded by Stalin. 

Of particular interest to this study was the Polish [Communist] governrnents post-war 

efforts to repatriate al1 exiled and displaced Poles that the crushed and crumbled nation could be 

quickly rebuilt for Poland's population had fallen by about one-third of i fs 1939 figure to 23.9 

'% Edward S o m .  Road to Freedorn. (Toronto: The Polish Combatants' Association in Canada Inc. 1997) 23. 
197 

The :em Poloni8 is an all-enccmpassing reference ta Poles iiiing outside Poland. 
198 Zygmunt C. Szkopiak. The Yalta Aareements. (London: Polish Govemment in Exile. 1986) 44. 
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million. Beyond the obvious shortage of workers that would contribute to the rebuilding of the 

nation. two other population groups suffered depletion in greater proportions: Polish intelligentsia 

and Polish Jewry '"' 

However. the most prodigious repatriation efforts were concentrated on Polish children. 

for both Germany and Russia had depleted the Polish nation of millions of children: of Poland's 

future. Said efforts were played out noisily and aggressively on the international diplornatic 

theatre. And Canada would be a stage for the drama, in scandalous fashion. [More ddiscussion in 

Chapter 61 

Temporary Trans~lantation: The Polish Diaspora in British East Africa 

What happened to the orphans. separated families. and those without a male head7 UntiI 

war's end, women. children. the elderly and disabled men lived a virtual paradisiacal existence tn 

tropical settlement camps located throughout Persia, India, British East Africa. New Zealand and 

Mexico, while thetr fattiers. brothers, uncles, sons and husbands contributed heroically to the 

Allied war effort. lndeed. it was my father's beautifully embroidered photograph album that 

confused my understanding of his wartime expenence and even of his pre-war life. 

The photographie collections which 

study participants shared dunng the 

course of their interviews are a montage of 

the tourist's diary: smiling adolescents and 

young adults frolicking in tropical oceans. 

exploring ancient ntins. or posing modestly 

before scenic backdrops. All belie any hint 

 FI^ 1 4  - Mechanics S C ~ O I :  Oudtshoorn. ~ o u t t ~  Afnca - ~194Ti"'of Vie rnisery of two years' exile in Soviet 

tabour camps. Few have photographs from their childhood in Poland; for these couid only-if at 

all-come from relatives who survived the war. many years Iater. 

:s Il 
Norman Dawes. God's Plavaround. pal. 21 (New York: Columbia Uniuersity Press. 1982) 491 
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During this seemingly extended 'vacation' period, children were engaged in intense 

programs of education, and religious [Roman Catholic] and cultural instruction; that is, al1 energies 

were directed primarily toward the preservation of Polishness. After all, they had lost over two 

years forrnal instruction and the children were the future of the Polish nation. 

Oomestic and skilled trades training were designed to prepare young adults for their 

future role[s] in rebuilding a nation ravaged by war: that young men and wornen would be 

conscientious workers who would contribute to the recoristniction of the nation and that young 

women would become good Polish rnothers. Particular emphasis was placed on training in such 

fields as agriculture and rnechanics, and in such skills as seamstress, teacher, bookkeeping, and 

household management.j0' 

A Canadian Red Cross despatch dated June 1943 includes photographie compositions of 

the Poles engaged in various activities. Some of the captions are as follows: usafe and happy 

these Polish children leam their reading, writing and arithmetic outdoors," and 'no one is idle at 

the camp, the women work in the tkids, gmw their own vegetables;" and, finally, uprecious tools 

must be cared for and these Polish workmen know how to repair and keep them in good 

~onditjon."'~ It astounds how eager, content and capable the Poles were despite their simple 

origins and their pitiful circumstance! 

Study participants describe a carefree existence during which it was accepted that at 

war's end, they would retum home: Poland. After Yalta, however, resistance to returning was 

widespread. Though uncertainty prevailed, for many there was no question of their retuming to a 

Soviet puppet state. Though some did eventually return to Poland, most refused; thus, they 

remained, a Polish diaspora, for several years after the war. Many were eventually reunited with 

their military male family members, most in England. Others made their ternporary homes 

permanent homelands. Yet others would be 'taken in' elsewhere; however, they remain a Polish 

diaspora. 

:O5 For more detailed consideration of the postevawation lives of Polish refugees, see Luqan Krolikowski, Stolen 
Childhood and Fundaqa ARCHIWUM FOTOGRAFlCZNE TUWCZY. Exiled ChiMren. 
r06 From the archives of A. Pawelek. 
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The Polish military and the lnternational Red Cross becarne clearinghouses for 

correspondence from anxious Poles seeking lost relatives. At age seventeen, Halina was alone; 

but for her father who had sojourned to the United States prior to the outbreak of the war with the 

intent of bringing his family over after saving enough money, and a brother whose whereabouts 

were unknown to her. Thus, she was categorized as an orphan by Polish authorities on her 

evacuation from Russia. In late 1944, after regaining her health and strength, Halina was 

selected to travel with a group of 733 Polish children and 100 teachinglcare-giving staff to an 

orphanage settlement established at Pahiatua, New Zealand. However. she asked to be excused 

from the group as she felt it more likely that she'd find her brother and father if she remained 

geographicaliy closer to Polish centre of activity. Indeed, Ktystyna Skwarko who traveled to 

Pahiatua as Principal of the boys' school notes in her memoin othen similady rel~ctant.'~' 

Already Haiina had begun a hopeful letter-writing campaign in the Middle East that she 

continued on arriving in South Afnca in 1944. She wrote to the lnternational Red Cross seeking 

assistance in finding her brother. Meanwhile, ingrained in her memory was a mailing address in 

America and so she borrowed some money to buy a stamp and an envelope and wrote to her 

father at the remernbered address. Unfortunately, he had died in 1942 after suffering a work- 

related injury in a munitions factory. The news was devastating: 

My uncle wrote to me and he said that your father is dead and when he 
died ... and he was happy to hear mat 1 had sunrived and that 1 am in a safe 
place and 1 would be taken care of. And 1 remember him sending me 5 
dollars and l felt like a millionaire. 1 had some money of my own (laughs). 
[But] you can imagine ... When I got the news I cned and cried and cn'ed and 
l thought my heart woutd break. And I said, "There goes my chance to see 
my father." ... So, and then a week later ... 1 have received that letter that 
was traveling al1 over the world from my brother looking for me, finally the 
letter was directed from Iran ... to East Afnca to Kenya and they said to look 
in South ~frica.'O~ 

Finally, there was someune. Halina recalls she was 'crying and laughing and everything 

else at the saine tirne .... t said, 'At least I'm not alone anymore.'" And still, she treasures the 

>O7 Krystyna Skwarko. The Invitecl. (Wellington. New Zealand: Millwoad Press, 1974). 
: 0% Interview wrth Halina (07 Febniary 1999) 33-35. 
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envelope that mrried the good news across continents: King George was cancelled in four 

countries! 

There exist numerous mernoirs written by survivors of the deportation experience; 

however, few cornprehensive diaries or collections of letters exist. Members of one famiiy 

rnaintained diaries and tetters that yield details in the immediate, not as rnemory. 

Janina Suikowska G+adun (1914-1997) was irnprisoned and tortured by the NKVD for 

being a member of the Polish underground. Many friends and family rnembers also were 

deported to various labour camps throughout the Soviet Union. Eariy Ietters are written as to 

ghosts; inscribed with desperate hope that family members are alive and that their eyes would 

see them. Worry, details of hardship and suffering, questions, and profound affection cornmingled 

with heart wrenching longing for reunification fiIl the pages. Joy is tempered by sadness. Despair 

by hope.j8' 

The Polish Diaspora 

Although this is not a comprehensive study of the Polish diasporaH0 per se. it is 

necessary to wade into diaspora thought recognizing that beyond this brief consideration there 

exrst broad questions and challenges in the contemporary debate among scholars that attempts 

io articulate diaspora. On the most basic level, one historian cautions: 

I think the concept of diaspora is one that should be approached with a fair 
degree of skepticism, as well as with an appreciation of its potential 
rob~stness."~ 

It is the robustness of the terni and of the Polish diaspora ttiat have drawn into this study 

a consideration of diaspora. As the terrn applies to the Polish question: as the nation-state has 

waxed and waned on the map, so too has the Polish diaspora waxed and waned."' And with 

'O9 Chns a d u n .  Sukowski-Giadun Letten (unpublished) [1939 (date of depohation) to 1960s (early Canadian Life)]. 
3 10 Diaspora frorn the Greek verb speiro (to sow) and preposition dia (over). Robin Cohen. Global dias~oras. (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 1997) ut. 
"' Donald Haman Akenson. The Historiography of EnglkhSpeaking Canada and the Concept of Diaspora: A Skeptical 
Apprectation' in The Canadian Historical Review. 763, September 1995. 378. 
; 12 '[S]ocieties mey wax and wane in diasporism. dependhg on changing possibilities.. . . And a shamd, ongoing history of 
displacement. suffering, adaptalion. or resistanœ may be as important as the pruiections of a qmMc onQin. ' James 
Clfiord. 'Diasporasw in Cuhral Anthm~olw.  Vol. 9, No. 3 (August 1994) (Virginia: Arnerican Anthropology Association) 
306. 
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particular regard for study participants who emerged from a distinctive nationalistic era in Polish 

history as well from the ethno-mythic crucible of the deportationiexile expen'ence, the post-WWII 

Polish diaspora is on the wane for they are ageing and dying. And the worid, as their beloved 

Poland, has so dramatically changed since 1939 that the relationship of Polonia tolwith Poland 

also is changed. 

William Safran has observed that "'diaspora' and, more specifically, 'diaspora community' 

seem increasingly to be used as metaphoric designations for several categories of people- 

expatriates, expellees, political refugees, alien residents, immigrants, and ethnic and racial 

minorities fout couf:" '  al1 such designations applying to 'that segment of a people living outside 

the horne~and.""~ James Clifford would add to the list "guest-worker. exile community. and 

overseas c~mmunity";"~ al1 applying to the Poles who make up this study-Sybirakkon their 

arrivai in Canada as a group which identifies with Poiish history and mythos, whose members 

chose self-imposed exile, and which group came to Canada on labour contract. As he plainly 

notes: "[dliasporic populations do not corne from elsewhere in the same way that 'immigrants" 

Study participants came to Canada as virtual guest workers, and only after their labour 

obligations were fulfilled could they apply for citizenship. Many believed their stay in Canada to 

be temporary, and even after realiring Canada had become 'home', they didn't perceive 

themselves to be typical immigrants. Furthemore, they were particulariy cornmitteci to 

maintaining their Polishness through community solidarity, never fully abandoning the homeland. 

Some Canadians responded to this soiidatity and steadfast adherence to Polishness through 

expression of anti-Polish, anti-Roman Catholic sentiments. This reaction can be Iinked to 

reinforcement of feelings of isolation within Canadian society among some of the Poles who then 

? l j  William Safran. *Diasporas in Modem Societies: Myths of Homeland and Return' in Diasrma. Vol. 1. No. 1 (Spring 
1991 ). (New York: Oxford University Press) 83-99. 
"" Walker Connor qtd. in Wilfiam Safran. 'Diasporas in Modem Socieües: Myths of Hometand and Return' in Diasoara. 
Vol. 1, No. 1 (Spring 1991). (New York: Oxford University Press) 83-99. 
: 1s James Clfiord. 'Diasporas' in Cultural Antfirowloqy. Vol. 9, No. 3 (Augwt 1994) (Virginia: American Anthmpology 
Association) 303. 
"' lbid.. 307. 
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responded by living in Canada more comfortably and more dynarnically within the Polish diaspora. 

Parallels c m  be found in other so-called opportunistic diasponc communities,"i though 

the Sybiraki found or made opportunity only after they were forcibly dispersed from the homeland 

to be scattered hither and yon during and after WWII. For instance, the Sikh diaspora made up of 

Sikhs who migrated by choice from the Punjab throughout the world, primarily to British colonies 

including through British East Africa, share with the Poles sirnilarities in movement, but not in 

basis, has also been seen to similarly maintain "a strong cornmitment to religious and ethnic 

reconstr~ction.""~ There anse. however, disparities, the most notable distinguished by racialized 

friction. Poles who chose to assimilate more easily did so. As Roger Ballard observes, however, 

the Sikh in Bradford, England, for instance, c m  be isolated by the host society, pushed to the 

margins and thus remain a 'citizen' of the diaspora whether or not slhe chooses. 

Robin Cohen explores various states of diaspora that he proposes frame the following 

typologies: victim, labour, trade, imperial and cultural. His exploration is grounded in William 

Safran's key characteristics of diasporas, ta which he adds some complimentary modifications; 

thus, the following cornmon features characterize, when more than a few are aligned, diaspora, 

most applying to the Polish group of this ~tudy:~'' 

they, or their ancestors, have been dispersed from an original 
homeland, often traumatically; 
a aiternatively, expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit of 
trade or to further colonial ambitions; 
a they retain a collective mernory, vision or myth about their homeland 
including its location, history and achievements; 

an idealkation of the putative ancestral home and a collective 
commitrnent ta its maintenance, restoration, safety and prosperity, even to 
its creation; 

the development of a retum movement; 
a strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and 

based on a sense of distinctiveness, a common history and the belief in a 
comrnon fate; 

a troubled relationship with host societies and so may remain parüy 
separate; 

I l i  
Donald Hannan Akenson. T h e  Histonography of EnglishSpeaking Canada and the Concept of Diaspora: A Skeptical 
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they continue in various ways to relate to that homeland and their 
ethnocommunal consciousness and solidarity are in an important way 
defined by the existence of such a relationship, and; 

the possibility of a distinctive creative, enriching life in tolerant host 
countries. 

Further, Robin Cohen notes preponderance among the above diaspora characteristics of 

distinct links to, and maintenance of relationship between, the diasporic group and the homeland. 

Key to his interpretation is that: 

[Dlispersal from an original centre is often accompanied by the memory of a 
single traumatic event that provides the folk memory of the great historic 
injustice that binds the group together ... also, to allow the case of not only 
the "maintenance or restorationn of a homeland, but also its very creation. 
This will cover the case of an "imagined homeland" that only resembfes the 
original history and geography of the diaspora's natality in the remotest 
way.'" 

Adding his voice to the discussion, James Clifford writes: 

Diasporas usually presuppose longer distances and a separation more like 
exile: a constitutive taboo on retum, or its postponement to a remote future. 
Diasporas also connect multiple communities of a dispersed population ... 
[and] predicaments denoted by the terms border and diaspora b l e d  into 
one another .... [D]iasporic forms of longing, memory and (dis)identification 
are shared by a broad spectrum of minority and migrant populations.'" 

For the Poles who are the subject of this study, the diasporic identification connects each 

generation since 1768 to the memory of trauma and injustice experienced through deportation 

and exile in the Siberian hinterland, as well to a longing for the ancestral homeland to return to it's 

distinct preeminence as the Polish Republic of the pre-1795 period. And the trauma of 

deportation and exile during WWll which followed the intense interwar period of Polish 

nationalism-the Second Republic-reinforced their ethno-culturallreligious self-identification so 

tenaciously as to result, for many after the war, in choosing exile over return to a horneland which 

they perceived to not be home. Furthemore, they developed an intense resolve to maintain and 

preserve Polish culture for the day it could be restored to Poland when once again independent 

In his exploration of the origins of the terni diaspora Robin Cohen al% is rnindful of the 

ancient Greek application as reference to migration and colonitation. However, the terni has 

720 Robin Cohen. Global diaswras. (Seattle: Univenrty of Washington Press, 1997) 23. 
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taken on particularly potent rneanings when applied to a collective trauma through banishment, 

where one but dreams of home while living in exile. The Jewish diaspora prevails as the 

benchmark conceptualkation in our undersbnding of the terrn. But, he asks, "must notions of 

diaspora remain confined to the victim tradition? And ... how do we transcend the Jewish 

tradition?"'- Ergo. his exploration of five distinct typologies within the context of certain 

diasporas; for example, lndians under British colonialism: labour diaspora. 

Though Robin Cohen examines forced migrations and exile from the homeland of various 

groups that he proposes as analogous to the Jewish victim traditi0n-e.g. African slave trade, 

Irish potato famine and Arrnenian displacement in Turkey-there is no mention of the forced 

migrations and exile of numerous distinct populations in labour camps or on kolkhozes under 

either Tsarist mle or Soviet totalitarianism, whether of Poles or other groups. For even the Poles 

deported to Siberian exile through 1939-41 met Poles, Ukrainians, Chechens, Jews and others 

frorn previous waves of deportation, many who rernain to this day. And, within the collective 

Polish memory the deportationlexile experience was/is manifest as myth for stories of previous 

deportations were passed down as innate oral heritage from generation to generation-they were 

taken.. . she died over there.. . only one came back-thus reinforcing the fotklonc cosmos within the 

collective Polish consciousness; what Robin Cohen terms the uethnocornmunal consciousness". 

William Safran briefly explores the Polish diaspora of the partitions era [1795-19181, 

especially as it compares to the Jewish and Amenian diasporas; the latter having lost the 

bordered definition of a nation-state, also having similarly encountered Soviet chauvinism up until 

the era of glasnost, as well having been infIuenced by the Roman Catholic Churchlfaith. He 

explores the roie of the Church during the partitions-wittiin a quasi Polish d i a s p o h n  

preserving Polish language, culture, and religion [Roman Catholic]. Furthemore, he designates a 

genuine diaspora among those Poles who chose to live in what they believed would be ternporary 

exile in France-as "fighting middlemen' in Me service of the causes of the ~ ta te" '~4etween 

'" Robin Cohen. Global diasporas. (Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1997) xi. 
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1830 and 1918 and, again, those who fled Poland between 1939 and 1944. But, he does not fully 

explore the question. Particularly in relation to the forced deportations, which are documented as 

early as 1768 with the most recent wave docurnented as taking place through 1946-53. He does, 

however. write: 

The diasporic dimension of the Polish nation was illustrôted in a saying that 
made the rounds during World War Il to the effect that Poland was the 
largest country in the worid: its govemment was in London, its army was in 
Italy, and its population was in sibena."' 

Despite awareness of the existence of the Polish population-which 1939-41 numbers 

are not negligible at 1.5 rnillion!-exiled in Soviet labour camps and kolkhozes, William Safran, 

among others. ignores the histoncity and the mythic implications and dimensions of the Polish 

deportation and exile experience which spans several generations. The same might be said 

about the Ukrainian diaspora that shares geo-political, historical and migratory patterns with 

Poles. That such ignorance prevails raises the question of diminishment. How has the 

simplification, or even disregard, by researchers, analysts, theorists, and so an, affected the 

survivors of the deportationlexile experience? Has lack of interest and discourse among writers 

and scholars been equated by survivors with invalidation of the experience? Thus, do the 

survivors feel abandoned outside the margins of documented experience with the result being a 

theoretical diaspora that reinforces the corporeal Polonia diaspora? These questions, and others. 

req~tire broader analysis. 

For instance, within the growing fields of scholarly inquiry and debate around theories 

which explore the culture of survivon within the contexts of collective memory,'l' repressed 

memory, traumatic memory, and so on, virtuafly no consideration is given the topic as it relates ta 

the Poles. Nor do many researchers probe a Polish diaspora consciousness or questions related 

:24 William Safran. 'Diasporas in Modem Societis: Myths of Homeland and Retum' in Diasoon. Vol. 1. No. 1 (Spring 
1991). (New York: Oxford University Press) 83-99. 
- - 'Memory is life. .. . It mmains in permanent ewluüon.. . . History, on the ather hand, is the m n m o n ,  afweys 
problematic and incomplete, of what is no longeK" Pierre Nom qtd. in Noa Gedi and Yigal Elam, 'Colledive Memory - 
What is It?". in History and Memoq. (Blwmington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 1997) 47. One would begin with 
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to the post-war global dispersal contextX6 Paiticularly with regard to the loss of 'homen. as the 

Poles of the interwar period knew it, to Soviet Communist rule, or of the conditions [e.g. as 

migrant (displaced) proletariat breeders] and the character of the welcome of the Polish exiles in 

new homelands, and the aspiration[s] of and the role(s] played by Polonia as citizens in their new 

homelands. Aspects of these questions will be further explored in the following chapters but only 

wrthin the lirnited scope of this study. 

Despite the fact that deportees were arbitrarily 'granted' Soviet citizenship, there have 

been many efforts by the Poles to preserve their language, and cultural and religious traditions 

both within the exiled community and from outside, when possible. There even exists a term for 

those still in exile: kresy.'" Aid is provided for exiled Polish families situated in various regions of 

the former USSR, including Kazakhstan, Belanis, Ukraine, Moldova and Lithuania, through the 

aid organization, Rada Pnyjaci Fundacji na Rzecz Pomocy Szkcfom Polskim-Friendly Aid 

Foundation for Assistance of Polish Education-which head office is ironically located on a street 

named Monte Cassino in Szczecin, Poland. Children's books, in Polish language, as well as 

Poiish dictionanes are particularly welcome.'" 

The Canadian Polish Congress, as other Polonia organizations, also provides aid to 

Poles still in the former Soviet Union. Funding has been directed to such projects as: 

financial aid for Polish education and hearing aids for children in 
Belorus; 
financial aid to Polish educational institutions in Lithuania; 
summer camp funding for Polish children in Ukraine; 
aid for immigration of Polish fstrnilies from Kazakhstan to Poland; 
aid for invalid Polish ex-soldiers living in Argentina, Brazil, France, 
Germany, ltaly and ~oland.'" 

There further exists the solidifying group identification of Polish suwivors of the Siberian 

jtb As at Octaber 2000. yet to be reieased in Polish language by publisher Wydawnictwa Literackie. Poland: Oiaswra 
Poiska, Adam Walaszek, ed.; includes 40 chapters written on various aspeds and themes of Pobh diaspora. 
' - '  L~teral translation for kmsy. border; the confines of the country. In figurative ternis, it charadentes confinement of 
Poles ôeyond Polish borders. More particularly. kresy am those PoIes 'annexed' to the Soviet Union from the eastem 
borderlands after WWII. An argument might be made in applying the terni ta Poies 'confinecl' within Poland during the 
post-war era under Soviet Communist rule until the ascent of the Solidarrty movement of the 1980s. 
318 'Announcements and Notes' in Samatian Review. Vol. XV, No. 3: Septernber, 1995. 
'3 Canadian Polish Congress. Charitable Foundation. www.kpk.orgEGKPKkadenqa96-98english.hm. 
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deportation and exile expenence in the term Sybiraki. Communication between Sybiraki living 

throughout the worid is facilitated by Zwiqzek Sybirakbw [Siberia Organization] that was 

established in 1918.''~ ~embers  pay annual dues and can subscribe to a monthly magazine that 

is published in Poland. Two chapters of Zwiqzek Sybirakdw are located in Poland: one in 

Warsaw, the other Wroctaw. Three are located in the United States and one in Canada. 

The mandate of Zwiqzek Sybirakdw has been to foster communication between Sybiraki 

[particulariy between the great numbers living outside Poland] and, through the latter half of this 

century, to petition successive Russian govemments for compensation for loss of property due to 

forced deportations during WWII. Success has been limited. The Russian government has 

granted compensation to only those Poles who returned to Poland. 

Political entreaties are further made to the governments of other nations. For instance, 

the Zw;qzek Sybirakow w USA [Siberian Society of USA], Illinois chapter, maintains an ongoing 

correspondence with the American President that appeals to the American govemment 'as the 

world's human rights leader, to encourage Russia to finally resolve this issue.' The Zwiqzek 

Sybtrak6w w USA makes particular note of the recognition and restitution advanced in favour of 

survivors of 'German concentration camps ... and for Japanese-AmerÎcans who were 

incarceratedm in the United States during WWII. Thus, the Siberian Society appeals for American 

diplomatic advococy that encourages Russia to similariy 'meet its moral obligation and 

responsibility to acknowledge this [deportation/exile/deaths] grave injustice. Moreover," writes 

Henryk Scigala, President of the Siberian Society, Illinois, "Russia should reimburse the remaining 

su~ivors and descendants for the great loss of life and pr~perty."~" 

ln 1996, Scigala again wrote to the White House, pleading for attention to the matter. In 

part, 'For Us, - the time is crucial. For ageing su~ivors, restitution and compensation for grievous 

loss of Stalin's oppression is veiy important It is a matter of law and ju~tice."'~' 

Indeed, among study participants there is an overwheIrning feeling of international 

"O From the archives of J. Lasek. 
;3 1 Henryk Sctgala letter to President Bill Clinton, 15 April 1995. From the archives of J. Lasek. 
j" Henryk Sagala letter to Warren M. ChNtgphar. Çecretary of State; 21 August 1996. Fmm the archives of J. Lasek. 
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ignorance of their experiences and the absence of justice as seen to have been done. It is a 

matter of particular consternation that no person or state was ever called to answer-including at 

the Nuremberg trials-for the deportation to forced labour camps of entire families where 

conditions were inhumane and where human rights were abused. or for the murders at Katyn. 

Further compounding and even confusing these frustrations is the fact that the Allies-which 

nations would later become host countries to many of the displaced Poles-are perceived to be 

complicit in the injustice inasmuch as there have been no demands forthcoming-ever-for 

accountability of Stalin and the Soviet government. 

It doesn't go unnoticed that 'other groups' receive restitution and compensation for their 

losses and sufferings under similar circumstances, as noted by Henryk Scigala. In 1989. when 

Mikhail Gorbachev admitted t-not apologized for-the Katyn Massacre of Polish officers and 

soldiers. the civilian Sybiraki quietly noted their absence. still, from the record. Again, in April 

m 
2000, on the 60 anniversary of the crime at Katyn, Polish President Aleksander Kwasniewski laid 

a wreath at the Tom6 of the Unknown Soldier Iocated in Warsaw at Pikudski Square to 

commemorate the murder of the Polish military personnel. In his tribute only a passing mention 

was made of "the fratemity of sufferingn linking Potes to others who endured time 'in the dreadful 

Gulag ~rch ipe lago. "~  

Yet. only 10 study participants, or 26%, would demand compensation; however, for some 

among this group the process is perceived to be *a hassle," not worth the fight And it is not 

money that is desired. Rather, most would be satisfied with the retum of lands to the family, or, 

have other ideas. For instance, my fathefs preference has aiways been that the lands be turned 

over to village use. I leamed while visiting the village in Spring 2000 that the Ukrainian family 

relocated by the Red Amy in 1940 from Lwdw [now L'viv] to the Bajorek farm in Holoskowice 

came from dire circumstances and that they have lived off the land the past sixty years in 

conditions somewhat improved. No longer does rny father consider compensation a matter of 

irnport. As he plainly said: 

*-- 

"' 'President pays tribute to Katyn victirns.' ~.presidentpUnews/ne~satcti~html. 
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I am sitting in my chair here and it is mine. They are sitting on the land in 
Ukraine and it is theirs. I have my chair and I am fine. They need the land. 
There is no question. It's crazy to fight for it!= 

Two interviewees suggested public acknowledgement would suffice; in the fonn of a 

monument [especially that memorializes the suffering of Polish children] such as that erected to 

commemorate the Katyn massacre. It is presumed the Russian government would erect and a r e  

for such a monument; ihât is, that Russian acknowledgernent be permanent and public. Some 

note that Poles who suffered similar circumstances under Hitler receive compensation in the form 

of a pension or sum payrnent; therefore, they ask, why shouldn't those who survived ~ i b e r i a ? ~  

Twelve, or 32% are f i n i  in their stance that they don't want anything; despite that other 

groups are receiving restitution and c ~ r n ~ e n s a t i o n . ~  "Bygones is bygones," was Julian's Rat 

response. Within this group is an awareness of the limited resources available for such 

compensation for they see daily in the media the plight of the Russian people and the many 

minorities, as well the troubles with breakaway states such as Chechnya. One suggested it was 

compensation enough that Stalin was dead?' Finally, some indicated an awareness that 

repatriated Poles were 'settled' in the west in the infarnous 'land swap' that Polish sovereignty 

would be secured on former Geman lands. Therefore, they perceive other Poles benefited from 

their 'loss'. 

Among the remaining 16, or 42%, there is vacillation or uncertainty. "Who would pay?" 

they ask, or 'What would I do with that land? I have it good here," or "The people there need it." 

Magda's diffwlty in articulating her feelings exemplifies the uncertainty for many. For how does a 

Polish suwivor of the Soviet deportationlexile experience appeal for sympathy and compensation 

for her wartime suffering when the Jews suffered worse horrors, on Polish soit no less? 

'jJ Conversation wRh Jan Bajorek. 26 September 2000. -. ' '  Adda Uchanski. a teenager when kidnapped from a Polish village in 1941 by Geman police, was transported to 
eastern Gemany wtiere she spent four yean wrking in a rnilitary clothing factory. Now 76, she receives a German 
pension for her labour amounting to about S70.001month. Susan McClelland. '1 Lost Everything' in Maclean's. Vol. 11 3. 
No. 31 (31 July 2000) 23. 
:36 E.g . 'it was a histofic moment for the hundreds of Viousands of people fomd to work for Vie Third Reich during the 
Second Worid W e f  (Poles. Jews. Ukrainians) in Susan McClelland. '1 Lost Everything' in Maclean's. Vol. 113, No. 31 (31 
July 2000) 22-23. Also: -An appeal is being issued to Diaspotan Ukrainians by the joint litigt3tOrS in the cumnt cless 
action suit bmught ageinst Geman companies ... deals with the matter of forwd and slave labofers who werw taken f i r n  
their native lands by Gemany during Wudd War II" in mmn.brama.camlnewslpress/9909lSforcedlabar.html- Ukrainian 
Community Press Releases. 
"' Interview with Ludwik (10 Febnrary 1999) 30. 
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[Slomehow we feel now that it's absolutely, you know, taken by the Jewish 
as if [Potand] was their suffering ground only ... but when we have seen that 
one person-survivor of the concentration camp-coming to Auschwitz and 
it was shown very emotionally-very loud-suffering ... When I went [to] my 
mother's grave, in 1994, 1 didn't cry that loud, but I cried. [crying] Very 
deeply .... because we don? do it as ... very loud ... don't show Our emotions 
very loud, it somehow ... it doesn't have the same effect as if we didn't suffer 
very much. And, I think that upset me because 1 just cornpared rnyself-rny 
own suffering-and yet I am not Qing to be too loud about it, Very deep. 
[crying] [We] don? want to be forgotten. And, they can somehow provide 
this, you know, that ... it's more ... people take notice of it. And, that hurt us, 
Polish people."' 

The cnix of Magda's pain and frustration lies partiaily in what she perceives as 

widespread ignorance of the Polish suffering; in part, because of the silent nature (imposed from 

within] as well in her perception that international attention is concentrated on the Holocaust. No 

one is suggesting there is a 'contest', a race to the statistics pool, where the numbers would be 

tallied: who suffered more? how many more died? who was the worst tyrant? However. there is 

growing debate on the matter of the neglect of the Polish story. Tadeusz Piotrowski asks: 

[I]f we agree that the Holocaust was an event in historical time involving an 
ofFicially sanctioned policy of genocide and that genocide is the systematic 
destruction, in whole or in part, of indigenous populations as such, then by 
what rationale should the Soviet Union be excluded from responsibility for 
its part in either one of these phenornena? ... Moreover, Soviet genocidal 
policies both preceded the rise of Nazi Gemany and continued after its 
defeat.339 

And each time the story repeats itself-in Bosrtia, in Kosovo, in Rwanda, in Nicaragua- 

Magda is plunged into memory where the suffering of others intensifies her ongoing nightrnare. 

That is, *there is still the same things are going on." In other words, what is restitution and 

compensation when humanity has not leamed? 

Along these lines, Robin Cohen has written: 

Diasporas themselves articulate their demands in terms of human rights or 
"group rights". More exactly, the loudest rnouths in the diaspora 
communities articulate these demands, often leaving little r o m  for the 
dissenter, the individualist and the person who does not wish to a f i m  any 
special ethnic identity." 

In the case of the Polish survivors of the Soviet deportationlexile experience, articulation 

'j8 Interview W h  Magda (10 March 1999) 44-45. 
239 Tadeusz Piotmwski. Poland's Holocaust. (Jefferson, NC: Mcfarîand 8 Company, Inc., 1998) 1. 
>JO Robin Cohen. Global diasporas. (Seattle: Universrty of Washington Press. 1997) 196. 
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of the need for sympathy, restitution, and compensation may not have been soon enough, or loud 

enough. Nor, it appears, has their need to be remembered gamered assurances of 

remem brance: of theoretical discourse and of documentation. 

Various other means of communication between members of "the Polish diasporan thrive 

whether by way of communication in Polish language press [e-g. Zwiqzkowrec, in Canada] or 

journals [e.g. armatian Review, Rice University, Houstonj and magazines, such as the Polish 

language monthly, Exodus, which is published in Gerrnany. An 'interesting little magazine with a 

distinctly Catholic flaveur," Exodus publishes topics relevant to the Polish diaspora in Europe and 

South Central Asia [former Soviet union]."' It is noteworthy that this publication distinguishes 

both Polonia and Sybiraki as representative of 'the Polish diasporan. It would be worthwhile to 

explore further the respective relationships vis-&vis such variances as CapitalistlCommunist 

systems and EasUWest divergences. 

Every three to five years, Sybimkt who lived out the war and early post-war years in the 

twenty-two settlements esbblished in British Africa meet for a re-union which gathering is known 

among them as Randez-Vous Afrykanzcykbw. The gatherings move around the globe, with the 

last held at Orchard Lake, Michigan in 1996. And each time these old Poles get together to revisit 

oid times, more names are added to the list of the dead as their nurnbers dwindle. 

And then there is the Oder of St. Stanislap' Mat links the Polish diaspora to the histonc 

martyrdom of S t  Stanislas in 1079. After k i n g  drawn and quartered, St. Stanislas' body parts 

were scattered, after which, legend has it, they miraculously came together. Thus, the martyrdom 

of St. Stanislas served as spiritual inspiration during the partitions for Poles who prayed that 

Poland would similady be re-joined. And therein lies within the Potish spiritual mythos a powerful 

symbol that reflects the idea of diaspora and the dihsed nature of Polonia. 

Through the promotion of the "well being of people of Polish ancestry, the presentation 

?JI 'Announcements and Notes" in Sarmatian Review. Vol. XV, No. 3: September, 1995. 
31 www.ststanislas.orglpapersldiaspora.htmI 
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and promotion of Polish culture, and dedication to charitable good works""' Polonia members of 

the Order of St. Stanislas maintain ongoing ties with the homeland through "Priones" located in at 

least twenty-four countries, including Canada. The Order was presewed by the Polish 

govemment-in-exile during the post-war period and, according to one source, until 1990 its 

legitimacy was recognized by various States, including the United States. 

----------4-z-.U-rn-4 

Parallei to political advocacy arnong Sybiraki, ongoing remembrance of the deportation 

and exile expenence further shapes and solidifies the individual with the group identity. The year 

2000 marks the 60th anniversary of the major waves of deportation during WWll; a time to unite in 

collective remembrance of loss, of suffering, and of sunrival. Not only does the anniversary unite 

the group in remembrance of the WWll deportation/exile expenence, it further solidifies in the 

collective memory the repeated forced dispersais of Poles into the Siberian void. Further, they 

have not forgotten their fellow deportees still living in the Soviet hinterlands. 

m 
To mernorialite the 60 anniversary of the first major deportation of WWII, Febmary lOth, 

1940, cornmernoration masses were held at S t  Stanislaw Roman Catholic Church located at the 

centre of Toronto's long-established Polish cornmunity, as well at St. Stanislaw's in Hamilton, and 

at St. Hedwig's in Oshawa, Ontario. A special mass and banquet, attended by over 500 people, 

were held in August 2000 at the General Sikorski Polish Veterans Hall, Oshawa, with the mass 

conducted by the St. Hedwig's Polish Roman Catholic parish priest. Ceremonies included the 

erection of plaques to mernorialue the Siberian experience. Lest we forget. .. 

Even the terni Polonia-Poles outside Poland-acts as a peculiar form, or signifier, of 

diaspora. For Polonia, whether the emigrants themselves or subsequent generations, are al1 

embraced as Poles: Poles outside Poland. And this no matter the factors for ernigration or 

dispersal from Poland. Thus, in the case of Poles who migrated in earlier waves [pre-WWII] to 

other lands [e.g. Brazil, Argentina, North Arnerica] in search of a better life, there have been 

attempts to formalire the process as one of mlonization. That is, a f o n  of self-imposed exile; 



living outside the homeland, while dreaming of the contribution to the 'greater glory' of the 

homeland as a constituent in the colonization/polonization process; what Cohen describes as the 

impenal diaspora. The difficulty has been, however, that such groups of Poles floundered in 

exiled communities for the homeland essentially cut al1 ties. In part, because there was a 

presumption they. as most were of peasant dass, were better off than they were in Poland; as 

well. the homeland was otherwise distracted by borderiand pressures and economic, political and 

population i s s ~ e s . ' ~  And then came the Second World War. further cutting off Polonia from the 

homeland. 

Z ~ - H M - M ~ - ~ - - ~ - ~ . c I c I c . . c . . -  

Diaspora took on a new meaning for the Poles atter the conference at Yalta. First, having 

suffered the trauma of forced migration by an invading power to exile in Soviet labour camps- 

thus adding yet another chapter to the "folk memory of the great histonc injustice that binds the 

group t ~ g e t h e f ~ ~ ~ ~ o m p o u n d e d  by the virtual elimination of the Polanâ-the Second Republic. 

no less!-of their experience and memory, the Poles, after Yalta, felt betrayed and abandoned 

and homeless. All factors which contributed to what Cohen terrns the 'idealkation of the 

ancestral homen.'' For the majority, there was no way for them to see their way back to a Poland 

under Soviet Comrnunist nile as the remembered homeland was overrun by unwelcome foreign 

forces. And, as a result of the shifting of Poland's borders, they were dispossessed of 'homen; the 

ancestral homeland-the Second Republic-with which they distinctly identified and which was 

altered without Polish comment. Thus, from forced dispersal and exile, the Poles imposed upon 

themselves an extension to their exile by virtue of their rejection of the 'new order' forced by 

foreign authorities on their 'new' homeland. One form of exile shape-shifted through political 

expediency to another. 

Although the Poles were horneless, they did not, however, perceive themselves to be 

?.u Marcin Kula, 'Polish Emigration to Latin America' in Renkiewia. Frank. ed. (The Polîsh Presenœ in Canada and 
Ameflca. Toronto: Muiüwttural History Society of Ontario, 1982). 
5" Cohen. Global diasnoras. (Seartle: University of Washington Pms.  1997) 23. 
3 4 6  Ibid. 
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stateless for they could conceive of being Polish outside their Poland as there exists in the 

languagein the collective understanding of Polish identity-the term for their exiled state: 

Polonia. And, as Polonia-senling the homeland from outside the borders-they couid also strive 

toward freedom-'save' Poland-of the remembered and now imagined homeland, with the 

anticipated result of one day retuming home. Indeed, they perceived thernselves to be the 

standard-bearers and ambassadors for the 'true' Poland and many today argue they are "better 

Polesn than those since bom in Poland whose Polishness, some argue, has been diluted and 

poisoned by Soviet Communism. 

Their 'fight' for Poland outside Poland thus satisfies Safran's characteristic that the 

*expatriate rninority communi ty... believe al1 members of the diaspora should be committed to the 

maintenance or restoration of the original homeland and to its safety and prosperity.""17 This view, 

cornmonly held among post-WWII Polonia eventually led, as will be discussed in the next 

chapters, to conflict between the Polonia and the new amvals to Canada's Polonia communities. 

The committed efforts of Polonia in this regard have been facilitated through such 

organizations as the established Zwiqzek Sybirakow, and, in the immediate post-war penod, 

through the creation of The Polish Combatants Association [chapters in Great Britain, Canada, 

and the United States). None of these organizations, nor many of the Poles as individuals, have 

ever recognued anything other than the Polish govemment-in-exile as representative of the 

Polish state, until the Solidanty movernent of the 1980s. Ergo, an invisible near virtual-esque 

Poland existed throughout the worid through Polonia; one froi;! which enormous political, 

economic, and social energies were invested in the freeing of Poland from Sovietkation and 

Communism. That Poland regained its independence in the 1980s evokes but a modicum of 

enthusiasm: for though Poland is not dead, the Poles in exile-the Polish diaspora-Iament the 

death of the Poland of their memory. The ancestral Poland they attempted to preserve from the 

outside-whether through efforts to maintain Polish language, cultural traditions and the Roman 

Catholic faith for their families born and raised in new lands, or through fund-raising and advocacy 

3 7  Robin Cohen. Global diasporas. (Seattle: Universrty of Washington Press, 1997) 23. 
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work on an international scale which would elicit sympathies and pressure for the release of 

Poland from Soviet rule-no longer exists. All that exists is a memory that is linked with the 

polonization era of the Second Republic and the trauma of deportation and exile. For study 

participants, these are powerfully tied to childhood memories of happy, though hard, times. 

What happened to Poionia, furthermore, was unexpected. Polonia assimilated in their 

host countnes; even developed bonds of loyalty that compete on an equal plane with their love 

and loyalty to Poland. For their children and grandchildren. the desire to preserve or maintain a 

memory of a Polish nation-the Polish memory-is rnoot. And the homeland of the rnemories of 

the exiled Poles no longer exists. What, then, was/is home? Exile? And what is the state of the 

Polish diaspora; especially, in relation to contemporary Poland and Polonia? And finally, what 

relationship, if any, exists between the Poland of the new rnillenniurn and Polonia? All questions 

that require further investigation. 

Returning to Cohen's typo!ogies, the Polish diaspora responds, first, to victjm and labour 

characteristics. That is, forced dispersal and forced labour in exiled comrnunities during WWII. 

After the war, a form of self-imposed exile was embraced for political events [not military] resulted 

in such dramatic changes to their Poland that there was no question about their feeling displaced 

by circumstance frorn the ancestral homeland. The Polish diaspora further responds to victim 

characteristics for the exiled Poles were victims of events. Furthemore, the Polish diaspora 

responds to impenal characteristics for they had to go somewhere. Most were taken in by nations 

among the British Empire or by others such as Argentina and the United States, in part for 

humanitarian reasons, but mostly, as is later explored, they were invited for the labour and 

breeding they would perfonn in post-war nation-building. 

That Poland regained its independence in the 1980s was cause for celebration as well 

pause for reconceptualization of the Poland of yore. Though Poland is not dead, do Polonja 

imagine half a cenhiry of Sovietization can be undone? And, what role[s]linfluence[s], if any, have 

the ageing Polish exiles imagined for themselves in "rebuilding" Poland? And what of the 
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'substance' of the Poland they might articulate: one grounded in 1939 and one which ignores the 

changed world of the 2 lS  Century? And, finally, do their children or grandchildren m e ?  Again. 

more questions for further consideration. 

Surnmaq 

The forced deportation and exile of 1.5 million Poles in Soviet labour camps during WWll 

not only disrupted their lives, but also reinforced the collective memory and mythos of the 

traumatic experience. That the ancestral homeland would be a changed and uninviting place 

after the war capped the absurdity of the Polish tragedy. 

After two years' hardship, loss and suffering, and of oppression of their Polishness, and 

only after the German invasion of Russian soil, Polish men were permitted to leave the camps 

that a Polish Army could be mobilized in the Middle East to fight alongside the Red Army in the 

Allied bid to quelch Hitler. Families fled with their men resulting in a protraction of the nightmare 

of suffering and loss that exemplifies the common Polish tragedy. Furthemore, the numbers of 

fleeing Poles 11 15,0001 and their emaciated condition presented enormous challenges for the 

British Army that unexpectedly became the guardians of soldiers and civilians alike. 

Subsequently, a massive international aid infrastructure was established to aid the Poles, but not 

before many lives would be lost to various diseases and starvation. 

Polish men and adolescent boys were recruited for military training and action in the final 

chapters of the war: most, in North Africa and Italy. Women, children, the elderiy and disabled 

went separate ways to refugee settiements situate pnmarily in lndia and British East Afnca. 

There, education, dornestic skills and technical training, religious practices and Polish customs 

were reintegrated into their iives that they would be prepared for the day when they could retum to 

Poland, their families reunited, and contribute to the rebuilding of the crumbled nation. 

At wats end, however, at the conference at Yalta, Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin carved 

up Poland without any consultation with Polish representatives. The bordes shifted 150 miles to 

the west in accordance with Stalin's preferences, and in accordance with Allied strategic 



restructuring and 'management' of Gerrnany after the war. A Communist government, a Puppet of 

the Soviet Union. was installed in Poland but has never been acknowledged nor accepted by the 

Poles who remained in exile-the Polish diaspora-who refused to retum to Communist Poland. 

Potish soldiers who fought alongside the Allies especially felt betrayed. 

Among those who survived forced migration and exile in Soviet labour camps with their 

families. the arduous exodus in a flight to freedom. and. finatly wartime action in the fight for 

freedom from Nazism. victory was hollow. lndeed "Victory!" notes Micheal Hope of Adam 

Zamoyski's dedaration was "devoid of any meaning to any Pole 'and their isolation had become 

total'."'"' For not only had Hitler and Stalin 

brutally assaulted their beloved Poland. the 

Allies. through political expediency. 

completed the indignity. 

For the Poles who refused to 

repatriate to Communist Poland-who 

ignored appeals to their 'patriotic duty""' to 

rebuild the nation-their forced exile became 

a longer-term self-imposed form of exile: 

thus. the Polish diaspora sought host 

countries which would take them in until the 

time they could return to their ancestral 

homeland-the remem bered and imagined 

homeland-free from the yoke of Soviet 

-- 

Cornmunism. However. not only have they 
- - /- 

F I ~  18 - .JUS~I~~?*'") chosen to not return to the now-independent 

: i x  
Vichael Hope Polish Deportees in the Soviet Union. Onuins of Pusr-War Sertlement in Great Bntain (London 

'eritas Faundation Publication Centre. 1998) 52. 
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Poland. some suggest a type of Polish diaspora exists within Poland's borders; a result of half a 

century 'poisoning' by Communisrn and Sovietiuation. 

Polishness, through maintenance of language, cultural and religious practices, is further 

reinforced by the group through manifestation of group identification as Sybiraki. Unified by the 

mythos of the trauma of forced deportation and exile expenence Sybiraki represent one aspect of 

PoloniePoles outside Poland. Communication is maintained with the group through vanous 

organizations and publications; as well. as a unified group Sybiraki engage in political advocacy 

that there is acknowledgement of their experiences and restitution and compensation for their 

experiences. Further, remernbrance Virough ceremony unites the suwivors with their collective 

memory of the mythos of the trauma of loss and suffering. 

The testirnony 'project'-interviews with adults, compositions by chiidren-which began 

the moment the fleeing Poles came in contact with Polish authonties in the Middle East-faited to 

alert 'the world' to the Polish tragedy. Even today, survivors are reluctant to discuss their 

experiences outside the familiar of the Polish 'cornmunity' and language despite a 'trend' in public 

acknowledgement of war crimes against humanity and of restitution and compensation for it. For 

there is diminishment, even among themselves, of their experiences, especially when compared 

to the loss and horror of the Jewish Holocaust. Some do observe, however, that articulation of a 

need for sympathy, restitution, and compensation may not have been soon enough. 

That the majority of study participants were children throughout the deportationlexile 

experience complicates the obstacles to both articulation and any confidence or sense of 

'worthiness' in the 'telling'. In a recent newspaper column in which Holocaust denial was the 

locus of discussion, Michele Landsberg considered the challenges children face [even when they 

are 'old children'] when Qing to remember and then articuiate particularly horrible experiences. 

She quotes Dr. Robert Krell: 

The most pervasive preoccupation of child suwivors is the continuing 
struggle with memory, whether there is too much or too little ... For a child 
survivor, an even more vexing problem is the intrusion of ftagments of 



memory-most are emotionally powerful and painful but make no sense."' 

Among the Polish children who survived-who lived to tell-there is one clear sense: the 

Polish tragedy-the mythos of the collective memory of repeated trauma-is overwhelmingly 

ignored by the worid. Thus, Polonia remains in psychic isolation. Yet Poles have contributed in 

various ways to nation building projects in their new homelands as well rnaintained a keen interest 

in deveiopments in the ancestral homeland. That is, while re-imagining their Polish identity in new 

lands, the memory of "homen held fast to the pre-1939 imag[i]nation. 

:"' Michele Landsberg. 'Instinct to deny ugiy reality cm be ovenrhelming," The Toronto Star. 05 Febmary 2000. NI. 
Heirn Bajorek .WacDonald 146 



Chapter 5 - EMPLACEMENT 

1 move about the planet 
rn 3 crush of other debtors. 
Some are saddled wjth the burden 
of paying off their wings. 
O thers rnust. willy-nilly. 
accounf for every leaf. " 

Prelude 

On 12 August 1949, the American naval carrier, the General H. M. Black. moored at 

Halifax. Nova Scotia. Nearly 900 

passengers [identified in 

Canadian government 

documents as the Anders 

Poies] disembarked. carrying in 

one hand one-year labour 

contracts with the Canadian 

government for either 

agricuitural or domestic work and. Fig. 19 - Generai H. M. Black moored at Mombassa. Kenya. July. 1949'" 

in the other. every worldly item they possessed. Among them were my grandmother. Wiktoria 

Kotowicz Bajorek. my fatfier. Jan Bajorek. and his five sunriving sibiings: a last-minute addition to 

the shiu's register 

' Crude. ~ndeed. .. . " writes Melchior Wankowicz in his novel. Three Generations which 

traces three generations of Polish immigrants [through male eyes] who arnvrd in Canada through 

ttie eariy decades of the 20th Century; "Crude. indeed. was fhat human raw matenal bound for 

Canada. crude and sheathed in ignorance. like seed thal hides tts power of growth tn the sheath 

.:. 
- 'Nisiâwa Szymborska 'Nathing's A Gift" in vrew with a arain of sand. (Orfando. Harcourt Brace & Company. 1996) 
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of its hard h ~ s k . ' ~ ' ~  But unlike earfier waves of PolishlGalician bread immigration to Canada, the 

Anders Poles were not sheathed in ignorance for they had seen more of the world than most 

through the horrific experience of war. They were not fleeing Poland but rather were seeking a 

temporary homeland having been displaced by the war: the Anders Poles were among the Polish 

survivors of forced deportation and exile in Soviet labour camps who refused repatriation in 

Communist Poland after the war. 

The arrival in Canada of the passengers of the General Black was a postscnpt to the 

precedent-setting migration in 1946-47 of 4.527 Polish ex-soldiers who traveled from ltaly and 

England under Britain's Polish Resettlement AC?'' to fulfill two-year agricultural labour contracts. 

Historians write, almost always in passing, that the movement of the Polish ex-soldiers provided 

Canadian officiais with the experience that would lay the foundation for post-WWII bulk labour 

rnovernent~.''~ Few discuss, however, the arrival in the post-war era of other Polish immigrants to 

Canada such as the men, women and children who disembarked from the General BIack in 1949. 

Building on existing scholarship, this chapter explores the Anders Poles' immigration 

experience within the context of British policy and procedure vis-à-vis resettlement of Polish 

veterans post-WWII, abridged comparative consideration of international policy in relation to post- 

WWll Polish immigration, and Canadian immigration policy of the pre-war, wartirne. and post-war 

eras. particulariy in relation to Poles and displaced persons and refugees. 

Settinq the Staae for Post-WW11 Polish lmrniqration to Canada 

By-and-large, Canadian immigration policy has historically evolved on an ad hoc basis in 

response to inside andlor outside pressures. Policies were discriminatory and emphasized labour 

requirements. For example, pre-1885, Chinese labour was invited to toi1 on railroad constmction 

designed to help the new country physically span its temtory, from sea to sea. Then, seerningly 

2 54 
Melchior Wankowia [transi. Krystyna Cekalska], Three Generations. (Toronto: Canadian-Polish Research Institut@ of 
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having outstayed their welcome, Chinese immigration was officially discouraged when the 

government imposed a costly head tax on al1 potential Chinese immigrants. 

The turn of the century saw the successful policies of Clifford Sifton, Minister of the 

Interior [Liberal], who sent agents-representatives of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR)-to 

Eastern Europe to recruit the go& quality "stalwart peasant in a sheep-skin coat, bon  on the soil, 

whose forefathers have been farmers for ten genefations, with a stout wife and half-adozen 

children. ""' Sifton's 'immigration procedure' was an extension of the 'national dream' inasmuch 

as a railway would avail east-west çovereignty over Canada, so, too, would the raiiway transport 

new Canadians who would colonize, clear, farm, and develop the land, and populate vast open 

regions. By defining [albeit informally] who was to be recruited and for what purposes [assimilable 

farm labour], Sifton's methods were, by nature, exclusionary. Such attitudes and procedures 

certainly influenced post-WWII immigration policies, procedures and the attitudes of officiais, 

including selection teams. 

In another instance, Canada instituted in 1908 the continuous joumey stipulation that 

effectively prevented immigrants from lndia from entering Canada, unless they managed to travel 

on one vessel directly to Canada. Potential vessels were discouraged from taking on board 

lndian travelers to canada."' This stipulation could easily have been applied to post-WWII 

displaced persons whose joumey from the homeland-a direct result of the war-was a virtual 

global hopscotch from place to place to place. 

Only after efforts to attract people of British origin fioundered. and frequently, only after 

intemallexternal pressures, did Canada relax discriminatory policies. In the immediate post-WWll 

years, Canadian officiais reacted to global circumstances with piecerneal "catch-as-you-cmn 

policy designed to meet econornic needs: labour and market; workers and breeders. Selection 
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criteria dictated who got in and was founded on historic ethnic and gender stereotypes and 

prejudices that were entrenched in Canadian immigration procedures and policies. 

In the immediate post-WWI years, Canada, as Argentina, Brazil and the United States, 

became the primary targets of migration from Poland resulting in the establishment of Polish 

subcommunities in new lands: Polonia. Most were of the peasant dass seeking land or jobs- 

the group often defined as *bread immigrationn"~thus representative of Sifton's ustakart 

peasant" characterization. Some were sojourners, intending to retum to Poland with the financial 

wherewithal to purchase land. Yet others came on special farm or domestic contracts; a pattern 

repeated after the Second World War. 

We will recall that the inter-war pend was a renaissance in Poland-the Second 

Republic-during which time Poland encouraged out migration of poorer peasants and minorities 

from the eastem borderlands to relieve the state of political, economic and population pressures. 

[See Chapter 21 There is no question that opportunity to acquire land in Canada was more than 

adequate enticement for the Potes to emigrate, for it was known such opportunity was diminished 

in the United States. Furthemore, a certain mythology around C a n a d ~ n  offshoot of the 

American d r e a m a d  begun to develop throughout Polish villages as seen in the colloquial terni 

kanada as synonyrn for "plenty, abundance, and richness." Canada fIowed with milk and honey 

and was. truly, nparadisen.'" One Polish veteran recalled why he decided to corne to Canada 

from England after WWll under Britain's Polish Resettlement Act, rather than travel to New 

Zealand where his two younger so-called orphaned brothers had been sent: 

We been thinking that some guys had ... some kind of cousins in States or in 
Canada; lhey have letters from so-and-so. Even 1 rernember when I was in 
old country, my neighbours had this sister was some place in Oshawa and 
one guy, Ukrainian guy in Poland, he was here in Oshawa working in 
~ittings.'~' 

;59 Anna Reczynska. For Bread and a Better Future. (Toronto: Multicuitural History Society of Ontario. 1996) 6. See 
aiso Mosnmn, Radecki and Renkiewiu Rectynska's work is a seminal consideration of pre-1939 Polish immigration to 
Canada. 
?a Ibid.. 21. 
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It was cross-Atlantic letters, especially interwar correspondence, which inspired Jerzy to 

immigrate to Canada. As the Polish ex-servicemen were given the opportunity, Jerzy specifically 

requested placement on a farm near Oshawa, Ontario, because it represented famiiianty to him. 

Since his arrivai in 1947, Jerzy has lived, worked, raised a family, and retired in Oshawa. 

Other Polish immigrants to Canada were influenced by Arkady Fiedler's book, Kanada 

pachnaca zvwica (Canada Smellina of Resin), first published in 1935 in which Fiedler wrote: 

[Canada] now has unlimited possibilities as once did the United States ... 
first in the world in the production of nickel, second in the production of gold 
and cobalt and third in the production of silver, not mentioning wheat? 

This was a very popular book as three editions were published. As well, word of the book 

quickly spread through oral custom. Consequently, when asked "What did you know about 

Canada before you came?" study participants, like Witold, recalled interwar cross-Atlantic 

correspondence from relatives and former neighbaurs. He also remembered 'there was one book 

I read once, you know. It was Canada SmeJl of the Pine ... or He was describing his life in 

the bush camp as the young fella and his partnership with a Chinaman. He was kind-UV light 

[h~rnoured]."~" Some of the veterans even had access to the Polish language book white in M y !  

Thus, in the Polish psyche, vast forested lands represented potential for a carefree life on the land 

with self-driven hard work leading to prosperity; without the uncertainty of living under threat of 

war andlor oppression by foreign dominators. Paradise. 

The "paradisenlkanada mythos is manifest throughout study participants' narratives: ftrst, 

as sarcasm in "Siberian paradise"; then, with biblical connotation as the 'Edenic paradisen 

[despite the diasporic realityl of lndia and Africa: and, finally, as a rebirth metaphor for freedorn, 

human rights protection. and opportunity in a new homeland: kanada b paradise. In describing 

his first impressions of life in England after the war, one Polish veteran wrote in a tone dnpping 

with sarcasm: '...there is no doubt that Bntain is a paradise for old people, dogs and cats ...."ja 

'" qld. in Anna Reczynska. For Bread and a Better Future. (Toronto; Mufticuitutal History Society of Ontario, 1996) 24. 
"' ~nte~ewwitti witau (23 ~ u f y  1998) 29-30. 
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For many of the Poles "paradisen, in the British context, connoted hardship and discrimination. 

Despite their initial disappointment in their inability to retum to the motheriand, there is no 

question Canada wasn't just the booby prize; for, as the Polish folk maxim tells us: Nothing bad 

happens to us that some good cannot corne from it.J65 Thus. Canada. as many will tell you today. 

was the prize. However, it is imperative to distinguish that for Potes, including many arnong both 

pre- and post-WWII immigrants, Canada initiatly functioned both psychically and physically as a 

transit juncture with Amenca fixed as the final goal. What kept the thirty-eight study participants in 

Canada, however, were such factors as propinquity to and involvement in local Polish community, 

marriagelfamily, and contentment with employrnent. Only one interviewe mentioned he 

considered leaving Canada for the United States as he became engaged to an American woman 

whom he met at the wedding of Polish friends in Sudbury, Ontario. However, he broke off the 

engagement as he couldn't picture himself in ~ennsylvania.~~~ 

The global economic depression of the 1930s allowed Canada to put restrictions on 

immigration. many of which were outright racist. Then, in 1938, one year prior to the outbreak of 

war in Poland, the Canadian govemment 'without passing any formal legislation ... adopted a 

restrictionist refugee policy with tragic consequences for every human being that Canada could 

have accepted but did noF throughout the war years. A memorandum prepared by Department of 

External Affairs and Department of Mines and Resources officiais for Cabinet advised: 

We do not want too many Jews, but in the present circumstances we do not 
want to Say so. We do not want to legitimize the Aryan mythology by 
introducing any formal distinction for immigration purposes between Jews 
and non-~ews.'~' 

Similar recommendations flowed from govemrnent officials to selectîon teams dispatched 

to Eastern Europe during the post-war years as well from American officials. 

'" Lleonard F. Chrobot. The  Pilgrimage from Gerneinscheft to GesselçcCiak Sociological Functions of Religion in the 
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During the Second World War, Japanese immigration was cut off, and al1 Japanese- 

Canadians found themselves, as did many [male] Austro-Hungarian-Canadians during WWI, 

removed from their homes and communities, al1 property confiscated by the Canadian 

government, and intemed in [predominantly] agricultural labour projects for the duration of the 

war. When, in 1987, the Canadian governrnent publicly apologized to Japanese-Canadians and 

established a compensation fund, Polish-Canadian survivors of exile in Soviet labour camps and 

kolkhozes took quiet notice for they were not unaware of the parallets in wartime circurnstance. 

And in 1989, when Mikhail Gorbachev admitted t e n o t  apologized for-the Katyn Massacre of 

15,000 Polish officers." the civilian deportees again quietly noted their absence from the record. 

During the war, Canadian war aid was typically channeled through such organizations as 

religious groups and, especially, through the Canadian Red Cross. In the immediate post-war 

era. the greatest extent of Canada's humanitarian efforts involved financial contributions to the 

United Nations Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and to the United Nations Relief and 

Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), both of which contributed to the relief efforts expended for 

the Polish civilian survivors of exile and exodus from Soviet labour camps. Although immigration 

in 1946 rose to levels not seen since 1930, few immigrants of that year came from the pool of 

refugees and displaced persons. 

Through the war years, a few hundred Polish skilled technicians and scientists were 

permitted entry to Canada through Great Britain in order to make technical/scientific contributions 

to Canada's war effort. The Polish govemment-inexile took responsibility for al1 exPensesm 

Further diplomatic efforts [1940-42] netted Canadian visas for a number of high-ranking Polish 

officiais and rnernbers of the arts cornmunity to live out the war in safety that Polish talent might 

be presetved for when the war was over. Among this group was Victor Podoski, Consul General 

of Poland's govemment-in-exile, who would later impress upon the Canadian govemrnent the 

368 Theresa Kurk McGinley. A CN for Human Riuhts: The Polish Dis~laçed Persans Problem and United States Fomiqn 
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need for the Anders Poles to establish themselves in a new homeland: Canada. 

The establishment of the International Refugee Organization (IRO] to aid displaced 

persons in reconstructing their lives was, essentially, the creation of an international employment 

pool. For Canada's part, about 40.000 displaced persons would be selected from Europe's OP 

camps through the post-war years. These numbers eventually swelled four-foid as a result of 

later immigration of dependants and other relatives. 

CZCIL*Z----------w.-.5-- 

Since WWI. Canada disallowed immigration on labour contract [P.C. 23, January 19141.~'~ 

Fol!owing the end of WWII, most 'ordinary' Canadians felt threatened by an influx of 'foreignerç' 

tnto Canada. though there were those who. for humanitarian reasons. welcomed immigration of 

persons displaced by the war. Canadian policy-makers advocated increased immigration to aid 

post-war economic and national growth. Canadian business and industry interests and various 

government officiais placed signifiant value on the immigrant worker [most of whorn were 

displaced by the war] as an economic cornmodity in herlhis role as presewer of the assimilable 

character of a growing nation. How was it, then, that the Anders Poles came to Canada under 

labour contract? 

A Crush of Poles: Where to Go After the War and Great Britain's Role? 

There was little interest arnong Polish veterans and civilians, especially the Anders 

Poles-most originating frorn Poland's eastern borderlands-in retuming to a Poland occupied by 

a foreign power, one with which they had the unhappy expenence of deportation and exile in 

forced labour camps, and a prospect they feared and did not wish to repeat Kari. one of my 

thirty-eight study participants, was a Polish Second Corps ambulance driver and paramedic 

stat~oned in Italy. He recalled post-war pressure from Polish and British military and diplornatic 

authorities for the Poles to repatnate ta their homeland. After ail, the Yalta Treaty [more 

specifically, the associated Leipzig Agreemenfl and guidelines developed with the establishment 
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of the United Nations Relief and 

Rehabilitation Administration [UNRRA] 

specified compulsory repatriationi"- 

especially of Poles-in what Theresa 

Kirk McGinley argues to be coercive 

tactics that exernplified the insensitivity 

on the part of UNRRA officiais toward 

the ~oles.'? A memo wntten by an 

employment officer with UNRRA 

emphasizes this point: 

Map 15 - Poland's New Frontrers After 1945'~ 

Do not employ Poles- repatriate them, as they must go home ... no such 
thing as an unrepatriable Pole. UNRRA, US. Army Corps, workshops, et 
cetera, to fire al1 Potes ... ''' 

Intense post-war discussions among soldiers in ltaly ensued and. finally. rnany heeded 

their beloved General Anders' counsel: return to Poland under Soviet Communists was nsky. 

Still. Karl agonized between loyalty to the homeland and entreaties from family to retum. and fear: 

of the unknown: and, especiatly, of Siberia. Confused and paralyzed with indecision-wracacczy 

nie wracac(to reium or not to return)-in what Keith Sword describes for the Poles as ''a moment 

of national and personal crisis'.;" Kad detemined to let King George XI resolve the question for 

him. He tossed a British coin: heads for Canada: tails. Poland. The King won.''6 

Meanwhile. among the civiiian population. one woman plainly recalled the predominant 

post-war sentiment: 'We are not going to Poland because we don? trust Communists. We were 
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once Ni their hands. We don7 want to go to Siberia a second time. NO WAY! WE ARE NOTY'? 

A 1946 UNRRA report identified the major factors detemng the Poles from repatriation to 

include: 
a) Political, b) an increased sense of insecurity in their own country, 
combined with a feeling of possible future secunty elsewhere, c) problems 
relating to the media and character of information reaching the Poles. With 
regard to the political factors, the single rnost important deterrent is a 
fear of the Soviet Union and a distaste for what is believed to be a 
growing tendency toward communism and totalitarianisrn in ~oland.'" 
[my emphasisl 

Poles, after the war-whether ex-servicemen in England or in Italy, or refugee families 

living in British Africa, Lebanon, Palestine, or elsewhete-were not isolated from details of post- 

war political events pertinent to their beloved Poland, which they considered enslaved by foreign 

domination. While the Polish govemment-in-exile was no longer oficially recognized by the West, 

its representatives as well military leadership which fought alongside the Allies "regarded 

themselves responsible for the welt-being of al1 Polish military personnel, their families, and war 

refugees." They believed that the maintenance of "a strong and wellaganized Polish community 

in the West would be important. in the future. to the struggle for Poland's independence."'" That 

is, Polonia-Poles outside Poland-would iead Poland's struggle for independence in toils which 

fan parallel to those expended by Ukrainians or Balts. Indeed, such psychological covenant was 

made by many who made Canada their home in the post-war years with most regarding their stay 

in Canada as only ternporary. Some anticipated imminent retum to Poland while others, including 

several among study participants. 'treated Canada as a stepping-stone to the United   ta tes."'^ 

It has been argued Ukrainian displaceâ persons were similady reluctant to retum to 

Sovietdominated Ukraine and that nationalist leaders within the Ukrainian community 

encouraged Ukrainians to migrate to such countries as Canada where they could potentially 

- -" 
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.'regroup and recoup strength for the protracted struggle for a national horne~and".'~' Of 

Lithuanians, whose homeland was likewise geo-politically affected, Milda Danys writes of the 

practical political choice to reseffle in Canada in a bid for "food, freedom, opportunities for woricn 

while fleeing *the menace of hunger, another war ... and forced labour, seizure by the Soviets and 

a boxcar train to Siberia." Thus, of the motivating factors '[mlore of the 'push' appears than the 

'pull' ... Canada was accessible, available, the best bolt-hole of the pitifully few offered to the 

~p~. * ;82  

One of the first organizations to emerge at wats end was the formation in England of a 

Polish ex-servicemen's mutual aid organization, The Polish Combatants Association. The main 

goals included assistance in adaptation to civilian life, education and skills developrnent, and 

employment support. In an October 1945 bulletin Polish ex-servicemen were advised: 

Even though the war is over, we remain still in exile. We cannot, nor can 
anybody else, predict how long this situation will continue. The question 
facing us now Is how to organize our lives and work while we remain 
ab~0ad.j'~ 

Six months later, it became apparent Great Britain had inherited post-war responsibility 

for Polish soldiers outside Poland. Britain's Home Secretary, Emest Bevin, issued his own 

bulletin in which he wrote, "His Majesty's Government, has repeatedly stressed that its policy 

regarding the Polish Arrned Forces in the West ... is to support the voiuntary return of Polish 

soldiers to Poland ... ."'" Further, al1 Polish arrned forces would be demobilized; thus, there would 

be no unifying organization. Polish civilians were equally encouraged to return to Poland. 

Although Bevin assured those who deemed return to Poland impossible 'because of the existing 

political reality," that they would be welcome to rebuild their lives outside Poland, his empathy 

stopped short of guaranteeing absolute assistance for all. Indeed, his final words urged the Poles 

to respond to patnotic duty, as well cleariy stressed the preference of His Majesty's Govemment: 
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1 declare that your immediate retum home is in the best interest of Poland, 
which at this time needs the help of al1 her sons to begin the painstaking 
process of reconstruction to eradicate al1 traces of desti~ction."~ 

1 n May 1 946, the Polish Resettlernent Corps was created. The Polish Resettlement Act 

that further assisted in the reunification of Polish civilians with their veteran menfolk followed this 

in March 1947.js6 Its purpose was to assist in the settlernent in Great Britain of Polish veterans 

[including the Polish Second Corps still based in ltalyj and their families who refused to repatriate. 

Through the latter part of 1946 and into the following year. about 200,000 Polish ex- 

soldiers settled in Great Britain. Many took advantage of various other resettlement opportunities 

in such countries as Canada, Australia. and the United States. Only 37.000, or 17.9%.'~' returned 

to Poland, despite pressures from both Engfish and Polish authorities, including atternpts by 

Polish Communist authorities to convince the UNRRA to facilitate repatriation, as well insistent 

Communist propaganda that worked through British and ltalian press to alienate the Poles from 

the public.jSB Of General Anders' 80,000 soldier evacuees who survived exile in the Soviet Union, 

onty 310, or 0.004%, returned ta Sovietdominated Poland. A further 32,600 civilians were 

transported to the United Kingdom through 1946-49: 10,000 from Italy, 15,000 from the Middle 

East and British East Africa, and 3,500 from lndia.jg9 Thus, about 230,000 Poles were resettled in 

Great Britain after the wac 91% were Roman Catholic necessitating an enlargement of Polish 

Roman Catholic priesthood thmughout the co~nt ry . '~  Michael Hope suggests more Vian 80.000 

[ex-soldiers and civilians] among these nurnbers were survivors of the deportation and exile 

experience, thus foming 'the backbone of the Polish community in Great   ri tain."' And from 
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these numbers, the rnajority of the 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers taken in by Canada through 1946-47 

came from Great Britain with the rernainder from Italy. AI1 came under two-year labour contract. 

Lesser numbers of the veterans and their dependants trickled in over the course of the foilowing 

Mo decades as individual immigrants with no links to any particular labour or immigration 

scheme. 

Among the thirty-eight study participants, twenty-one, or 55%. came to Canada through 

Great Britain: twelve personnel from the Polish Second Corps; two female military medical 

personnel; the remainder civilians reunified with military male family rnembers. Seventeen, or 

45%, came to Canada direct, as civilians; eleven (or near 113 total study participants] were among 

the passengers of the General Black that arrived August 1949. Of these eleven, nine made the 

Oshawa area home as did ten of the Polish ex-soldiers who came to Canada under Britain's 

Polish Reseltlement Act. 

Initially, the Polish veterans resided at British military installations inciuding, ironically, in 

former German POW camps. As families were reunified, 459 hostels were established for the 

Poles throughout Britain. Some of the men found employment in factories, construction, mining, 

service industry, railways, textiles, and some became self-employed. A large number 'coming 

from small villages and from families that had for generations engaged in agricultural work, tumed 

again to the land." They also estabiished the Polish Faners Union in Edinburgh, November 

1945.j9' However, the rnajority of the Polish veterans were initially assigned work in post-war 

reconstruction such as clearance of bornb damage as well engaged in agricultural work gangs. 

Kazimierz was demobilized near Glasgow, Scotiand where he recalled: 

After we corne, we have this work, you know ... on the field, dig potatoes ... 
sorne, even, working with thresh wheat, uh ... helps the people ... civilian 
fanne B... [Also] we have amour. We work in ammunition camp, al1 clean 
up the ammunition and detonate those charges, you know, for the guns ... 
burn everything ... clean up and ... open fields; lots of mine[s] ... field mines. 
The Scots people help the British Amy put them in [the ground]. But after, 

3' Jotef Gufa. The Roman Catholic Church in the History of the Polish Exiled Comrnunitv in Great Britain. (London: 
School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University of London, t 993) 16283. 



we have to destroy them. Oh, that's dangerous work. 1 was down there not 
quite one year .... we was in the school ... yeah, evening school, get courses 
[in English language]. I don? get ~aid. '~ '  

Atthough Kazimierz States he received no payment for his work, he did acknowledge 

housing and food provided at the arrny camp as well receiving Army pay of about two pounds 

sterling per week, after deductions. Since enlisting in the Middle East, half his wages were 

transferred for the maintenance of the civilian Polish population still residing in the Middle East, 

India, New Zealand, Australia and British East Africa; none of his family members among them. 

Kazirnierz would, however, eventually marry in Canada one woman who traveled from Camp 

Tengeru in Tanganyika [Tanzania] on the General BIack in 1949. Further discussion on "bride 

price" follows later. 

Many among the British public were sympathetic to the Polish tragedy and welcomed the 

Polish aid in Britain's post-war reconstruction; however, there existed misgivings, even strong 

objections, related primarily to fears of ernployment cornpetition. Hostility toward the Polish 

veterans was especially fierce in some corners of the British press that denounced them as "anti- 

Soviet warmongering fascists" who were 'taking away jobs from the British worker."" After ail, 

British ex-servicemen also were demobilized and needful of jobs. 

Oespite initial reluctance to discuss experiences of discrimination, study participants who 

spent any time in Great Britain consistently recall British reserve in ttieir associations with the 

people resulting in the sense they would always be perceived as 'bloody foreigners." Many 

endured il1 treatment because of accent, name, or simply for being Polish. 'Ah, they treated us as 

a second class people," said Jurek. "You know, like you get the British noses up in the sky. Pick 

your own party."j9' 

Although the majority remained in Great Britain, those who leff did so to escape 

discrimination and derision as much to seek better opportunities elsewhere. As one wornan put Ït: 

'In England, you atways knew you were a foreigner; Toronto-all kind[s] of peopl+you felt at 

j93 Interview wrth Kazimierz (04 March 1995) 9-1 1. 
-: 94 Michael Hope. Polish De~oRees in the Soviet Union: Oriains of Post-War settlernent in Great Britain. (London: 
Ventas Foundation Publication Centre. 1998) 55. 
'95  Interview wtth Jurek (04 Septernber 1998) 17. 



home."'% But Canada was seldom the prefemed destination since America's Statue of Liberty 

[and prosperity] held popular folkloric sway as it stood in the rnind's eyes of most Poles as a 

constant beacon on the horizon of their dreams for a better future: the American dream. 

Although the United States treasury made significant financial contributions to International 

Refugee Organization [IRO] administration and operations, the country was the last to accept 

displaced penons for immigrati~n.'~' When it did. immigration quotas for displaced persons set in 

the United States allowed for only srnall numbers of the Poles. Those who were perrnitted entry 

were classified as particular target groups; among them, about 1,000 Polish orphans from British 

East Africa and those accepted under the category 'Polish Soldiers ~ u o t a ' . j ~ ~  However. the 

Polish ex-sewicemen were told there was a lengthy waiting period and sol many cast their hopes 

elsewhere. Argentina and Australia competed as preference for some. 

Only those who 'upgraded' or enhanced their pre-war skills through enrolment in 

laquage courses or in commercial or skills training while in England came to Canada better 

equipped for better jobs. For the rnajority of the others, as later discussion will demonstrate, most 

carne to Canada only to be put at the back of the job queue; behind British subjects. Altogether, 

some 57.000 Polish veterans were placed in British industry by the end of 1947.'" 

Concurrent to the matter of re-settlement of the Polish veterans and reunification with 

family rnembers was the matter of the fates of Polish civilian refugees and displaced persons, 

including, especially, orphans. A Guardianship Cornmittee, established in 1945 for the care of the 

Polish orphans, deterrnined they ought return to Poland since so many Poles-so rnuch of the 

future Polish generation-perished or were displaced dunng the war? However much Poland 

3" lnte~iew Wh Teresa (19 July 1998). 
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insisted on the return of the Polish children-denouncing their institutionalikation under the 

suspect care of German clergy and the obstruction of their repatriation as kidnapping by Anders' 

emissaries. calling the affair a 'tragedyn"4ebate raged within Polonia whether their repatriation 

was a fait accompli. 

One intewiewee recalled the Polish orphans also living at Camp Tengeru in Tanganyika 

and resistance among the Poles to 1RO efforts to send them back to Poland, also through 

Germany. She said, "we didn't want it, orphan[s], to go to Germany and they ... stopped giving 

them food. So. what we did: we stretch Our rations and give it to the kid~.' '~' 

PolishISoviet diplomats took the debate of repatriation of al1 Poles to the international 

forum where, for instance, it was argued before the United Nations General Assembly: 

... the early return of displaced persons to their countries of origin should be 
encouraged and assisted in every possible way, ... [yet] the United Kingdom, 
the United States and occasionally France too had not only not CO-operateci 
with the countries of origin of the refugees with a view to their repatriation 
but had even taken steps likely to hinder it. There were still 400,000 
citizens of the Soviet Union unable to retum to their countrj of ongin 
because of various obstacles that had been deliberately created to 
discourage and impede their repatriation .... [as well] a systematic 
campaign ... to remit  Soviet citizens and send them to the United Kingdom, 
the United States or South America ... [that] estimated the enormous 
financial and economic advantages that their countries would derive from 
the immigration of foreign labour.403 

lrnplicit in the above statement is the argument that Soviet citizens include not only those 

deemed such by virtue of pre-war Soviet temtorial regions, but also those who originated frorn 

post-war annexed regions. Poles from the eastern frontiers who were deported to exile in Soviet 

labour camps and who in 1943144 were summarily declared by Soviet authorities to have becorne 

Soviet citùens as of the date of Soviet invasion [1939] are one example. No consideration 

appears to have been given by Soviet officials ta the possibility that said Poles, as well other 

groups such as Ukrainians, might prefer to not retum to a homeland under foreign domination. 

One might also read between the lines of the Soviet Union's insatiable need for a massive labour 

4 0  1 NAC RG-25, vol. 3815. file 8522-40, p t  1; 'Political Sîuation in Poland'. Polish Fads 8 Faures. (London: Press 
Office of the Polish Embassy) No. 90. 27 March 1948. 3. 
402 Interview with Wanda (22 Match 1995) 20. 
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force to work in its vast hinterlands. 

The IR0 responded with its position that '[iln no case would refugees be forced to return 

against their w i l ~ . " ~ ~  Unlike the UNRRA that had a fixed objective to repatnate persons displaced 

by the war, the IR0 was specifically established to facilitate the resettlement of the unrepatriable 

masses with emphasis on the protection of the rights of individuak rather than on nationalist 

interests."'' The IR0 constitution included pre-detemined valid objections to repatriation: 

'persecution, or fear, based on reasonable grounds of persecution because of race, religion. 

nationality or political opinions ..." thus assuring legal and political protection for refugees? 

During its six years of operationç, the IR0 effected what one source describes as the 

most significant global resettlement program in history; providing for refugees food, shelter, and 

language and occupational training, as well influencing various national immigration policies, 

especially those related to special or bulk labour mo~ements.'~' In essence, IR0 resettlement 

schemes rneasured up as employment placement projects that benefited the econornies of the 

receiving nations. Conversely, govemments of former homelands argued that the IR0 drained 

them of talent and of a much-needed post-war reconstruction labour pool. 

Theresa Kurk McGinley argues that the particular agenda of the United States relevant in 

the debate of repatriationhesettlernent of persons displaced by the war "reveals the effect of the 

Cold War on both foreign and domestic p~l icy.~" '  That is. the war against Soviet ideology was a 

prime factor resulting in the United States more readily accepting perçons displaced specifically 

by post-war Communist domination. And those displaced persons, such as the Poles, were 

subsequently classified and welcomed as refugees fleeing Soviet Communism. 

Less subtly, Theresa Kurk McGinley asserts that in the clash of philosophies over 

al NAC RG25F-6, vol. 261 2. file 53. Thid Cornmittee Summery Record of UN General Asembly, (34 November 1947. 
' O 5  Theresa Kurk McGinley. A Crv for Human Rihts: The Polish Ois~Jaced Persans Probbm and United States Forekm 
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persons displaced by the war, "power politics, economics and the need for labor, influenced 

domestic policy and hence took precedence over compa~sion. '~ Exemplifying the ideological 

thrust of American policy vis-&vis immigration of displaced persons, the Lodge Act [1950], an 

addendurn to the OP Act [1948], reinforced American ideological objectives as the Act allowed for 

the granting of permanent residence to immigtants from among the displaced persons pools who 

enlisted and gave five-plus years service in the fight against Communism in Korea."' Thus, anti- 

Communist ideology, in practice, was the dominating factor in American solicitude toward 

immigrantscum-new-Americans. How much of this politicaVideoiogical thinking filtered into 

Canadian policy? 

By 1947, the I R 0  threatened to cut off funding for the maintenance of the Poles in 

diaspora putting pressure on the international community to put out the Welcome mats. For 

instance, the IR0 instituted privation, including food rationing as discussed in the case of the 

Tengem orphans. and discipline to encourage retum to Poland? Other tactics included 

censorship of the press, closure of Polish schools, and the creation of an agreement, in 1946, 

between the London government-inexile and Warsaw, which assured no reprisais, would be 

taken against those who wished to be repatnated.'"' The diffculty with such an agreement lay in 

the lack of supervisory access of international agencies to ensure the spirit of the agreement was 

u p hetd. 

Whatever the intent or sentiment, wtiether couched as patriotic obeisance or as 

humanitanan solicitude, the repatriation/resettlement tug-of-war underscores the growing 

economic and nation-building value given displaced persons by officiais in Comrnunist countries 

of origin as well potential resettlernent by Capitalist nations. The debate was widespread. 

Canada favoured voluntary repatnation and rejected compulsion. Further, the 

U)9 Theresa Kurk McGinley. A Crv for Human Riqhts: The Polish Displaced Persans Pmblem and United States Foreiqn 
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repatriationlresettlement debate "clouded pst-war Soviet-Western relations and complicated 

social. economic and political stability in Europe.n4" 

After some years of argument, preparations were made in the spring of 1949 for the 

orphaned children residing in British East African settlement camps to return to Poland; however, 

at the last instant, the Vatican intervened with the announcement that Canada had agreed to take 

in the 150 Polish orphans from Camp Tengew in Tanganyika."' PolishlSoviet offcials cried foul, 

taking their protest to the United Nations General ~ssernbly."~ 

Further cornplicating matters, the Poles were but one 'group' within the larger body of 

over 1 million people displaced from their homes by the war and under the w r e  of the 1RO. Over 

142.000 Poles refused to repatriate.4'b The debate about their future was played out through 

media propaganda as well more intensely in the international diplornatic theatre, including via 

caustic Soviet/Polish delegations to the United Nations. 

'DP' Bull Labour 

It would seem the Anders Poles were following in the footsteps of masses of people who, 

in 1921. fied post-Revolutionary Russia seeking asylum beyond Europe; many settjing in 

Canada's West. having followed late-1 9th. eardy 2Othcentury bread migrations.'" Thus, 

awareness of the historic sufferings of victims of Russian oppression woufd lead some 

Canadians, especially compatriots and other sympathizers, to express concem for those 

displaced by the successors of Tsarist Russia: Stalinism and it's sycophant, Cornmunism. 

Not only had they been displaced ffom their homeland by deportation and exile to Soviet 

labour camps in the eariy chapter of the war, most considered themselves post-war political 

4 l 5 Harold Troper and Morton Weinfeld. Old Wounds: Jews, Ukrainians and the Hunt for Nazi War Criminab in Canada. 
iMarkham: Viking Penguin Books, 1988) 66. 
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refugees: refugees from Communist bands."' As Theresa Kurk McGinley found in her study of 

100 Polish post-WWII immigrants to the United States, those who refused repatriation to Poiand 

objected to the classification as displaced persons for they viewed the terrninology as an incorrect 

refiection of their circumstances and even took the terrninology as one advanced as a derogatory 

misconception of their p~ igh t .~ '~  While the Poles considered their post-war status to be that of 

refugees fleeing Cornmunisrn, many would spend their early years in Canada suffering under the 

epithet OP (displaced person]. Some today jokingty submit that DP means delayed pioneer or 

deiayed pilgrim. Kart recalled it distorted as di* ~olah'"" implicit is the negative connotation of 

dirty Communist. Others note the term hurled as a reference to dangerous persons. And in 

ignorance andtor lack of effort to distinguish between eastem European peoples, some 

Canadians extended their anti-Polish prejudice to other groups. For instance, some Lithuanian 

newcomers were called damned ~olacks.'" Until the mid-1970s. I thought it meant dumb Polak! 

Female study participants relate fewer incidents of discrimination either in the form of 

rerninders of their so-called DP status, or otherwise; likely, because most spent their early years 

in Canada within the domestic sphere and later, in the workplace, with women similarly newly 

arrived in Canada. Though she experienced the sting of discrimination into the early 1960s, 

Wanda recalls her ability to deflect the label once she and her husband purchased their first 

home: home in the truest ~ e n s e . ' ~  

Indeed, most of those among the twenty-seven study participants who experienced some 

form of discrimination indicated such expenences continued through the 1960s. In the sirnplest 

'" Post-war refugees are distinguished as those people who Red totalitanan regimes both before the outbreak of the war 
as well those who fled East European countries under Communist dominanœ after the war: defined in the United Nations 
Convention as 'persons who have a wdi-founded fear of persedion for reasons of race. religion. nationality. political 
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b e n  uprooted fmm or displaced in their homelands by the war .... [slorne ... concentration camp sonrivors ... ondudes] 
those refusing to be repatnated to Communist regimes.' See Valerie Knowles, Strantaers at Our Gates. [Toronto: 
Dundum Press, 1994 127. Aithough Knowies makes note of individuals displaced by the war w-ho refused to return to a 
homeland under Communist nile, she makes no note. however. of the Polish survivon of deportation and exile in Soviet 
labour camps; a frequent oversight among histonans. 
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form. this was il1 treatment because of accent. More serious was restricted access to jobs and/or 

promotions simply for being Polish. To subvert discrimination, some changed their narnes to 

Anglo-sounding surnames so that life could be easier with less ernphasis on their ethnicity and 

more on who they were and what they rnight contribute; especially, in the workplace. 

Yet, despite mernories of ethnicized discrimination employed by some Anglo-Canadians, 

some arnong the Anders Poles today similarly exhibit racially-based discriminatory attitudes and 

reactions to recent newcorners. as well elements of envy toward contemporary immigrants.423 For 

instance. several complained of lack of rnuch-needed community support on their arriva1 in 

Canada in the post-war era through such programs as English language classes or work 

placement assistance, simiiar to those offered to immigrants today. One suggested al1 

newcorners ought to sirnilarly undertake labour contracts so that there would be 'no free lunchn; 

however. he actually abandoned his contractual obligation for a better paying job!424 Thus. there 

exists among some the attitude: we made it on ouf own with no help, why should we pay for 

foday's newcomers to take advantage of the system and our taxes? 

Seven study participants expressed strong discriminatory views mmplaining, for instance, 

"the country start[ed] sliding downward when they start accepting other rejects from other 

countries ... People who didn't want to work. They corne to Canada because it was an easy place 

to get on welfare; get the food and place to stay for nothing; you don7 have to work for ited2' One 

interviewee implied newcomers rob Canada both by manipulating the welfare system as well 

literally committing criminal acts of  the^"^ Another specifically implicated illegal immigrants from 

Jamaica who he claimed not only break the law to enter Canada but who then commit such 

crimes as rnurder to then end up having a "better lifen in a Canadian jail than they might in 

~amaica."' Yet another simply stated Canada should 'let [in] more white 

423 Edite Noivo. 'Neither 'Ethnie Heroes' nor 'Racial Vilbins*: Inter-Minonty Group Raasrn' in Vic Satrewicti, ed. Racisrn 
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Edite Noivo argues "Euroethnics' misconceptior~s about new immigrants abusing the 

welfare system or the presumed higher propensity of newcomers to engage in criminal behaviours 

are largely built on media representations of such populations.w4" Around the time interviews 

were conducted for this study, media attention was focused on two particularly violent criminal 

acts: the Just Desserts shooting where several black men robbed an upscale Toronto restaurant, 

shooting and killing Vicki Leirnonis, a young woman of Greek heritage, and the shooting and 

killing of a white fernale Brampton, Ontario bank clerk, Nancy Kidd, by black robbers. 

The majonty of study participants, however. noted Canada was big enough for more 

immigrants without advocating any preferred racial or religious criteria. A few observed the only 

'real' Canadians were First Nations peoples. 

In her analysis of displaced persons who made Brazil home after WWII, Mana do Rosario 

Rolfsen Salles argues there does not exist a homogeneous group, displaced persons. Rather, 

she submits, "what exists are the different nationalities that make up that group, divided internally 

by their religious ties, conflicting political ideologies or even professional a c t i v i t i e ~ . ~  This 

analysis might explain, in part, the vehemence with which study participants reject the term, 

displaced person. There is no question of their identification with the Polish tragedy and mythos 

of deportationfexile to Soviet labour camps as victirns of political ideology and events experienced 

generation after generation, and the perception they were not stnctly victirns of war. Further, as 

will be discussed in Chapter 7, these Poles hold fast to a particular concept of Polishness 

grounded in the Roman Catholic faith and, more particularly, in the historicity of the inter-war 

project of intensive polonization, particulafly of the eastem borderiands. Their war-time 

experiences in Soviet labour camp life with oppression of language and of cultural and religious 

practices further reinforced among most a steadfast retention of and commitment to preservation 

of Polishness. However, where Stalin failed in his efforts to de-polonize the Polish deportees, 

4 29 Edite Noivo, 'Neïther 'Ethnic Heroes' nor 'Racial Villains': Inter-Minorïty Group Raasm' in Vic Satzewich, ed. Racism 
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assirnilationist pressures in new homelands such as Canada would succeed; for, by the third 

generation Polishness is near completely diluted. 

Still, the label DP fotlowed many post-war immigrants ta Canada, among them the Poles, 

who often faced derision and discrimination as a result of misguided perceptions that DPs, or as a 

few interviewees recalled, "f-ing foreigners" or Y-ing Polaksn, took jobs away from real Canadians. 

One of the Anders Poies who atrived on the Generai Biack describes it thus: 

I felt. personally, that I was persecuted, almost, you know. 1 wasn't 
accepted on the terms that my mind dictated [toj me, or [that] my 
expectations were. But, then, on the other hand I was in the circles of 
people, working class people, and, you know, older immigrants, the ones 
that were immigrants, they underçtood me .... But, the Canadians ... that was 
very hard to understand them, you know ... why they persecuted me? ... Like 
calling me a 'DP' ... It's very negative! ... it killed the incentive in me ... to fully 
develop and to be grateful to a country that has accepted me as an 
immigrant.. I was drained because of those reactions of the Canadians 
against immigrants .... the shallow thinke S... they singled you out because 
of your accent .... you were labeled right away ... But, there were some 
compassionate people, but ... [there were] the ones ... [that] had [a] sort of 
resentment towards us that we were taking their jobs away ...'" 

Another said: 

We have 'domestic' [contract]. We could not appiy for any other position, 
no .... they wanted just bulls to work, and that's all. They did not need 
people with brains because they have plenty of that; onfy hard work they 
needed help with."' 

And, one Canadian wrote to the government: 

You were going ahead full-blast building your industry, your cities, your 
highways, and bnnging in those poor beaten people as the bull labour. The 
low-pay workers. The oxen, if you will. It was outrageous ... They were 
brought to Canada to do the work Canadians wouldn't do ... From my 
vantage point, Canada had very little to be proud of in the way these post- 
war immigrants from Europe, the Slavs mainly, were handled. I hope they 
have forgiven you and this 

Which was it? Immigrants taking jobs away from 'real' Canadians, or immigrants doing 

the jobs 'real' Canadians didn't want to do? As their voices attest, there is little doubt how the 

Anders Poies them selves felt 
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Gatekeepers: Who Gets In and How? 

White many 'ordinary' Canadians felt threatened by the significant infiux of foreigners into 

Canada during the post-war immigration boom, Canadian policy-makers, often at the urging of 

various business interests, advocated increased immigration to aid post-war economic and 

national growth. lncreased assimilable population, it was thought, created a larger market, more 

economies of scale and greater productivity, not to mention greater sovereignty over unsettled 

territory and the potential for immigrants to act as links in international tade? 

Overall, Canadian business interests and various govemment offÏcials ptaced signifiant 

value on the immigrant worker as economic comrnodity. With a view to quickly shift from war-tirne 

industrial production to peacetime production, policy-makers saw the value to be had in acquiring 

a large pool of [generally grateful] skilled and unskilled workers whose education and 

maintenance into adulthood was not Canadian-borne. Nor would it be necessary to invest energy 

or money in education refom that might improve the quality of 'made in Canada' skilled or semi- 

skilled labour. 

Australia. which similarly welcorned some Anders Poles, likewise recognized the key role 

immigration might play in post-war reconstruction for, like Canada, the onset of the war 

complernented the shift from rural economic activity toward an industrial-based economy. As in 

Canada, post-war immigration satisfied Australian population needs [labour and market; workers 

and breeden] both 'for defence and for the fullest expansion of its e c ~ n o r n ~ " ; ~  with the added 

goal of filling "the serious gaps in the age structure of the existing p o p u ~ i o n . ~  Thus. research 

and documentation of the paraltel movements of the Anders Poles to Australia and Canada, both 

colonies of Great Britain and both influenced by 8ritish policy and affairs, would serve as an 
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interesting point of departure for a comparative study of immigration, economic, and social 

analysis vis-à-vis Polonia and it's contributions to national economic, cultural and social life. 

In 1946, the Senate Standing Committee on Immigration and Labour reconvened 

[standing until 19491 to consider. a) desirability of admitting immigrants; b) preferred type[s] of 

immigrants; c) availability of such immigrants; d) facilities, resources, and capacity of Canada to 

absorb. employ and maintain such immigrants; and, e) tefms and conditions of such admission."' 

Vanous business interests identified an immediate need for approximately 44,000 workers for the 

mining and lumber industries as well for agricultural and domestic work. It was suggested such 

workers could be culled from among the masses of perçons displaced by the war.'18 

In its report, the Committee noted general public approval of immigration, particularly of 

refugees and displaced perçons, and urged the re-opening of immigration offices in Europe. They 

also stated that qualified agricuftural and industrial workers who could be successfully 

absorbed be sought. The Committee also criticized the govemment for having an exclusionary 

and restrictive non-immigration policy. 

The Polish community sent two delegations to the hearings. One, pro-Soviet, argued 

Poles should retum to their homeland and not drift into the capitalist clutches of such nations as 

Canada and further that those Iikely to apply to immigrate to Canada were 'not very productive" 

types who were likely Hitlerite collab~raton.'~~ The other, anti-Soviet, argued displaced Poles 

were political refugees fleeing undernocratic conditions and desperately in need of safe haven. 

The govemment's first significant effort to open the doors to persons displaced by the war 

came with the establishment of the 'close relatives scherne" [P.C. 2071, 28 May 19461 which 
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perrnitted the immigration of United Nations displaced persons and assimilees [mosUy anticipated 

to be Balts and Poles] with close relatives in Canada xho could, presumably, maintain them."' 

They must have proven good health and have evidence of knowledge of their destination [Le. the 

private address of a relative]. lmplicit was that no Mennonites or Ukrainians were to be selected 

as they were generally considered [by Stalin!] to be Russian citizens as at 01 Septernber 1939. 

Still, overriding stereotypes [likely bureaucratie holdovers of the Sifton yearsj of the 

U krainian "as simple f a n  folk, non-disruptive, non-com petitive, ever docile and prepared to do 

rural labour" -since rural areas were considered to be the proper place of imrnigrants-eventually 

gained some Ukrainians, along with Potes and other Slavs and Baltç, admission. Jews, who were 

generally perceived to be urbanites and therefore cornpetition for employrnent, were less 

welcome.+" Roman Catholics and Protestants were to be selected in equal proportions: again, 

excluding Jews. 

Exclusionary criteria iay inherently within the criteria allowing for assimilees to immigrate 

to Canada. In some measure, the 'close relatives schernen harkened back to the eariier 'stalwart 

peasants in sheepskin matsn immigration policies of Clifford Sifton and Wilfrid Laurier at the tum 

of the century that were designed to generate both f a n  labour and more assimilable cit~zens.~* 

Edward Soltys makes the following observation: 

. . . [Ajs being qualitatively different frorn immigration policies of later years, is 
a certain a prion categorization of would-be immigrants according to the 
'traditional', 'ethnic', and occupational preferences. A self-perpetuating 
limitation of ethnic (Le. non Anglo-saxon) immigrants to only one type of 
employment, limited the ability of ethnic groups to integrate smoothly into 
Canadian s o ~ i e t y . ~  

Of assimilees, Prime Minister Mackenzie King would, in a May, 1947 parliamentary 

speech, classify preferred new Canadians as those who would not alter the fundamental 

character of the Canadian population; that is, those who would more easily assimilate into the 
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White Anglo-saxon Protestant [WASP] majority and whose labour could be absorbed into the 

Canadian labour market without putting any strain on 'real' Canadians' access to jobs. 

Polish Ex-Servicemen and Britain's Polish Resettlement Act 

In April, 1946, Vincent Massey, the Canadian High Commissioner in London, advised 

Ottawa that "(tlhe British govemment is greatly worried over the disposition of Polish servicemen 

who have been or are to be demobiked. Any help that Canada or other countries could give to 

them would be very much welcome.- Of the 200,000 Polish ex-soldien demobilized in Great 

Britain. Canada would-though initially reluctant-through 194647, take in 4,527 for government 

officials recognized a good thing when it was staring right at thern. Although Edward Soltys and 

Sara Van Aken-Rutkowski explore in greater depth issues vis-&vis the Polish veterans, it is 

essential to acknowledge and explore certain aspects as they relate to this study as well to add to 

existing scholarship. 

At the close of the war, many farmers lost Gerrnan POWs and other interred prisoners-of- 

war, including Japanese, agricultural labour and subsequently suggested foreign workers be 

permitted to immigrate to Canada to assist in heavy agricultural work. Sugar beet farmers 

especially required replacement labour. A senior official of the Department of Extemal Affairs 

wrote in a May 9, 1946 memorandurn to Prime Minister Mackenzie King: 

It has occurred to me that we might be in a position to kill two or three birds 
with one stone by agreeing to take demobiiized Polish soldiers-man for 
man-for the Gennan prisoners of war we would be retuming to Britain. 
This way, we would be getting a supply of heavy labour of the type I 
understand to be in considerable demar~d.*~ 

As an added bonus, officiais with the Dominion Sugar Company of Chatham, Ontario 

noted the practicality of housing the Polish ex-soldiers in the existing [ P O Y  camps which could 

be similarly operated "but with much less expense and organization necessary since no guards 

would be needed.na Did no one consider that the Poles had. since 1939. been living variations 
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of camp life whether in Soviet labour camps, army camps. displaced persons camps, or 

demobilization camps? 

ln analyzing potential political fall-out, ofFÏcials with the Department of Extemal Affairs 

thought that Polish ex-soldiers who would be coming specifically to take the place of German 

prisoners-of-war in agriculture and lumber work 'would diminish or remove the danger of political 

con tro~ersy."~' 

By late May, 1946, the Prime Minister had a scheme endors4 by Cabinet. In July an 

Order-in-Council [P.C. 31 121 permitting the immigration to Canada of '4,000 single ex-members of 

the Polish Amed Forces who served with the Allied Forces ... and who are presently located in the 

United Kingdorn and ltaly and are qualified for and willing to undertake agricultural employment in 

Canadan was passed. Altogether, 4,527 would enter under Britain's Polish Resettlement Act 

movement. all committed to two-year labour contracts in farming, mining or forestry. 

The British treasury covered transportation expenses from England and Italy to Canada. 

The departments of Labour and Mines and Resources assumed transport and administration 

expenses on Canadian soil. Civilian work clothing [great mats, work mitts and coveralls] was to 

be provided by the War Assets Corporation [P.C. 46142021. As late as spring 1949, Order-in- 

Council [P.C. 8251 gave authorkation for the payment of a range of medical and hospital 

expenses incurred by the Polish veterans from the time of their arrival. Such infirmities included 

tuberculosis, lingering war injuries, mental illness, as well as a growing number of other afflictions 

such as ulcers, hernias, haemorrhoids, and venereal di~ease.~'  

Within days of Cabinet approvai, a telegrarn from Canada's [Acting] High Commissioner 

in London inforrned officiais at the Oepartment of Extemal Affairs that the United Kingdom was 

grateful for Canada's offer to take the Polish ex-soldiers; "man for mann; however, it was advised 
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. ..not be unduly stressed in any publicity ... because of adverse effect it would 
have upon Polish morale. The best type of man will probably volunteer for 
labour senrice in Canada under conditions prescribed if early assurance 
could be given that satisfactory behaviour would lead to ultimate 
qualification for Canadian citizenship, but if emphasis were put on their role 
as relief for enemy prisoners of war we would be less likely to get 
satisfactory app~icants."~~ 

By late July, meetings between General Anders and H. R. tiare, Chief of Canadian-Polish 

Movement Unit, were undetway in Italy. Hare described to Anders agricultural conditions in 

Canada as well prograrn details and logistics of the movement of the Polish veterans.'" Anders 

accepted, on behalf of the Polish ex-servicemen, 'status as wards of Canadian Government, but 

would resent personal interference from present Polish Legation in Canada." In other words, 

Anders held fast to his rejection of the PolishISoviet Communist govemment and his loyalty to the 

London-based governrnent-in-exile. 

In an impassioned plea to the Minister of Labour wherein he indicated he feft 'responsibte 

as if they were my own sons," Anders expressed concem over the welfare of the Poles should 

there be difficulties with the agricultural labour contracts. Further, Anders inquired after the post- 

contract status of the Poles as "immigration card and identity slip are insuffkientn documents to 

allow for post-contract employment, They also left the Poles in a citizenship void. And finally, 

Anders asked that a four-person Polish administrative tearn, as well as six priests to minister to 

the religious needs of the Polish veterans, be permitted to accompany the Polish ex-servicemen 

to Canada so that they might monitor and assist the Poles should the need anse?' 

Canadian officiais responded in the negative ta the requests for the pnests and four- 

person support team. Canada did, however, accept moral responsibility for the Polish men; but, 

they would remain in a citizenship void until as late as 1955, since they were admitted as "non- 

immigrantsn and later granted permanent landing status only after cornpletion of their two-year 

labour contract. That is, they did not even qualify for consideration of citkenship until after the 
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two-year probationary penod during which they could be deported, and after another five years' 

residence in Canada. Thus, participation in Canadian society was based more particularly and 

tentatively on their contractual obligations than on any certainty of permanent citizenship. 

Deportation procedures were begun in a few cases, in part to make a point about the 

fragile nature of Canada's benevolence. However, ofiicials with the Department of Mines and 

Resources detemined it was neither worth the potential dipiornatic nuisance that might anse in 

attempting to return "criminalsn to Poland nor worth the potential fallout that rnight ensue among 

the other Polish veterans in canada.'15' 

About 4,210, or 93%, of the 4,527 Polish ex-servicemen were granted permanent landing 

through 1948,"' but only after it was brought to the attention of the Deputy Minister of Labour, 

Arthur MacNamara, that "the greatest discriminatory action taken ... is our refusal to accept Polish 

veterans as "landed i rnm ig ran t~ " .~~~  This observation occurred only after pressure on the 

Department of Mines and Resources from the Polish Combatants Association. The Association 

further inforrned the Department of a propaganda campaign undertaken by Communist agents 

who argued that Canada discriminated against the Polish ex-servicemen since other individuals 

later recruited under bulk labour movements were immediately granted permanent Ianding status. 

They were also required to fulfill only a one-year agricultural or domestic labour contract. against 

the two-year undertaking of the Polish ~eteans.~" 

Ali study participants acquired citizenship as soon as was permissible. Among the Polish 

veterans who came to Canada during 194647 under the Polish Reseltlement Act, citizenship was 

generally acquired in 1955156. All the while, each man was gainfully employed, most owned their 

own home, were raising a family, and paying taxes. 

lengthy period between landing on ternporary status 

None, however, complain today about the 

and acquiring citizenship. AI1 accept the 
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interval as one of "paying duesn to the country which took them in. Gratitude ovenides criticism. 

A signtficant bureaucratie infrastructure developed for administration of the scheme 

beginning with the dispatch of selection tearns. which included members of the RCMP and 

mrdical personnel. to ltaly and England. through the two-year contract per~od and even. in small 

measure. beyond. Among those whose narratives contributed to this study. sixteen were Polish 

veterans who fought with the Allies; most notably in Italy. Ten qualified under the Polish 

Resettlement Act to immigrate to Canada after the war. The six remaining lived in England until 

immigration to Canada in later years; most in the early 1950s. 

Canadian officiais in ltaly received approximately 7,000 applications [Appendix D: Polish 

Veteracs Application Forml from mostly single Polish ex-servicemen. Officers were not favoured. 

Forty-five hundred applicants were initiatly screened as potential immrgrants: 1.248 among this 

number were intewiewed and from this first round. 669 Polish ex-semicemen were accepted. 

Further screening and intewews ensued and by 

November 1946. h o  ships. the Sea Robrn and Sea 

Snipe. set sail from ltaly with 2.902 Polish ex- 

servicemen bound by two-year contracts for agricultural 

work in Canada [Appendix E; Schedule 1 - Undertaking]. 

The remainder required to fulfrll the 'quota' of 4.500 

would be recruited in England in the spring, 1947. and 

sait to Canada on Aquitanra. Altogether. among study 

participants who came to Canada under the 

Resettlement Act, five were recruited in Italy, and five in 

England. Each underwent an elementary medical 

~ i g  20 - Generai Anders. Predapil. itaiy 1946'~~ examination. a brief interview with Canadian officiais 



that included finger-printing by the RCMP; said interview often mediated by a pnest who acted 

as translator. Several recall taking the crucial "agncultural test": identification of various grains 

and exhibition of knowledge of planting and hawesting seasons, of farm machinery and livestock. 

including gestation for cow, horse and incubation period for chicken. After all, it was experienced 

agricultural workers which selection teams sought. 

Roman. an Agricultural Youth Education leader as well as having two years' Agricultural 

schooling prior to the outbreak of the war, recalled arguing with the selection agent about white 

and red clover. He left the interview to later return with dover from an ltalian field. Having proved 

his point. Roman was among the first successful applicants. He then eamed extra pocket money 

as urban-raised comrades paid him to 'teach themn how to pass the test."' 

Witold recalls that his intenriew with an RCMP officer lasted about five minutes, including 

fingerprinting. The medical was a production-line-type visual examination: eight men stripped 

down were asked by a medical doctor to stretch, tum Viis way, then that.'lSg As a result of such 

sloppy procedure, numerous Potes arriveci in Canada with various diseases, including Witold who 

was afflicted with tuberculosis. But the expenence gained from a variety of such careless 

screening procedures, or lack of procedures, inforrned subsequent selection teams to better 

screen subsequent Polish Reseltlement Corps and other potential new Canadians from displaced 

persons labour pools."S9 

--VW4-v44------4MCMM 

As mentioned, the movernent of the Polish veterans involved a significant administrative 

and transportation infrastructure that included discussions between federal officiais and famers 

as well representatives of mining and logging/lumber industries. From these discussions, 

remuneration was ostensibly set at a rate cornmensurate with that a Canadian agncultural worker 

would receive at the time at $45.00/month, plus r w m  and board. This, however, proved 
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immediately inadequate and unacceptable. 

Naval carriers facilitated transatlantic travel. Rail transport in Canada was facilitated by 

CNR-CPR that called back into service the old 'colonist All provinces [but not the 

territories] received some of the Polish veterans. Quebec, however, was initially reluctant to do so 

for Quebec officiais argued it would be more worthwhile to encourage Canadians to stay on farms 

than to irnport would-be farmers. The majority were placed in Ontario, with the prairie provinces a 

distant s e c ~ n d . ~ '  

On arriva1 at Halifax, the Polish veterans were photographed in groups; however, this 

time-consuming procedure was abandoned. Papers and fingerprints were cross-referenced. 

None of the men who participated in this study complained of the process as discriminatory. In 

his memoirs, one Poiish veteran of the Polish Second Corps wrote of the disembarkrnent process: 

Nobody was in a hurry to disembark. Then someone started spreading the 
rumour that the Canadian police, as well as the customs guards, would be 
searching us because they didn't want any soldiers bringing in souvenirs 
such as fireams or other explosive materials. As for me, all l had was a 
knapsack and a suitcase .... After waiting a half-hour in line, I asked a buddy 
to watch my stuff while I went back on ship to the toilet. When I opened the 
toilet door, at first I thought l'd made a mistake and had wound up in the 
munitions storeroom. The whoie floor was covered with grenades, and 
there were al1 sorts of revolvers, German autornatics, Tommy guns and 
even some explosives, which we used to cal1 'Sausagesn or 808's. 1 took 
one quick look around and shoved a pistol into one pocket of my uniform 
and another one into the other pocket, then put about six grenades under 
my jacket and walked out as if nothing had happened .... When 1 went up to 
the desk I boldly threw my knapsack and suitcase onto the table. The clerk 
at the table asked me if I had any guns or Iiquor. l answered that I didn't 
have anything and for him to go ahead and search me if he wanted to. He 
put a chalk mark on my knapsack and suitcase, and that was it as far as 
customs was concemed. I noticed that others were given a thorough 
search."' 

He furthet recalled that after dinner on their first night on amval at a military base in 

Southem Ontario, a delegation of Polish-Canadians visited the Polish ex-soldiers at the camp, 

giving them a 'warm welcome." 
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Fig. 21 - Polish Ex-Seriricemen Disembark Sea Robrn at Halifax: Novrmber 1946'"' 
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transport the Polish ex-servicemen to Canada were borne by Great Britain. 

initiai Department of National Defence estimates for the transportation. food, landing medical 

expenses such as chest X-rays, accommodation. "reception and distribution" staff, ordnance 

services and supplies. born on Canadian soi! were assessed at about S162.000.00 "" These rose 

dramatically when. for instance. other administrative and medical expenses were rncurred during 

the two-year contract period. and even for 

a time after For instance. ninety of the 

Polish veterans were hospitalized for 

various perrods for tuberculosis [some. as 

Witold, for the duration of their two-year 

contract period and beyond], said costs 

nsing to over $1 07.000. '"' 

Fig 24 - Poitsh Veteran at Brandon. 
Manitoba TB Sanatonum. 1 9 4 7 ' ~ ~  
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Fig 25 - Polish Veterans 

Leather Crafts - Brandon 
Manitoba TB Sanatorium 1947'-" 

The arrival of the Polish veterans followed closely the return of Canada's own ex- 

servicemen who sought reintegration into the workplace. Although the immediate post-war perrod 

of htgh unemployment was in decline. pockets of labour unrest prevailed. Thus. not ali Canadians 

~ e r e  enamoured wth the arrivai of the Polish veterans, no matter therr contributions to the Allied 

war effort or their plight. And so the Poles would agarn face discriminatron and derision as 

experrenced in England, as those who immigrated to the United States would encounter American 

mistrust of foreigners '-' 

Even parliamentary debates swirled around the subject of the Polish ex-servtcemen. 

These mcluded personal appeats from Mernbers of Parliament, such as from Lawrence Skey. 

[Trinity]. who stated: 

I have served with a number of these men to whom I am refernng, namely 
Polish airmen. I know the tremendous loyaity, courage and powers of 
endurance which they possess. I know they would be good citizens. 'Y 

Some parliamentanans, however. viewed the Polish veterans with deriston and suspicion. 

. - . ' 1  
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For instance. John Blackmore [Leth bridge] expressed concern over the " un-Britishnessn of the 

Poles. Further, he questioned a preponderance of Roman Catholicism as potentially harmful to 

the religious balance of the country, as well he questioned the political sway-whether toward 

nazisrn or communism-of the Polish ex-servicemen. Finally, he challenged whether they would 

easily assimilate-abandon their language and culture-so that they might become "good 

b ana di ans".'" Others questioned the need for immigration until al1 Canadians were employed. 

Questions also arose vis-éi-vis costs associated with the movernent of the Polish 

veterans. Douglas Harkness [Calgary East] maintained the rnoneys "expended to bring out the 

Polish soldiers ... be considered as loansn which the Poles ought to repay. Further, he argued, 

financial assistance and preference ought first be extended to immigrants from the British lsles 

who "follow our way of life; they have essentially the same laws and particularly they speak the 

same language ... they are assimilated almost irnmediately."'" 

Labour groups were divided in their response to the Polish veteran resettlement scheme. 

On the agricultural front, the Vancouver branch of the Canadian Congress of Labour, which 

feared increased tensions between employers and sugar beet workers, argued the scherne would 

create "a supply of cheap labor, mis again creating a supply of workers who will be forced to work 

for any wages or conditions imposed on them by the b~sses.'"~ One branch of the Orange 

Lodge echoed these sentiments arguing that the Polish veterans were displacing Canadians from 

fam ~ o r k . ~ ' ~  And soon after the Poles arrived in Canada, the United Famers of Alberta 

protested against their abandoning the f a n s  and their contractual  obligation^.^" 

Others complained the Poles would take jobs away from Canadians. For instance, Local 

1 804 (Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan) of the Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners expressed 

complete disagreement with the importation of any labour groups "while there is un-employment" 
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in canada.'" Others. such as the North West Council Labor Progressive ~ a r t y ' ~  and the U.M.W. 

of A.''' denounced the ex-soldiers as Polish Fascists, as did the Polish Communists of Canada."' 

Yet others recognized both the humanitarian ment in welcoming the Polish ex-servicemen 

as well potential economic contribution in such under-employed areas as agriculture, some 

industry, mining, and forestry. For instance, the IndustrÏal Relations Institute in St. Catharines, 

Ontario wrote to the Minister of Labour, Humphrey Mitchell, that although there were eighteen 

hundred men registered in the Niagara District as seeking employment, none would corne forward 

to fiIl one hundfed and fifty heavy labour foundry work p~sitions.''~ 

Various community organizations responded, again, either in favour or against. After 

heanng "recurrent newsn that the governrnent was contemplating retention of some of the Gerrnan 

POWs for farm work, the Polish Societies in Canada sent a telegram to Prime Minister Mackenzie 

King urging the government to instead import more demobiked Polish soldiers '[iln the interest of 

Canada and in fairness to these brave soldie cs... that they be given preference to men who have 

contributed so much to loss of lives. misery and distress in the wor~d.'"~ Ordinary Canadians 

debated the scheme in letters-to-the-editor in community newspapers as well wrote directly to the 

federal govemment. Most complained about 'foreign help ... putting a Canadian out of workw4" 

while others argued "Canada for Canadians" doesn't need "nff raff other countries don? want.. 

European s ~ u r n . " ~ ~ ~  

Braziiians opposed to pst-war importation of displaced perçons to B a i l  expressed 

similar sentiments. Aithough the tide of opinion led poiicy toward favounng such immigration, one 
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particularly caustic statement published by a Brazilian psychiatrist expressed the most vitnolic 

disapproval of importation of displaced persons. In part, he wrote: 

We are irnporting the dregs of a convoluted Europe, materially and 
mentally ... Our feelings of human solidarity can find other rnanners to assist 
the unfortunate victims of such situation without having to import a whole 
legion of unfit, neurotic people, of beings so ernotionally traurnatized that we 
will never be able to readapt them to the conditions of the rnentally sane 
life. J86 

Among Canadian famiers, most who wrote to govemment officiais about the 

effectiveness of the resettlement scheme were satisfied; many paid more than the $45.00/month 

originally stipulated in the contract. However, there were challenges as well as some definite 

negative experiences. One farmer wrote: '[tlhere are good, bad and indifferent specimens in 

these Polish immigrants. I happen to have a very fair man ... [but] the main difficulty is the 

language barrier and the slow, precise, way these men wo rk... It is impossible to change slow- 

moving. slow thinking people in a short tin~e.*~' Another complained the Polish veterans had the 

audacity to demand "8 hour days" and pay equal to that earned by Canadian farrn labour, despite 

that "it was impossible to get [Canadian] men." Further, he wrote: 

This man I think, is typical of al1 of them, if he stays among English speaking 
people until he leams the language 8. customs of the country, he will 
eventually make an average citizen, but turn him loose among a bunch of 
bohunks in a packing plant, or steel miIl & he'll afways be what he was, a 
foreigner.laa 

The tone of the letters is overwhelmingly paternalistic. The Polish veterans are described 

as ignorant to the ways of *freedomn and of 'our ways and languagen and therefore some were 

viewed as *uselessn and as 'cornplainers", "whiners", and "unappreciative"; or, in the alternative, 

as "anxious to please", "satisfactory", 'happy and contented", and "thrifty, refined, intelligent and 

very sensible in every way along with a perfect sense of humour." Some are described as 

requiring "much care ... a worid of time and patience Qing to make good citizens of thern*, or as 'a 

child of the family", or 'as tho [sic] he were rny son." Indeed, a common statement is that the 
- - -  
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Polish veteran was welcome as "one of the famiIyn. One farmer wrote of his humour at his "very 

expensive man" who is 'really adapting himself to our ways of farming and very capable." 

Others were described as 'not skilled in farming', as "careless and bull-headedn, as 

"arrogant" and "aggressive ... and as soon as they are on an equal basis with Canadians and able 

to speak our language, they will be telling us what to do", as 'scnipulous in their dealings and like 

al1 foreigners are after al1 they can get", and. as having "destroyed and damagedn equipment. 

One farmer wrote: 'In no respect do they compare with the Japanese workers we have received 

thro (sic) your auspices and for whom we have nothing but praise." 

And finally, a number are characterized as 'honestn, "loyal", 'ver/ clean and neat, a 

perfect gentleman and very dependable", 'realIy willing to workn, and "very industrious". Most 

farmers recommended the governrnent offer English language courses to the Poles that they 

would be better able to communicate in the work environment, as well as more quickly assimilate. 

For instance, one farmer wrote: "A farmer can waste a hell of a lot of time chasing his men 

around continually showing them with much palaver and gesticutating every damn M e  thing." 

Some would readily welcome another Polish worker-even a Polish female domestic was 

requested by one fann farnily-while others suggested the government ought select preferred 

immigrants from Great Britain. Holland or h candi na via.^ 

In December W 6 ,  R. C. Smith & Son, Limited, Toronto, was engaged by the federal 

government to 'advertise' the amval of the Polish ex-soldien [P.C. 9014981]."~ The sum of 

99,000.00 was budgeted for newspaper, periodical and radio advertisements and promotion. 

Though particulars are not articulated in the Order-in-Council, it is evident emphasis was placed 

on infonning farmers that the Polish veterans were available to undertake two-year fam labour 

contracts; however, as eariy as September 1946, F a n e f s  Application for Polish Veteran 

[Appendix F] had been distributed by the Unemployment Insurance Commission to famiers. 
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Perhaps, then, there also was awareness that public relations in the form of positive publicity 

might subvert public protest. For there arose some negative press as well cornplaints from 

farmers and other Canadians. 

Indeed, a significant news dipping senrice was instituted by various federal departrnents. 

It traced editorials and articles related to the PoIish veterans, as well govemment-generated press 

releases and 'advertising' and promotion of the scheme, including radio interviews conducted with 

various government officials. Eariy media reports clearly communicate to farmers the benefits of 

making application for a Polish veteran worker as well as propagandue the motivations and 

potential benefits of the scheme. As early as late August 1946, the Ottawa Evening Journal 

reported offers pouring in from timber and pulpwood companies for the Polish veterans; notably 

from the Renfrew area that boasted a substantial established Polish-Canadian community. 

Unnamed Labour Department officiais, however, assured Canadians "there was no basis for the 

apprehension that the 4,000 men would be brought to Canada, established in a solid racial bloc ... 

to create a 'little Poland' in any section of the country.49' 

Much ado was made of the amval of the Polish veterans who are portrayed as strong, 

highly skilled agricultural workers; some arnong them heroes in the fight against nazism, as one 

Toronto Star headline announced: 'First in Monastery; Polish Hero ~rrives".'~' Alternatively. 

some press reports sensationalued the amval of the Poles in excessive negative cuntext; in one 

extreme case, their presence in Canada was headlined as "141 Nazi Poies on Farms ~ e r e " . ~ ~ ~  

There is evidence govemment offkials channeled positive public relations items through 

the media both by regular dispersal of press releases as well as by photwpportunity invitations 

to fams and other similar internally generated 'stories'. For instance, the Toronto Globe & Mail 

published several photographs under the headline "Pleased With Work of Polish Vets, Simcoe 

Famers Will Hire More." One photo caption describes 33-yr.-old Tony Nawojczyk receiving from 
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his farm employers "an impromptu lesson in reading his identification papers." Another describes 

Frank Kobaszick, as "one of the farnily" with five-year-old Helen on his knee and dog "Brownien at 

his side Others are photographed. in repose, or happily at ~ o r k . ' ' ~  Yet another unsourced 1948 

newspaper photo essay headlines Ottawa-area Polish veterans thus: "Enterprising Poiish Boys 

on farm: It's a Long Day - But a Free One-*'"' 

Fig . 26 - Two Polish Vets Relaxmg on the F a m  - C 1947"" 

One [unsourced] news clipping made the rounds arnong govemment officiais. It opened: 

On Cassino's bloody slopes ... and at the cracking of the Hitler Line. the 
Polish troops of General Anders etched an indelible page in the annals of 
the Second World War. 

But it wasn't Hermann Goering's division or crack fighting men of 
Germany's paratroop division that gave Private Leibeidz ... his biggest 
fight. "'- 

As it happened, Joe Leibeidz set out for the Nova Scotia bush to cut a Christmas tree for 

his farm family. He returned to the farm, however. without the tree and greatly agitated. The 

1'2 a 
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farmer, unable to comprehend from Joe's broken English the source of his agitation, collected his 

gun and rounded up a posse of game warden and a neighbour before following Joe back into the 

bush to investigate the nature of his aiarm. 

What did they find? Dead, on the ground, a full-antlered bull rnoose. As reported in the 

article, while carrying home the Christmas tree on his back Joe's patb was blocked by a bull 

moose. Having never seen a moose before, "Joe, trained to meet danger, dropped his tree and 

picked up a stout birch pole ... The moose charged. Joe sidestepped. He belted the animal back 

of the neck as it passed. The moose stumbled. Joe went at it again." Until, finally, Joe killed the 

frig htful beast. rnano a mana. 

Havtng read the news clipping, W. K. Rutherford, Chief Employment Officer, Moncton, 

New Brunswick, wrote in a brief memo: "lt would appear ... you have secured at least one man 

who has adapted himself to a changed condition of living in a grand fashion. The new rnethod of 

hunting which has been adopted by these pioneers will no doubt obviate the necessit'y of guns 

and shells in the future."'lg8 Perhaps an eariy signal for contempoary gun control laws? 

Polish-language media in both Canada and Poland also covered the scheme; often 

negatively. One Warsaw-based newspaper reported: 

Canada "Srnells of resin". Canada sounds of gold. She is an earthly 
paradise, briefy speaking. Such is more or less the opinion of an average 
Pole about that country. No wonder therefore that many of our cauntryrnen 
living abroad and deluded by hostile propaganda saw in Canada a land in 
which a fairly bearable Iife might be found. 

... The Canadian realtty proved to be ... dark and very painful.'lg9 

The article bases its assertions on the "testimonies" [excerpts fFom letters to Poland] of 

seven Polish veterans-who may have then been investigated by Canadian governrnent 

officials-most of whom describe homesickness and longing for reunification with relatives, as 

well as disenchantrnent with the two-year labour contracts as virtual 'servant@] to a Canadian 

'bauer' (peasant)". It iç ironic that the arücle evokes Arkady Fiedlefs popular pre-war Iiterary 
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fascination and waxing of Canada in a mocking tone: kanada no longer is paradise, from the 

viewpoint of the 'newJ Poland. 

On completion of their two-year agncuttural contracts, most of the Poles left the farms - 
100% of those who participated in this study-following the contemporary pattern of movement of 

workers from the land to urban factories. Although federal offkials sustained strict monitoring of 

the Polish veterans during their two-year contract period, there is no evidence of substantial 

follow-up data or studies. Yet, the importation of the Polish veterans was the mode1 on which 

subsequent bulk labour immigrant movements were based. Thus, through 1947-1 952 the 

contract system functioned as the process by which displaced perçons were welcomed to earn 

their place in Canada. 

Meanwhile, cornplaints arose from farrners, ordinary Canadians and from some Canadian 

media that the Poles were potentially displacing Canadians from jobs white their labour was still 

needed on the farms. And, as many were quick to remind, the Poles had k e n  imported strictly 

for placement in agricultural labour, most on sugar beet fams that had to give up their 

inexpensive German POWs.'"" It was late 1948-49 and national unemployment rates were on the 

rise. 

Cornplaints that arose either from a famer or 'his Pole" directiy addressed the belief that 

the Poles would not abandon their contractual obligations. In a letter to Arthur MacNarnara, 

George V. Haythome wrote: 

[Hlad we not been able to meet, at least in the majority of cases, the 
comptaints that arose ... many of these men would have today k e n  in some 
other industry .... 1 am sure there would have been rnany ... who would have 
left their farrns had our local federal or provincial officiais not been on the 
spot and able to remove sources of irritation when they arose. The 
percentage of tramfers. .. has been fairly unifom across Canada.M' 

In April 1947, the Department of Labour [on behalf of the Dominion-Provincial Fann 
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Labour Semice] began to regularly publish and distribute a tri-lingual newsletter [English-folish- 

French] to the Polish veterans. Its purpose was to communicate such information as the legal 

requirement to pay income tax, work conditions and regulations as well general propaganda 

regarding penalties for abandonment of contract and abuse of the program. It also provided a list 

of Polish-language newspapers as weil contact details for the Canadian Legion and the Polish 

Combatants' Association, language assistance, the establishment of a Blue Cross Hospital Plan, 

details regarding permanent landing status [1948], and other general information?' 

----11---2-445-.51ZW---W5- 

And what of the Polish veterans? How do they describe their expenences as temporarily 

contracted agricultural labourers; or, as interviewe@ Jerzy descnbes it, Canada wanted to 'buy 

some hard working Polish g ~ y s " ? ~ '  Of the ten study participants who amved in Canada through 

194647 under the Resettlernent scheme, one, Witold, spent his two-year contract period 

recuperating in a Brandon, Manitoba TB Sanatorium. Only one other ex-soldier among study 

participants did not fulfill his obligations. Even before arriving in Canada, Adam did not agree with 

the premise of the labour contracts, but he desired to fiee the sting of discrimination in England 

where it was becoming increasingly difficult for many of the Polish ex-servicemen to get a job or 

even rent a roorn. And so, he could overlook his distaste of the labour contract for, as he plainly 

obsewed. 'how else could I get here?"." 

After a few months hard work-his hands bleeding from the calluses-on a Port Perry 

area farm, Adam set out for Toronto where he threatened government officiais with vandalism if 

they didn't either send him back to England, or get him off the farrn. His efforts were rewarded 

with an employment book that he quickly took to an Oshawa employment office where he was 

successful in finding factory work. A notation in govemment files documents 'reputed sicknessn 

as explanation for his refusal to work in agriculture." After a short period of employment dflfting, 
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Adam eventually settled pemanently in Oshawa where he has, since 1950, lived, worked in a 

factory, raised a family, and is now retired. All ten study participants who came as ex-senricemen 

to Canada under the Polish Reseftlement Act scherne, settled in the Oshawa area. 

Feliks also was unhappy in his first placement on a fann near Caeserea, Ontario. MosUy, 

he said, because the "stupid dogn was better fed than him and he, even now near 80 years old, is 

an imposing man; tall and solid. He complained to govemment officiais who transferred him to 

another farm just nom of Oshawa. Ontario. 'They are good people!' he declared." Among the 

many letters sent by farmers to the Department of Labour is one from the farrner with whom Feliks 

was subsequently placed. The farmer acknowledges Feliks' unhappy circumstance in his original 

placement and that "some vew miserable farme S... do not use these men right ...." Of Feliks and 

another Polish veteran in his employ, the farmer further wrote: 

We ... like them fine .... [but] we have taken a lot of pains in breaking these 
men to our ways .... [and) when these men go to our town which is 
Oshawa ... they meet some of their fellow countrymen who tell them a lot of 
things which are not tme especially in regards to wages?? 

Again, the patemal attitude and tone prevail. Overwhelmingly, the farrners preferred that 

the Poles remained ignorant of their rights and options and that they did not fraternize with other 

Poles for this could potentially be dangerous; they might leam something! Although many farmers 

exhibited awareness that the Poles were lonely, it was their view the men ought fully assirnilate 

and leave everything of their Polishness behind that they might become 'averagen, if not good 

Canadians. And how, some wondered as above, would this be possible if they did not permit 

themselves to be bmken to our ways? Some of the Polish veterans casually noted their fundon 

as cheaper, steady farm labour, thus freeing up farmets sons for either a university education, or 

abandonment of the fami life altogether. 

Typically, the Polish veterans recall dismal first impressions of Canada: forest, trees, 

woods, bush, and more forest were al1 they saw from the train as it traveled from the harbour at 
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Halifax across country. A little too like Siberia. However, as they traveled through Quebec, then 

Ontario, they took notice of the sight of a car standing in most driveways. Even on farms. This 

sight confimed for most they had made the right choice. Canada rnight smell like resin, but it 

dripped of honey! The train then stopped at various cities across the country, where groups of the 

Polish veterans disembarked. They were 'processed' at military bases and then taken to a local 

unemployment office where they were 'tumed over' to their farmer. The fanner then drove them 

'home'. By al1 accounts, everything was well organized. 

Only Jacob compared the farm work to that performed in the Soviet labour camps, saying 

his small unheated room at the back of the famihouse "stinked like hell" as well describing a 

ternble loneline~s.'~%411 of the men recalled the work as hard and the days as long. Adam 

recalled: "At 9 o'clock, when I corne in, I just wash my face and undemeath my arrns, I lay down 

on the bed, I never took the shoes off and 1 fall asleep. ! slept like that 'til 5 o'clock in the 

rnom~ng . "~~  Most. as Feliks and Jacob, recall gnawing hunger and unbearable loneliness. In 

large measure, their loneliness could be linked to their inability to communicate in the English 

language. There were instances where employers placed unteasonable demands upon their 

contracted labour, employers [and employees] occasionally strayed from contractual obligations, 

and language barriers often led to misunderstandings and laxity of the spirit of the program. 

English was learned in a variety of ways. Jerzy daims everything he knows he learned 

from the dairy herd; actually, by pacücing the language with the c o w ~ . " ~  Kart learned the 

Engiish language from the famer's ten children: 'It was: ceiling, ceiling ... pointing to ceiling. This 

is the floor. floor ... pointing to the noor." After completion of his contract, Karl got a job in a 

factory, and then enrolled in a night course at a local high school so that he muid leam to read 

and wfite in ~nglish.~" 

All recall early connection with the local Polish cornrnunity, as well the Roman Catholic 

- - - -  
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parish. if oossible. ministered by a Polish priest. Many were anxious to settle down and have a 

iarnily. and so attended Saturday night dances at Polish comrnunity halls-for instance, Polish 

Alliance Branch 21. Oshawa-where prospective brides mrght be found. Endogamy rates are 

high not mly among this group. but among al1 study participants. More discussion will follow Of 

:.he Polrsh veterans only two married non-Potes. one a Canadian of Polish descent. the other also 

Canadian. but of Hungarian descent. 00th are Roman Catholic The rernatnder rnarrred either 

Canadian women of Polish heritage or Polish women who immigrated to Canada after the war 

Among the first purchases made by the Polish veterans-in large measure to facriitate the 

searcn for a bride-were a suit. followed by a bicycle For. as Jacob asked. how could they go to 

Church or be invited to Sunday dinner by a parish family wearing only a tattered uniform or work 

- .  - 
coverails?' ' KarI bought the requisite courting suit. then saved his money to buy a mattress. his 

narriage oed~'" And as Jurek fiatly stated. "we didn't socialize with the Canadians ' For the 

Polish veterans who managed to acquire a bicycle. it afforded much-needed freedom to get into 

town where they could meet other 

Poles. and go to Polish zornrnunity 

dances where 'the girls and the other 

1 
guys were coming from farms in the 

area and we were coming together and 

swap stories and have a few drinks. '"' 

Thus. the Polish brotherhood bonded 

and prospective brides were soug h t. 
=lq 2: - Poiish Vsteran Chums Gather-Oshawa. Ontario ~ 1 9 4 7 " '  

There was no question for the Polish veterans as well many other post-war Polish 

tmmigranis they would rnarry a Roman Cathol~c Pole. For wasn't it therr Polishness-language. 

culture. and religion-that was threatened by the war. as well as al1 that they suffered for and 
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fought to preserve7 And isn't the home-the family-the fundamental place where it is best 

preserved? 
C2-1*24--4---441----54i.L5- 

Aitogether. the movement resulted in a virtual man-for-man transfer of 4.500 German 

POWs who were sent to Bntain in exchange for 4,527'" Polish ex-soldiers Although the 

F!q 28 - Polish Veterans a; Spirtt River Lumber Camp 
Park Bros Ltd , Winter 1947148"- 

As much as possible. govemment 

oifrcials made considerable efforts to track 

down those Polish veterans who abandoned 

their obligations. and either encouraged them 

to return. or re-established them elsewhere. 

ln the instances where there arose conflict 

Detween farmer and Pole. mediation by 

government officiais most often restored good 

relatrons 

The question then arises as to 

overwhelming majority fulftlled their two- 

year farm labour contractual commitments. 

there were some cases of non-cornpliance. 

beiligerence. and abandonment of farms. 

Some found other work in mines or lumber 

camps during the winter months. but 

returned to the farrns in the spring 

Fig 29 - Polish Veteran at Lumber Camp Quarte.. 
Cormack. Ontario. C 1947"" 
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"success" of the scheme. If the intent was to import much-needed heavy agricultural labour, the 

scheme succeeded only as long as the duration of the two-year contract period. One governrnent 

officiai wrote in March, 1947 of the scheme: "...Our experience to date with the Poles strongly 

supports the contention that did we not have an undertaking, many of the Poles would have 

aiready ief? the f a n s  for other types of ernpl~yrnent."~'~ Further. as was noted in one post- 

scheme summary based on f a n e s '  reçponses to a questionnaire, indications were "that rnany of 

the farmers do not intend to hire any Poles in the future.""' No reasons are given. Yet. the 

Director of Manitoba's Farm Help Services wrote on the eve of 1949 to the federal Department of 

Labour about Manitoba's need to secure sugar beet workers: 'Everything else being equal our 

preference would be for Polish Veterans in place of single 0~s.'"' Still suffering shortages in 

manual agricultural labour, the sugar beet industry's preference for Polish veterans represents 

satisfaction in their contributions to the induçtry. The 'problem', however, was there were no 

further plans to transport and reseffle bulk movements of Polish veterans; yet, Canada had begun 

a year eariier selection of workers from among the civilian population living in displaced persons 

camps in Gennany. 

The federal Department of Labour issued a press release May 19, 1949, "Canada Proving 

Land of Opportunity for Polish Veterans." it stated 250 of the 4,527 Polish veterans who came to 

Canada through 1946 and 1947 for jobs on fams were, after fulfillment of their contractual 

obligations, either operating farms for themseives or had well-laid plans for doing so in the 

future."' Nine particular cases of Poles still working in agriculture were cited as "typical examples 

of the rapid progress made by these new Canadians in establishing themselves." In evabating 

the experiment to import essential agricultural workers, it appears there was an overall 5.5% 

success rate? 
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The majority of those Polish veterans who had satisfied their ho-year farm labour 

agreements saw "greener pasturesw in other employment. The difficulty arose, however, for the 

professionals and skilled craftsmen among them who discovered 'their qualifications were not 

recognized by professional organizations or trade  union^."^" 

Only one among the ten veteran study participants considered farrning after completion of 

his contractual obligation. Jurek's carefree pre-war life was one of privilege and plenty. He was 

well educated with a certain future in a promising rnilitarj career as an Officer, but he describes a 

love of working onlwith the land. Ironically, the federal government scuttled his plans. Having 

heard of federal assistance for WWtl veterans under the Veteran's Land Act (VIA), Jurek 

approached the Department of Veteran's Affairs for assistance in establishing himself on a farm. 

He was told, however, he was not a Canadian veteran and therefore did not qualify. He likely was 

unaware at the time of the irony of Canada's own merchant mannes sirnilady rejected for 

assistance under the VLA as well other veterans programs, but for different rea~ons.':~ 

Disqualification from the VLA contradicted Jurek's understanding of his potential role and 

opportunities in agriculture in Canada under the Resettlernent scheme as described to hirn by 

English officiais on his application for immigration to Canada. It then represented a symbolic form 

of isolation from Canadian opportunity, by the government and, by extension, by Canadian 

society. This feeling of isolation was further reinforced dunng his short involvement with the 

Knight's of Columbus where language was the isolating factor. And so, Jurek went on to 

contribute his energy and time to Polish-oriented institutional, social and political adivities. It is 

impossible to categoncally assert he did so strictly out of loyalty to the Polish community andlor to 

preservation of Polish culture for the cornmunity and his children, especially-though this was, in 

fact. a powerful motivator-but there arises a faint hint he felt disadvantaged in the larger 

Niagara Peninsula, 1967) tradrs 3% of post-lrvar Polish immigrants who carne to Canada on labour contraa remained on 
f a n s  either as farm hands or owners, the remainder moving immediately upon wmpletion to towns and cities where they 
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mainstream Anglo community. Jurek would not cal1 it discrimination; rather, discornfort. 

Stanisfaw Zybala has said of the intense organizational activity exhibited among post-war 

Polish amvats as having its roots, in part, in the Scouting movement. In this regard Jurek is no 

exception; even his five children were heavily involved in the Canadian Polish Scouting movement 

as well as other Polish cultural activities. Further, suggests Zybala, such individuals as Jurek who 

are employed in physical labouflsj, 'compensate for their daily exertions by becoming pillars of 

Polish Canadian organi~ations."~~~ Frank Renkiewia also observed that working class Poles 

more readily devoted themselves to Polish institutional Iife in Canada than did the intelligentsia. 

Jurek's involvernent in Church, veteran affairs, and Scouting activities is expressed in leadership 

rotes where he stands arnong his peers as a piilar. One source describes the emergence of 

ethnic leadership in the United States thus: 

Finding their own aspirations blocked, emergent "ethnic leadersn organized 
forms of resistance and encauraged the development of ethnic institutions 
such as churches, schools, newspapers, and voluntary organizations .... To 
sorne extent these "ethnic" institutions contributed to national movements in 
the immigrants' home countnes, but the disniption caused by two world 
wars and intermittent Americanization drives left most ties to home as 
affective, romanticized rnemorie~.~" 

On the other hand, Karl recalls an offer by the federal govemment of cheap land in the 

north that he declined because he was pre-occupied with finding a Polish bride."' Today, several 

study participants manage large market-size gardens for domestic use as well cash crops; more 

likely, this is a reflection of their rural upbringing in Poland than of the Canadian farm experience. 

And so, with a young family to support, Jurek resigned himself to factory work and 

subsequently found employrnent with General Motors where he worked 30.5 years until his 

retirement. lndeed, the primary employers among this group were Oshawa-based factortes: 

General Motors [manufacture of autorn~biles],~ Fittings Ltd. [manufacture of industrial. 

'" ~lexsandra Zioîkwka [tansl. Wojtek Stelmacrynski]. Dlaams and Reality (Tomnto: The Adam Mickiewicz 
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commercial and residential b ras  fittings], Malleable lron (foundry], Duplate [automobile glass], 

and Peddlar People [manufacture of tin goods such as ceilings, roofs and eaves troughs, etc.] 

where each put in over thirty years' work in the singular place of employment, And each has a 

'story' to tell about successful job search and acquisition strategies, whether slipping a 26-oz 

bottle of OV whiskey to the Irish foreman, or making contact with a 'nice big Pole" or whether 

engaging in a spirited debate with unernployrnent office officiais-including, in one case, slugging 

an unernployment officer-or meeting a sympathetic Canadian veteran. Other factory employers 

include: Duniop [tire rnanufacturers] and Houdaille [rnanufacturers of chrome bumpers]. 

Only one arnong the Polish veterans in the study group who came to Canada under the 

Poiish Reseltlement scheme eventually left industnal work. Jacob worked at INCO in Sudbuty for 

sixteen years before migrating to Oshawa. There he upgraded his education, beginning with high 

school, then enrolled in an electronics program at Durham College, to eventually train and qualify 

as the Chief Operator for one of Durham Region's largest sewage treatment plants where he 

worked for sixteen years, retiring after suffering some health problems. 

In recalling his Canadian experience, Jacob jokingly submits Canada does not smell like 

resin [a distinct mntradictory reference to Arkady Fiedler's Canada SrneIlinci of Resin] but 

otherwise, as he recalls in this anecdote: 

[l]n Ancona, we had this Grade 7 [ciass]; l went to finish that. There was a 
professor that was doing Geography and some other thing and he says a lot 
of people think that Canada is a country that's smell of pine pitch and stuff, 
something like that. He says, 'No. It smells of cow manute and a lot of 
hard work, sweat But. you see, if you ever have a chance," he said, 'go 
because you have a chance to make a life for your~elf."~'~ 

Thus, Jacob's first impressions of Canada as a fam labourer and lumberjack echo the 

words of his Geography teacher: 'Canada stinks of cow manure and sweat" And he does not 

miss the irony of his long semice in a sewage treatment plant! 

This particular group is not representative of the findings of Rudolf Kogler and Henryk 

Dunlop and Houdaille. eighteen of the twenty-five Oshawa-area study participants r/2%] worked in the Oshawa-area 
automobile-based industry. 
530 Interview wrth Jacob (17 February 1999) 26. 



Radecki. both of whom found most of the Polish veterans did not work exclusively in factories, but 

that many found 'better' jobs; in part, because of higher education and skills training in Poland or 

a result of skilis/educational enfichment after the war. However, among the eleven ex-servicemen 

who participated in this study, al1 but two had rudirnentary education no higher than Grade 8, and 

a third. Jacob, advanced his education and subsequent employment opportunities in mid-life. 

Overall, twenty-one of the thirty-eight study participants had education no higher than Grade 6. In 

moderate contrast, Poles who made up the largest number of immigrants accepted under the 

American DP Act had an average 7.9 years edu~ation.~" 

Summarv 

In the eariy chapter of the Second World War, 1.5 million Poles were forcibly deported to 

exile in Soviet labour camps in the Siberian hinterland. Millions more would be othenvise 

uprooted or pensh through the war years. 

After the war-after either fighting with the Polish Second Corps under General Anders, 

or waiting out the war in temporary settiements located in the Middle East, India, or British 

Afnca-many of the survivors of the deportationlexile experience refused international pressures 

to repatriate to their ancestral homeland that was under Soviet [Communistj domination. 

Some would find their way to Canada through various resettlement schemes. The first 

group of Anders Poles to amve in Canada through the years 1946-47 was among the majority 

within the group movement of 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers who came under Britain's Polish 

Reseltlement Act. Other documented Anders Poles, or Sybiraki, who made Canada their home 

after the war-thousands more trickled in in later years-include 150 orphans, and the near 900 

passengers of the General H M. Biack American naval camer, to yield a total of about 5,500 

Sybira ki. 

But Canada was not their first choice. Most preferred to repatriate to Poland but they 

feared pst-war political conditions in their ancestral hometand; they especially feared repeat 

53 1 Barbara Stem Burstin. From Poland ta Pittsbumh: The Exmrience of Jews and Christians who Mgrateci to Pittsbumh 
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deportation to Siberia. Amerka was the next preferred destination. Still, freedom in a new 

homeland symbolized for them the opportunit' to preserve the Polish nation-as Polonia-and 

Polish culture. It was as patnotic duty, grounded in the political cause, that they chose Canada 

where they could regroup and get on with their lives after nearly a decade living in a chaotic state 

of vord and flux in various manifestations of camp Iife. 

For its part, the response of Canadian govemment officiais to global circumstances of the 

post-war years resulted in piecemeal "catch-as-you-can" immigration policy designed to meet 

economtc needs: labour and market. Selection criteria dictated who got in and was founded on 

historic ethnic and gender stereotypes and prejudices that were entrenched in Canadian 

immigration procedures and policies. The resetttement of the 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers who came 

on two-year agricultural contract laid the foundational experience for the importation of bulk labour 

and for the development of post-war immigration policy, inasmuch as it was. 



Chapter 6 - THE DOORÇ OPEN to WORKERÇ and BREEDERÇ 

Thus a pilgnin shakes the dust from his sandals 
oblivious to the road, eyes f*ed up on the goal."' 

Prelude 

The resettlement of the Polish ex-soldiers through 194647 [all of whom signed two-year 

labour contracts] set the experiential stage for Canada's welcome of refugees and displaced 

persons in terms of bulk labour selection, transportation, and distribution: the quintessential 

employment of human scales of materialist output! Such a selection process had built-in 

exclusionary components, not the least of which was the exclusion of women through reduced 

numbers: induding, the ltalian wives of a small number of the Polish veterans.'" 

Learning from mistakes, pitfalls, and successes experienced through the bulk movernent 

of the Polish ex-soldiers, Canadian officials determined, first, that such movernents had potential 

for making practical contributions to Canada's need for labour and population. Furthemore, it 

was determined pre-selection screening of potential immigrantstworkers be tightened; especially 

with regard to medical screening so that Canada did not inhefit healthcare dependants. Also, 

contract periods were reduced from M o  years to one. However, there remained an apparent 

ignorance of the seasonal nature of the work undertaken by new anivals, and of their vulnerabiiity. 

This chapter explores the policies established and procedures followed for the importation 

of bulk labour to Canada after the Second Worid War and related questions, especially as they 

apply to Polish immigrants. And, now, half-a-century later, what can we learn about how the 

Anders Poles translated their Polish origins and their Soviet labour expenence into work. family 

and community life in Canada? 

The Doors Open to Assimilable Workers and Breeders 

After re-opening the door to immigration and in response to increased pressure from 

5;:  
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industry and from many Canadian religious and ethnic organizations. as well as Parliamentarians 

and individuals, Prime Minister Mackenzie Kin3 laid the foundation for Canada's immigration 

policy in a 01 May 1947 speech in the House of Comrnons [though no fomal legislative changes 

were made]. In essence, the Prime Minister stated Canada was not obliged to take in post-war 

refugees or displaced persons, notwithstanding a moral obligation that courd be met by welcoming 

a certain number of immigrants based on Canada's employable absorptive capacity. Further, the 

Prime Minister stated that regulated immigration could both enhance the Canadian population and 

economy. so long as there was no 'fundamental alteration in the charader of our population."" 

While the doors had been opened for European immigration to Canada, virtually al1 other 

potential immigrants were excluded; including Chinese and Japanese. Thus, almost two years 

following the end of WWII, Canada officially accepted its moral obligation to assist refugees and 

displaced persons inasmuch as numbers could be usefuily absorbed into the domestic economy, 

without changing the fundamental character (presumably WASP] of the country. Balts and Poles, 

however, were growing out of favou~ Jewish refugees continued to encounter restrictive policies 

and exclusionary views among government officiais and the general public. 

At a meeting of the Interdepartmental Cornmittee in June 1947, Dr. Keenleyside, Deputy 

Minister of Mines and Resources, clarified the current views on immigration: 

. .A was the desire of the Govemment that immigration should not effect any 
major changes in the existing ratios of the Canadian population. In view of 
steps that had already k e n  taken invoiving the recent admission to Canada 
of considerable numbers of persons of Polish and Jewish race, and of the 
Catholic faith it would be desirable in the present instance to give prionty to 
penons who do not fall into these ~ategories.'~' 

Through the summer of 1947, five mobile selection teams established operations in 

displaced persons camps in Gerrnany and Austna; their goal, "...to select able-bodied refugees 

like good 'beef cattle, with a preference for strong young men who couid do manual labour and 

would not be encumkred by ageing relatives', to use a description employed by ... the late John 

'" Prime Minister Mackenzie King. Hansard, 01 May 1947. 26616. 
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~olmes.*""hey arrived with orders for bulk labour in hand. Wanted: heavy laboures for 

mining, lumbenng, logging and agricuitural work. Women-including wives, mothers, sisters and 

other female dependants of the men contracted for their labour-need not apply. 

The selection process undertaken in screening potential post-war immigrants to Canada 

was designed to ensure that those who got in exhibited strong anti-Communist sentiments. Given 

that unions were perceived by many to be slightly left leaning in their political sway, there was 

some desire, particularly among capitalist interests, to prevent strong leftist agitators from entering 

the country. A representative of the RCMP was assigned to travel overseas to the displaced 

persons camps with the selection teams to ensure no "undesirablem pro-Communist elements got 

through the screening process. Tanya Basok suggests that immigrants fleeing Communism 'may 

have also served ideological purposes by highlighting the advantages of the capitalist system ... 

the 'free marketn economy and could preach the *horronn of living under Comrn~nisrn."~'~ 

Furthemore, with a view to quickly shift from wartime industrial production to peacetime 

production, policy-rnakers saw the value to be had in acquiring a large pool of [generally grateful] 

skilled and unskilled workers. 

J. M. Dymonds, Director, Department of Labour, Wartime Bureau of Technical Personnel, 

wrote to Raymond Ranger, Pnvy Council, regarding the admission of technicians from DP camps: 

mhere would seem to be something to be gained by introducing men with 
these higher skills from other countries so that they may not only fiIl the 
present gaps, but also impart some of the specialized knowledge to the 
young Canadians who are bound to be associated with thern."' 

Consequently, by admitting skilled individuals, the govemrnent did not have the pnor 

responsibility of paying for their education and maintenance into adulthood, nor was it then 

necessary to invest energy or money in education reforrn mat might improve the quality of 'made 

in Canada' skiiled or semi-skilled labour.53g What's more, such express selection presupposes 
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that immigrants were selected not only under the criteria which apply to immigrants generally, but 

were also required to rneet definite needs of specific employers. 

Initially, selection teams primarily sought single young males for wofk in agriculture, 

mining, lurnbering and logging. They were specifically advised to ensure that no dependants 

were left behind so that Canada might, by default, becorne responsible for dependant relatives; 

however. many slipped through the verj large cracks in the selection process. Lesser numbers of 

single females were eventualiy selected for domestic or sorne factory work as welt sorne 

accommodation was made for family migration. In contrast. however, Srazil favoured families 

over single migrants, with an age limit of fifty yean for the eldest memben."* 

The Dionne Scanda1 

One particular incident is worth mention, though it merits indepth study. The 

ctrcumstances of the seiection of the Dionne girls [no, not the quints!] from what were eventually 

called DP labour pools, and their importation to Canada in 1947 resulted in an uproar against the 

government both from interna1 sources (media, public, labour organizations and political 

opposition], and extemal sources [Potand]. 

Most important, however, the incident set a precedent for future bulk movements to 

Canada of female labour frorn the DP camps/labour pools for gender-specific work, mostly, in 

domestic service. For instance, the female passengers on the General Black were selected to 

come to Canada only because they contracted to enter domestic semice and officiais were able to 

transport and deliver the women to prearranged employrnent postings. Selection teams listed the 

name, age. marital status, religion, ability to speak English, dependents, if any, and brief rernarks 

identifying the gender-specific empioyability skills of successful applicants in agricultural, factory, 

or, more commonly in the case of the women, domestic work. For instance, one entry in I R 0  

records Iists a family comprised of head, M e ,  daughters (2) and sons (2) recruited in Uganda: 

Husband and wife have 17 years experience in al1 branches, including bee- 
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keeping Anna is practicing dressmaker Mikolaj is clerk in the I R O office. 
5ut is willing and able to do farm work. Andrzej is working as carpenter in 
the camp. and Weronika has completed dressmaking course Most of the 
family speak English, Mikolaj very well, al1 are in good health. and al1 are 
empioy able " '  

Although the Dronne girls were not Anders Poles. the scanda1 around their importation to 

Canada as 3idk labour contributed to increased anti-Polrsh sentiment in Canada thai impacted 

negatively on subsequent Polish arrivals 

ln May 1947 Ludger Dionne. MP for Beauce [Liberal] traveled to a OP camp in Germany 

l~he re  he selected 100 young Polish. Ukrainian and Yugoslavtan women and subsequently flew 

!hem to Canada to work in h ~ s  rayon spinning mtll at St. Georges de Beauce. Quebec 

Fig 30 - Drsplaced person at Dionne Sprnning Mills - 21 May 1948"' 

The Roman Catholic women were housed in a Catholic hostel administered by nuns 

Their two-year contract initially included deductions for room and board and contrrbution toward 
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repayment of Dionne's $42.500 transportation costs. That a Member of Parliament was perceived 

to have exploited his parliamentary position without regard for federal law which prohibited 

prepaid importation of contracted labour and that he and the government were seemingiy 

oblivious to the perception of-if not an outnght-confiict of interest, was cause for national and 

international scandal. 

For instance, the Dionne girls were known in the United States as the '100 Flying 

~irgcns"."' Critics vehernently denounced Dionne's scheme as the unscrupulous exploitation of 

forced labour for his personal gain without regard for worker rights, humanitanan ethics, the 

vulnerability of the young women, or Canada's reputation in the international theatre. Outside 

Canada, Polish officiais condemned the movernent as a human rights violation as well as 

obstruction of repatriation of al! Poles and, ultimately, of the rebuilding of war-ravaged Poland. 
E w - : . ' ~ . l c r w  . '  .&w-m:-s - 

. -. .." .-- - 
T - -  The media enthusiastically recorded the scandal. 

J : P 

Political opposition noted Dionne's and, by nature of his 

b Pariiamentary position, the Liberal government's disregard for 
i ' Canadian law [Alien Labour Act] that prohibited the prepaid 

importation of contracted la bout. 60th Progressive 

Conservative and CCF critics condemned the scheme as a 

'backdoor methodn of manipulation of traditional 

parliamentary procedure and p o ~ i c ~ . ~  Labour declared the 
1 

'+ industnalists importation of cheap labour an underhanded 
-3&Lt*-- -+,:&y - *.., - ; :, * .  - ;.-z;:,-; ..* _A 

Fig. 31 - Labour Minister Humphrey attempt to undercut wages in exploitative conditions. Not 
Mitchell wtth Ludger Dionne, M$" 

surpnsing, employers across the country made appiication to Humphrey Mitchell, Minister of 

Labour. for equal opportunity to import cheap labour under similar conditions as those singularly 

extended to the Honourable Member, Ludger Dionne. Other cntics suggested the government 
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was circumventing the developrnent of a national immigration policy; rather, it appeared to be 

leaning toward 'immigration by vested interestsn. And it wasn't long before some critics made 

links between the scheme to import Polish ex-soldiers for f am labour and what were perceived to 

be Dionne's special [parliamentary] circumstances that netted his spinning miil cheap Polish 

female labour resulting, eventually, in widespread anti-Polish sentiment. Frorn The Winnipeg 

Tribune: 

A whote range of emotions, political, racial, religious, sectional, and "classn 
was stirred during an extraordinary debate in the House of Commons 
Monday, provoked by the admission of 100 Polish refugee girls, by order in 
council, to act as textile hands in the mills of Ludger Dionne, Liberal M.P. for 
Beauce ... M. J. Coldwell ... objected to manner in which the Polish girls had 
been brought in under contract-in the face of Canadian tradition and even 
Canadian law which prohibited the importation of 'indentured labor." Under 
the Alien Labor Act, he declared, it is illegal to prepay transportation of labor 
to Canada, under contra~t.'"~ 

[Communist] Polish officiais expressed outrage not only to Canadian officials, but also to 

the international community, at the 'kidnapping* of the women, "shipped 'by contract' [wtiere] in 

the beautiful resin srnelling Canada, they were locked in like slavesnYi until some managed to 

escape the horror of their circumstance. Polish newspapers, both in Poland and in Canada, were 

quick and righteous in their condemnation of the importation of Polish and Ukrainian "girlsn as a 

forrn of white slave traffic in which Canada took advantage of defenseless war victims for 

capitalist exploitation. One Polish journalist appealed to 'the conscience of honest Canadians, 

expressing her hope that public opinion will prevent the slave traffickers to make fortunes out of 

the tragic fate of the defenseless war victims."" Another suggested in outrageous verbal 

caricature that the 'little sistersn were chained to the dubious a r e  of nuns further making veiled 

references to a notorious sect of nuns (the ~ a r i a w i t k a s ] ~ ~  of ostensibly frivolous rnora~s.''~ 

Between the lines. however, lay Poland's own need for the Dionne girls in nation building. One 

hundred young women could be put to good use not only to help rebuild Potand's cities and 
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economy. but also her population! Furthemore, such propaganda might counsei Poles who 

would not return to Poland of the unhappy fate into which they might plunge. 

The Canadian Poiish Congress submitted a brief to Humphrey Mitchell, Minister of 

Labour, in the matter of the Dionne girls as well made comments regarding the Polish veterans. 

First. the Congress asked the Minister to aboiish the Polish vekrans' contracts declaring them 

'discnminatory, undemocratic and unjust in every respect" for other post-war immigrants had been 

imported to Canada on shorter-ten contrads.''' In regard to the Dionne girls. the Congress 

asked the Minister to intervene on behalf of the 100 women to, first, investigate charges of 

oppression, censorship. prison-like living conditions at the convent, as well to investigate 

attempted suicides, and, finally to ensure safe working conditions for the women. I have not been 

able to ascertain what, if any, action was taken. 

The scanda1 resurfaced in September, 1948 when, after Dionne's workers, including the 

Polish Dionne girls, had been on strike for near two months, the Confederation of Catholic 

Workers pubticly denounced Dionne "as an exploiter of the working class because he ... declined 

to rneet his employeest requests for wage in~reases."'~' 

All the while, Polish diplomats protested both ta Canada and at the United Nations 

General Assembly what were tenned Canada's il1 use of Polish 'slave' workers in agncultural 

work. And again, in November, 1949, Polish officiais condemned Canada on the Dionne 

question, as well post-war immigration [terrned as forcible detainment, kidnapping or abduction] of 

the group of 123 Polish children from the Tengeru settlement camp in Tanganyika, during debates 

on 'Refugees and Stateless Penons" held at the General Assembly of the United ~ations.'" In 

both instances, Polish offïcials charged "[sluch kidnapping was verj characteristic of the whoIe 

activity of I R 0  and clearly demonstrated that IR0  had violated the international agreements which 
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it had ass~rned"~" and they demanded repatriation of the Polish citizens. Indeed, the larger 

debate around repatriation of Polish citizens suffering under capitalist constraint in Canada 

trickled through the early 1950s in more general terms that again echoed Fiedlets Canada 

Smellin~ of Resin. 'Canada smelling of ... crisisn, screamed one newspaper headline published in 

Poland followed by reportage of Canada's econornic stagnation and calamitous unemployment."' 

Canada. most notably through Senator Cairine Wilson, firmly and categoncally denied Poland's 

'very grave and irresponsible accusationsn arguing Canada admitted the children stfïctly on 

humanitarian gro~nds.'~' There was no 'official' mention of the Dionne giris. The question. 

however, still presses for attention: Whatever happened to the Dionne girls? 

The short-lived Dionne scanda1 did not, however, cutb Canadian solicitation of female 

labour in displaced persons camps. Within months of the arriva1 of the Dionne girls, large group 

movements of female domestics from DP camps in Europe were CO-coordinâted. In 1948, a 

quota was established for approximately 8,500 single women, widows, divorcees or women 

whose husbands disappeared [with no more than one child, no older than 5 years of age], who 

were to be selected for domestic work either in homes or in institutions in what Franca lacovetta 

identifies as "the iowest-paid sectors of the female job 'ghetto' ... taking on 'the 'dirty' jobs that 

Canadian women shunned.""' On their arriva1 in Canada. the govemment recommended their 

children be placed in boarding schools or in children's homes as the mothers were committed to 

domestic contract; with the view, of course, that rnothets ought to have regular access to their 

children! Lastly, couples without children, or with one or two children, were accepted for 

domestic/agriculturaI work. 

Overall, however, the scales tipped more 

than for women in what Warren Kalbach terms 

favourably for men seeking refuge in Canada 

the histon'c "normativen sex-ratio immigration 

NAC AG-25. vol. 3317. file 1025W0, pt. 1. Statement by Mr. Altman (Poland) 04 Novernber 1949. 
"' NAC RG-25. vol. 3317. file 1025840. p t  1. Glas Wybncza (Voiœ of the Coast); Gdansk, 03 Mar& 1950. S e  ais0 
RG25.  vol. 3317. 'PolandlCanada Relations'. Ediiorial in Wde tudu, #129; 11 May 1950. 
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pattern which is disrupted only in extreme circurnstances such as seen during the Depression and 

war years."8 One source cites three times as rnany Polish males as females came to Canada 

dunng the post-WWII ers? Mijana Morokvasic observes that theoretical considerations of 

migration generally distinguish migrants as %ex-less units; if they are constructed into sociological 

objects then they are male and ... a number of investigations [which] mentioned women [did sol 

within the framework of the family, and in relation to chi~dren."~~~ For instance, Kalbach discusses 

women first, in relation to sex ratio; rnale:female. They are then discussed in chi1d:woman ratios. 

Perhaps this explains the dearth of Iiterature on the Dionne girls in comparison with the volumes 

written on the Polish ex-soldiers as well on those Poles [male] who contributed, as professionals, 

to Canadian life, whereas women contnbute in different ways, mothering but one. 

However, as Mirjana Morokvasic observes, much of the literature on immigrant women 

more often "relies on stereotypes of migrant wornen as dependants ... unproductive, illiterate, 

isolated. secluded from the outside world.'"' But even among the least educated female Anders 

Poles, they were fat from isolated or unproductive even though many rnaintained strong ties with 

the Polish community. Indeed, within Polish cmmmunity voluntary organizational life, many played 

signifiant rûles which were particularly aimed at benefiting the children of Polonia in Canada by 

estabiishing and, especialty, rnaintaining Polish cuituraWeducational opportunities such as 

Scouting and Polish school, or in fundraising for such activities, for the church andfor for 

scholarships. In addition, rnost worked until retirement, or periodically, that they might 

supplement the family income. Overall, however, their 'work' was more particularly gender- 

specific including, especially, childbeanng and childrearing. 

The Dionne girls and other displaced women who immigrated to Canada in the immediate 

post-war years followed in the footsteps of earlier movements of female labour under the rubric 

558 Warren E. Kalbach. The effec! of immf ration on oo~ulation. (Ottawa: Manpower and Immigration. 1974) 11-17. 
559 Henryk Radecki. Ethnic Omanuational Dvnamics. (Waterloo: Witfrid Laurier Univenrty Press. 1979) 36. 
560  Mirjana Morokvasic. Women in Migration: Beyond the Redudionist OutIookg in One Wav Ticket: Miqration and 
Female Labour. ed. Annie PhitacMea. (Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983) 13. See also Franca lacouetta. 'Remaking 
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"domesticsn. As eady as the 17th Century filles du roi were recruited from France to nation-build: 

crudely put, breed. Through the late 19th and early 20th Century, working-class United Kingdom 

women were also recruited to aid in the development of the colony [including young Dr. Bamardo 

girls (and boys) also imported for domestic work], and to preserve white supremacy [otherwise 

spun as the assimilable character pst-WWll J of a growing nation. 

Miida Danys writes domestics were, as a cornmodity, 'easy to deal in." Little skill is 

required; al1 that is needed is that the prospective domestic be in good health and able-bodied. If 

she didn't already have experience, she could quickly leam to cook or operate a washing 

machine. She required little supernision and, as she worked in relative isolation from Canadian 

society and, especially, other workers, there was virtually no chance of agitation for better wages 

or working conditions and even less likelihood of agitation for union protection.'" The debate is 

further compounded when one then factors into the equation that in the post-war era in Ontario, 

"ethnic' women made up ... almost 40 per cent" of the workforce, about half post-war arnva~s.'~' 

-CI..CW-- 

Though there exist common interests that lead to the development of policies that open 

the doors to immigration to Canada, a larger question arises as to whether there are competing 

interests between government [nation-building; econornic growth/stability], business [profit- 

making], and immigrants [establishment in a new land]. 

Parliamentary debates of the immediate post-war years further cornplicated the question 

of immigration by attempting to distinguish between immigration policy and immigrants, and 

refugees and humanitarian obligation. Furthemore, Alistair Stewart, MP Winnipeg North], raised 

the issue of an apparent division "into preferred [presumably WASP] and non-preferred groups 

such as Ukrainians and Poles, and those even lower, ... the Jewish people," cleady making 

reference to 1928 policy. Stewart pressed the government, insisting Canada ought to show "great 

''' Milda Danys. OP Lithuanian lmmiaration to Canada After the Second Wodd Wal. (Toronto: Muitiaiitural History 
Society of Ontario, 1986) 128. 
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moral leadership to the world" by taking in more refugees and rescind "any policy which brands an 

immigrant from the Ukraine or Poland as non-preferred and which discriminates against him, or 

any policy which excludes Jews because of their religion.., in the name of democracy and in the 

name of d e c e n ~ ~ . " ~  Stewart did not. however. champion the cause of Chinese or Japanese 

immigration that were concurrent topics of debate. 

The question would not be adequately addressed-as is exemplified by Canada's 

discriminatory practices toward post-war Jewish immigration, despite growing evidence and 

awareness of the Holocaust, as well toward Chinese or Japanese immigration, and in some 

measure toward Poles and other Slavs-until the immigration Act of 1976 came into effect in 

1978; despite the admissions of refugees into the country on an ad hoc basis since the arrivai of 

the Loyalists in the late 18th century.= 

White the federai government welcomed and expedited importation of assimilable 

immigrants who could be successfully absorbed into the growing post-war industrial economy that 

they might make meaningful contributions to the capitalist infrastructure [labour and market] 

inasmuch as there was no displacement of 'real' Canadians from preferred jobs, not al1 Canadians 

welcomed even assimilable refugees and displaced persons. Cnticism fell particulatly on the bulk 

labour scheme. 

In a Globe & Mail editoriat, the government was criticized for an immigration policy that 

amounted to labour recruitment for employers who would mmpel workers to labour under 'semi- 

servitude utterly at variance with Canadian notions of human rights and f r e e d o m ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Overall. 

labour was a "judiciouç supporter" of immigration. However, elements within the labour 

movement cautioned against "unplanned immigration" which did not reflect contemporary 

economic needs and There existed some anxiety Mat mass immigration of cheap 

labour, especially of so-called hard core Poles-despite general agreement vis-à-vis the 

5 6 4  Hansard. 04 Febniary 1947. 112-1 16. 
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contributions of the 4,527 Polish ex-soldiers-would result in an undercutting of workers' standard 

of living as well as erosion of worker rights, thus potentially displacing real Canadian workers by 

ernploying cheap foreigners. Quebec MPs repeated their historic reluctance to accept new 

immigrants, having already threatened in 1944 to boycott any post-war mass immigration 

scheme? 

in letters to the govemment, some Canadians complained of a Iifetime of hardship in 

clearing and farrning land to then reach old age broke yet paying taxes to "keepn irnported 

immigrants. Others expressed outrage that Polish ex-soldiers were already displacing Canadian 

war veterans from jobs and housing and that more immigrants would only compound the problem. 

Ironically, the govemment provided Canadian veterans with government positions, education and 

training opportunities, and housing and financing assistance, whereas the Polish veterans worked 

two years as contracted farm labour and received no government-assisted employrnent training or 

placement nor pension for their service. Evidence illustrates that increased movement off the 

farm to urban and industrial areas caused a shortage of farm and resource [mining, lumber, 

logging] labour. Yet others were not shy in stating their aversion to the importation of so-called 

left leaning, Communist-agitating Poles-and other Slavs-and especially of Roman Cathoiics. 

The question of public views of Jewish immigration to Canada in the post-war yeats is another 

stgnifrcant matter well docurnented by l ~ i n g  Abella and Harold Tropet in None is Too Many. As 

well, others document post-WWII immigration under the bulk labour movements of such ethnic 

groups as the ltalians and ~ithuanians?' 

While some Canadians wrote letters of complaint to the govemment, to newspapers, and 

otherwise made their disgnintied views heard, the post-war immigrants to Canada had lime or no 

voice or channel for complaint. And most Canadians, including immigration and labour officiais, 

seemed oblivious to the seasonal nature of the jobs for which they were recmited; as well, in 

!68 John Atchison. 'Immigration in Two Federations' in 01x102 W. Hodgins. et al. Federalism in Canada and Australia: 
Histoncal Perspectives. 1920-1 988. (Peterborough. Canada: Frost Centre for Canadian Heritage and Developrnent 
Studies, Trent University, 1989) 207. See also Basok, Dirks and Knowies. 
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many instances, to the abuse suffered by workers, poor wages and/or unsafe working conditions, 

and of the isolating nature of work in agriculture or on frontier jobs such as mining and forestry. 

In the two decades following the war, dunng which Canada experienced an industrial 

boom, the labour force benefited from the injection of immigrant workers who doubled the 

workforce and who also contributed quality skills to Canada's economic [industrial] deveîopment 

with little Canadian-borne expense. Some sources have argued immigrant labour replaced cheap 

unskilled Canadian workers who Red for better wages in the United   ta tes.^" During the first 

period [1946-553 Canada followed historic patterns in its admission of agricultural workers, 

resource workers, labourers and domestics. This period refiects the peak of post-war Polish 

immigration to Canada. In the second decade [1956-671, Canada's priorities shifted to the 

importation of more skilled and semi-skilled workers."' 

Due to persistent public pressure, especially from the well-organized umbrella Polish- 

American Congress, the government of Amencan President Harry Truman reluctantly passed in 

1948 the Displaced Persons Act [DP Act] which passage occurred one month pnor to official 

creation of the IRO. and a few days after the Berlin ~lockade. '~  Thus. argues Theresa Kurk 

McGinley, American immigration reform was more closely linked to ideological [more specifically 

anti-Communist] objectives and labour needs than to humanitarian beneficence. Following 

Canada. Great Britain, and ~ustralia'" as the leading recipients of displaced penons, many of 

whom were accepted because of labour contracts, American immigration reform was designed to 

allow for the acceptance of certain qualifed workers needed in the United State~."~ 
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Over 200,000 American visas were distributed among Europe's displaced persons, 

predominantly among Balts. Jewish applicants were largely at a disadvantage as the American 

policy stipulated that 30% of those admitted under the Act must be farmers; it was widely known 

that Eastern European Jews lived and worked pnmarily in towns and cities and were typically not 

farmer~.''~ 

Suddenly under increased international pressure to take in more than a few Polish ex- 

soldiers, Canada sent more selection teams to Europe's DP camps in search of potential workers 

and citizens. However, no formal reform of immigration policy was instituted. 

Canadian selection teams faced stiff cornpetition from England, Australia and the United 

States al1 of which, by mid-summer. 1948, had skimmed the cream of the DP crop from the camps 

in Europe. Though selection tearns were advised [it was not official poiicy] to steer away from 

choosing Roman Catholic Poles, the [predominantly Roman Catholic] passengers of the General 

Black found themselves among the lucky masses whose labour, purchasing power and breeding 

capabilities were contracted by Canada, almost as an afterthought in June t949. The dwindling 

numbers in the DP camps of Europe t w k  IR0 officials to Polish resettlement camps in British 

Africa vanganyika and Uganda] as well Beirut, Lebanon, where a speedy round-up of Anders 

Poles from among the remaining Polish survivors of Soviet deportation and exile-who refused to 

return to [Communist] Poland-helped fiIl the boat, and IR0 quotas. The IR0 paid al! 

transportation costs, including traveling costs for Canada's selection team, as well arranged pre- 

medical and pre-occupational screening . Only "those found acceptable from an occupational 

viewpointn would be sele~ted.~'~ 

One woman, Wanda, whose family was living in the Tengeru settlement in Tanganyika, 

recalled a tense meeting with IR0  officials: 

opnorai Dissenation: Univesrt'y of Houston. 1995) 204. 
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There was a lady who came and mabe a meeting. And translater was 
saying to us and she said, "If we want to go to Canada, we better ... corne to 
the office and list ourselves, fight? [Slhe was Canadian. [And] she said, 
'Put your name and we will take you to Germany and we ... one man and 
one lady Say: 'My do Niemiec nie jeckiemy!" ... "We are not going to 
Germany! "... And she said, "But you are not going to stay there. You just 
going ..." 'NO!" Commission then cornes to get us.'" 

It appears it was the IRO's intent to 'process' the Poles through the displaced persons 

camps located in Germany. The Poles, however, expressed not only anti-German sentiment but 

also, as Wanda later described, were afraid of being sent back to Poland for fear of repeat 

deportation and exile in Soviet Iabour camps. 

One rnember of the Canadian selection tearn wrote of the Poles he interviewed 

throughout Lebanon and British East Africa that while they considered thernselves "an essential 

part of Poland" [he Iikely was unaware of the terni Polonia] they resisted repatriation under 

Communism. Of the intelligentsia living in British Africa he suggested they had 'no intention of 

resettling anywhere ...[ as they were] earning a good living ... lead[ing] a life of leisure, with most of 

the manual work being done for them by native Africans." More specifically of the Poles in Camp 

Tengeru, he distinctiy t e n s  them 'fait accompli ... hard coren.$" Another officiai earlier expressed 

concem about the "spirit in Tengeru Campn charactehing the Poles as "recalcitrantn.'" 

Of the so-called "hard core" displaced persons, whether Polish or otherwise, most were 

categorized thus by the IR0 for they largely did not qualify for labour contracts. They were either 

elderly, the invalid, children, families with rnany children, or people with unsuitable occupations 

such as professionals, artists. scientists. and othen who were deerned potential 'welfare r i~ks".~" 

ln other words. their labour potential was undesirable; consequently, by virtue of their situation, 

5- 
Interview with Wanda (22 March 1995) 20. 
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they rernained outcasts. 

Although those selected to board the General Black were described by a Canadian 

recruttrnent official as "the best avaiiablen. one rnay infer they were likely sub-standard potential 

immigrants for many. especially among the younger "inexperiencedn applicants. were accepted 

because he 'felt the existence of an honest desire of these willing applicants to corne to 

 anad da.""' My father recalls the selection process in one of his favourite anecdotes: 

They ask mother what you have to bring to Canada. "Livestock." she tells 
them. 'Three girls and three boys.' And this is what we bring."' 

Overall, the objective was to fiIl the boat and have the workers in Canada in time for the 

fall harvest. however this might best be accomplished. 
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Fig. 32 - Labour Contrad between Polish Immigrant and Department of Labour"' 

Altogether, about 900 men, women and children were s- a 4xm-d the General 

Black and in Juiy, 1949. were bound for Canada: for absorption in as dOmeStia in m e s .  
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institutions and hotels. for placement on famis, and for unspecified unskilled factory work.'" Each 

signed one year labour contracts. (Fig. 321 

There is no question of his belief in the straightforward expectation that they were 

permitted entry into Canada with the undertaking to serve the country as workers and breeders. 

In contrast to Canada's formal contract of labour, American officiais opted to require an 

assurance of employrnent and reçidence; thus, displaced persons accepted for immigration to the 

United States required sponsors [e.g. employers, public/voluntary agencies, individual citizens] 

who guaranteed that the new immigrant had both a job and a place to live, as well something of a 

support system."' Brazil deterrnined a preference for families welcoming Poles and other ethnic 

groups to already established ex-patriot communities with the presumption that the integration 

process would follow easily under the tutelage of fellow c~mpatriots.~" 

Those who were rounded up in Lebanon were predorninantly *intelIectualsn and 

professionals. Many among them quickly found work in their fields and thus likely abandoned 

their contra~ts.'~' Those from British East Africa were generally members of former smali land- 

holding famiiies with limited education and skills. Among this group were my father, grandmother, 

three aunts and two undes as well a number of men and women who were among the families in 

the working-class Oshawa, Ontario neighbourhood in which I was raised, and whose children 

attended the same elementary Roman Catholic school, Roman Catholic Church, Polish school 

and Scouting activities as did 1 and my siblings and cousins. 

A year later, the Canadian govemment rescinded al1 previous Orders-in-Council related tu 

immigration, Unemployment was low. The economy was booming. Thus, the doors opened 

wider to immigration to Canada both in terms of volume and eligibility. That year [1950], Order-in 

Council P.C. 2856 broadened the definition of admissible classes to include any immigrant "who 

satisftes the Minister that he is a suitable immigrant having regard to the climatic, the social, 

educational, industrial, labour or other conditions or requirements of Canada; and that he is not 

5 5j NAC RG27. vol. 898. file ô-9-83-1. p t  5. Confidentiai Immigration-Labour Cornmittee Minutes, 28 June 1949. 
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iindesirable owing to his probable inability to become readily adapted and integrated into the life 

of the Canadian comrnunity and to assume the duties of Canadian citizenship within a reasonable 

tirne...."'" A few months later. the govemment rescinded the restriction of entry of enemy aliens; 

namely, Gemans and Japanese. The govemment also estabiished the Department of 

Citizenship and Immigration to further enlarge administrative machinations and raise the status of 

increased immigration as official policy, resuiting in dramatic annual increases in immigration to 

Canada in the following decade. 

And, with the closure of the IR0 in February, 1951. pre-selection of workers for Canada's 

bulk labour schemes ended. Thus, the end of the post-war era of rnass pre-selection of workers 

for bulk orders signaled the return to the individual migration process. The emphasis also shifted 

from ostensible humanitarian motivations to policies which stnctly and definitively embraced 

economic and national growth agendas. 

And, finally, the Canadian governrnent instituted a new lmmigration Act in 1952. 

The Anders Potes: Contributions to Economic and National Growth 

Following disembarkment from the Generai Black neariy 900 Polish survivors of exile in 

Soviet labour camps began their cross-Canada joumey. Many describe a shocking view from the 

train windowç as they joumeyed from Halifax: mile after mile after mile of forest alanningly 

reminiscent of the Siberian taiga. Then, the American Dream began to unfold. Pockets of 

housing. A car in the dflveway. Towns, then cities. Prosperity as only imagined and the paradise 

longingly dreamed of. 

The train arrived at Montreal where the women and children were dropped off for 

'processing' at the Saint-Paul-l'Ermite reception centre. They were dismayed to find themselves 

separated from adult male family members who continued the trip to Ontario where they were to 

be distributed among waiting farrners. In describing her experience, one woman recalled: 

They took us from Halifax ... on the trains, through the night, we traveled to 
the suburb of Montreal ... and we get there. Unloaded. Was a nice hostel 
there ... beautiful, actually, sunoundings ... but we didn't stay there long 

5 88 Freda Hawkins. Canada and Immicaration. (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1972) 99. 
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because the boys [her adult brothers] were taken away from us. Most 
mothers' sons (were sent] to Ontario without us and we couldn't understand 
why they would separate us. And, the authorities didn't understand why 
mothers wanted to have grown up sons with them. That was two clashes of 
culture, here, and finally we went and demanded 'We want our sons back 
here with us!" So. instead having troubles to bring the sons back. they ship 
us to Ontar~o jlaughs] . " "  

Such terms as unloaded and ship. accompanied by sardonic iaughter, offer the listener a 

clue ta the mterviewee's realization of her self as commodity, to be loaded, unioaded and shipped 

within capitalist economic structure in conditions reminiscent of the Sifton era of agricultural 

colonizatron wherein the Canadian National Railway (CNR) piloted procedures related to selective 

immigration. colonization, and regional development. According to the Colonization and 

Agriculture wtng (DCA) of the CNR, new settlernent facilitated by the DCA contributed revenues of 

SI 7 5  million per year and DCA officiais regarded each settter "as a small industry located on ouf 

lines and from which we shall secure trafic for an indefinite perrod of tirne.""" Time ran out. 

however. in 7 961 when the government terrninated it's immigration arrangements with the CNR. 
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[under duress] of transport to labour camps in the hinterlands of Soviet Russia, whereupon 

families were separated and family members perished. A cynic might argue compassion has no 

place in either a totalitarian Communist regime or in a capitalist democracy. Further rmplictt in 

Wanda's account is inherent Polishness: "two clashes of culture" in which Canadians did not 

understand that adult Polish males maintained close familial ties: especially if unmarried 

!=tg 34 - ~Mun~tmns manufaclunnp dunng Wodd War II: DIL Industres. Ajax. Onlano 194045'~~ 

After their arriva1 in August 1949 at Ajax. Ontario. a DP receptiori and distribution 

centre."" the Anders Poles ~oined the legions of displaced persons awaiting placement where 

they would fulfill their labour contracts. A front page article published a few days later by the local 

newspaper reported they: 

found temporary sanctuary in the cornfortable dormttories which once 

:,,- 
- NAC RD-000823. Roy Mitchell. Photograptier. Alexandra Studio Colteuion The irony lies in the ternporary housing 

li-oersons displaced by the war in a former wartime rnuniticins factorj .., % 

Termed hosfels. two main recept~onldistnbution centres were located at Saint-Paul-l'Ermite. Quebec and Alax. Ontano. 
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housed workers from the now dismantled munitions plant. More than 5,000 
men, women and children have passed through the village since it became 
a stopping placed, resting quietly while the Department of Labor detemined 
their qualifications and decided where they could be happily placed .... 
Carefully screened, these farmers, craftsmen, professional men and healthy 
young wornen, the pick of their countries, will take their places in the 
Dominion and do their part to make a bigger and better Canada .... The only 
formal attempt to aid the strangers is the class in basic English which is well 
attended and staffed by teachers .... selective screening in their country of 
origin guarantees that these new Canadians are a strong, virile people....'" 

The account is reminiscent of Clifford Sifton's "statwart peasant in a sheepskin coat ... with 

a stout wife and a half dozen children [as] good quality" immigrant. lnherent in the descriptors of 

the "strangerslnew Canadians" are the attributes of "strength" and "virility" as well "good quality" in 

the phrase 'pick of their countnes". Further *seledive screening" for "strong, virile people" is 

suggestive of a cattle auction. The newspaper article offers no by-line and thus rnay be suspect 

as a govemment press release; however, l have not been able to substantiate this hypothesis. 

Milda Danys argues immigration offcials of the era "were still thinking in t e n s  used by Sir 

Clifford Siftonn as most believed Canada still needed hardy pioneers. ready to work the land.595 

While there existed an awareness of the sbift of workers from the land to façtory jobs in the cities, 

including immigrants, it was  business-as-usual with the Departments of Labour and Immigration 

as they continued to supply agricultural labour to meet farmers' demands. Further, we can read 

between the lines the link to the " M n  metaphors of family and democracy" typically made by 

proponents of immigration during the post-war erdS Anti-Comrnunist sentiment was believed to 

fuel the moral argument for post-war capitalkt economic growth. 

Of those study participants who were processed through the DP distribution camp at Ajax, 

al1 have vivid recollections of the camp and recount anecdotes that note how, almost immediately, 

they found the Polish comrnunity in a neighbouring city, Oshawa. My father, Jan Bajorek, 

? 94 
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It was ieally good, nice. I thought there were rabbits under those bunks. 
They were nice. pretty Canadian skunks! [laughter] We don? know what [it] 
was the kids were catching up, bringing inside because they were d m ,  
easy, cute. and after that the barracks were stinking for a month .... l walk 
trom Ajax to Whitby to find work and to find Canadian beer. We went to 
hotel, I have money, and buy Red Cap. We used to walk from Ajax DP 
camp to Whitby looking for Polish community, and they told us there is in 
Oshawa ... a Polish Hall. which very good Polish people were ... but, they 
won? let us in ... full hall, and we have no money. And, eventually, they 
did ... they give us drinks, and then, every Saturday, walk from Ajax for 
dances on Olive Avenue (Oshawa, Polish Alliance, Group 21j.5Q7 

As with the Polish veterans who came before them. the Anders Poles gravitated toward 

the familiar. Once having found the farniliar in the established Polish comrnunity, they then 

determined to settle in the area; "that like homen, as my father said. 

The post-WWII Polish immigrants to Canada, numbering about 65,OOû-among whom I 

can document at Ieast 5,500 Anders Poles; there is no question the numbers are higher-in what 

some sources characterize as the fourth wave, were greeted by established Polish organizations, 

services and parishes. Conversely, their counterparts who immigrated to the United States after 

the war were more likely to have relatives or other ties, including sponsors, guide them through 

'the system'. 

Thus, strategies involving the assistance and guidance of established Polish-Canadians 

met within the existing Polish community infrastructure were nurtured. Foremost, many of the 

unmarried Polish ex-servicemen sought Polish community halls where at weekiy dances they 

could rneet prospective [Polish-Canadian] brides. As one observed, their lives had been put on 

hold since 1939, and it was time to settle down and have a family; thus, in some measure, taking 

io heart the commitment to nation-build. Sorne eventually mamed women who similarly shared 

the deportationlexile experience before coming to Canada. 

Some study participants sought private mortgages through Polish-Canadian lawyers or 

builders rather than apply to a Canadian bank for financial assistance. Others recall obtaining 

employment through connections with a 'nice big Polen or through a serendipitous meeting with a 

'nice Ukrainian fella". Few joined AngleCanadian professional or community organizations #us 

r97 lntervtew with Jan Bajorek (21 February 1995) 30; and. (23 Febniary 1995) 14. 
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networking opportunities were limited to the familiar of the Polish comrnunity. 

There was some initial tension between the old guard and the new amvals. One man 

described the 'old-timef Poles as Columbusi, referring to their much earîier arrival in Canada. 

Further. he recalled they exhibited open resentment toward the post-war newcomers fearing they 

would take away their jobs.'" Similarly post-war ltalian immigrants maintained a certain distance 

from the established ltalian community. in part because of politicallideological differences?' 

Still, many quickly became involved within the established Polish cornmunity, having 

sought it out virtually the moment of arrival. After ail, near 110,000 Poles emigrated to Canada 

through the years 1900-1914. and another 55,300 through 1920-1939.~ And as others have 

documented, organizational activity in Canada's Polish community was injected in the post-war 

years with the tremendous [patriotic] enthusiasm of the newcomers. 

Many among study participants becarne involved in the Polish community by establishing 

new organizations and parishes for despite the ancestral homeland as well as aspects of culture 

and language as cornmon links, there remained a chasm in ideoiogy and objectives. As Henryk 

Radecki, Anna Reczynska and others note, pre-war Polish arrivais to Canada had IittJe or no 

experience of Polish identity association with Poland as a free and independent state. Most teft 

Poland when still partitioned between three different States or during a period when they were 

iikely encouraged to seek greener pastures elsewhere by Canadian recruitment schemes and/or 

by Polish officials attempting ta reduce population and economic pressures. Thus, they did not 

experience the intensive polonization project of the interwar era of the Second Republic. 

Coincidentally, pre-WWII Polish emigrants left the same general eastern regions from which the 

Red A m y  deported 1.5 million through 1939-41 and which area was the locus of intense 

poloniration during the interwar years. 

Furthemore, the pst-WWII Poles, many having sunrived the Soviet deportation 

598 Interview wrth Julian (05 December 1998) 45. 
'99 Donna R. Gabaccia. 'Creating ltalians in Canada,' in Oiasoora, 7:2. t 998. 274. 
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experience, as well having fought to preserve Polish freedom, retained hope for the day Poland 

would become, again, an independent state and they could return. Thus, they remained fervently 

patriotic and more wnscious than eariier waves of their Polish [nationalistic] identity. They 

maintained strong interest in cultural and political events in Poland that informed their 

organizational dynarnics in canada.*' In contrast. established Polish-Canadians, especially 

those afitiated with the long-standing Polish Alliance of Canada [est. 1921], galvanked around 

issues relevant to, as Benedykt Heydenkorn has terrned it. ~anadianism;~' that is. they were 

more particularly concerned with work and family, and less inclined to be actively interested in 

events in the ancestral homeland. Post-war Polish newcomers to the United States çimilariy 

found their political views and worldly experience to be at cross-purposes with the established 

Polish community and so also established their own organizations. One woman described a 

common sentiment: "We didn't feel vue had much in common with local Polish Americans ....[ s]o 

ail the immigrants helped one another .... We considered each other as f a m i ~ y . " ~  After all. many 

Poles lost family during the war, or had family in Poland who were completely inaccessible to 

them. Consequently, they were drawn, through cornmon experience, to one another; 'canying 

with them," as one source explains, "the lonely realization that others rarely shared the 

undentanding of the nature of the worid as they knew itn* 

Meanwhile, in Canada, division between the old guard and the newcomers was never 

more pronounced as it was over the issue of the "rightful and Iegal governmentn of Poland. The 

newcomers supportecl the government-in-exile of the Republic of Poland still standing in London, 

England, while the established P o k h  community readily acknowledged the [Comrnunist] 

govemment of the new Polish People's Republic, even if under Soviet tutelage. 

Post-WW11 Lithuanian newcomers to Canada-most coming on labour contract-who 

Çi0 1 Henry Radedri. Ethnic Qrqanizational Dvnamics. (Watedoo: Wiîfrid Laurier Universrty Press, 1979) 82. 
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likewise experienced Soviet invasion, deportation, and post-war domination, were similarly 

motivated in their organizational Iife in Canada by what Milda Danys has termed a utopian vision 

of an independent Lithuania, free of Soviet oppression. Whereas the Poles in exile termed their 

communities as Polonia in what is nothing less than an extension of the Polish nation beyond the 

geo-political constmct of borders, the Lithuanians took the view that while in exile they were 

'modem explorers surveying their New World and deciding where to buitd their own particular 

Lithuanian world wtthin it;" again, also believing their stay in Canada would only be temp~raty.~'  

As such, they termed their exile communities as kolonijos, or colonies, where they could preserve 

cultural Lithuanianism as well participate in Canadian life, al1 the while awaiting the day Lithuania 

was again independent. 

Two of the most notable organizations created by the post-WWII Polish immigrants are 

the Canadian Polish Congress and the Polish Combatants' Association. Both function as 

activist/political bases for issues of import to members of Canada's Polish community; particulariy, 

as they relate to events in Poland. However, both are curtently suffenng a cammon trend: the 

decline of the Poiish-Canadian population in Canada. 

Of significance to this study which included the participation of thirty-eight interviewees, 

al1 residents of southem Ontario, is that according to the 1986 Census, in Ontario alone there 

were approximately 150,000 people of Polish descent, one-half of whom lived in the greater 

Toronto area. Thirty-eight percent of Canadians who declared Polish as their mother tongue in 

1986 were 55 years of age or older. At that tirne, the Polish community in Canada was the fifth 

largest ethnic group. Armed with such statistics, the Canadian Polish Congress organized the 

Polonia 2000 conference held at Toronto City Hall in 1989 at which participants discussed 

strategies for participation of PolisManadians in Canadian life with a cornmitment to prepare for 

the needs of a growing aged population. Two factors were the main points of discussion: 

retention of Polish culture; 
integration of recent newcomers whose values, 

* 5  Milda Danys. DP Lithuanian Immiqration to Canada ARer the Second World War. 
Society of Ontario, 1 986) 2-7. 
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experiences over sixty years under a Comrnunist regime differ from the values, 
customs and traditions of the post-WWII Polish immigrants to Canada.- 

Using 1991 Census data, 184,695 Canadians were bom in Poland. Fifty-nine percent live 

in Ontario. Thirty-four percent in Toronto area where there are located two homes for the aged: 

Copernicus Lodge and Wawel Villa. Polish immigrants are, on average, older than the population 

born in Canada: 32% of al1 Polish immigrants aged 65 or over compared with 10% of people born 

in canada."" And so it has become a problem of weighty wncem to the ageing Polish population 

na m 
that there is little interest in maintaining Polish-Canadian organkations among the 2 and 3 

generations from this group as well among the 1980s wave of Polish immigrants as their goals 

and objectives as Canadian citizens are greatly rernoved from the origins of the post-WWII Polish 

immigrants. Despite the life-long dedication of many to the preservation of Polish cultural activity 

in Canada, they have reached their old age only to see Polishness in decline. 

Like other post-war immigrants who came to Canada under bulk labour schernes, the 

Anders Poles who disembarked the General Black in 1949 came only as a result of the successful 

experiment of 1946-47 in resettling Polish ex-soldiers who arrived under two-year labour contract 

and, ironically, following the now-forgotten Oionne scandai. They were permitted entry to Canada 

because they undertook contractual agreement to perform gender-specific labour; in agriculture, 

mining, or forestry for the men, and, in the case of the women, in domestic service either on fams 

or in institutions such as hospitais, sanatoriums, and private schools: commodification of human 

scales of labour. 

But what did these ordinary Polish men, women, and children, who Iived through 

extraordinary events, bnng to Canada other than a commitment to fulfill a labour contract, and the 

hands that would do the work in what one woman called their Sisyphean l a b o u ~ ? ~  It is 

606 Teresa Kott. et al. eds. Polonia 2000: Strateuies for Particioation in Canadian Life. (Toronto: Canadian Polish 
Congress. 1991) 55. 
a 7  Citizenship and Immigration Canada. A Profile of Polish Immiarants in Canada. 
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important to recall that most of the study participants were children at the time of their deportation 

and exile to Soviet labour camps. Except for a few of the ex-soldiers near two-thirds of study 

participants had education no higher than Grade 6 equivalency. Most of the remainder had some 

secondary education; only three had entered post-secondary institutions. Al1 had their education 

interrupted by the war resulting in challenges, whatever their pre-war class and training, in post- 

war employment opportunities and work experience. 

As Sarah Van Aken-Rutkowski found in her 1982 study of 20 Polish veterans. pre-war 

socio-economic status, education, and occupational skills levels affected even rapidity and 

success rates of assimilation and acculturation into Canadian society. The lower their pre-war 

educational and socio-economic status, the greater was their dependency in Canada on the 

Polish community resulting in slower or even tetarded acculturation. Furthemore, few 

encountered opportunities to enrich their education for their energies were directed, firçt, to 

fulfilling their contradual obligations, leaming the language, and, in due course, to 

supportinglraising a family. Most often in close proximity to a Polish comrnunity. 

After completion of their labour contracts, both men and women translated their childhood 

pre-war education and experience into correspondent work experience. That is, they sought jobs 

in fields suited to the skills brought with them. In some instances, individuals had acquired 

additional training and education after their exodus from the Soviet labour camps. For instance, 

boys too young to enlist in Anders' Amy, but old enough to begin cadet training, were channeled 

into the junaks where they received vanous skills training such as automobile mechanic. It was 

this training that served my father well for he applied it toward thirty years service in the Rejects 

Department at General Motors, Oshawa, where he worked as a mechanic repairing production 

flaws as cars carne off the line. Howevet, it was his childhood experience on the land and not his 

mechanid training that qualified him for admission into Canada on one-year agricultural labour 

contract. Some girls were insttucted in nursing, bookkeeping, or more typically, in gender-specific 

dornestic and faning skills. The latter would serve as the primary qualifier for admission into 

Canada as domestic wokers. 
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Most among those intewiewed were members of small land-holding families with limited 

education and skills. However, as other post-WWII immigrants to Canada, most were drawn to 

the industrial belt În on tari^.^ As Henry Radecki documents in his analysis of [predominantly 

male] post-war Polish immigration to Canada few who arrived through the years 1946-1961 

returned to the land. In his study, near 70% worked in blue-collar jobs [both men and women] or 

in domestic service (women]. At least 20% came with higher education, professional or other 

specialked qualifications, but rarely were penitted ently to related ernp~oyrnent."~ A few among 

my interviewees did work in such professions as engineering and nursing, but noted entry to 

related employment was not guaranteed nor were opportunities for advâncement easily secured. 

Among study participants, women's experience and expression of expenence differs from 

that of their male counterparts in such areas as language, work, and community participation. 

Cornmodification of immigrant women especially during this era is exernplified by the 

govemment's efforts to ensure they did not put undue stress upon the treasuv in the event they 

broke their labour contract in order to marry. In one case, a prospective groom-we will recall him 

as Kazimierz, a Polish ex-serviceman who arrived under the Resettlement Act-in late 1949 

proposed mamage to one of the women from the General Black. He describes how he was 

required to pay a bride price to the government shipping fees for the OP product! 

I meet my wife ... later on, in the fall [1949], 1 like to get rnarry her. So, I went 
to Unemployment [office] to see that manager and 1 ask the manager 'Can 
I marry her?" "Oh! No Problem! Get rnarried, grow, make a famiiy. We 
need it ... lots of room in Canada." So, we get married in February 20 ... in 
the spring, there come a registered letter ... I have to pay for transportation 
from Afnca [for bride] ... they find out she broke her contract.. see, I ask 
before "Can I get mamed? Anyobjections?" He never told me if I get 
married she going to broke the contract where I have to pay transportation ... 
she was supposed to be working domestic [contract] ... I meet her and rnarry 
her and she broke the contract.. I have to pay transportation ... $300.00 or 
something ... at that tirne it was big money .... on the first letter, I never 
respond ... they got me second letter, registered letter, and they want us to 
pay or we [go] to Court, or what? Or send that property to Africa... 
[laughs] ... Sol I pay them ... I get a ~ i f e . ~ "  
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Govemment officiais intuited by spring 1948 'ftlhese cases ... will probably become more 

numerous as time goes on," and thus developed a simple formula for calculation of repayment of 

transportation costs in such  instance^.^" Through 1949, the number of domestics requesting 

release from their contracts rose dramatically with the result that the Deputy Minister of Labour 

expressed to Unemployment Insurance Commission offkials "his concem about the number of 

releases through mamage and he is particulariy anxious that in such cases our officers make 

certain that there is a genuine marnage, that the man has a job and that the couple have suitable 

living quart ers.""'^ ~lthough there appean concem for the welfare of the couple. more matetial 

was the goal that every effort be expended to persuade the domestics to "faithfully complete their 

undertakings." Offtcials were especially preoccupied with the potential for fraudulent requests of 

release from domestic contracts; thus, it was suggested that in cases of mariage, a dergy's 

statement verifying legal mamage be ~btained.~" 

All study participants mamed-92.1 Oh rate of endogamy (PolishlRoman ~a tho l i c ) .~ '~  The 

remainder did, however, also marry Roman Catholics. There is a 15% divorce rate among the 

study group. Following marnage, many of the women became seemingly invisible beyond their 

ethnfc comrnunities-including those who remained or re-entered the workforce-as family and 

Roman Catholic Church and Polish community [e.g. Polish Scouts, Polish schools, Polish 

Alliance] became their world, though there are exceptions. Only two engaged in mainstream 

[Anglo] Canadian organizational life: one as a member of the Legion Women's Auxiliary 

supporting her Polish husband's involvement in the Legion, and the other as a volunteer 

canvasser for the Kidney Foundation. None indicated involvement in school parent associations. 

Of wornen's involvement in community branches of the PoJish Alliance of Canada [est 

'" NAC RG-27. vol. 278. file 1-26-3-1. pt. 3. Department of Labour Memo to A. MacNamara fmm E. Lorentsen. 1 1 May 
1948. 
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19211, Apolonja Kojder writes: 'the wornen were crucial to the survival of the organization and yet 

at the sarne tirne always at the perifery (sic) of the organization structure ... kept within tradition by 

assuming supportive roles ... [yet they] attempted to be part of the mainstream in North America as 

they saw it by forming their own women's ~rganization."~'~ Two eventually emerged in the 1950s: 

the Federation of Polish Women in Canada and the Marie Curie Women's Club which elite 

membership is restricted to women holding university degrees and to wives of Polish 

professionals.6'7 The Federation of Polish Women eventually became affïliated with the Canadian 

Council of Women after overcoming initial contact uneasiness for many of the women lacked 

confidence, especially in communicating in the English language among 'very high class ... 

Only two of the thirteen female study participants remained in the domestic sphere as full- 

time homemakers. There were periods, however, of factory or service industry employment that 

they rnight occasionally supplement the family incorne. The remaining eleven worked full-time in 

such fields as domestic work, nursing, seamstress, service industry, industrial sewers, and other 

factory work. Two eventually became sole-support [in factory work] single parents. Only those 

women who were employed by union shops secured company pensions. 

Pola. now in her eariy seventies, descnbes her working life and that of her very elderfy 

mother: 

I was working. .learning English right away because I went to [work at a 
pnvate school]. I was very happy. I had worked in dining roorn and my 
mother cleaned the rooms for-the students ... and after she works with me in 
dining roorn, cleaning the dishes, you know, silver and so on ... and I was 
serving the students and after ... I understand more English than other 
[Polish] girls ... I was one year [on this contract] ... [then] I met my husband ... 
After my son was bom, the last one. .. I went back to [the school] and I work 
in sewing room, [for] whole school, for twenty years and I love it6I9 

6 16 Apoionja Kojder. Women and the Polish Alliance of Canada" in Benedyid Heydenkam. ed. A Cornmunitv in Transition. 
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After twenty years in domestic service in what Milda Danys classifies as "a lifetime as 

 ind der el la"."'^ Pola eamed a [company] pension. Her [widowed] mother, on the other hand, left 

the institution after two years in domestic service to work first in a laundromat. then, until 

retirement, in domestic senrice in private homes. At the time of the interview with Pola, her 

mother lived in a Polish home for the aged on small Canada Pension payments, savings, and on 

family support provided by Pola and her brother. 

The wornen clearly understood the gender-specific economic contributions they were 

expected to make in Canada first. through fulfiiling their contractual obligations in domestic 

service. More generally, and in the longer terrn, they contributed in such lower-paid and 

sometimes less appealing work as domestic work and nursing, as seamstresses and as industrial 

sewers. as well, in sorne instances, in the 'informal' economy perfoming such tasks as 

babysitting. They also worked as comrnunity volunteers in Polish Scouting and Polish-language 

schools, wornen's auxiliaries and in various educationallscholarship foundations and, in senior's 

homes. Furthemore, there was the undertying expectation that they would also contribute to 

maintaining the fundamental character of Canada's population [Le. 'white']. However, despite a 

dear perception among fernale study participants of their expected supporting role as nation- 

builden [breeders], there is no evidence of a profound sense of pressure to bear masses of 

children. Even those who adopted children did so only after suffering failed pregnancies and they 

adopted only one child that their family might feel complete. Pnor ta the Second World War, 

Polish Scouting activity did exist in Canada but it wasn't until after the war that the new Polish 

arrivals more effectively and intensively concentrated efforts in the Scouting movement. Thus, 

after 1950, Polish Scouting in Canada developed as the largest and most influential Polish 

community organization airned specifically at developrnent of understanding of Polish culture and 

heritage arnong youth."' 

b l D  Milda Danys. DP Lithuanian Immiaration to Canada ARer the Second World War. (Toronto: Multiwltural History 
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In the case of the 100 Dionne girls, their [gender-specific] labour was literally solicited for 

a textile miII by the rnill-owner who was also a rnernber of the nrling Liberal govemment and who 

paid their transportation costs to Canada, then deducted them from their wages, ostensibly to 

keep down his costs in acquiring 'product': labour. Jewish women were funneled into gament 

manufacture. 

Male study participants have k e n  more active in community organizations, sitting on 

cornmittees, sorne fratemal, nearly afl Polish-based. They are more politically active through 

participation in candidate selection and election processes, while the women maintain community 

and family harmony and family practice of certain Polish Roman Catholic traditions such as Easter 

and, especially, Wigilia [Christmas Eve vigil, meal]. 

Among study participants [37 Roman Catholic, 2 Ukrainian Orthodox] male and female 

alike, childrearing [of 'good' citizens'] are reckoned to be among their most significant 

contributions to Canada [nation-building in the most fundamental sense]. As one woman so 

plainly put it: 

Canada gave me the future for rny kids. 1 brought my skills, rny hands [and] 
I brought up five kids.lX 

One might venture to hypothesue that childbearing and child rearÏng are inherent 

psychical covenants of faith. For study participants, the family also preserves its version of 

Polishness through maintenance of language and cultural practices. In the context of our 

capitalist industrial domestic economy, however, the family-in childbeanng and childrearing- 

plays a vital role in both the family economy and the national economy and is also vital to nation 

building. Further, nation building in the Canadian context throughout this period also was a racist 

project; that is, in maintaining the assimilable character of the nation. And so, not everyone's 

reproductive contnbution was appreciated, nor welwme; and, especially, was not encouraged by 

policy. 

Immigration policy then functions as a surrogate method of production of citizens, 

"" Interview Wh Wanda (22 March 1995) 33. 
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educated and maintained until adulthood eisewhere, to then be directed, through policy, to fulfill 

certain econornic requirements. And immigrants contribute to the maintenance of the productive 

apparatus and of the standard of living to which we grow accustomed. Furthemore, argues 

Andre Gorz, 'the absence of immigrant workers would not simply provoke an increase in wages 

and in the political weight of the 'national' working-class: it would detonate a general crisis of 

capitalist society at every level, by modifying the whole set of historical conditions on the basis of 

which the price of labour-power and the wage structure are determined."" No doubt. women's 

experiences in such a situation of upheaval would differ from men's; for instance, women could 

conceivably face family andlor national pressure to produce more workers/consumers. 

Summaw 

After stniggling through extraordinary wartime circumstances the Anders Poles were 

'given the chance' to make a contribution to building Canada. The resettlement of 4,527 Polish 

ex-soldiers who came on two-year agricultural contract through 1946-47 laid the foundational 

experience for the importation of bulk labour and for the development of post-war immigration 

policy. The importation by Member of Parliament and industrialist, Ludger Dionne, of 100 young 

Polish wornen set off intense debate but nevertheless laid simiiar experiential foundation for the 

bulk importation of women, mostly for domestic and factory work, in the immediate post-war 

years. Both instances fostered an increase in anti-Polish sentiment amorig Canadians that 

continued at Ieast until the mid-1960s. 

Thus, from among those persons displaced by the war, whether Anders Poles or 

otherwise, men suited to heavy agricultural work, mining, lumbering and togging were primarily 

sought. Lesser numbers of women were solicited to perform 'traditional' women's work- 

domestic, textile and, ultimately, chiidbeanng. As a last resort, smalt families among the 

displaced persons were accepted for domestic/agricultural work. Immigration policy, then-even 

refugee policy-was designed to meet economic needs: labour and market 

423 
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But it was apparent nobody was considering that the Poles had, since 1939, been living 

variations of camp life, whether in Soviet labour camps, A m y  camps, refugeeldisplaced persons 

camps, or demobiiization camps. On their amval in Canada, they were shipped, distnbuted, and 

housed as raw commodity. For the Polish ex-soldiers, camp life included reception at military 

bases then shipment to various labour camps on farms or in the frontier mining and forestry 

camps. Among the civiiian Anders Poles camp Iife in Canada began in OP camps such as that 

located at the former DIL munitions factory in Ajax, Ontario, and otherwise termed by govemment 

oficials as reception and distribution centres. Some were assigned jobs as members of work 

crews on the railroad or in the forests or mines where they lived the camp life of such workers. In 

al1 instances where they lived and worked as individuals on a fam. they continued to live a less 

structured version of camp life for they were but worker-lodgers, subject to house rules and 

contractual obligations. 

Two ironies stand out. The Anders Poles were shipped as cheap labour for Stalin's war 

production of raw materials in mines, forests, and on kolkhozes [collective farmsl; contributhg 

unwittingly, to the Soviet war effort against Poland. They were exiled to primitive conditions in 

labour camps located in isolated regions of the Siberian hinterland. Their tems of citizenship 

were defined by their role as labourers for the state. Further, they-especially the children-were 

subject to intensive efforts at de-polonization. Stalin termed these Polish 'workers' as "special 

resettlers*. 

After the war, Canada actively sought bulk labour that gaps might be filled in 

underemployed areas: agriculture, mining, forestry and domestic service. Thus, the conditions 

for entry into Canada somewhat mirrored the Soviet experience. 

Most willingly accepted both the idea and Vie terrns of the labour contracts as there were 

few other options available. Only after completion of their labour contracts would the dock begin 

to tick its way toward the day they could apply for Canadian citizenship. Again, ternis of 

citizenship were defined by their role as labourers for the state. 

Although interviewees quickly realized they would remain in Canada, having established 
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themselves in the workplace, and with their families in their communities, their organizational 

commitments were primarily fixed on preservation of Polish culture and, more particulariy, on 

efforts to wrench Poiand back to its glory days as a free and independent state. 

Despite some negative experiences among the Anders Poles [e.g. discrimination, abuse, 

mental health breakdown], gratitude and praise for Canada are strong emotive expressions. As 

soon as was legally possible, nearty al1 acquired Canadian citizenship; thus, despite their life-long 

loyalty and patnotic devotion to the ancestral homeland, Canada quickly became 'home' to 

gratefui c~tizenry. Citizenship in a free democracy is elevated virtually alongside devotion to 

Roman Catholic faith, family and community. One man summarized the shared sentiment: 

Everything I got is frorn Canada, thanks to the Canadian system. The 
government really is democratic ... Canada is rny second country and ... 
offered me opportunity to be a good citizen. I have a good job, pay my 
taxes, not be any nuisance to the country, and this is the way 1 mise rny 
children, by making myseif a good citizen.62' 

This is not to suggest, however, these experiences were exclusive to the Poles; for 

others, such as Ukrainian. Lithuanian and Jewish immigrants share similar sentiments and 

experiences of hardship and discrimination, gratitude, and liberty and prospenty, on the road to 

becoming Canadian. 

How has Canada benefited? In their own words, Canada impotted grateful citizenry who 

pay their taxes, who don't become a nuisance [e.g. crirninals or welfare 'bums'], who are 

dependable workers, who produce more workers and consumefs, and who conduct themselves 

as good cttizens, discharging their duty which is perceived to be privilege through such acts as 

consistent exercise of the franchise, or, in a few instances, through involvement at the grassroots 

level in community politics. Thus, the Anders Poles, who lived through extraordinary events and 

experiences, contributed to Canada in the most ordinary of ways: as workers, as parents, and as 

community volunteers, albeit within the contex? of their Polishness. What's more, the Anders 

"" Interview with Waùaw (1 3 Mach 1995) 33. 
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Poles believe they have honourably fulfilled what they understood to be Canada's expectations of 

them as citizens. 

On an even more subtle level. immigrants, who are overwhelmingly perceived and treated 

as second-class citizens [not 'made-in-Canada'; ergo, not Canadian], make easy scapegoats for 

national problems. Policy-makers can deflect public criticism during times of economic and 

political crisis. Business and labour groups can blame immigrants for unernployment or under- 

empioyment."" Thus. the historic cycle is set: 'real' Canadians don? face the 'real' issues. And 

each respective wave of immigration is greeted with intense scrutiny-at best-or unrestrained, if 

not 'polite' discrimination. at worst. 

In the case of the Anders Poles, many experienced ethnicized discrimination. However, 

some among them today exhibit a racialized fom of discrimination, similarly directed toward 

contemporary immigrants. 

Some proponents of immigration argue that in selecting particular classes or groups of 

immigrants based on socio-economic andlor demographic attributes, Canada benefits. And white 

there exiçts a desire to elevate Canada's humanitarian character on the international scene- 

especially in relation to refugees-the uitimate goal more particularly relates to domestic 

economic policy and potential long-terni benefits; particularly, with an historic colour-coded 

emphasis on maintenance of the nation's fundamental character. Moreover. Canadian policy- 

rnakers are cautious when opening the door to immigration, anxious to prevent destabiluing 

forces that an influx of refugees might trigger. For instance, while policy might satisfactoflty 

manage 'targeted refugees". it might also attract other so-called less desirable. refugees.@' To 

achieve balance. Canadian immigration policy has taken an exclusionary approach; that is, in 

detemining who does not qualify for immigration to Canada, policy classifies, in ambiguous 

terms. who does. 

And what do these ordinary people who suwived extraordinary experiences and events 

63 Law Union of Canada. 1981. 
h2 b Howard Adelman. 'Canadian Refugee Poiicy in the Postwar Period: An Analysis' in H. Adelman, ed.. Refuaee Policv: 
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feel they received from Canada? A home. Freedom of expression, of life and of limb. And 

opportunity; especially for their children. All despite some feelings of guilt about 'abandoning' 

Potand and some experiences with discrimination. Further, ail study participants agree life in 

Canada is better than it could ever have been for them had they retumed to Poland. One Polish 

ex-soldier wro te: 

I have quite a large family in Poland. My uncle is a colonel in the army, my 
brother is some sort of construction worker in a govemment factory, my 
cousin is a director in a dairy, and another cousin is a doctor-while poor 
little me sweeps ffoors in Canada! But I'm not ashamed of my work, and 
from what I've seen in the way of living standards, I consider myself a lot 
better off than they are!'? 

And where might you find this unique group of immigrants in Canada? Scattered as 

seed, they settled in every province, and beyond the Polish community, most are invisible to 

mainstream Canadians. Ironically, while the Anders Poles made every effort to rnaintain their 

Polishness, they also committed to the project of ensuring they and their children, especially, 

became good Canadian citizens in an environment that encourages assimilation. Thus, whereas 

Stalin failed in his short-lived efforts at de-polonization, Canada succeeded through its 

assimilationist environment. 

And their story4eportation and exile in Soviet labour camps-is relatively unknown. 

Why? Outside occasional reminiscences with other survivors, few discuss their deportation/exile 

experience; even with their children. "Who would believe such a story?" many ask. Most prefer to 

not remember. As well, some observe the Holocaust overshadows their experience. How to tell 

when there is a story more overpowenng? 

Gerald Dirks vurites in Canada's Refuaee Policv: lndifference or O~portunism: 

Since the arriva1 of the United Empire Loyalists, Canada has becorne a new 
homeland for ... fnghtened, persecuted people. Others ... have been denied 
permission to resettle in Canada ... Canada's acceptance or rejection of 
successive refugee movements has been deterrnined by economic, 
political. and humanitarian conditions ...[ and] on its ability to read public 

627 Jozef Bauer. The Youngest SoldieT in Benedykt Heydenkom, ed., Memoirs of Polish Imrniwants in Canada. 
(Toronto: Canadian-Polish Research Institut@, 1979) 38. 
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opinion."' 

Humanitarianism ranks third. An agreeable capitalist proletanat has been the foundation 

of immigration to Canada. And the Anders Poles, one rnight say, are a ciassic Canadian success 

stoty. 

628 Genld E. Dirks. Canada's Refu~ee Policy: lndifference or O~~ortunisrn. (Montreal: McGiiMueen's Universrty Press, 
1577) 254-255. 
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Chapter 7 - BE(C0M)ING CANADIAN 
v-2. 

The Power of Polonia 

Whether you like it or not, 
your genes have a political past, 
your skin, a political cast, 
your eyes. a political s~ant.~" 

Prelude 

The tems Pdonia6'0 and Polishness (polskosc) are t e n s  weighted with powerful cultural 

and historic distinction for most Poles. For study participants the terms hold particular meaning in 

charactenzing personal and group ethnic identity both having been distinctly influenced by intense 

pre-WWII polonization projects, wartime experiences, and the circumstances of resettternent in 

Canada after the war 

"Polonia," write Henryk Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkom, 7s synonymous with 

'Poiishness,' where members possess some characteristics and traits that dearly denote a set of 

special relationships and atütudes to Poland and Polish culture and  tradition^."'^' They further 

posit various interpretations for Polonia which frame five typologies: 

Poles in Canada: the immigrants whose main and persisting frame of 
reference remains Poland and Polish culture; no intemalkation or even 
acceptance of the Canadian values and attitudes which are incongruent 
with those brought over frorn Poland; no change in the old values and 
beliefs; remain transplanted Poles, drearning of retuming 'home' if only 
to die in the country of their birth; a dear identity and concern with al1 
matters Polish and manifested through participation in activities 
stressing ideological or political and cultural values, especially those 
linked with the homeland; 
Polish Canadian: largely composed of post-war mature immigrants; 
knowledge of the Polish language and Polish Roman Catholic affiliation 
as fundamental prerequisites for membership in Polonia; instill Polish 
culture and Roman Catholic faith in their children; 'New Canadians" in 
transitory phase, adjusting to a new homeland while maintaining the 
view of Canada as refuge and special feelings for matters related to 
Poland; likely belong to Polonia organizations; 

629 Wisiawa Szymborska. 'Chikiren of Our Agen in view with a arain of sand. (Orlando. FL: HarcouR Braœ 8 Company, 
1995) 149. 
b j 0  Polonia: Latin, Poland; Pobs outside Poland. 
63 1 Henry Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkorn. A Mernber of a Distinquished Farnily. (Tomnto: McClelland and Stewart, 
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Canadian Polish: maintain clear awareness of ethnic or national 
background and maintain in practice symbolic aspects of Polish culture 
and emotional ties to Polish people and the ancestral homeland; 
maintain Polish language; Canada accepted as permanent horneland 
and worthy of first allegiance; emphasis on Canadian citizenship; likely 
to belong to non-Polish organizations; 
Canadians of Polish background: bon to Polish immigrants or came 
to Canada as children; limited or complete lack of knowledge of Polish 
language and non-participation in Polonia institutional/organizational 
life; notions of Polish history, culture and traditions vague with ethnic 
appreciation derived from parents andlor Polish parish; Iower rates 
endogamy; Polishness likely fully diluted among their children; 
Statistical Polish: classified as of Polish origins in Canadian Census 
[based on personal self-identification]; total assimilation but ethnicity not 
fully erased where knowledge of ancestry exists. 

Using the above terms of reference as point of departure, questions that arise in relation 

to the Anders Poles form the basis of inquiry for this chapter. For instance: how have study 

participants reconciled their Polishness in relation to Canadianness? How have the transpianted 

Anders Poles established themselves as Polonia in their new homeland, Canada? Furthermore, 

what can we leam from the majority of study participants [twenty-five among thirty-eight] who 

made Oshawa, Ontario their home? That is, how have they defined, or imagined, community and 

how have they defined themselves m i n  their communities? And finally, where among the five 

typologies do the Anders Poles, who are the subjects of this study, 'fit' as new Canadians? 

Polonia 

Poland has been unique in its selfdetermination as a Roman Catholic nation with its 

Christian 'baptisrn' chronicled at the year 966, which era ushered the Piast dynasty. This historic 

date remains the symbolic locus of the founding of the Polish nation with the Piast dynasty having 

profound meaning for Poles; that is, the era roots Poles to the land, to their faith, and to their 

culture and language. Since 966, Poles have remained faithful to the Holy Se&" although there 

have been variances in spiritual traditions practiced by other groups in Poland; most notably, by 

Jews. 

As of 1998, 95% of Poland's 39 million residents were documented as Roman Catholic. 

Zdzisfaw Peukowki. Polonia Semper Welis. (Orchard Lake: S t  Mary's College. 1985) 20. 
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Of those. over 75% were practicing Catholi~s.~" As of 1985, there were documented near 1.200 

Polish priests-most educated and trained in Poland-ministering to global Polonia, or Poles 

abroad. numbeflng approximately 10 million.""l About 800 organized Polonia communities are 

located in North Arnerica, 340 scattered throughout Europe, 120 in South Arnerica, 30 in Australia 

and New Zealand. and 10 in continental ~ f n c a . ~ ~ '  One source argues there is 'probably no 

country in the world where there are no Poles or at least no trace of their presencen further posing 

the question: *...why is this so? Poland never was nor is now a colonial power and never had any 

overseas possessions.n636 

A partial response to this question can be found in earfier discussion that traced 

migrations from Poland-the so-called bread migrations-that were a direct result of domestic 

economrc conditions andlor national policies that encouraged out migration for purposes of 

population reduction. Elements which effected the preservation of Polish culture and tradition 

among global Polonia include: maintenance of horneland farnily and community ties, inasmuch as 

literacy skills allowed; and, more consequential, transplantation of Roman Catholic clergy and 

establishment of distinctly Polish parishes. Through the maintenance of their Roman Catholic 

faith. practtced in the Polish tongue and with particular emphasis on Polish-based spiritual 

observances and traditions, many of which are symbolically tied to Polish historic events and 

characters [most notably to Saints and national leaders whether from Royal Iineage or frorn the 

ranks of military leadership], links to the ancestral homeland rernained strong as did the influence 

of the Church. 

Polonia thus descnbes a Polish nation that not only includes Poles living within Poland's 

borders, but also those Poles otherwise scattered throughout the worid beyond the mapping of 

$33 www.3~3.neUPolskallnfolpCbds.htmI. 
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 border^."'^ This is a particularly curious conceptualization of a nation as an entity when we reflect 

on the historicity of the waxing and waning of Poland's geo-political borders. The longest period 

during which the nation-state, Poland, did not exist was the 123 years of partitions by 

neighbouring states ending when Poland regained its independence in 1918. To put this in one 

context. Canada has been a nation for but 133 years! 

And Polonia-Poles abroad-serves as an infonnal colonizing network. One which does 

not necessarity play a role in colonizing the local popuiation, but which attempts to maintain it's 

own colonies-Polonia communities in a spectre of diaspora-with the goal to function within 

mainstream economic Iife without fully assimilating; without losing language, or religious or 

cultural ties to the ancestral homeland. An example of a term similarly applied to the lndian 

diaspora whether in England, Canada, or elsewhere-some of whom share the distinction of 

being "twice migrantsn having also passed through British East Africa after residing there for a 

period of time 4 s  found in the phrase Desh Pardesh which can mean 'home from homen andior 

'at home abroad"."' ~ h e  question anses: how successful has Polonia been in maintaining a 

distinct community identity, within mainstream assimilationist pressures, and within the breadth of 

global diffusion and cultural dilution affected by such factors as diversîty of experience in 

multitudes of 'new' homelands and growing exogamy rates? 

Still, the Pole that leaves the ancestral homeland is said to remain a Pole: i.e. tus 

sanguini, by the law of blood (descent), and ius loci, by law of the land, (place of birth). Slhe will 

likety seek out established Polonia in the new homeland-or play a role in institutionalizing 

Polonia in the new homeland-that slhe might Iive and mise a farnily in a community where the 

Polish language is spoken and where the pnest baptizes and buries his parishioners in their 

mother tongue. S/he will also likely rnaintain family/comrnunity ties as well as ongoing interest in 

cultural and political events in Poland that, in large measure, will inform herlhis involvement in 

'" Zdzishw Pestkowçki. Polonia Semer Fidelis. (Orcharci Lake: St  Mary's Colkge. 1985) 158. 
rjj8 Roger Ballard, ed. Desh Pardesh: The South Asian Presence in Britain. (London: C. Hurst 8 Co. Pub.. 1994) 4. 
See also Ballard's reference to Paninder Bhachu on the South Asian 'twice migrants' eiement of the lndian diaspora, 
particularly in relation to the movement of famiiy un&; 23. 
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organizational life in Cariada and herlhis personal advocacy efforts. For instance, writing letters 

to the Canadian govemment which address issues specific to Polish events. A hot contemporary 

example is found in the debate and political lobby and letter-writing campaign led by vanous 

Polonia organizations, most notably the Polish Amencan Congress, related to a piece of 

legislation under debate in Spring, 2000 in Poland's Sejm, or Parliament, which indudes a 

proposed revision to the definition of citizenship; one which affects al1 P01onia.~~~ When possible. 

individuals, and, especially, Polonia organizations, provide financial assistance toward either 

farnily or state needs, such as the erection of monuments or emergency relief. 

The terrn Polonia also serves as a powerful reminder to ex-patriots of their ties to the 

ancestral homeland, lest they forget. And the unique identification with other Poles through the 

conceptualization of a nation-a Roman Catholic nation-beyond the geo-political borders of a 

nation state is reinforced by the Church. More precisely, by Polish-bom and educated priests who 

advocate community support networks, who minister the spiritual needs of the parish community 

as well who serve as spiritual guides in maintenance of Polish language and cultural traditions. 

For instance, offering Mass and administefing the sacraments in the Polish tongue; obsenrance of 

particular religious festivals which are distinctly Polish, such as Wïgilia [Christmas Eve Vigil] and 

Soldiers' Day mas;  the preservation of Polish culture through activities which are facilitated either 

directly through the Church [e.g. Polish language and culture lessons often taught by Polish nuns] 

or. in the case of dance troups and Polish Scouting, by volunteers from the church community. Al1 

of such activities, both communttydirected and Church-approved and -sponsored, are long 

established Canada. 

The question anses, however, of dilution of traditional 

immigration generations. Do such traditions, as Wgilia, become 

cultural practices arnong post- 

rd th 
by the 3 and 4 generation so 

630 w w w . p o l i s h n e w s . c o r n M i ! ~ e x t / p o l i t i ~ p o l ~ l .  'Citizenship' as set by Polish legislation. 1962, is defined thus: 
rus sanguini. by the l m  of blood (descent), and ius loci, by law of the land (place of birth). and is, in 2000, undergoing 
revision. Should the proposed changes be legislated, a ctiitâ with only one parent bom in Poland. regardles of herfiis 
place of birth, would be deemed a Polish citizen with full privileges and obligations of Polish crtitenship expeded of and 
extended to herlhim. Under this definition, 1, then, though barn in Canada to a British-bom Canadian and Polish-bom 
Canadian. would be such a child. Hdwever, this definition of atizenship will appîy ONLY *en such individuals are 
physically on PoIish soit at which time a foreign passport wouid be nuIl and void. 
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simplified as to represent nothing more than a symbolic representation of a little understood past? 

Or. is the shift away from religious practices related in some fashion to the general societal shift 

from Church influence? 

A Political Past; a Political Cast 

Let us review particular aspects of earlier discussion as they relate to Polonia and 

Polishness. After 123 years of non-existence, a result of the partitions, Poland regained 

independence in 1918, and in 1921 expanded its temtory eastward beyond the ethnographie 

frontier to what was deemed by Poles to be the historic geo-political region of the ancestral 

homeland; what has become known as the Second Republic. Thus began an intense period of 

revitalization of Polish nationalism-Poland is not yet dead-which included the project of 

polonization-institutionalized and popularized re-imagination of a particular vision of Poland 

intended to mirror pre-partitions Poland-and expansion and colonization of the eastem 

borderlands where ethnic Poles wmpnsed the minority. 

Although not within the scope of this study, the question anses: notwithstanding the 

changed world in which the revived Poland emerged, on what basis, foundation andlor vision was 

the reconfigured, and reconstituted Poland of the Second Republic re-imagined? For after 123 

years of non-existence, there was no living memory of the Polish state of 1795. One source has 

argued the era of the Second Republic was one governed by hatred of the Soviet Union and 

guided by leadership stuck in the past."' Worth note is the likelihood of the Church retaining its 

own version of memory through the keeping of records and cultural treasures and through devout 

pastoral care of the particular version of Roman Catholicisrn that is distinctly Polish in practice. 

And so during the partitions, a Roman Catholic Pole was a Pole and for the most part, Polish 

cornmunities did not fat1 into minonty sbtus. 

By 1938, 300,000 Poles were resettled in the eastern borderlands. Most typified 

generations of simple fanners. Many were afforded the opportunity to purchase land cheaply as a 

'4 Leopold Infeld. 'The Polish Question' in The Canedian Farvm. Vol. XXV. No. 291. (Toronto. 1945) 1 1. 
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manner of reward for loyal patnotic service in the military, especiatly in the 1919-21 war against 

Russia. This was the case that resulted in my great-grandparents' move to Holoskowice in 

Tarnopol region [which is now part of western Ukraine] in the late 1920's. Most of the farnilies that 

made the move to the eastern borderiands considered themselves osadniki or kolonista-military 

settlers or colonists-and they were a key element in the project to polonize the region where 

ethnic Poles were in the minority. Twenty-eight, or 73.7%, of study participants fall within this 

category and twenty-five among this group settled in Oshawa, Ontario, after the war. 

Intense polonkation was swiftly enacted through widespread institutionalkation and 

access to public education, cultural revitalization, and population movements such as the 

establishment of communities of osadniki or kolonista in the eastern borderlands. An expansive 

bureaucracy was engaged in the project. There emerged armies of agents of social change: 

teachers. priests and nuns, police, forest wardens, local magistrates and cornmunity counciis. 

These were arnong the first to be deporied from the eastem borderlands by the Red Army in late 

1939, and eady 1940 that potential for resistance in the immediate vicinity would be quelched. 

As previously discussed, after Hitler and Stalin carved up Poland in 1939, Stalin forcibly 

deported to exile in Soviet labour camps, and on kolhozes, 1.5 million Poles through 1939-41. 

These he termed special reseltlers. His objectives were many-fold, but one, which relates more 

particularly to this study was the explicit goal to depolonite Poland's eastern borderlands with a 

parallei goal to Russify the region and, ultimately, al1 Poles under his tutelage. It didn't matter how 

many would pensh in the wake of Stalin's military objectives or the execution of his chauvinistic 

social engineering schemes. 

For the Poles, the deportation/exile experience was symbolic of the collective Polish 

identity and tragedy that had its roots in other organized expulsions chronicled as far back as 

1768. Several among study participants recalled anecdotes about relatives or neighbours who 

had experienced deportation and who carne back to tell, as in the case of Eugenia's matemal 

great-grandfather. Having fought during the Napoleanic campaign against Russia, he was 

captured and deported to a location near the Mongolian border. There, he fathered a son, and 
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they later retumed to Poland where the family remained and grew until a few generations later, 

Eugenia with her parents and her siblings were deported to exile in Siberia.H' More commonly, 

however, deported family members were never again heard from. 

Katherine R. Jolluck describes the shared history as one which connects many Poles to 

each other and, uitimately, to the nation, to the ancestral roots. Thus, she argues, it was easier to 

cope with their fate by 'deriving meaning and even satisfaction from being a part of this ~egacy."~' 

One woman who survived the WWll deportation experience wrote: 

... the youngest sons and daughtets of martyred Poland ... who with dignity 
and heads held high, tread on the road along which for 150 years traveled 
each generation, a road which through sacrifice and blood leads to Siberia 
and hard labor. I was proud that I experienced, that I came into contact with 
Polish reality, that I was part of an unyielding who~e."~ 

Beyond occasional fragrnentary deportations of the few, twenty-ttiree distinct rnass 

deportations of ethnic Poles have been documented since 1768, the last stretching through 1946- 

53. 

Thus, the deportees would not give up hope that one day they would be among those 

who live and retum to the ancestral homeland, unadulterated by Russification, to tell their chapter 

in the national story. Until that day, rnany irnmediately began to reinforce their Polish identity 

during the first leg of the deportation journey, in the boxcars, through the communal singing of the 

national anthern and other patriotic and religious songs. For some, such singing was an act of 

tesistance; for rnany, the singing had a comforting effect. 

What rnattered most to the Polish deportees, beyond staying alive while in exile, was the 

preservation of their spiritual practices and of their language and cultural heritage in what 

Katherine R. Jolluck describes as a continuous struggle to maintain Poiishness, which was 

'continually tested. developed. and rearticu~ated,"~ in a climate which included daily attacks on 

0.8 I Interview wrth Eugenia (06 February 1999) 3. 
tA2 Katherine R. Jolluck. Gendef, Identh and the Polish Exoerience of War. 19391 945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford 
Universrty, 1995) 383-384. 
M 5 Janina BorakSrysrko qtd. in Kathenne R. Jolluck. Gender, ldentity and the Polish E>cDerience of War, 19391945. 
(Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford University, 1995) 384. 
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their ethnidnational identity as well intense pressures to ~ussify."' The women. as mothen. 

"saw their children deprived of care, education and religion, they saw them decline frorn disease 

and hunger, they saw them die. Not only could the women not fulfill their role as guardians of the 

moral health of the nation; in many cases they could not even ensure the physical well-being of 

their farni~ies.""~ Thus. they struggled with feeling they failed to maintain 'fundamental aspects of 

their nationality, their Polishness: 'proper' womanhood, legitimized and maintained by the Polish 

histoncal experience and the Catholic Church."@' Their efforts and the apparent suffering of the 

wornen, however, did not go unnoticed by their children. 

Whereas Polish chiIdren were compelled to attend schools which advanced the 

Russification process as well as oppressed all things Polish, many families hoped in the very least 

that the schoollorphanage-diet domldiet sahnvironment might offer the children better living 

conditions and a better diet that they might live to see Poland, again free. As entire families were 

deported to labour in Soviet forests, mines, and on kolkhozes, grandparents and parents directed 

their efforts, when not working, toward maintenance of Polish tradition within their families. Thus, 

family and community efforts-the community often described as 'one big famiIr-to maintain 

Polish language and spiritual practices induded the singing of religious and patriotic songs and 

the telling of patriotic tales as well as clandestine efforts to follow, inasmuch as possible, 

traditional spiritual and patriotic observances that they would not be forgotten. 

Many among the children who survived the deportationlexile expeflence recall what are 

described in sorne instances as virtual heroic efforts of the community, especially of their mothers, 

to preserve Polishness-faith, family and patriotic vigour4n oppressive conditions. Narratives of 

study participants include recollections of encounters with other families: sharing, and cornfort 

and assistance when possible. Upon further reflection, however, these now eiderly children 

seldom can conjure concrete memories of the inevitable sufferings experienced by their mothers, 

' 9 5  Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish €merience of War. 1939-1945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanfod 
University, 1995) 3. 
3.(5 ibid., 594. 
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though many recall that of their fathers. The most likely reason is that their mothers retained what 

little privacy they could through emotional intemalkation. A number of study participants recalled 

the first observance of Wigilia, after fleeing from the camps in 194142, as symbolic of family unity 

and freedom from oppression. The Christmas Eve vigil embodies a religious observance 

particular to Roman Cathotic Poles, with the female head of the family responsible for the 

maintenance of the tradition. 

The ardent dedication of their parents, grandparents, and the community-at-large to the 

preservation of Polishness during the deportationlexile period heightened awareness of the import 

of their cultural heritage. It also set the example that would later be rewarded by the 

maintenance, in their new homelands when adults, among the surviving children of their distinct 

version of Polishness; one which could be described as a cultural freeze-frame set at 1939 with 

the interwar socio-political polonization project-an intense period of enlightenment, if you will- 

as the backdrop. 

In other words, the cultural dock and collective awareness were set at a moment in 

Poland's history which featured profound re-visioning and revitalization of Polish language and 

historical and cultural education, grounded in pre-partitions Poland. That they were educated in 

such conditions tikely bonded thern to an unparalleleci patriotic eamestness. That they also 

experienced fierce oppression of their culture, language and religion as well intense Russification 

during their exile in the Soviet Union further reinforced in them the value of cultural preservation. 

Ryszard Czarnecki wntes of the treatment of the Poles while exiled in labour camps: 

The NKVD and Soviet authorities ... tried to destroy their dignity, and make 
thern hate what was dearest to tbem: their love for their country, their faith 
in its future. and their hopes for its independence. their very ~olishness ...w 

Thus, coming out of the interwar period of Polish revitalization and then having 

experienced the systematic oppression of what is inherent in the individual and collective identity 

likely created the psychical conditions for later vigilance in maintenance and preservation of that 

5-u Ryszard Czarneckt in Gen. Wfadys(aw Anders. The Crime of Katvn. (London: Polish Cultural Foundation, 1989) 305. 
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which was assaulted: their Polishness. 

Accordingly, their expression of Polishness was, because of the era dunng which they 

were raised in Poland and because of their encounter with oppression and Russification, distinctly 

different from that of the established Poionia communities that they encountered in their new 

homelands after the war. It also separates them by degrees from Poles born and raised in Poland 

since 1939-those who largely constitute the 1980s wave of immigration to Canada-Potes whom 

a nurnber of study participants today assert to be !es  Polish! Poisoned by Soviet Communism. 

There also are distinct gendered responses to maintenance and preservation of 

Polishness. For instance, even among the male study participants who did not see active military 

duty, there arises the pride of dut'  in the traditional male role of fighting and dying for a cause- 

for the motherland-such patriotism reinforced through religious instruction and through the oral 

tradition in the national anthem-Poland is not yet dead-and in such literary works as Adam 

Mickiewicz's Pan Tadeusz. And while al1 but one study participant acknowledged the family 

practice of certain religiouslcultural traditions as symbolic of the most pronounced illustration of 

their Poiishness it is in the female realm of responsibility where farnily (kin and countrj) 

maintenance of such traditions and practices lies. 

For instance. the fernale head of the household coordinates family activities for the 

practice of Wigilia [Christmas Eve vigil] and Easter traditions; both "universally and continually 

adhered to even after al1 traditions of the old country are lost and f o r g ~ t t e n . " ~ ~  But these 

nd rd 
traditions, by the 2 and 3 generations, often become but diluted [mis]representations lacking, 

as one source has noted, context or appreciation of the origins of the dishes or the significance of 

the symbols invoked; food prepared for a particular holiday, and not everyday, is al1 that might 

remain of an ethnic identity? It is her responsibility to keep the family together. and begins with 

her choice of a 'good Polishn mariage partner, Roman Catholic. One woman said, 'I'm not going 

n49 Henry Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkom. A Member of a Distinauished Familv. (loronto: McCleIland and Stewart. 
1976) 161. 
"'" Mary Waters. Ethnic Options. (Berkeley: Univemty of California Press. 1990) 1 1 8-1 22. 
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to marv somebody that's not Polish. I suffered so much just because I'm ~olish."~" Polish 

women were expected to accept the tradition of their share of suffering for the Polish soul, for 

Polish soil: raising sons that they could be given in battle; raising daughters that they would bear 

more patriotic sons. AH woven from the intenivar polonitation fabric which synthesized a re- 

visioning of the Polish state in the noble and patriotic tradition borne of pre-partitions ideology and 

reinforced by the Roman Catholic Church. 

In her study of the Polish transplanted family in the United States, Danuta Mostwin found 

that while sharing with other transplanted farnilies 'the experience of being uprooted, of being in a 

transitory situation, and the expenence of processes of adjustment which indude living within 

more than one set of values and using more than one language or dialect.. [the] difference from 

other transplanted famiiies in its ethnic commitment to the cultural and national values of Poland, 

and in its motivation for emigration from Poland [showed] unique results in farnily patterns of 

adjustment and in the process of child socializationnb<' as becornes evident in the organkational 

life of the Anders Poles. 

In atternpting to define her Polishness, one intewiewee said: "Ifs [a] hard question .... 

Our country suffered so much ... occupations ... partitioning, partitioning .... I'm very atta~hed."~" 

For many Poles, it is a matter of what is lost, what has been taken away, that unites the individual 

to the group identity, and which binds the group to an ethno-cultural [national] identity. One 

grounded and defined by a mernory which is not a living rnemory and which was reinforced. 

generation after generation, by suffering and oppression imposed from outside. Thus, there 

emerged a virtual occupation in and of the collective memory of an imagined past, and the 

collective memory has, ironically, been reinforced by outside oppressors. 

One study participant, however, still cannot fathorn how God could let the Poles suffer: "1 

wish already God feel sorry for Polish people. We're such a small [peoplel~ount iy] .~~~ He does 

'" Interview Wh Eugenia (06 Febniary 1999) 31. 
6'' Danuta Mostwin. The Trans~lanted Çarnilv: A Studv of Social Adiustment of the Pokh lrnrniarant Family to the United 
States After the Second Wodd War. (Doctoral Dissertation, Columbia University, 1971) 27. 
'" Interview with Marynia (06 February 1999) 45. 
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not don his experience as but a measure of that which makes him a Pole. Rather, he has had 

little to do with the Polish community, including the Church, since coming to Canada in 1946 as a 

Polish ex-roldier under the British Resettlement movement. Nor does he make much contact with 

the larger Canadian community beyond such necessary daily intercourse as one might engage in 

in the workplace, at the bank, or at the supermarket. He made particular note of several 

successful suicide attempts among post-war Polish immigrants to Canada in what he alludes to 

be linked to their ethnicity; in part, related to the perception of ill-treatment of Poles as inferior. He 

further confided he shared feelings of their particular suffering, as a Pole, which once led him to 

contemplate suicide. However, he recalls that late night conversation with God after which he 

determined he could not leave his children fatherless. 

---CWHCIC.CWM-- 

We will recalt Hitler invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941. Approximately 115,000 Poles 

fled the Soviet labour camps and kolkhozes ttirough 1941-42 that Poiish men might fight against 

the German arrny. Persuasive powerç were not even necessary to convince the Poles to take up 

arms for the idea-the patriotic duty-of fighting for a free Poland was embedded in the Polish 

psyche; even if the battle might play out on foreign soil. Polish literature, such as Adam 

Mickiewicz's Pan Tadeusz, which serves as a powerful symbolic metaphor for national pride, 

patriotic duty, and spiritual love for Poland, as well as the Polish national anthem-Poland is not 

yet dead-which sprang from the btood of Poles shed on ltalian soi1 in the late 18th Century, 

reinforced the grip on the Polish psyche of fighting for a free Poland as well as Iinked the 

symbolic/mythic past to the present. 

Benedict Anderson writes of the idea of dying for a nation as conceived as a 'horizontal 

comradeshipm that is a 'fraternity that makes it possible ... for so many millions of people, not so 

much to kill, as willingly to dien for the irnagined cornmunity or nation.bJs He argues the notion is a 

recent construct-tracing it to the late 18th Century-which lies, in part, in the cultural roots of 

h55 Benedict Anderson. lmaqined Cammunities. (London: Thetford Press tirniteci, 1986) 16, 132. 
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rising European nationalist movements and the American Revolution. 

Is it coincidence that Poland's involuntary passage into the 123-year period of partitions 

coincides with the origins of the cultural roots of European nationalisrn? During the partitions 

Poles refused, as Jean-Jacques Rousseau has put it, to permit their cultural heritage to be 

digested after having been swallowed by three neighbouring ~ ta tes ,~~ '  through steadfast 

maintenance of aspects of Polishness. As priests acted as guides for the spifitual needs of 

Polonia, as well as links to patriotic toyalty through distinctly Polish Roman Catholic observances 

and practices, so too did the Church play a significant, though not exclusive, role in the 

maintenance and preservation of Polishness-particularly among the less educated-through the 

period of the partitions. 

Furthermore. Katherine R. Jolluck describes how, in the Polish imagination, the 

constructs of the Roman Catholic family and nation are inextricabty bound together and especially 

how both are linked to women's roles and identity. She describes the family as "a crucial unit in 

Polish society" which "bore especial significance for women, whose lives were traditionally 

centred in the home and around the family."' Thus. despite the lengthy period of the partitions 

and foreign dominance, the home served as a vital sanctuary for the maintenance and 

preservation of Polishness through the traditional teachings and practices of mothers and 

grandmothers, whether as religious observances, the singing of religious and patriotic songs, or in 

their passing to subsequent generations [regional] cultural folklore. folk arts and cuisine. 

Concunently, the arts and intellectual constituencies reinforced aspects of Polishness through 

cultural works such as, for instance, Adam Mickiewicz's Pan Tadeusz, which emphasized cultural 

nobility and which perpetuated the stereotypes of the devoted mother of patriotic sons and of sons 

of Poland as loyal patriots. 

As discussed, Polish leadership during the interwar period reinforced horne-based 

preservation of Polishness drawing idiosyncratic family/mmmunity traditional practices from the 

656 qtd. in Noman Davies. Heart of Eumne: A Short Historv of Poland. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986) 353. 
65 7 Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish Expenence of War, f 939-1 945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford 
Univenrty. 1995) 274. 
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sanctuary of the home and the village, into forma1 public policy and practice through polonuation 

project activities such as increased access to public education. 

Katherine R. Jolluck further documents how the Polish women. while in exile in Soviet 

labour camps, "stnictured their cornmunities ... based on ethnic ties, as one large family [where] 

the ideals governing the community were the same ones that prevailed in their immediate 

families: solidarity, cooperatioo, self-sacrifice and devotion to the nation."é58 Thus, the Polish 

communities in exile "became both surrogate farnilies and microcosms of the nationn obsenring 

distinct Roman Cathotic traditions and reinforcing, inasmuch as possible, loyalty to the ancestral 

homeland. 

Accordingly, a Roman Catholic Pole knew s/he was a Pole as defined bylthrough 

religious customs and devotion, reinforced daily in the home and practiced in the Polish language, 

whether slhe lived through the partitions era or was forcibly exiled from the ancestral homeiand. 

Some have suggested this applies whether or not one is born on Polish soil. Thus, the familial 

language of liturgy-the language of the cornmunity-could be imagined beyond the limiting 

constnicts of geo-political borders through the conceptualization-and nomenclature-of Polonia. 

And Polonia-Poles outside Poland-has a responsibility to safeguard Polish culture for al1 Poles. 

whether on Polish soil or scattered throughout the worid. 

If it is possible to preserve a nation and maintain a cultural/historicai identity over such 

vast regions and penods of time, then, as some would believe, Poland could never be dead. But 

in the conternporary wortd dominated by technology, globalization, and increasing pressures on 

human populations and the environment, and in light of the economic de-nationalization of 

Europe, as weli as widespread VibalisticJethnic conflicts such as seen throughout continental 

Africa and in Boznia-Herzegovina, the question of a sustainable vibrant Polish nation, as Polonia, 

is one worthy of broader consideration. 

..---4u424.5- 
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In the light of the emergence of the Second Republic, polonization can be seen to be as 

much a project of cultural revitalkation as it was an anticipatory, alrnost instinctual, form of socio- 

political resistance against potential future foreign domination. Effective inculcation of Polishness, 

especially among the young and the illiterate, would serve as a defense against future attempts at 

depolonization. Though short-lived-lasting only through the inter-war period-the polonization 

project appears to have achieved a measure of success inasmuch as those Poles who survived 

WWl t and who did not repatriate afier the war-such as rnost among study participants-retain an 

intense version of Polishness peculiar to that nurtured during the interwar period. There is, 

however, a need for more comprehensive study of this premise. 

And so, God, kin (family and nation), and the sacraments-al1 denied the Poles in the 

Soviet labour camps-were worth fighting for, even dying for on foreign soil. Under the leadership 

of General Wladystaw Anders, the Polish men formed the Polish Second Corps as a distinct 

Polish unit within the British 8th Amy and fought for Poland's freedom, most notably on ltalian soi1 

playing out the patriotic role in a dramatic historical re-enactment. Polish priests accompanied the 

Poles to the battleground that they might not forget their duty to nation and devotion to God, nor 

make the ultimate sacrifice of their Iives without the benefit of the sacrarnents, given in their 

mother tongue. 

That their Poland no longer existed at the end of the war, having again k e n  carved up by 

foreign powers and worse, having become subject to Soviet Cornmunist domination, reinforced- 

even intensified-their Polishness. Thus, it became the collective moral irnperative of the 

displaced Poles-the new Polonia abroad-to maintain and preserve Polish language, cultural 

and religious tradition, and historic rernembrance of the glory days of the Second Republic for the 

day that they could return to Poland and revitalize authentic Polish culture and traditions. 

Clinging, as one critic obsewed in 1945, to an historic relic still grounded in hatred of the Soviet 

Union and lead by a govemment-inexile mired in the p a ~ t ~ ' ~  But more importantly. 

55" Leopold Infeld. The Polish Question" in The Canadien Forum. Vol. XXV, No. 291. (Toronto, 1945) 12. 
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source observed: u.. .'saving rernnants' of their people, as nuclei of nations in exile."lbO 

The question anses, however, as to the measure of purity of Polishness for there are 

variances in the manner in which communities imagine and sustain themselves. Said variances 

can be compounded by such factors as: strength of familial ethnic identrty and enrichment 

infiuences encountered during the intewar polonization project; literacy and access to textual 

reinforcernent of an historicaUcultural literary tradition; relative maintenance and rearticulation of 

Polishness white in exile; tirne, both for cornmitment to the preservation project as well the span of 

time away from the ancestral homeland; ties to the ancestral homeland; individual (including 

gendered) and comrnunity perceptions and cohesion; assimilationist pressures in the new 

homeland; and, intra-generational relations and life objectives. Moreover, how might variations of 

these factors, and likely otherç, influence subsequent generations of Polonia and any version of 

Polishness which they might retain? 

Meanwhile, what of the families of the soldiers and the remainder of the civilian 

population? Whiie they iived a diasporic existence in the Middle East, lndia and British East 

Africa, as refugees in Polish settlements administered by British officiais, waiting for their men to 

win back their freedom that they might return to the ancestral homeland, women, children and the 

elderiy were engaged in intense programs of education and religious (Roman Catholic) and 

cultural instruction. In other words, al1 energies were directed toward revitalitation and 

preservation of Polishness that they would be ready at war's end to rebuild the broken homeland 

and to play the important role as the future of Poland in a free Poland. Polish teachers, priests, 

nuns, wounded and disabled soldiers, and the elderly facilitated the instruction of the children-in 

Polish IanguagMikely modeling it after that employed during the intefwar span of the Second 

Republic. As Benedict Anderson wntes: 

What the eye is to the lover ... language ... is to the patriot. Through that 
language, encountered at rnothets knee and parted with only at the grave, 
pasts are restored, fellowships are imagined, and futures drearnedU1 

- 

Roberf F. Hamey. 'Sa Great a Hentage as Ours' in Daedalus. 1173-4, 1988. 67. 
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Each refugee settlement was a distinct link in the growing global stnng of Polonia 

communities, al1 performing their patriotic duty-reinforced through religious observance-as 

keepers of Polishness, and ultimately, of the Polish nation. In a communication written by the 

cuvent Honorary Polish Consul in New Zealand, himself a suwivor of the deportationlexile 

experience and among the 733 orphans resettied in 1944 in Pahiatua. New Zealand, he maintains 

the Polonia community of Pahiatua "retained their Polishness, their language and sense of their 

histo ry... their Catholic religion with special devotion to Our Lady, the Queen of Poland ... a special 

bond and concern for one another - one large farni~y."~' He futther suggests the unique version 

and retention of Polishness among this group is 'probably because we have been isolated frorn 

the rest of the wo~Id"*~ for they were settled in a camp separate from the general population. 

There. the commitrnent and guardianship of Polish teachers, priests and various administrators 

played a significant role in maintaining the unique version of Polishness which roots had their 

origins in interwar Polish nationalism and poloniration dynarnics. It is also conceivable that the 

children, having survived the deportationlexile experience as well having lost their parents, further 

clung to their cultural origins that they might honour the mernory of their ancestors; more 

specifically, of their parents. Further inquiry is neededW 

MU-------- 

As happens with war and the division of the spoils, their Poland-the free Poland of the 

Second Republic-no longer existed at war's end. lt came as a temble blow that the Allies, 

without any invitation extended to PoIish officiais to attend the butchets table, carved Poland, 

putting into Stalin's hands the pickings from the pnvate party. They felt betrayed. That they put 

their lives on the line on foreign battlefields that their Poland would be free intensified the blow; 

demoralking some, but reigniting in many unwavering patnotic fervor as well bolsterîng their 

commitment to presewe Polishness within the particufar diasporan context grounded in historic 

*' John Roy-Wojciechowski. Auckland, New Zealand; July. 1999. ~.polishhentage.w.ru/PAHlATUAIPAHIATUA.KIM. 
643 John Roy-Wojciechowski. Penonal communication: 31 May 2000. 
w Also worthy of study is comparative consideration of the Pahiatua children in relation to other gmup movements, 
especiaily of orphans as, for instance. some sent to Mexico, of the post-WWII era, as welt of wlonialkation pradises as 
appiied to the indigenous people of New Zealand. 



repetition. But how might they best sewe their ancestral homeland? And what of the neoteric 

Polish diaspora? That is, where and how did post-WWII Polonia [reldefine its role[s] as keepers 

of Polishness and what types of activities did Polonia engage in to meet objectives? 

Having suffered the traumatic experience of forcible deportation from their horneland to 

exile in the harsh conditions of Soviet labour camps, the Sybirakr' joined the ranks of those who 

went before them in an experiential coalescence with the collective memory of the trauma, as it 

ui 
has played out since the Mid-18 Century. Thus, they would contribute a new chapter to the 

mythos of the deportation/exile experience, and they began the process of reirnagining their 

Polishness within the broad Polonia context. What many chose to do was not return to tell their 

version. For, when confronted with the dilemma in what Keith Sword has descnbed as "a moment 

of national and personal crisis": wracaC czy nie wracat; to retum or not to returnVM5 many within 

the war-time Polish diaspora repelled efforts which encouraged repatriation as they felt they could 

not return to play their prescribed roles as patriotic citizens, conscientious farmers and workers 

and professionais, and as nurturing families in the re-building of a Poland under foreign 

Communist domination. Further, many feared the prospect of repeat deportation to Soviet labour 

camps. The irony, of course, is that despite the betrayal of the Allies, it was to the allied nations 

the Poles turned for new homelands where they muld be free. 

And so, many chose to rernain in self-irnposed exile wherefrom they resolved to fuifiil their 

patriotic duty as both ambassadors and combabnts in the struggle to free Poland from Soviet 

tutelage, from outside its borders, as well to safeguard Polishness as Polonia. It could be said 

that they embraced a role as keepers of Polish culture and, ultimately, as preservers of the bona 

fide Polish nation: the glon'ous Second Republic which was, in 1939, in a fluid state of creation as 

a virtual re-creation of pre-partitions Poland; a work in progress of the Polish imagination. As the 

Poljsh national treasures were whisked out of Poland at the outbreak of the war and safeguarded 

in Canada untit they could safely r e t ~ r n , ~  so too the exiled Poles represented the manifestation 

bas Keith Sword. The Formation of the Polish Comrnunitv in Great Britain. 19391950. (London: Scfiool of Slavonic and 
East European Studies, 1989) 357. 
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of the safekeeping of the ultimate cultural treasure: Polishness. And they would play out their 

roles in new homelands where many quickly wove their lives around work, family, and Polonia 

organizational life within which they attempted to resist dilution of group identity as weil maintain 

and preserve Polish culture and tradition, as they perceived, for a free Poland. 

I am Polish: I am Canadian 

On amval in Canada after the war as guest workers with labour contracts in hand, most of 

the Sybiraki irnmediately sought the comfort and secu r i t y - re fug~ f  the existing Polish 

community; wherever they settfed. One of the Polish ex-soldiers, Kari, in recalling his arriva1 at 

Halifax invoked comfort on hearing representatives from established Polonia organizations who 

offered the advice that with a little English training they will becorne canadian?' 

For the Polish ex-sotdiers, one of their immediate objectives following cornpletion of their 

two-year labour contract was ta rnarry and have a family for their lives had been on hold for neariy 

a decade and they wanted the stability that comes with family and home. Many had lost family 

memberç either in the Soviet labour camps or otherwise during the war years. Endogamy rates 

were high: 92.1% among study participants. However, this figure is not representative of other 

studies of the post-war Polish immigrant population in Canada*' 

Mamage to a Roman Catholic was equally as important as mamage to a Pole; thus, 

those who did not marry a Pole did marry a Roman Catholic. Although it cannot be stated with 

absolute certainty the conscious choice among study participants to marry a Roman Catholic was 

a result of 'a sound weighing of al1 of the things that could go wrong in a mamagenrW it could be 

argued that it was. indeed, so. Some study participants made the following comments: 

When 1 gel mamèd I'm going to many a Polish girl. Then when we have 

translation from Polish newspaper, Wo)a Ludu (The Will of the People); 11 May 1950. No. 129. The PoIish treasures, 
which included abjects af art and histonc relics, were removed h m  Poland in the early days of the German invasion of 
Poland in 1939. Through Rumania. then France, they eventually made their way to Canada for temporary safekeeping but 
became the subjed of diplornatic tension between Poland and Canada in the post-war yean, until they were retumed. 
667 Interview wth Kart (05 Octaber 1998) 34. 
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kjds. I'rn going to talk to them in ~ o l i s h . ~ ' ~  

1 got a chance to many German girl or Sheffield girl, but. ... [laughs]. ... 1 like to 
many Polish. 1 like the same language.. . same religion, same language and 
same problems."' 

We traveled the same road; share culture. like h o ~ i d a y s . ~ ~  

We are from good stock?" 

Entrenched in the psyche of the post-war Polish newcomers, especially among the ex- 

soldiers, was an intense commitment as Polonia-as Poles in exile-to preserve Poiish culture for 

the day they could retum to a free homeland and play the important role of rebuilding their Poland 

and re-injecting the authentic culture which they feared would be compromised by Soviet 

Cornmunist domination. This commitment extended to their children. For as the future of 

PolandlPolonia it was necessary that they knew their roots that they rnight be able to play their 

allegiant patriotic role[s] on behalf of or in the ancestral homeland. 

Consequently, their organizationaVinstitutional objectives in Canada were two-fold. First, 

as a rneans of injecting Polishness into their family Iife-especially into their children's lives- 

beyond that which could be nurtured in the home. Thus, Polish Roman Catholic churches were 

built. Polish language schools were established. The Polish Scouting movement in Canada 

experienced a tremendous boom. Dance troupes took to the stages of Church basements and 

Polish halls. Daughters entered Miss Polonia contests. Sons became altar boys receiving 

spiritual tutelage from imported Polish priests. And within the community, established businesses 

that offered deli fare or bread or insurance in Polish language grew. New businesses and 

services emerged. The re-creation of Polonia communities in Canada by the diasponc Poles who 

longed to belong could be characterized as a re-creation of a cultural village, rwted in the 

rnemory of 1939. And for the Anders Poles such communities represented more than an ethnic 

enclave. Within their cornmunities and within the organizational life of the comrnunity they could 

maintain a rooted sense of identification to their heritage and culture h i l e  estabiishing "a secure 

bÏ0 Interview wtth Jerzy (03 Odober 1998) 30. 
67 1 Interview Wh Kazimierz (04 March 1995) 24. 
iiz Interview wrth Teresa (1 9 July 1998). 
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'ground' for a sense of well-beingn6" within the dominant culture and thus perhaps maintain some 

degree of "spiritual well-being and psychological balance in the new en~ironment."~" At the same 

time. they could develop confident responçes to the pressures and processes associated with 

assimilation. 

All efforts, therefore, represented a rneans of maintaining continuity of and between two 

cultures: that of the imagined community as created by the community and unencumbered by the 

guidance of old country authority figures-though priests continued to play an influential role in 

community life-and that of life within the larger community of the new homeland where they had 

to adapt to function within the economy and eam a living, and raise and educate a family. Dirk 

Hoerder writes of this as a "constant process of interaction of the migrants' customs, their self- 

perception, and the way they want to be seen within the hegemonic society and other ethnic 

cultures. In this complex relationship, the experienced culture may become a perceived one ... a 

self-deception about the retention, for example, of old values, which eventually will be corrected 

through further intera~tions."~'~ This process influences. in both similar and contrasting ways, 

assimilation rates of the immigrant as well subsequent generations. 

Second, they focused on the roles they could play in ganeflng international support for 

the Polish cause. Whereas established Polish-Canadians were more particularly interested in 

issues related to daily living in Canada, the newcomers had one foot straddling the homeland and 

the other presurning itself to be walking on Canadian soi1 in a short-lived detour from the final 

destination. After ail, many of the new arrivals to Canada initially presumed their stay to be 

temporary, whether their final destination was the United States, or back to a free Poland. Where 

there arose tension between existing Polish community organizations, the post-WWIi new Polish 

arrivals detemined to establish their own organizations that reflected their particular objectives 

grounded in their enduring cornmitment to the homeland and preservation of Poiishness. 
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The measure of success-the impact, if any-of the lobbying and other activities among 

global Polonia communities is not within the realm of this study but it could fom the basis of sorne 

interesting research questions. For instance, are there comparable efforts among global Polonia 

communities to those within England that successfully lobbied vanous levels of government over 

such issues as the impact of the Community Health Act on the elderly Polish cornrnunity resident 

in England, or successful appeals for the retention of a Devon home for elderly Pales.'" 

Furthermore. how effective, if at all, was Polonia in advancing andlor securing Poland's break 

from Soviet domination? And, if effective, which activities had the most influence? Moreover, 

with the final passing of the Second Republic Polonia, which is fast approaching, how will the 

changed Polonia relate to matters of import to Poland in the future? Wiii the intensity of patriotic 

enthusiasm endure or change, or altogether be abandoned? 

lnto the 1960s, many Polish immigrants experienced some form of discrimination whether 

centred on their so-called status as OP'S or more specifically expresseâ as plain anti-Polish 

sentiment. Even pariiamentary debate evolved around questions of the Iikelihood of Poles to 

assimilate into mainstream WASP] Canadian Iife. Despite language bamers, newly arrived Poles 

understood the discriminatory environment into which they had entered. The Poles conceived 

various coping strategies and responses-not unlike those employed by other immigrant 

group-to discrimination. Sorne changed their names to Anglo-sounding sumames that they 

might detract emphasis in the public spher~spec ia l l y  in the workplac+fram their ethnicrty; 

more particulariy, from their children's ethnicity that they might 'fit in', especially at school, and 

succeed. Or. to make life easier. For instance, Ludwik changed his name [although his brothers 

did not] because Anglo CO-workers in an automobile factory couldn't pronounce it or spell it 

correctly, as there are groups of consonants joined together which are unfamiliar to the Anglo 

tongue. His Anglo foreman was so relieva with the name change he offered Ludwik extra 

overtime to help defray the $1 00.00 legal f e d "  
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The desire that their children succeed in Canada led many to csde to assimilationist 

pressures. For instance, some encouraged their children to participate in Anglo-Canadian 

activities or, in the very least, did not discourage or shield them from Anglo-conformist activities 

andfor pressures. Others either ignored the sting of discrimination or. in some instances, 

responded with verbal rebu ke or physical retribution. 

For some, however, the unanticipated discriminatory practices in a country whtch they 

believed to be free and dernocratic, especially after having suffered oppression of their culture in 

the Soviet labos camps, was so unbearable as to kill their incentive to contribute to Canadian 

society, beyond the workplace. It is therefore Iikely that among these Poles-among Sybiraki- 

Polishness was reinforced by the discriminatory reactions of some Canadians toward the Polish 

immigrants. In other words, if one is made to feel an outsider, one might respond to such 

exclusion by drawing inward into the ethno-cultural community that represents 'home'-security- 

in the ethno-cultural sense. Thus, as Sarah Van Aken-Rutkowski noted in her study, greater 

dependence on the Polish community in Canada can result in slower or retarded acculturation. 

This was particularly the case for the elder generations; those who were the parents of study 

participants. most of who are now deceased. For instance. my grandmother made little effort to 

leam the English language and until she died in 1992 lived in Canada exc~usively in the Polish 

language, including her last decade with my aunt wha retired to the Polish community in Barry's 

Bay; Kaszuby. It was easy to spurn the English language and Canadian community life for since 

arriving in 1949, she had always lived among her children and within an established Polish 

community. Even her farnily physician was a Polish immigrant. Indeed, it would have been 

virtually impossible for me to interview indivtduals of this generation for 1 am not fluent in Polish 

language and few arehivere fluent in English. However, a collection of narratives, numbering in 

the hundreds. in Polish language, which includes interviews with individuals from this generation, 

is housed in Toronto at the Multicultural History Society of Ontario. That the interviews were 

conducted and archived is evidence of interest in the topic and of a vision to record and presewe 

the mernories of Sybiraki. The 'problem,' however, is that by virtue of the language, they are 
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accessible only to researchers with a Polish tongue thus limiting the potential for greater numbers 

of researchers to include the narratives in their work. A worthwhile project would be translation of 

the volumes of narratives. 

nd rd 
For the children and grandchildren of the Sybiraki-the 2 and 3 generation; mine and 

my children's-the desire to maintain or presewe a memory of a Polish nation-one frozen in tirne 

in 1939-appears to be moot. How can we relate to a distant homeland and fat removed events? 

Furthermore, as chiidren born and educated in Canada within an assimiiationist context, how can 

we reasonably feel any sense of solidarity to the past or any desire in the present to participate in 

a distinct cultural life among Polonia in Canada? Do we even conceive of ourselves as 

constituents of a diaspora, or even of Polonia? And sol preservation of aspects of Poionia, of 

Polishness-of Polish cultural activities and institutions in Canada-beyond, perhaps, token 

family cultural practices or a quiet pnde of heritage, also becornes moot for the objectives and 

ideals as Canadians-of Polish extraction-are worlds removed from those of immigrant parents 

and grandparents whose identities are divided between two cultures and centuries of history. As 

one source has put it: "[tlhe native-barn ... prefer activities that are not defined in ethnic t e r r n ~ . ~ " ~  

The question also anses whether there even exist opportunities for individuals who speak, read, 

and wfite the Polish language to use the language beyond the Polonia comrnunity in a meaningful 

economic context. And so, Polish organizational life in Canada is in de~l ine;~'  not only due to 

disinterest, but also because of "loss of Poiish as the mother tongue, and thus the population 

eligible for membership in the existing organizations is shrinking."' A Lithuanian Saturday 

schoolteacher in Montreal similarly expressed her view: 

I think that language is an essential thing and that Lithuanian culture would 
be hard put to survive without it I wouldn't say that a Lithuanian couldn't be 
a Lithuanian unless he knew the language-he could be Lithuanian in his 

6 3  Jean R. Sumet and Howard Palmer. 'Cominu Canadiansm. (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1988) 193. 
t8a There exist. however. some among Canadian-barn children and grandchildien of Polish immigrants who participate in 
Polonia activities. Questions amund resistance to assimilation among this population. as well other aspects related to the 
2m and 3m generations. requit-@ futther otudy. 
58 1 Henry Radecici. Ethnic Orqanitational Dvnamics. (Waterloo: Wiifrid Laurier Univentty Press, 1979) 95. 
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habits, his love of his country, but he would be a very impoverished 
~ithuanian."" 

And the cultural life of the ethnic group living outside the homeland would similarly suffer 

impoverishment. lndigenous peoples, including First Nations people in Canada, have also 

suffered cultural impoverishment, a result of colonial influences, including oppression of language. 

Despite greater-than-average participation in organizational life than among most other 

European arrivals of the post-war era,"' Polonia in Canada by the late 1960's anticipated a rapid 

paring of mernbership and diminishment of organizational lifespan. The children and 

grandchildren of Poionia were not taking active interest in Polonia organizational life, despite 

intense childhood involvement, nor were there significant numbers of new immigrants entering 

Canada from Poland that might invigorate Polonia organizational and institutional life." A study 

conducted in 1968 for the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism made the 

following observation: 

The present organizational membership is overwhelmingly composed 
of and led by the post-war and aging immigrants .... The organizers and 
leaders admit that they are not successful in recruiting members or 
participants in some organized body from among the Canadian-bom 
mdividuals of any generation of Polish immigrants, nor from the 
comparatively smaller numbers of more recent amvals from Poland. Should 
this condition continue it is likely that, with the death or retirement of the 
present membership, the organizational structure will cease to exist and the 
Polish group will lose its agencies devoted to maintaining Polish culture. 
This loss will also mean that the Polish-Canadian cornmunit'y will be without 
sources of reference and identification ... in the eyes of the other cultural 
groups in Canada.ds 

It was thought by some sources-within the research and Polonia communities-that 

r>8? Milda Danys. DP Lithuanian Immi~ration to Canada Aner the Secnnd WoM War. (Toronto: Mutticultural History 
Society of Ontario, 1986) 321. 
68 3 '...European ethnic arganizations numbered 3-7% of the given group. except that in certain groups (e.g., Estonian. 
Latvtan. Lithuanian, Polish, and Ukrainian) this percentage was somewttat hgher. up to the 1970s. Hawever. in al1 
organwtions. the participation of the young generation is virtually nonexistent.' Benedykt Heydenkom. ed. Hentaae and 
the Future. (Toronto: Canadian Polish Research Institute, 1988) 110. 

After 1953. Polish immigration to Canada abated. Between 1961 and 1971. the Polish-Canadian population declined: 
from 323.51 7 listed in 1961 Census to 31 6.425 in 1971. Canada. MuiticufiuraIisrn Diredorate. The Canadian F amib Tree. 
(Don Mills, ON: Corpus Information Services, 1979) 176-177. Further, as shown in the 1971 Census. only 71.000 Poles, 
or 22%. spoke Polish at home; thus, the Polish diaspora was showing serious signs. thmugh loss of tongue, of ~ultufal 
dilution within the fint generation of Canadian-bom. Robert F. Hamey. 'So Great a Hentage as Ours" in Daedaius. 1 lf :3- 
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renewed immigration of growing numbers of Poles through the 1980s would invigorate Polonia 

organizational life.OM However, Polonia in Canada has been unable to interest contemporary 

newcomers in it's organizational life; rather, as seen with previous waves of Polish immigrants 

who encountered established organizations, there have been tensions between established 

Polonia and the newcomers. The newcomers also do not share the same goals or objectives as 

Canadian citizens or as ex-patriots. And so, Polish arrivais since the 1980s have either 

established their own organizations or, more commonly, have not become involved as Polonia. 

No research has yet been published which explicitly explores questions related to this 

phenornenon which is not singularly Canadian, for as has been observed of the American context 

which extends the debate beyond the organizational life of Polonia into consideration of ethnicity: 

[Slocial and economic mobility of white ethnics in the twentieth century 
coincided with the drastic reducüon in immigration from European 
sources-which means that the cohorts of Poles and lblians advancing 
socially and generationally have not been followed by large numbers of 
fresh immigrants who take over unskilled jobs and populate ethnic 
ghettos .... The social mobility that makes a symbolic ethnicity possible for 
these whites might have looked very different if the supply of new 
immigrants from Europe had not been dastically curtailed."' 

We will recall Janina whose farnily repatriated to Poland directly out of the Soviet Union in 

1946. Janina eventually immigrateci ta Canada in 1984 and while aware of her local chapter of 

Sybiraki, she has not invoived herself in the organization nor in any other Polonia organization. 

Rather, she has been a volunteer with the Kidney Foundation and has otherwise cornrnitted her 

energies toward ernployment responsibilities as well in assisting her children with housing, 

finances. and child minding of grandchildren while their parents upgrade their professional 

credentials according to Canadian requirements. "1 don't have time," she says plainly of her 

choice to not be involved in Polonia ac t i v i t i e~ .~  For Janina. immigrating to Canada is as much a 

choice of starting anew, heiping her children and grandchildren 'rnake it' in Canada, as it is a 

choice of leaving behind the past and Poland. 

b80 Joanna Matejko. 'The Polish Experience in Alberta," in Palmer and Palmer. eds., Peopies of Alberta, p. 296 qtd. in 
Jean R. Bumet and Howard Palmer. 'Corninq Canadians". (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1988) 194. 
687 Mary Waters. Ethnic Options. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 165. 
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Until my mid-teens, I lived in Oshawa. Ontario in a working-class community cornprised 

mostly of post-war immigrants to Canada: near al1 from Eastern Europe but for a few Irish and my 

English mother. Most were Roman Catholic. The Polish Roman Catholic Church, the convent, 

and the Roman Catholic elementary school were central in the community. 

The Polishness of my childhood was steeped in the memories of those who, like my 

father and his family, immigrated to Canada after surviving deportation and exile in Soviet labour 

camps during WWII. It included attendance at Polish mass, enrolment in Polish school, 

participation in Polish cultural events as well in the Polish Scouting movement including summer 

camp at Kaszuby [Long Lake, Barry's B ~ Y ] . ~ ~  All this with the encouragement and support of my 

English-bom Roman Cathoiic mother, and all representative of what Krolikowski, Radecki, and 

others describe as a concentrated process-with the children of the immigrants the locus-of 

cultural revitakation and preservation and nationalist enthusiasm which began imrnediately after 

the Poles fled the Soviet labour camps. A well-known Polish-Canadian psychiatrist described in 

1966 what had become a pervasive concern among the leadership of the Polonia community in 

Canada vis-à-vis the education of children of Polish descent: 

... the definition of the Polish-Canadian idea of bringing up a child is 
needed .... Canadian or Pole .... 

The Polish school should be a bridge between the past (the Polish 
cultural heritage) and the future of the Polish child in Canada. Such a 
school should teach a child to respect Poland, make him proud of his origin, 
build up his interest in it, but such schools should not lessen his respect and 
love of canada?' 

Such concerns and related efforts and experiences were not specific to the Polish 

immigrant phenomenon. Lida Somchynsky similarly writes of her experience as the child of 

immigrants: father, Ukrainîan; mother of rnixed PoIishIUkrainian ongins: 

689 The Polish wmmunrty at Barry's BayMlilno (north of Ottawa) rnigrated h m  the Kaszuby region of Poland in the 1850's 
and is the oldest established Polish community in Canada. A parallel movement similarty rnigrated to New Zeaiand. A 
wonhy topic of research wauld be comparative study of Vie two movements, and any othen Iinked to the Kaszuby region 
and the penod, which explores such questions as retention of Polishness and sunrey of assirnilationist pressures, ties to 
the ancestral homeland. contributions to nation-ùuilding. seffdefinition as Polonia, relations and contrasts between the 
earliest immigrants and subsequent groups. etc. 
690 Prof. Dr. W. Szyrynski qtd. in William Bobslaus Makowski. Histow and Intearation of Poles in Canada. (Lindsay: 
John Deyell Lirnited. The Canadian Polish Congress Niagara Peninsula. t 967) 227. 



[M]y father was trying to instill in me lifelong Ukrainian patnotic zeal. I took 
Ukrainian Saturday classes, Ukrainian dancing classes, and went through a 
revolving door of endless Ukrainian concerts. He believed that al1 this 
activity would culminate in my wanting, along with other young Ukrainian 
Canadians. to free the oppressed horne~and.~~' 

But for many of us it stops there. In adulthood there rernains M e  more than syrnbolic 

ethnicity through occasional practices of certain cultural traditions which have Iikely suffered 

dilution of context and absence of meaning and which might simply constitute "idiosyncratic family 

values and practices" as much or more than a particular ethni~ity."~' Neither of rny sons has the 

tongue nor much awareness of the substance of Poiishness that my father might maintain, and 

which suffered uncompromising dilution among many of my generation. A viftual displacement of 

cultural hetitage. It then becomes a question for further inquiry: How? And, why? 

A partial answer can be found in the slippage of the tongue in the home; that is, as the 

children more frequently interacted within the dominant culture, their mother tongue gave way to 

the tongue of the neighbourhood and the schoolyard. "Language," wntes Mary Waters, 'is one of 

the fint elements of the immigrant culture ta disappear cver the generat i~ns."~~~ But why do some 

ethnic commu~ities suffer sooner the loss of language? For instance, one source compares 

Poles with Ukrainians who have better preserved their language despite lesser numbers of 

immigrants in the post-war years and despite similar patterns in organizational development and 

s t r u c t ~ r e . ~ ~  In addition, there also exist variances in the development of a literary tradition in 

Canada that expose a virtual silence from Polish immigrants in cornparison to a strong tradition 

from the Ukrainian voice; despite both groups sharing similar patterns of immigration dating to the 

mid-19th Century. Myma Kostash, however, brings an interesting perspective to this debate: 

Ukrainians are now a "legitimate" group because there are no more 
Ukrainians .... We have accepted the premises of the majonty group and 
once we were safely assimilated we were legitimatized."" 
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Thus, she argues, Ukrainian culture, unaffected by continuous mass immigration over the 

last half of the 20th Century, has slipped into the mainstream where "the pursuit of ethnic 

mformation and the penisal of Ukrainian history are intellectual activities a Ukrainian-Canadian 

can now undertake without running the risk of confusing his or her identity with that of "bohunkn 

predecessors. It's not so portentous after al1 to be proud of one's ancestral Ukrainianness now 

that there is no organic Ukrainianness to haunt and scandalize the establishment." 

Further, there existed no opportunities for involvement of young adults, after age 

etghteen. within Polonia organizational life. At a Symposium held in Toronto in 1983, there arose 

some discussion around ways to "make senior Polonia organizations attractive to them." One 

suggestion was the development of such mentorship initiatives as "leadership courses." It was 

also felt that "propaganda should begin at home. We must speak Polish in our homes, popularize 

Polish culture at home. Without this kind of effort, work in Polish youth organizations and Polish 

schools is ~mpossible."~~ But when the children of Polish immigrants marry outside the Polish 

culture, the question of loss of tongue again arises. So too does the question of sustainability of 

Polonia organizational life. 

Oespite an acknowledgernent there existed a 'problem' in retaining youth interest in 

Polonia organizational life, the 'problem' seems to have been forgotten for a couple of years later 

there still existed few opportunities for young people to make a meaningful social corinection 

within Polonia life. One commentator observed: "there was ... apparently a lack of either the 

undentanding or the wili to create and maintain" the few successes of youth invo l~ernent .~~~ 

For the Anders Poles, displacement meant, on the surface, toss of homeland. It also has 

rneant some degree of loss of tongue in what I have described as a "condition of literacy 

displacemenr"' which is especially notable among those, like my father and most among study 
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participants, who were children at the tirne of deportation. For they experienced oppression of 

their language and intense Russification during their time under Soviet tutelage. My father, aged 

11 years at the tirne of deportation, jokingly subrnits: 'Zapomnial po Polsku nie nauczsiq po 

Angielsku-Forgot in Polish, never learn in English." Another study participant explains the 

d~lution of Polish language as a result of two factors: first, it has been 60 years since leaving 

Poland; second, he was required to leam other languages by viftue of his 'travels': Russian. 

Arabic, Italian, and English. "So my language is not pure Polish,' he notes; then, invoking the 

image of his tongue: 'just like [cutj from the axe. Really hard one."'" Robert Harney explains: 

The prevailing situation is diglo~sia'~4mmigrants speaking English as a 
second language, with al1 the limits that implies, and at the same time slowly 
losing their mother tongues. Their children speak English as a first 
language at school and on the street and are either bilingual or unable to 
speak their parents' language .... Joshua Fishman has noted that within 
three generations the language of the street usually becomes the language 
of the crad~e.'~' 

Many of the deported children, such as J e q  and my father, had their education 

interrupted by the war, adulterated by the Russification process while in exile in Soviet labour 

camps, and then on fleeing the Soviet Union, only received rudimentary education with few 

among them picking up the threads after the war in new homelands. It was for their benefit and, 

ultimately, for the benefit of their children, that Polish language schools, churches, cultural and 

other organizational infrastructure were instituted; that Polishness would not oniy not be lost, but 

that it would be strengthened and preserved for the day Poland would be free. Though this study 

nd rd 
does not consider Polishness in the context of the 2 and 3 generation, it is relevant to note al1 

rd 
study participants indicate among their grandchildren (the 3 generation] there exists viftual 

oblivion to any identification with Polishness or with Polonia. What is needed is exploration of 

questions of Polishness, such as language retention and endogamylexogamy rates, among the 

pp - - - - - - 
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children and grandchildren of the Anders ~ o / e s . ~ '  

There are, however, exceptions. Four study participants daim their grandchildren are 

fluent in ,Polish language. These four comprise two couptes in which both partners are Sybiraki. 

Two of Krysia and Kazimierz's grandchildren, both in their late teens and bom to the eldest of 

their three children who married a son of Polish immigrants, are not only fluent in the Polish 

language, but also are practicing Roman Catholics and appreciate the significance of family 

Polish cultural and spintual expression. This c m  be partially explained by the fact Polish has 

always been the home language, the family has maintained practice of the Roman Catholic faith, 

and both sets of grandparents have maintained their lives almost exclusively within the realm of 

the Polish community, and even in large measure in their working lives where factory co-workers 

also were post-war immigrants, including Poles. Krysia and Kazimierz even retired to Barry's 

Bay, Ontario, where there has been since the 1850's Canada's oldest established Polish 

community in what is terrned a Kaszuby settlement. They note, however, the Kaszubians speak a 

dialect and version of Polish quite unlike that spoken by later arnvals and so, English is more 

often the language of choice 

chasm within the culture. 

between different groups of Poles in the community. A cultural 

In partial response to feelings of displacement, the post-WWII Polish immigrants to 

Canada stand out as unique among other Polish migrations. They defined their lives as new 

Canadians within a framework of ardent preservation and promotion of cultural identity grounded 

in effusive interwar Polish nationalism. in what Benedict Anderson would describe as "an 

imagined community." As such, post-war Polonia can be distinguished not only by the way in 

which organizational dynamics developed but also in i fs strong sense as a diasporic community 

which differentiates post-war Polonia from established Polonia and from mainstream Canadians 

as well other immigrant groups of the era. Of particular relevance to this study, Danuta Mostwin 

-01 It is important to acknowiedge chat this study aisa does not include consideration of the elder generation[s] of the 
Anders Poles: that is. rny grandmothets and greatgrandmothefs generations. 8ut for a few studies already anduded, 
the moment for remembrance is virtually wmpietely past 



has argued: "Poles brought up and educated in the free Poland between 1918 and 1939 ... tended 

to have highly developed social consciousness, strong patriotic spirit, and openly expressed "we" 

feeling. Their interests were political, cultural, and professional, and they shared a bond of 

common exper~ence.""' All factors which contributed in Canada to the dynamics of community 

development and cohesion as well socialization projects directed toward their children, my 

generation. 

James Ctifford suggests the terni diasponc community is distinguished from ethnic 

neighbourhood as the diasporic cornmunity more strongly reflects a "sense of being a "peoplen 

with historical roots and destinies outside the timekpace of the host nation", and that they are "not 

here to stay .... Diasporic cultures thus mediate, in a lived tension, the experiences of separation 

and entanglernent. of living here and remembering/desinng another p l a ~ e . " ~  The question anses 

whether the Oshawa Polish community responds to and interacts within mainstream Canadian life 

as a palpable diasporic community, or simply as yet another ethnic enclave, or otherwise. 

Many among the Anders Poles did not initially perceive they would be in Canada long. 

Thus, they framed their lives straddling the hem and there tensions; living in Canada, but 

remembering and longing for the homeland. Nor did they initially feel 'at home' as welcome 

immigrants; in part, because the conditions of the labour contracts automatically separated them 

from mainstream [economic] Canadian life. Thus, their organizational dynamics developed 

around or even separate from established Polonia-establishment of fratemities, building of 

churches and community halls, cultural and educational instruction for their children-refiecting an 

insulation of Polishness which honoured a memory of the homeland; a memory embodying the 

interwar era of Polist? nationalism and one frozen at 1939. Again: can this memory, and 

correspondingly, can the diaspora be transferred to subsequent generations; to children and 

grandchildren born into a double process of socialization. and where assimilationist pressures and 

'O 3 Oanuta Mostwin. The Transplanted Familv: A Studv of Social Adiustment of the Polish Immbrant Familv to the United 
States After the Second World War. (Doctoral Dissertation, Columbia Universtty, 1971) 66-67. 
b.4 James Clïfïord. 'Diasporas' in Cultural Anthro~~loqy. Vol. 9. No. 3 (August 1994) (Virginia: Arnefican Anthropology 
Association) 310-31 1. 
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divergent expenences and goals shape their (ives and way of being in what is, as home, 

something more than a ternporaryltransitional resting place? 

Polishness canno t be measured. 
I got it from my mother's miik 
and my fathefs e~arnple.'~~ 

fhere is the story, totd by his great great grandson, writer and CBC radio broadcaster 

Peter Gzowski, of Sir Casimir Gzowski who, after being in Canada for some years, attended a 

Paderewski concert held at Massey Hall in Toronto in 1895. On meeting the Polish pianist 

backstage. "he had so forgotten his mother language that he wept at his inability to speak it to his 

cornpatri~t."'~ Several generations later, the language is completely iost and so too is any 

comprehension even of the origins of the Gzowski family for when Peter Gzowski asked his son 

where he thought the farnily came to Canada from, his response came in the fonn of a question: 

'Spain?" Yet, Peter Gzowski, great great grandson of a Polish immigrant, has said: 

Why do I feei pleasure when Peter Stemkovski (sic) plays well for the Maple 
Lea fs... ? Why, as a boy, did I read every library book 1 could find on 
Poland? Why do t, a non-Catholic, feel proud when Poland celebrates its 
thousandth anniversary of Christendom? I cannot, as I say, define my 
answer, except to Say that it gives me something that I would otherwise not 
have-a sense of identity as an individual within my c~rnrnun i ty .~~~ 

Mary Waters writes of ethnic identification, even if only through sumame or as 'symbolic 

identification", as something that brings pleasure to the individual, and which is 'seen as giving 

one a feeling of community and special status as an interesthg or unique individuaLnio8 ~ h u s ,  

having a sense of "roots" that cornes f'rom knowing where one's ancestors originated gives the 

individual. or herlhis family, a feeling of belonging to a wider collectiv~ty.'~ al1 within the context of 

feeling as though one belongs as a member of mainstream society. 

-05 Interview with Jurek (04 September t 998) 56. 
-06 Peter Gzowski qtd. in William Boleslaus Makowski. Historv and lnteqration of Pabs in Canada. (Lindsay: John Deyell 
Limited. The Canadian Polish Congress Niagara Peninsuia. 1967) 226. 
-07 

Peter Gzowski qtd. in William Boleslaus Makowçki. Historv and Intecaration of Poles in Canada. (Lindsay: John Deyell 
Limited. The Canadian Polish Congress Niagara Peninsula, 1967) 226. 
-08 Mary Waters. Ethnic O~tions. (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1990) 92. 
-09 Ibid.. 135. 



Peter Gzowski's account does not stand alone in the larger narrative of the Polish 

Vi 
presence in Canada. which dates to the mid-18 ~entury."' But it wasn't until after the post-war 

Potes came to Canada that there emerged within Polonia a concentrated theoretical and 

analytical probing of an essence of Polishness, with a lirnited consideration of mutual expression 

Following a conference held October, 1980 entitled "Poles in North American, the 

Multicultural History Society of Ontario and the University of Toronto Ethnic and Immigration 

Studies Program published proceedings from one of the sessions entitled "Polishness" in which 

the Polish diaspora of North Arnerica [Polonia] is granted the distinction as "Poland's fourth 

provincen. The debate centred round historical, geo-political, and literary considerations of 

Poland. Polonia, and, ultimately, Polishness. Much of the debate scanned the generational 

horizon of post-WWII Polonia. One of the outcomes of the discussion was the articulation of a 

tangible pronouncement of Polishness wherein one hears the resonance of diaspora: 

Polishne S... can be the equivalent of a psychic fatheriand, an interior 
identity and landscape aiways with a Pole and thus a personal Poland .... 
The vitality of Poland or Polonia, that is its lifeblood, only exists when each 
Pole or descendant of Pole comprehends with pride his heritage.'" 

Similarly, in what he described a decade later as the very essence of being a Pole, 

historian Jerzy Jedlicki refers us to the "clear and eloquent expression of the persistent notion of 

an elusive but reat "Polish soui" [which] cornes from one of the most intemationally known living 

Pofes, Pope Jchn Paul IIn: 

Each of us possesses a hentage within us-a heritage to which generations 
and centuries of achievement and calamrty, of tnumph and failure, have 
contributed: a heritage that somehow takes deeper root and grows new 
tissues from every one of us. We cannot live without it It is ouf own soul. 
It is this heritage, vanously labeled the Fatheriand. or the Nation, by which 
we  ive."' 

-:O Ludwk Kos-Rabcewia-Zubkawski. The Poles in Canada. (Ottawa: Polish Alliance Press, Limiteâ, 1968) 1. 
'" MultiwRural Society. Polkhness. (Toronto: Canadian Polish Research Institute, 1983) i ih .  
*" Kaml Wohla. Pope John Paul II qtd. by Jeny Jedlicki. 'Holy ldeals and Prosaic Life. or the Devils Alternatives' in 
Stanistaw Gomulka and Antony Polonsky, eds.. Polish Paradoxes. (London 8 New York: Routledge, 1990) 41, in 
Katherine R. Jolludi. Gender. ldentitv and the Polish Eicoerienœ of War. 19391945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford 



For Jefzy Jedlicki, the difficulty lies in capturing the full meaning of the word Polishness 

which he suggests is but a diluted English equivalent of the word poiskosc which he describes as 

'a word that is fully natural and living, that sounds equatly well in a historical dissertation and in 

current speech. It can signify everything that the dictionary says, but it also signifies something 

more. something elusive. Palskosc signifies the very essence of being a ~ole.""' However. he 

offers no expansion of what rnight be 'the very essence of being a Pote" thus compounding the 

elusive abstraction of Polishness. 

An even greater difficulty, however, as Katherine R. Jolluck notes, is that Polishness is 

often 'treated as a homogeneous and overriding identityn'" by some scholan. Consequently, 

certain variances are overfooked. For instance, gender, class, and experiential relationship[s] of 

the individual to herthis community and likely also to an historic moment: to the rnemory or 

nostalgia experienced by an individual. Thus, individuals not only experience identity differently 

but they do not always have in mind the same concept when they invoke identity andlor become 

involved in community development within ethno-cultural contexts. 

More research needs to be done which more broadly focuses on the fluid nature of 

identity and on the dynamic processes associated with questions of identity-Polishness-than 

can be addressed in this study. For instance, which cultural practices andlor traditions does each 

transplanted Pole discard and which does s/he choose to maintain on arriva1 in the new 

homeland? And what becornes of the practices and traditions when transferred to or embraced- 

by choice-by subsequent generation~?"~ 1s it merely a 'symbolic identifi~ation"~'~ with the past 

University. 1995) 13. 
-13 Jeny Jedlicki qtd. in Katherine R. Jolludt, Gender. ldentitv and the Polish Experience of War. 1939-1 945. (Doctoral 
pissertation: Stanford UniversQ, 1995) 12. 

IJ Katherine R. Jolluck. Gender. ldentihr and the Polish ExDerience of War, 1939-1945. (Doctoral Dissertation: Stanford 
Universrty. 1995) 14-15 See also Kathleen Neils Conzen, et al, and Dirk Hoerder. 
-15 Mary Waters writes: 'ethnic identity is a social proces that is in flux for some proportion of the population.. [the] 
degree of intermaniage and geographic and social mobility among Mites of European extracüon in the United States 
rneans that they enjoy a great deal of choiœ and numerous options when it cornes to ethnic identification.' She adds. 
however. that 'if your own ethniuty is a voluntaristic persona1 matter, it is sometimes diffiwîk to understand that raoe or 
ethniaty for others is influenced by societat and political components ....* and that "[syrnbolic identity] is dependent upon 
the concept that ail ethnicitiis mean the sarne thing-ttiat enjoying the traditions of one's heritage is an option available to 
a group or individuai-but that such a herïtage shouid not have any social a s t s  assaUaled with it .... individuais who enjoy 
a symbolic ethniuty for themselves do not a k y s  rewgnize the options they enjoy or the ways in whidi their own 
concepts of ethnicity and uses of those concepts constrain and deny choice ta others ... (and) the political resuk.. is a 
badtlash against affirmative adion prograrns that recognize and try to redress the inequalis in our society.' Ethnic 
O~t~ons. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 16, 164. l6&l67. 



and with their ancestry? And how does the re-imagined self inject her or his conceptualization of 

tradition. value systems, cultural practices, and identity into the collective process of re-imagining 

the ethno-cultural community within mainstream society? And what of those who readily and 

quickly assimilate? What are the motivating factors? 

In his discursive contributions to the 'Poles in North Amencan conference, Canadian 

acadernic, essayist, poet, and survivor of the deportation/exile experience, Bogdan Czaykowski 

shared his 1953 analysis of Polishness which evokes the Polish national anthem: Poland is not 

yet dead: 

Polacy? To ludzj grupa, 
Co viecznie niesie trumne, 
Z amiast zakopac trupa! 

The Poles? They are a group of people, 
Who always carry a coffin. 
lnstead of burying the co rp~e ! "~  

The debate continues. In June, 1999, Jolanta Kowalewska-Cabaj, editor of the Polish 

language newspaper Kurier found herseif defending her Polishness in an editonal after an 

anonymous d e r  left her a message: "...are you truly Polish? It does not seem so, really, when 

one reads what you are writing in this little paper of y o u ~  ....""' She responds first by illustrating 

the paper's promotion of matters pertinent to Polonia and to Poland; for instance, the promotion of 

Poland's rnembership in NATO. She then engages in a historicaWphilosophical discussion that 

begins with her personal identification as "a Pole living in Canadan who "even revere[s] Canada ... 

[and is] thankful to the 'Maple Leaf Country' for opportunities it presented me with." Jolanta 

Kowalewska-Cabaj then proceeds to characterize a P o l e t h e  'Polish souln-as having an 

attachment to 'the traditionn: Catholic with tolerance toward other faiths, hospitable, and 

courageous defender of the weak and of the Polish tradition. All within the mandate of the 

'16 Mary Waters. Ethnic Options. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 7. 
-17 

Bogdan Czaykowski in Polishness. (Toronto: Canadian Polish Research Institute. 1983) 1 1. 
-18 Jolanta Kowalewska-Cabaj, 'On Being a Pole" in Kurier. (1-15 June 1999) No. 11 (7'37) 2324. 
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newspaper that, she argues, fulfils a 'valuable service to the Polish Diaspora and to Our 

motherland, the Republic of Poland." What stands out is Kowalewska-Cabaj's ardent defense, as 

a more recent immigrant to Canada, of her self-assured Polishness as well as clear identification 

with "the Polish diasporan. Polishness is linked psychically and intellectually to the ancestral 

homeland and, especially, to the Roman Catholic faith, and "the Polish diasporan remains, even to 

a more recent immigrant, distinguishable and extant. But is the Polish diaspora the same as it 

was in the irnmediate post-war years or has tirne altered its substance? 

Among study participants who have lived within the construct of the Polish diaspora since 

the war, there exists a strong dismay at what they perceive to be a weakened construct of 

Polishness among Poles born in Poland since the end of the war. Why? And in what form[s]? 

In describing the superiority of his Polishness over that of his bom-in-Poland daughter-in- 

law, one study participant stated: 'We are more talking about Polish [history] in here than they 

talking over there ... it's not the same Poland as before. Because Poland still has Communist 

governmer~t."~'~ Indeed, study participants share the view that Poles in Poland since the end of 

WWll received a deficient education under Soviet Communist tutelage, said education neglecting 

to teach the rudiments of Polish history and geography in a manner which honoured the Polish 

view. One interviewee observed: 'We have been accused by Poles in Poland that we are more 

patriotic here than they are over there. We fought, we died. we survived for ~oland."'?~ Another 

recalls: " m e  were not on the map for over 1000 years and came back in Poland .... we survived. 

Why? Because the language was practiced at home and taught by our grandmottiers and 

mothers and also the religion. The religion was there. I think you cling more to your Polishness 

when there is oppression and thars why we survived.""' This speaker echoes Katherine R. 

Jolluck's findings wherein she identifies the crucial role played by women in maintaining 

Polishness in the home and, ultimately for the nation. 

- - 

'19 - Interview Wh Jerzy (03 Odober 1998) 49. 
-O Interview Wh Antoni (03 April 1999). 
" Interview wrth Genia (09 Seplember 1999) 44. 
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In describing visits to Poland, several study participants commented on the difficulties 

they encountered in speaking Polish that. they argue, is a changed language. One interviewee 

stated he sympathized with French cornplaints of Anglo dominance, with particular reference to 

the language of business. "The Polish language she is bastardized with the English words," he 

stated. citing the use of such English words as 'venturesn and 'business"." 

But how have the Anders Poles reconciled their Polishness in mutual regard for 

Canadianness? Witold described his ability to feel equally committed to a dual Ioyalty and identity 

as *the same as loving your mother and your wife or your daughter ... there is no such thing as [a] 

split."'?' Boleslaw. who lived in England. then Argentina and Brazil before eventually emigrating 

to Canada, reconciled his mutual devotion to two nations; as love for Poland, the birth country 

where he first knew his mother, and love for Canada because he has been allowed to Iive and 

work here and mise a farni~y.~' 

Comments made by one study participant act as reminder there is no homogeneous 

Polish identity, whether in the context as Sybiraki, or whether in relation to Canadianness. Alfred 

speaks of Polishness as often experienced through dual or even multiple origins passed through 

the generations wherein one parent or grandparent might be ethnically Polish and the other have 

Ukrainian. Belorus, or other origins. "1 look at it as a Slavic race because, eventually, you go back 

in history. there was one race which branch out, language has changed. and everything."" 

To document their experiences and reinforcelassert their Polishness, memoir writing 

became virtually institutionalized during the period 1 969-1 971 ."6 ~ m o n g  the memoin can be 

found some written by Anders Poles in a literal extension of the Sybiraki mythos." [see Chapter 41 

And to commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the WWll deportations, Toronto-based Polish 

language newspaper, Zwiqzkowiec (Alliancer), issued an appeal in 2000 for mernoirs of Sybiraki 

-2 Interview wrtfi Witotd (23 July 1998) 46. 
7 5  
--, Ibid.. 53. 

Intervew with Boieslaw (30 September 1998) 60. 
-" Interview with Alfred (24 July 1999) 65. 
v 

Edward Mozejko. 'Ethnic or National (?): Polish Lierature in Canada" in Ueratures of Lesser Diffusion, Joseph 
Pivato. ed. (Universrty of Alberta: Research Institut@ for Comparative Literature, 1990) 814-81 5. 
7 7  Benedykt Heydenkom. Mernoirs of Polish Immigrants. (Toronto: Futura Graphies, 1979). 



with the goal to publish a book of collected writingsZa 

ln 'Writing About Ethnicity*, Roberto Perin asks: "Are we to assume that in the process of 

migration, immigrants carry their ancestral culture with them, that they transplant it in the new soil, 

and that it survives, largely unaltered, so that successive generations faithfully live what is 

rssentially a local variant of this culture?nz9 He responds that '...their community's culture and 

that of the Mother Country do not coincide ... Their vocabulary is impoverîshe ci... their speech over 

time has become studded with Anglicisms .... Ethnic intellectuals, who were their community's first 

historians. either glossed over these anomalies. or wone, whitewashed the immigrants' p a ~ t . " ~ ~  

Another source takes the discussion a little further: 

[Elthnicity is not a "collective fiction," but rather a process of construction or 
invention that incorporates, adapts, and amplifies preexisting communal 
çolidarities, cultural attributes, and historical mernories. That is, it is 
grounded in real life context and social experience."' 

Crucial to these points is recognition of assimilationist pressures and desire among some 

newcomers to shed the past in favour of a present and, especially, a future for their children withîn 

the context of mainstream [Angto/white] Canadian life. Again, there also is the matter of 

homogeneity; that is, within the 'groupl-in this instance, the group being the Anders Poles-there 

exist variances in self-identity as well divisions among group members demarcated by such 

factors as class, gender, politics, and even in the way in which they re-imagined their 

lives/communities in the new homeland. But unlike other post-war immigrants, such as Italians, 

there do not exist regional divisions of identrty per se, as in links to one's 'paese, or home villagen 

or as 'people of the Abruui around the ~ o r l d " . ~ '  However, it might be argued most of the Anders 

Poles who came to Canada in the post-war years do, in fact, represent a regional identity 

7 8  - Personal communication with Stanislaw Stolarczyk, ediior Z w i ~ z k ~ ~ e c ;  15 August 2000. 
Robeno Penn in John Schulh. ed. Writina About Canada. (Scarûomugh: PrentieeHall Canada Inc.. 1990) 203. -.. 

''O Ibid., 204. 
-5 I Kathleen Neils Conzen. et al. The Invention of Ethnicity: A Perspective frorn the USA.', in JaumaI of American 
E,;hntc Histow (Fall. 1992) 5. 

Donna R. Gabbacia. 'Creating Iblians in Canada"; Review of Eh. Paesan! Beinq M a n  in Toronto in Dias~ara, 7:2. 
1998. 275. 



inasmuch as the majority were kolonista or osadniki from Poland's eastern borderlands as well 

they represent a manifestation of the Polish diaspora iinked both to the deportation experience 

and to a historic moment; i.e. the interwar period. But unlike lndian Desh Pardesh, the Poles 

were not divided along distinct religious or caste lines.'15 

Thus, 1 return to my point of departure. Most of the study participants were children when 

they were torn from the breast of the motheflland). After ten years living in varied manifestations 

of camp iife, and after growing up, they once again had a place to cal1 home. But how did they 

make their new homelands feel like home? How did they develop their newly irnagined Polonia 

communities and within which context(s1 did they frame their Polishness, if they retained it at all? 

These are complex questions about which aspects have been considered through earlier 

discussion, and which are complicated by such variances as gender and class, to mention a few. 

--4MC4.CC1-~~-44444-CW4144 

We will recall earlier discussion that traced the arriva1 in Canada in the post-war years of 

Polish immigrants. Although they shared many challenges common to the post-war displaced 

person phenornenon-adaptation, housing, jobs, language, trauma 'baggage", public 

discrimination and reluctance to accept either Poles or Jews-they were less likely than their 

compatnots who immigrated to the United States to have relatives or other ties, such as sponsors, 

to whom they could tum for familiaWcommunity support and guidance? After all. at the time there 

was little in the way of govemment-sponsored aid infrastructure geared toward the particular 

needs of newcomers especially those who had suffered the trauma of war. 

Still, there existed a strong inclination among the Polish veterans and other Anders Poles 

to gravitate toward 'the familiat; that is, a wrnpulsion to locate and mix with the established 

Polish community, not unlike other waves of immigrants before them, or since. This compulsion 

manifests more openly and intensely arnong male study participants who particularly initiated 

-. 
" Roger Ballard. ed. Desh Pardesh: The South Asian Presenœ in Britain. (London: C. Hurst & Co. Pub.. 1994). 
IOJ Barbara Stem Buntin. From Poland to Pittsburgh: The Expriene of Jews and Christians who Migrated to Pittsburgh 
After World %Var II. (Doctoral Dissertation: University of Pittsburgh, 1986). 
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various strategies within this context in their search for home, marnage partner, and work. We will 

recaii, for instance. tnat even before amving in Canada, Jerzy indicatea to officiais who 

administered the Brilish Seseillemeni Hci a specific preierence io be piaced on a iarm in the 

vicinity of Oshawa, Ontario, becaxe it r~pr~sented io him cultural famiiiarity borné of prewar 

--A-- A + l n - b b e  n e  ,, V33- ,,nespondence to his Potish village. 

Another example is seen in the investment in a bicycle that a Polish veteran might ride 

into Oshawa to attend Saturday night dances held at the Polish community hall where they sought 

Polish brides. Or. simitarîy, my father's Saturday evening hikes wtth fellow Poles ternporanly 

noused at the Ajax DP reception camp to Oshawa where they enjoyed hospitality and merriment 

at the Polish Alliance dances. In both instances. the draw was toward urban centres wherein the 

magnet was, in the immediate, the Polish cornrnunity; in the long terni, it was jobs. 

Waclaw. at age 20 years, amved in Canada in 1949 on the General Black. With a few 

others from the Ajax DP camp, he was hand-picked to work on the railroad in a work gang-not 

on iabour contract-and recalled his abandonment of the transitory job, after nine months, for 

Toronto because of an awareness '...there was so many Polish people ... organization, Polish hall 

there, Polish Church, Polish restaurant, Polish this, Polish that. We aiways felt more at home 

because English, to us, was still kind of difficult and we weren't rnuch adjusted ...""' 

Wactaw further recalls of his time boarding in a private home in Toronto: 

We live[d] with a Polish family, in [the] Polish distn'ct, Queen Street. There 
.vere lots of Polish families living in this area ... they wanted to rent to their 
own because some of those older people, Polish people, their English 
wasn't too good, so they communicate better when we could talk to them 
Polish. If you want to go to the Polish hall, it was not very far, and there 
was a big Catholic Church in that place and if you want to find anybody, find 
a Polish group, or a Polish paper, ifs in there; a Polish meal, it's in there. 
When you walking on the street, you see couple talking Polish. 'Hello!" you 
know, and this-and-mat, and nght away you sbrt conversation, you find 
somebody to talk something [to]? [emphasis mine] 

Wac4w didn not stay long in Toronto, however, for he had difficuky finding a decent job; 

- "' Interview with Wadaw (1 3 March 1995) 2 M 6 .  Tomnto population. 1941: 7W.000. Tmnto Polish population in 
1941 : 11.000. vwthin established 'enclave'. Robert F. Hamey. Gathenna Place: Peo~les and Neiahbo~rt"mds of 
Toronto, f 834-1 945. (Toronto: Multiaiitural History Society of Ontario. 1985) 3. 
Y b  Intervtew with Wadaw (13 Mardi 1995) 28-29. 
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rnostly because of his poor English. He traipsed through various southem Ontario cities with a 

fellow former passenger of the General Black, but still had little luck finding decent work. 

Eventually, they both moved to Oshawa, again drawn to an established Polish community, where 

he worked in a variety of general labour construction and agricultural jobs before ianding a 

coveted position in 1952 [St. Patrick's Day, he quips!] in General Motors where he worked until 

retirement. 

Waclaw's search for work typifies the experience of most post-war immigrants to Canada 

who were drawn to the urban centres of Ontario's industrial-and agriculturai-belt that stretches 

"along the shore of Lake Ontario from Oshawa through Toronto to Niagara Falls .... [where] about 

one-fourth of the entire Canadian population [lived] and within it is concentrated the financial and 

manufacturing core of the c~unt r / . "~ '  About half of al1 imrnigrailts arriving in Canada during the 

post-war era settled in Ontario where immigrants as 'musclen were especially welcome,"' many 

considered suibble only for the less desirable jobs in such occupations as construction, 

manufactunng and in the service ind~stry."~ I am reminded of an aphonsm heard through the 

1960% and which likely dates even earlier, which defined a Pote: stmng like bull, smart Iike 

streetcar [or fencepost, depending on the speaker]. 

After fulfiiling his fam labour contract, Antoni recounts his strategy for seeking a place for 

him and his young Polish bride [also an Anders Pole] to live. On amving in Winnipeg, he sought a 

phone book wherein he searched the listings for someone with the sarne sumame. With 

complete confidence, he called the number and within hours had not only been invited to board at 

the home, but the fernale head of the family recmmended him for a job which he started 

imrnediately! "O Again, the familiar-the Polish cultural tie-was the beacon of certainty. 

- - 
" Leo Driedger. Multi-Ethnic Canada. (Toronto: Oxford Univentty Press, 1996) 92. -- 
'a B.K. Sandwell. ed. Saturday N@ht magazine qtd. in Kelley. Ninette and Michael Trebilcock. The Makina of the Mosaic. 

roranto: University of Toronto Press, 1998) 3t 7. 
'9 Edite Noiw. 'Neither 'Ethnic Heroes' nor 'Racial Villains*: Inter-Minonty Gmup Racisrn' in Vic Satzewich, ed. Racisrn 

and Social InetzuaSi in Canada. (Toronto: Thompsan Edumtional Publishing, Inc.. 1998) 231 -231. 
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Oshawa Polonia - The Irnaqined Villaqe: A Communitv of Memow 

The question anses whether the Polish comrnunity in Oshawa, Ontario responds to and 

interacts within mainstream Canadian life as a diasporic Polonia community, straddling the here 

and there tensions, or simply as yet another ethnic enclave, or as something else. But first. an 

historical overview of aspects of the development of the Polish community in Oshawa is required. 

As mentioned, established Polish organizations, services and parishes greeted the post- 

war arrivals. Those who made Oshawa their home are no exception; however, the community 

lacked a Polish Roman Catholic church where they could fully develop "...understandable 

relationships with God. priest and other Polish pe~ple."'~' 

As Henryk Radecki has noted of the Sudbury Polonia, the Polish community in Oshawa 

was re-invigorated by the post-war newcomers,"' although there were some tensions, unlike a 

trend noted in some Amencan ethnic communities where massive suburbanization begun in the 

1940s resulted in a bleeding of ethnic organizations of membenhip.'" Many Polish immigrants 

who made Oshawa their home in the immediate post-war period made a concerteci effort to locate 

witnin an established Polonia community close to a church [though it would be the pst-WWII 

newcorners that would provide the impetus for the construction of a Polish Roman Catholic 

church], Polish halls. and compatnots. Here, within an enclave, they could daily communicate in 

their mother tongue, thus recreating, in the post-war urban industrial New World context, the Old 

Worid village. Several study participants made parücular note of this preference, one noting 

matter-of-factly: '1 guess it just comes natural ... you looked around that area [on~yl."~'( 

The post-WWII wave of Polish immigrants was not representative of earlier bread 

migrations; that is, among the newcomers were professionals such as engineers and skilled 

tradesmen. Among study participants, however, few who made the Oshawa area their home had 

'4 I Henryk Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkom. A Member of a Distinauished Farnily. (Toronto: McCleltand and Stewart. 
?976) 54-62. 
-4 1 Henry)< Radecki in 'Polish Immigrants in Sudbury, Ontario. 1883-1980' in Frank Renkiewicz, ed. The Polish Presence 
in Canada and Arnerica. (Toronto: Multicultural History Society of Ontario. 1982) 327-338. 
-4 j Mary Waters. Ethnic Ootions. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 149. 
fU I n t e m  wrth Zbigniew (24 July 1998) 54. 



substantive skiils beyond a willingness to work hard. And so, for the majority who had no more 

than high school education, if that, and weak English language skills, upon completion of their 

labour contracts most sought suitable work in urban industry, leaving low-paying work in 

agriculture andlor resource-based industry, demonstrating the short-terrn success of the post-war 

contract schernes. Those with some education and training met the same fate working alongside 

their less-trained compatriots in the same factories as they were unable to convert their abilities 

into employment currency outside the factory environment. And the study group is representative 

of Leo Dreidger's findings that post-war immigrants were drawn specifically to the industrial belt of 

southern Ontario where many found established ethnic communities from which they obtained aid 

in gaining decent employment in local factories where they met compatnots and could 

communicate in the mother t~ngue.''~ 

Many of the newcomers were quick to becorne involved in established community 

organizations, and were even more eager to introduce new ideas and participate in the growth 

and development of new Polish organizôtions and institutions in the cornmunity, al1 within the 

context of their intense Poiishness borne of pre-war and wartime experiences. But there is more 

to consider beyond living within a Polonia community. For instance, what were relations like 

between the old guard and the newcomers? Where did the newly arrived Poles find work after 

fulfilling their labour contract obligations? Where did they live? And in what ways did they interact 

with the larger community? 

~ U - - . C I W 1 I I 1 i - - c H  

One of the privileges and challenges of conductmg this study is the fact I grew up in 

Oshawa, Ontario; a predominantly working class community where General Motors has been the 

largest employer since early in the 20th Century in what are now Generaf Motors' largest 

Canadian production facilities. Incidentally, General Motors has put bread on rny table nearly al1 

my Iife, including one summer employment as a student. Outside General Motors, most workers 

-45 Leo Driedger. Multi-Ethnic Canada. (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996) 63-93. 
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find employment in automobile-related industry such as foundnes and partslequipment 

rnanufacturers or they commute to Toronto, which is about 80 km west. 

Of the twenty-five study participants who settled in Oshawa, men and women alike, al1 

worked in blue-collar jobs; most in factories related to the automobile industry including, 

specifically, three women who worked in nearby Ajax at the Chrysler Trim Plant and twelve men 

who collectively gave over 340 years service to General Motors. Ryszard recalls the draw to 

General Motors: 

I worked at Malleable lron when 1 came to Oshawa for six rnonths. And I 
was laid off and some of my friends said that General Moton was hiring, so 
I went ta unemployment insurance on Albert Street ... and they said there 
was one opening, a sweeper, you know. So, I jumped at it ... . Anything. 
General Motors, in those days, was ... everybody was so proud, you know. I 
know when they give me a badge, we used to Wear those badges.. .your 
employee number ... on ouf pants in here [points to upper thigh] so 
everjbody could see. The badge was cast out of iron, you know, and we 
were so proud. In Oshawa, anybody that work in General Motors, you 
know, making a dollar twenty, or a dollar thirty cen ts.... That was a big 
deal! An hour. Yeah, well, from 65 cents, you know, graduated to double 
wages, sol and it's not only the wages, the benefits, you know, and, 
naturally, the union due in those d a y ~ . ' ~ ~  

There was nothing extraordinary about my neighbourhood-l thought. My family of nine, 

including rny grandmother, lived in a Wo-storey house across the street from St. Hedwig Roman 

Catholic Church. Next to the church was the convent and across from these neighbounng 

buildings was St. Hedwig Roman Catholic Elernentary School that my siblings and l attended. Ail 

established after the amval in the post-war years of Polish immigrants. 

The cornmunity ernbodied a microcosrn of war-tom Europe as well a manifestation of the 

post-war immigration boom, concentrated around the Roman Catholic Church. Arnong our 

neighbours were Maltese, Italian, Hungarian, Ukrainian, German, Dutch. Irish and Polish 

immigrants as well some 'Canadians' that I recall were sornetimes called "soapy white-breadsn. 

Thus, as Robert Harney has noted, the ethnic enclave, such as that which one might cal1 the 

Polish cornmunity of Oshawa. was not homogenously unifom in its makeup."' And one might 

'16 Interview wtth Ryszard (Oô March 1995) 28. 
747 Robert F. Hamey. ed. G G P l a c e  (Toronto: Multicuitural 
History Society of Ontario, 1985) 6. 



argue the community represented a microcosmic recreation of Old World geography on a New 

World urban grid. 

Also central to the community was Oshawa Bakery, located across the street frorn the 

church, where people bought bread in the Russian language, Ukrainian. English, or Polish. 

Sundays, after Mass, the bakery would be jam-crushed with bodies waiting their turn at the 

counter. The rotund bakers, also immigrants, had arms as thick and dense as dough ready for 

the ovens. A mass of flesh and dough seemingly quivered out of the hot back room as if all were 

fashioned of the sarne simple grain. 

lt was in this bakery that questions first began to take shape in my child mind. Questions 

which I have not had the privitege to seriousiy explore until I determined to pursue them in the 

manner of a meaningful scholarfy inquiry. Questions that served as the point of departure for this 

study. 

What is it that is extraordinary about what 1 thought was an ordinary childhood in a 

seemingly ordinary comrnunity? To this point. I have discussed what makes some of the Polish 

inhabitants of the cornmunity extraordinary; worthy of more than a footnote in existing literature 

which casually notes the post-war Polish ex-soldiers' labour scheme under the British 

Resettlement Act as a precedent in Canadian immigration policy and patterns. That is, they were 

survivors of the Soviet deportation and exile experience, and they somehow, through a variety of 

avenues, made their way to Canada. They also demonstrate a particular degree of Polishness. 

But, what of the Oshawa Polonia community? What makes it a community worth notice? In part, 

it represents a new chapter to be added to the existing body of literature; one that explores such 

topics as immigration patterns and ethnic communities. More specifically, however, it is the 

dearth of scholarfy interest in or wrtting about the Polish community of Oshawa that inspired Bis 

research and that now leads ta the final stage of discussion. 

He (en Bajorek MacDonatd 



As far back as 1851. there were residents in Oshawa who were of Polish descent.'" The 

first documented group settlement in Oshawa of Polish families occurred through the period 1902- 

1906. Inference is made by the author of the "Kalendarium" of the Polish Community in Oshawa, 

Rev. Stanisbw Poszwa. to Me draw of the city's textile industrya9 By the time of the founding of 

the McLaughlin Motor Car Company in 1907, the predecessor to General Motors of Canada, 

Polish workers in Oshawa found employment in related steel mills, foundries, and other feeder 

factories such as Ontario Malleable lron Works. Located on Front and First Streets, Malleable 

lron, as most cal1 it, was within walking distance of what had evolved into a Polish neighbourhood 

concentrated around nearby Olive Avenue. Residents of the neig h bourhood were not exclusively 

Polish; however, having grown up in the general area, I recall as late as the 1960s some non- 

Poles stiil making pan-ethnic reference to the area as Popolowski Avenue. Among the pre-war 

Polish community, Olive Avenue was termed Marszalkowska in direct reference to a major Street 

in Warsaw. 

To provide pastoral care to the growing number of Oshawa-area Polish families, Polish 

priests were regularly imported, beginning in 1909, from Toronto, to the crty's oldest Catholic 

Church. St. Gregory the Great, which was a considerable walking distance from the growing 

Polish neighbourhood. In 1928, Rev. Wlady-w Gulczynski was assigned as an assistant at St. 

Gregory's. That year, the Polish cornrnunity began to discuss the issue of it's own church. 

in 1922, The Polish Society of Fraiemal Help was established to provide mutual aid to 

members following several horne-based meetings of Oshawa-area Polish-speaking residents. 

Two years later, the name was changed to The Polish Society in Oshawa, and in 1925 

construction began on a community hall on a vacant piece of land situate at 219 Olive Avenue. 

Volunteers constructed the building, opening in 1928, in time to welmrne a wave of new Polish 

immigrants. in 1938, several rnemberç broke from The Polish Society in Oshawa deciding to join 

Wotum Polonii w Oshawie. l9S%lWl. (Toronto: Polish Voiœ Ca. Ltd.. 1961) 39. 
"49 Rev. Stanisbw Poszwa. [transl. Helen Miklaszewski] Events in the Life of St. He!dwi~'s Parish and the Polish 
Comrnunitv in Oshawa. (Brantford: Bialas Printing Limiteci, 1997) 51-89. Details and data used throughout this study as 
historical backdrop to Oshawa's Palish communtty have been gleaned from Rev. Pasma's text as well from Wotum 
Polonii w Oshawie. 1953-1961. 
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with the national Polish organization. The Polish Alliance of Canada (PAC) as Branch 16.'" It 

should be noted that the PAC was established in Toronto in 1921 after a merger between the 

Sons of Poland, the Society of St. Stanislaw, and the Union, with the 1907 constitution of the 

Sons of Poland adopted by the ~ll iance.'~' Then. in the surnmer of 1943. The Polish Society in 

Oshawa entered into an agreement with The Polish Alliance of Canada. and in November, The 

Polish Women's Society of PAC in Oshawa was established. A year later, after overcoming 

various obstacles, The Polish Society of Oshawa fomally joined The Polish Alliance of Canada as 

Branch 27. Members of Branch 16 re-joined the organitation, creating one organization that 

endures today, Polish Alliance (Branch 2 1). 

Another organization, The Polish National Union of Canada (PNUC) (Branch 7) was 

established in 1946, and in the surnmer of 1950, energized by increased membership and 

participation of post-war newcorners, constniction began of the PNUC hall at 168 Banting 

Avenue. but a few blocks away from the Polish Alliance (Branch 21) hall located on Olive Avenue. 

Post-war Polish newcomers played a significant role in the development of the PNUC. 

A Polish language school was established in 1928 and operated out of the hall at 219 

Olive Avenue, as well as an amateur theatre group, Rozwoj. Also in 1928, the Oshawa-area 

Polish community began to discuss the establishment of a Polish Roman Catholic Church, and in 

Novernber, 1928, three delegates, two Potes and one Slovak, were chosen to meet in Toronto 

wrth Archbishop Neil McNeil to discuss the possibility. Discussions with successive Archbishops 

and Cardinals continued through the l93Os, again in 1949, and in 1952. 

There is no question that the post-war population and organizational growth within the 

community had a positive impact on the discussions. In fall, 1952, fomal efforts were begun to 

-5.0 
Apolonja Kojder traces the earty primary motivation for the establishment of the Polish Alliance organization in Canada 

as linked to family goals that Polishness would be maintained and denationalkation of the young wouM be prevented. 
Women and the Polish Alliance of Canada' in BenedyM Heydenkorn, ed., A Communitv in Transition. (Toronto: 
Canadian Polish Research InstÎtute, 1985) 132. See also Frank Glogowski. The Importance of the Polish Alliance of 
Canada to the Canadian Polonia'. Ibid.. 99. Zofia Shahrodi adds that the Polish Alliance was ' a  mutual benefit society 
oriented to the presemtion of Polbh culture among th immigrants and their children ... [takfna responsibility for 
maintaining 'Polbhness*' in The Polish Cornmunity in Tomnto in the Early Twentieth Century' in Robert F. Hamey, ed. 
Gatherina Place: Peoples and Nei~hbouhoods of Tomnto, 1834-lg45. (Toronto: MutticuRurai History Society of Ontario, 
1985) 253. 
-5 1 Frank Gbgoswki. The Importance of the Polish Atlianœ of Canada to the Canadian Polonia' in Benedykt Heydenkorn, 
ed.. A Comrnunrtv in Transition. (Toronto: Canadian Polish ReseaM Institute, 1985) 98. 
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organize a Polish pan'sh comrnunity in Oshawa, and after a Mass held in October, 1952, St. 

Hedwig of Silesia. popularly known as 'the queen of the poorIniJ' whose feast day is celebrated 

October 16th, was chosen to be the patron saint of the new parish. The following rnonth, the St. 

Hedwig Parish Choir was created. In the 1960s it expanded to included a children's choir led by 

Sister Regina Marie, Principal of St. Hedwig Roman Catholic Elementary School, and resident of 

the neighbouring convent, and comprised mostly of students-riot only children from Polish 

farnilies-enrolled at St. Hedwig Elementary School. St. Hedwig's Choir and Glee Club traveled 

throughout southem Ontario giving concerts of popular songs from such contempofary scores as 

"The Sound of Musicn and "Oliver": ail in the English language. Three records were produced in 

1968, 1969 and 1970, the first titled "They Call it Canadan and another exclusively devoted to 

Christmas Carols. I can still find my face on the album jackets, mouth obediently open wide as if 

in song, hands clasped mid-torso in strict choirgirl comportment. 

Just before Christmas, 1952, at a meeting attended by two hundred and twenty 

parishioners, it was decided to purchase a plot of land located on the corner of Olive Avenue and 

Wellington [now Central Park Boulevard South], for the sum of about $4,000.00; estimated cost of 

construction of a church on the site: $100,000.00. By the New Year, an engineer and an 

architect had been commissioned and fund-raising activity begun in earnest Later that year, in 

making fomal written request to the Archdiocese in Toronto for permission to begin construction 

of the church, it was stated the church would serve the 'faithful of PoIish descent in the city of 

O~hawa.""~ Shortly thereafter, in Febniary 1954, officiai authorkation came h m  the Sacred 

Consistorial Congregaüon for the establishment of 'an ethnic parish for the Polish faithful in the 

city of ~shawa." '~~ Until the fint Mass was fomally celebrated in the lower church in 1954. a 

Polish priest traveled each week to Oshawa where he conducted mass in Polish language at the 

-27 
"-  Born in 1174, and given in rnamage at age 12 to Henry, The Bearded" Pnnœ af Poland and Silesia. St Hedwig died 

Oaober 1243 after a life as benefadress to numerous churches. institutions and wnvents. as well her compassion and 
ard to the poor. After the death of her husband, she entered into one of the convents she financed whem she lived her 
remaining years in prayer and seifdenial. Watum Polonii w Oshawie. 1953-1961. (Toronto: Polish Voiœ Co. Lid.. 1961) 
5. 
3 3  Rev. Stanistaw Poszwa. [transl. Heien Miklaszewskfl Events in the Life of St. Hedwia's Parish and the Polish 
Cornmunitv in Oshawa. (Brantford: Bialas Printing tirniteci, 1997) 57. 

Ibid.. 58. 
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Polish National Union Hall on Banting Avenue. The 1954 first Mass was celebrated in what is 

now the church basement hall, where my parents mamed in 1958. And it would be out of the 

church basement where children attended Polish school, as well cultural activities such as 

Scouting. The construction of the upper church was not begun until July 1960, with the church 

offcially dedicated on June 25, 1961. Christine Thomas, the Mayor of Oshawa wrote, in part, in a 

fetter to the parish priest: 

The dedication of a new Church will always be an event of importance in the 
life of a community. The people who have sacrificed and laboured to erect 
this fine building are to be commended .... In this modem world the spiritual 
influence must predominate if we are to survive.'55 

In 1964, St. Joseph Polish National parish-which does not recognize the Holy See- 

celebrated the blessing of its church located on Court Street. Its membership, as St. Hedwig's, 

was comprised of long-estabiished families as well as post-war newcomers. The following year 

the St. Hedwig parish perrnitted the ltalian and Slovenian communities in Oshawa ternporary use 

of St. Hedwig Church for the ministering of services in their native languages and, beginning in 

1983, Portuguese language Mass was offered for Oshawa Roman Catholic Portuguese. This 

practice was abandoned in 1997. 

The first local Polish library was established in 1931 as well as the first Polish choir both 

located at the Polish hall at 219 Olive Avenue. In 1933, ex-soldiers of the Polish Amy,  veterans 

of WWI and the 1920 war against Russia, established the 736th Regiment of the Polish Veterans 

in Oshawa with the Polish hall on Olive Avenue as their base. It would be over thirty years before 

the Oshawa Polish ex-soldiers would have a place they could cal1 their own. 

The General W. Sikorski Polish Veterans Hall, located on Stevenson Road North, broke 

ground June 17, 1967, and officially opened in November 1968. lt was at this location, on August 

27. 2000, that Oshawa's Polish cornmunity gathered to comrnemorate the 60th anniversary of the 

forcible deportation of 1.5 million ethnic Poles to Soviet labour camps with an outdoor Mass 

conducted by two St. Hedwig parish priests and a guest priest visiting from Lublin, Poland, 

- p- - - - - - - - 

755  Letter. 04 May 1961. Wotum Polonii w Oshawie, 19531 961. (Toronto: Polish Voice Co. LM., 1961) 13. 
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followed by a banquet. Over 500 attended. Among them were forty-eight Sybiraki-there are 

others. but these did not attend-as well as a few dozen who traveled from other communities, 

most notably from Toronto, to attend the cornmernoration. Also in attendance were Polish 

veterans who. with the crowd, came to honour the victirns of the Katyn massacre. 

Fig 35 - 6 0 ~  Anniversary Sybirak, Cornmernorabon Mass-Oshawa. Ontano. August 2000"~ 

Several prominent members of the community and some dignitaries gave speeches 

calling to memory historic events. those who perished. as well stressing they not be forgotten 

One speaker bitterly stated: 

Unlike the Holocaust. this crime against humanity was completely ignored 
bv our so-called Allies. and the cnminals were never prosecuted or brought 
to justice. 

Oshawa Member of Parliament Ivan Gross (Lib.], after recalling personal memones of 

Canada's wartime involvement. made the following cornpelling remarks: 

i have an embarrassing admission to make here. Until 1 received the 
- l-:  - 1  - ., u, A background matenal of what this day is al1 about. ! hac! *--- - 

million-and-a-half Polish people had been tom f r m  the!: : c~ : r ,  sr;! + I . - ~ .  - .  



in the Soviet Union. I asked other people about it and it is amazing very few 
people know about it. Which I think illustrates the fact that we've got to get 
this information out and we've got to remember. .. . We must leam from this 
and never let it be f~rgotten.'~' 

These comments reflect the motivation for this study. If 1, as a child of Sybiraki, living in 

the shadow of their experiences, grew up conscious, yet ignorant, of the elusive 'story' in which 

family members are characters, is it surprising the story remains absent in the public sphere? 

The plaque erected by the Oshawa branch of the Canadian-Polish Congress inside the 

General W. Sikorski Polish Veterans Hall has been inscribed in Polish and English: 

1940 - 2000 
The 60* anniversat'y of rnass expatriations of Polish citkens from the 

eastern part of the II Republic of Poland to the territories of central Asia and 
the Siberian taiga by Soviet regime. 

In rnemory of Polish prisoners of war rnurdered in the soviet camps of: 
Ostashkow + Katyn + Miednoje + Kozielsk + Starobielsk 

'If 1 forget about you, then Gai  above forget about men 
Adam Mickiewicz 

In fall, 1938, the Felician Sisters began to have a presence in the Polish community of 

Oshawa and two Sisters undertook what would become a long-term cornmitment of the Felician 

Sisterç to Polish-language schooling of children of the Polish cornmunity which. by 1939 had 

grown to sixty families. Around the same tirne, one of the rooms of a paflsh home was converted 

into a smatl chape1 for Polish Catholics. In 1951, the Felician Sisters apened their first Novice 

School in Canada on Simcoe Street North, in Oshawa in a building owned by the McLaughlin 

family. It was decided by the pansh cornmunity, in 1957, to donate several plots of land set aside 

for the church for the construction of a convent and a Catholic elementary school. The convent 

became home to the Felician sisters in June 1958, and the school opened the following spring. 

The Felician Sisters maintained a pansh commun ity presence, particularly in education 

teaching at Catholic schools in Oshawa, Ajax. and Pickering until July 1984. Only two Sisters 

remain in 2000 both working as teachers in the neighbouring cities, Whitôy and Ajax. Neither is 

-5: 
Ivan Gross. MP (Lib.]. 27 August 2000; General Sikorski Polish Veteran's Hall, Oshawa, Ontario. 
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active in the parish cornrnunity. 

In 1992, the parish community was again served by three newly amved Missionary 

Sisters of Christ the King, established in 1959 in Poland with a mission to serve Polish 

immigrants. The Oshawa chapter was the first Canadian location for the Sisters who served, in 

1992. five parishes in the United States. The parish purchased a house located in the wmmunity, 

on Chadbum Street, and subsequently, in 1995, purchased and renovated for the Missionary 

Sisters a house closer to the church on Olive Avenue. 

In a 1941 agreement between Poland's General Wladyslaw Sikorski and Prime Minister 

Mackenzie King, one of ten infomationlrecnritment offices was located in Oshawa for the purpose 

of recruitment of soldiers for a Polish provisional amy. This scheme likely followed the precedent 

set by the Polish Military Commission's headquarters located in New York which established 

during WWI a recruitment centre in Toronto to recruit soldien for the Polish a n y  in  anc ce.^'* 

Throughout the wars years, and beyond, the Polish cornmunity in Oshawa undertook 

various fund-raising and other projects ta aid Polish victirns of war, their efforts minoring those 

undertaken by the Toronto Polish cornmunity through the First Worîd War. Beginning in April 

1942, Poiish Alliance (Branch 76) collected funds to aid Polish deportees exiled in the Soviet 

Union. Four montfis later, the Slavic Nations Cornmittee of Oshawa, comprised of members of 

the Czechoslovakian, Ukrainian, Russian and Polish etfinic communities, organited a rally to 

raise funds for victims of Stavic descent exiled in the Soviet Union; $614.45 was collected. In 

1944, the Polish Women's Society of the PAC, Oshawa through the Polish Red Cross raised 

$100.00 for aid to Polish orphans recently arrived in Mexico. Through 1945, $1,8O2.02 was 

raised by the umbrella organization representing al1 Oshawa-area Polish organizations, The 

United Poiish Relief Fund in Oshawa. Clothing also was collected and shipped to Poles in transit 

in German displaced persons camps. 

758 See Zofia Shahrodi in The Polish Community in Toronto in the Early Twentieth Centuv in Robert F. Hamey. ed. 
Gatherinq Plaœ: Peooies and Neiqhbourhoods of Toronto. 1834-1 945. (Toronto: Muiüarltural History Society of Ontario, 
1985) 243-255. 



On November 20, 1946, Oshawa area fanns welcomed the first group of Polish ex- 

soldiers, numbering twenty, who came to Canada on two-year labour contract under the British 

Resettlernent Act. Three study participants are arnong this group of early amvals. That 

Christmas, the local Polish Veterans' Association appealed to Oshawa-area Polish families to 

invite the new arrivais to their family traditional Wigilia. Shortly thereafter, the Polish ex-soldiers 

began to make regular contact with the Oshawa Polish community, attending dances. etc. Two 

other Polish ex-soldiers were forrnally welcomed June 1947, one of them among study 

participants. More trickled in later. 

On Septernber 04 1949, three weeks after the passengers of the General H. M. Black 

arrived at the Ajax displaced persons transition camp, Rev. Jozef Kucharczyk traveled frorn St. 

Stanislaus Kostka Church in Toronto to celebrate a Mass at the camp. Three hundred people 

attended. including representatives of Oshawa's Polish community. Thus began the regular 

pastoral care by the Oblate Fathers of Toronto to the people of the Ajax camp. In January 1950, 

Oshawa's Polish community welcomed other new amvals from Sweden and Gemany, and more 

Poles displaced by the war tnkkled in via various routes through the 1950s and 1960s. 

Although short-lived, the first Polish language radio program, Polonia, began transrnitting 

from Oshawa in 1951 every Sunday evening for one hour from CKLB 1240. That year, 1,436 

Oshawa residents were of Polish descent; 1 ,O1 8 spoke Polish. In subsequent years, occasional 

hourly programming of Potish Christmas carols and other cultural performances were broadcast 

on other radio stations. 

By 1956, the parish communrt)r of St. Hedwig's was well enough estabtished that it could 

direct attention to issues unrelated to parish or Polonia obligations. For instance, funds were 

raised that year to aid Hungarian refugees who fled Soviet domination after Soviet forces 

marched into the countrj to quash the failed upnsing. In 1957, fund-raising acüvity was directed 

toward the 'Bread for Polandn campaign, as well through 1958 care packages of clothing were 

sent to Poland. This practice continued into the 1980s. The parish communtty also was involved 

in 1979 in welcoming Vietnarnese refugees to Oshawa. In 1980, the Polish cummuflity of 
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Oshawa made appeals for aid and for the acceptance into Canada of [politicall refugees from 

Poland as well began fund-raising for Polish refugees. Through the 1980s, fund-raising efforts 

were also directed toward aid for Polish workers-likely linked to the cause of the Solidanty 

movement-as well for the poor in Poland while subject to marshal law. Eventually, in March 

1982, a Refugee Sponsorship Commrttee was established that would benefit would-be Polish 

immigrants to Canada. Other aid activities directed toward the homeland included the collection 

of shoes on "Shoe Sundayn in 1984 for children in Poland, the "Milk for the children of Polandn 

project. 1986, and, $20,000.00 raised in 1997 in response to an appeal for aid for flood victims in 

Poland. 

Ongoing was the offering of prayers "for the increased freedom of the Polish nation and 

other nations behind the iron c~rtain.""~ Invitations were extended to various speakers and 

persons of particular esteem such as petformers and priests visiting from Poland, as well film 

nights and cultural performances were scheduled with an emphasis on Polish culture and events. 

All activities refiected keen community interest, particularty among the post-war arrivais, in 

rnatters related to Poland and Polish historical events; in particular, attention was directed toward 

the freedom of Potand from Soviet domination and activities related to preservation of Polish 

cultural and religious heritage within the pansh community. Furthemore, interest in local politicai 

rnatters developed into active participation when, in late 1958 Rev. Felix Kwiatkowski and two 

parishioners ran as candidates for the local Catholic School Board. One of the candidates is 

among study participants. Around the same tirne, Rev. Kwiatkowski encauraged St. Hedwig's 

parishioners to join the local chapter of the Knights of Columbus, a Roman Catholic [Anglo] 

fratemity. Jurek recalled: 

[Flor many yearç we were just involved in our own Polish communrty. Now, 
when Father Kwiatkowski came here, he was a member of Knights of 
Columbus out West. And he said, "lts about time you got out from your 
own ghetto; get among the other people and show them M a t  you can do." 
And that's what happened. And [at] one time we had from our community ... 

-59 Rev. Stanishw Poszwa. [transl. Heien Miklasrewskij Events in the Life of St. H W ' s  Parish and the Polish 
Communrtv in Oshawa. (Brantford: Bialas Printing timited. 1997) 60. 
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60 members in the Knights of Colurnbu~.'~ 

However, few stayed long, Jurek citing language barriers and cultural differences as 

reasons for feeling alienated within the organization. 

In September 1958, 200 students were enrolled in the newly constructed eight-room St. 

Hedwig elementary school built directiy across the Street from the ctiurch and employing several 

Felician Sisters resident in the neighbouring convent. Enrolment rose rapidly as in Septernber 

1960, 329 students attended the first day of classes. An additional four classrooms were hastily 

constructed. Parish activity directed toward the education of children of signifiant PoIish 

historical and religious events further grew with the establishment of the Polish Youth Group in 

1959, and several Scouting groups in 1960. 

During the May 3m celebration of Poland's Constitution held in 1960 at the PNUC hall on 

Banting Avenue, JO Aldwinkle, Editor of The Oshawa Times, was sufficiently irnpressed with the 

artistic program that she agreed to undertake with parish member, Jan Drygaia, a former delegate 

in Canada of the Polish govemment-inexile, the organization of an Oshawa-based ethnic festival. 

The Multi-cultural Oshawa Folk Festival was formally established a year later-a decade before 

Canada's Multicultural Act was passed-and continues to date. And the late Jan Drygata [d. 

1996. age 821 received numerous awards and wide recognition for his efforts directed toward 

multicultural accord, induding the Order of Canada in 1983. 

Also in 1960, a resuit of a May conference of Polish communities from across Canada 

held in Toronto, preparations began with the establishment of a Millennium Cornmittee for 

celebration of Poland's millennium of Chnstianity in 1966. The national fund-raising goal was set 

at $1 million. 

8y 1963, it was detemined a coordinating body could well-serve the many Polish 

organizations existing in Oshawa and so The Polish Organizations' Coordinating Council was 

established for inter-organization communication as weil for communication with the 35 other 

ethnic groups then also in existence in Oshawa. Likely tinked to the desire for regular 

-60 
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communication within the Polish community, the first weekly issue of the parish bulletin, Zwiastun 

Parafii Sw. Jadwigi was published September 1963. 

Evidence of the growing presence and public embrace of the Polish community in 

rd 
Oshawa was seen when, in 1964, in recognition of the May 3 celebration of Poland's 

Constitution, the Polish flag was publicly flown at Oshawa City Hall. 

A particularly poignant historical moment for the Polish comrnunity in Oshawa is found in 

the Septernber 1969 visit and celebration of Mass at St. Hedwig Church by Cardinal Karoi 

Wojtyla, Archbishop of Cracow, who came to Canada for the 25th Anniversary celebrations of the 

establishment of the Canadian Polish Congress; although, it wouldn't be until 1971 that a branch 

of the Congress would be established in Oshawa. One of my brothers served as an altar boy at 

the historic Mass. Today, Cardinal Wojtyla is more wideiy known as Pope John Paul II. In the 

parish Visitors' Book, Cardinal Wojtyla wrote: 

As a remembrance of my visit to 
St. Hedwig parish in Oshawa, 

I give rny heartfelt wishes 
for God's blessings for the Polish community, 

the pnests and the sisten."' 

Later, in a letter addressed to the Polish community, Cardinal Wojtyla wrote, in part: 

"Through carrying out personal, farnily, comrnunity and work responsibilities fulfill (sic) thern to the 

best of your abilities and for the gwd of this country which has welcorned you. Raising the 

younger generation, instil in them the great and dear spiritual heritage that you brought from 

Poland. This heritage reflects the real millennium of ouf ~apt ism ....""' In other words, 

reinforcement of the duality of life as a Roman Catholic Polish Canadian: through famiiy, 

comrnunity and work life, acting and serving as good citizens with a rerninder of the obligation to 

preserve in the Young, Polish cultural and religious heritage, fought for and maintained for over a 

thousand years. 

Another significant event to occur within the parish was the shift in 1979 of pastoral Gare 

Rev. Staniskiw Poszwa. (transl. Helen Miklastemkil Events in the Life of S t  Hedms's Parish and the Polish 
CommunItv in Oshawa. (Brantford: Bialas Printing Limiteci, 1997) 67. 
*'' Ibid., 67. 



from the Oblate Fathers to the Society of Christ Fathers. The rationale is unspecified. 

Recognizing there was within the Polish community in Oshawa a growing ageing 

population-a trend felt throughout Polonia in Canada-Sister Klara organized in 1976 the first 

meeting of parish senior citizens held at the Felician Sisters' convent. Another trend also appears 

in church records. In 1982. numbers of children receiving their First Holy ~ommunion'" who 

were bom outside Canada are documented for the first time, and by 1987 a distinction was made 

between the Polish group and the English group, the latter comprised mosUy of students from St. 

Hedwig Elernentary School. Then, in 1991, there was a sudden and marked increase in the 

numbers of children receiving their First Holy Communion. Half were bom in Poland, clearly 

representative of the 1980's wave of Polish immigration to Canada. By 1996, the Polish group 

outnumbers the English group, and the following year the groups are rninistered on separate 

dates, Additionally, the nurnbers of children annually receiving their First Holy Communion have 

been in steady decline since the mid-1970s. For the purpose of this study, I will only speculate on 

potential causefs] as a wider survey would be required to do justice to the question: lower birth 

rates: family out-migration to the suburbs or to other cities from the parish community; ageing 

population with few 'replacements' due to dramatically diminished nurnben of newcomen:'" 

diminished devotion to spiritual practices; andlor other potential causes. 

In 1980, the parish community began to welcome new parishioners who were newly 

arnved in Canada from Poland. Thus, there was an injection of new farnilies to the membership 

of the parish as well revitalkation of Polish language education with the establishment in 

September that year of the Cyprian Kamil Norwid Polish Language and Culture High School at 

Donevan Collegiate on Harmony Road, located severai blocks from the church, and which in 2000 

continues to offer High School programs. There grew an awareness of the particular needs of the 

newcomers. and in late 1981, a meeting was held in the church hall wherein the newcomers were 

'63 This sacrament is received amund age 7 
'@ In 1987. Oshawa. a notable receiver community of immigrants pst-WWII. was home to a srnalier pmponjon of 
immigrants than the national average of 17.4 percent foreign bom. Roderic Beaujot lmmiqration and Canadian 
Demwraphics: State of the Research. (London: Universrty of Western Ontario Population Studies Centre, 1998) 13. 
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given assistance and guidance through Canada's immigration procedures. 

A survey and subsequent mapping of residential propinquit' of the parishioners in relation 

to the church would serve as a useful tool for making cornparison of the presentday Polish 

community to that which had the church as its locus in 1953; the year the church offcially opened. 

That is, a mapping of the community as it was in the post-war era and as it may or may not be 

today. Access to church records was denied, however, with church officiais citing privacy issues. 

If one considers the number of children-less than a dozen of the total September 2000 

population, J-K through to Gr. 8, at 259-attending the neighbouring St. Hedwig Roman Catholic 

Elementary School who are the children of Polish immigrants as any indicator, there is no 

question the Polish 'community' has moved away from the pansh neighbourhood." 

Consequently, the neighbourhood, the village, the imagined community of 1953-of the post-war 

imagination-no longer exists in 2000. And the school no longer maintains in its employ as 

teachers any of the Sisters. However, through the Durham Catholic District School Board 

International Languages Program, the school offers Polish language classes for elementary 

school age children, from J-K through to Gr. 8, on Saturday mornings. There are no fees for 

enrolment. In the 199912000 school year, 280 pupils attended, coming from throughout the 

Regional Municipality of ~u rha rn . ' ~~  

In 1988, with the organizational impetus coming from the 1980 newcomers, the Polish 

community established a branch of St. Stanislaus and St. Casimifs Credit Union which operated 

out of the church basement until 1990 at which time a permanent location was established in 

downtown Oshawa; membership was over 500. 

Also during the 1980s, energies were directed toward renovations of the church; again 

spuned on by the [younger] Polish newcomers. 

-4. 

Building on established Polish community organizations and initiatives, one of the first 

76 5 Personal Conversation with Kim Waish. Principal St Hedwig Roman Catholic Eiernentary Schoal(06 September 
2000). 
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undertakings by the post-WWII Poles who settled in the Oshawa area was the establishment in 

1953 of St. Hedwig Polish Roman Catholic Church in close proximity to the established Polish 

community, to which were imported Polish pnests. A convent for [Polish] Felician Sisters was 

built next to the church and across the street a separate elernentary school rose from a swamp. 

All within ten years of the amval to Canada of the Poles. All reflective of the keen interest of the 

newcomers in establishing and mainbining distinctly Polish religious and organizational life, 

especially that their children might benefit. AI1 informed by their identification with and links to the 

interwar polonization era of the 'free' Poland, the Second Republic, and by their expenences as 

deportees, as Poles in exile and as Poles displaced by the war, and as soldiers who, after fighting 

for a free Poland, saw their idealç and efforts crushed by political events out of their hands. All 

reinforced by religious leaders, not the least k i n g  Cardinal Karol Wojtyla. And al1 resulting in the 

[relcreation of a distinct Poiish camrnunity as delineated by existing geo-ettinic boundanes, and 

as shaped by fervent Polishness. 

Milda Danys writes of an 'opinion of rnany in [Lithuanian] colonies ... : 'In the end, 

whatever Lithuanianism lasts, will probably corne from the churches. If there's no centre, people 

never get t~gether ."~~~'  Sol too. is the centrality of the church. as exemplified in Oshawa, Ontario, 

to the vitality of the local Polish cammunity, especially in the post-war era. For since the amval of 

Poies in Canada, and as typically representative of the locus of Polonia acüvity outside Poland's 

borders, priests accompanied or followed Polish migrants to their newly-established Polonia 

cornmunities where through establishment of churches and parish schools, 'the religious faith and 

the Polish culture were very intimately tied together,"'" and. subsequentiy, rnaintained. 

Questions anse, however, of the import of the church to the children and grandchildren of 

the post-war amvals as well to the more recent Polish immigrants to Canada, and the impact on 

the pan'sh cornmunity-and on the ethnîc enclave-createâ by out migration of pansh hmilies and 

by the ageing and fading population from among the original parishioners. Already we have seen 

767 
Miida Danys. OP Lithuanian Immipration to Canada After the Second World War. (Toronto: MuWuitural History 

Uciety of Ontario. 1986) 322. 
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from a cursory exploration of student population at S t  Hedwig's Roman Catholic Elementary 

School that. despite the existence of a Polish parish and its neighbouring Roman Catholic school, 

Polish immigrants are no longer drawn to the community. Except to attend Mass and receive the 

sacraments in Polish language and to enroll their children in heritage language lessons. Has this 

trend similarly been noted in other Polish communities established andlor re-vitalized in the post- 

war era in other cities, such as, for instance, Hamilton, Mississauga, Toronto, Burîington, Sudbury 

and so on? Are there variances in the settlernent of the Poles in other provinces or elsewhere? 

These questions, for another study, raise many more about the settlernent patterns and 

trends of the 1980s wave of Polish immigrants. But in relation to this particular study, at least one 

other source has noted a thinning of ethnic subcommunities-where immigrants had clustered in 

large American industrial cities until the era of the Second Worid War-through the 1960s and 

1970s.'~~ 

Since the establishment of St. Hedwig Roman Catholic parish, the larger of two Polish 

Roman Catholic churches serving parishioners in the Polish language in the Regional Municipality 

of Durham, the institutions of the parish-church, convent, and school-have undergone a 

number of changes. For instance, as already mentioned. the shift in pastoral Gare by the Oblate 

Fathers to the Society of Christ Fathers, and the shift from the service to the community by the 

Felician Sisters to the Misstonary Sisters of Christ the King. And the student population at S t  

Hedwig Roman Catholic Elementary School no longer is comprised mostly of the children of 

immigrants, nor even of chitdren of Polish descent. 

As the children of the post-war Polish immigrants grew up and moved either to the 

suburbs or right out of the city as they followed jobs and. often non-Polish, mamage partners, they 

left behind an ageing and shrinking congregation. There was an injection of rnernbership from 

among the 1980s wave of Polish immigrants, as well a period of service to a growing Portuguese 

population, begun in 1983, but there still remains the demographic fact of an ageing Polish 

'69 Danuta Mostwin. The Transplanted Familv: A Studv of Social Adiustment of the Polish lmmiarant Familv to the United 
States After the Second World War. (Doctoral Dissertation, Columbia University. 1971) 16. 
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population with iow birth rates among recent Polish-Canadian families. 

One of the challenges facing the parish priesl has been ministering to the needs of the 

ageing parishioners, many of whom are visited weekly either at their famiiy homes or at area 

homes for the aged that they are provided in their final years Polish-language friendship. the 

sacraments administered in Polish language, and persona1 guidance in family matters. 

As a profound example of the significance of Polishness in the spiritual context, funeral 

masses conducted for elderly panshioners are conducted either completely in Polish language, or 

in portions of PolishIEnglish to accommodate those among funeral-goers who are more 

cornfortable with Polish-language mass with the English incorporated to accommodate those from 

lm rd 
among the 2 and 3 generations who are not fluent in Polish. 

The Polish ex-soldiers who settled in the Oshawa area in the post-war era buiit on the 

existing 136th Regiment of the Polish Veterans in Oshawa with intense fund-raising activity which 

led to the construction of the multi-purpose General W. Sikorski Polish Veteran's Hall in 1968. 

The facility functions for the Polish community and is rented for other cornrnunity events. it is self- 

maintaining and profitable, but faces, as other elernents of Polish organuationai infrastructure in 

Canada, an uncertain future. The administration is ageing and dying and representative of a 

notable trend revealed in the 1986 Census: thirty-eight percent of Canadians who declared Polish 

as their mother tongue that year were 55 years of age or older. And they were among Canada's 

fifth largest ethnic group. Today, they would be 70 years or older, and the Ming nurnbers of 

volunteers are not being replaced. There are few individuals from among recent newcorners or 

M m 
even from among the 2 and 3 generation of this group interested in carrying forward the 

organùational and operational activities necessary to maintain most Polish-oriented 

organizations, facilities, and services, including the General W. Sikorski Polish Veteran's Hall that 

has always operated on strict voluntarist principies. As previously discussed, their goals and 

objectives as Canadian citizens are greaUy rernoved fmm the origins of the post-WWII Polish 

immigrants, and in the case of the Poijsh Veteran's organkation, there is the question of 
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qualification for membership: one must be a veteran. Consequently, to attract newcomers, 

membership was extended to include anyone who served in the Armed Forces in Poland before 

coming to canada?' 

No recent newcomers were interviewed for this study, but study participants who had 

involvement in Polonia organizational life in Oshawa, when asked what they might think to be 

some of the reasons for the lack of interest among newcomers, had the following to say: 

I think we are ... my generation are more Polish than those who came latety. 
Their generation ... patriotism was diluted by the governrnent which they did 
not support, you know. ...[ Rlight now, we have the problem [arnong] Polish 
newcomers to get (themj involved into any of organizations ... not al1 of them, 
just some of them. Because, t think it was patriotic to be anti-govenment, 
anti-Polish in Poland ... You see, we are agonizing now, I'm over 70. 73. 
And, wt-iat are we going to do? So, we are agoniting ... I want to retire and 
there is no replacement from our generation. And you[r] generation we 
haven't got any rnembers. I don't know .... What will happen? And, 
apparently. we are not going to live forever."' 

It's a sickness for every organization gettin' young people to join and to 
work. They look at those things different than we did. Like, when we came 
here and established the families, there were children and the jobs and yet 
we found time to do those things. Now they look at it [in a] drfferent way. 
They don? want to be involved because they don't want to be tied down, 
they want to have free time to go and do whatever they want They don't 
care, really, about [the] Polish community. They are ... raised under the 
Communists. It's 'me', first, and then the other things Iater. With us, it was 
different. They are more materialistic. They look after the material things 
first. Nice car. Nice house. You know, TV, VCR, cornputer. That's their 
prionties. No! the comrnunrty work. Because commîttee work doesn't pay. 
No money in it. 'If you pay me, l'II do it"" 

Yet, despite their concerns about diminishing membership, no rnentorship programs have 

been established to ease potentially interested newcomers into the organizational infrastructure. 

Unlike their bigger-city sisters wtio indicated they played substantive roles in Polonia 

organ izational life, the Oshawa-area women have involved themselves in mostly supportive roles 

with family life and the maintenance of traditional pmctices such as Wigilia and Easter as their 

most active role. 

Interview W h  Jurek (04 September 1998) 51. - I 
---, Interview wtth Wnold (23 Juîy 1998) 53. 
' ' -  Interview with Jurek (04 September 1998) 52. 
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Of thirty-eight study participants, only thirteen are wornen. Of those thirteen, five are 

linked to the Oshawa area and of those five, one ended the interview after only a few minutes and 

so little data was collecteci: of the remaining four, al1 indicated involvement in St. Hedwig Church 

Women's Auxiiiary, two have been active in the Polish Alliance, one of these in Scouting, and one 

with the Polish Veteran's Association. Al1 in supporting roles and not as members of the 

executive decision-making bodies. 

Attempts were made to interview other Oshawa-area wornen, however, al1 declined. 

Consequently, what this study rnost tacks is a broad-based adequate analysis of the experiences 

and roles of the female Sybirakj. This is a topic needing immediate attention; not only because of 

the lack evident in this study, nor because there are no other Canadian-based studies which 

explore specific gendered expenence of the women, but more importantiy because they, too, are 

ageing and dying and the moment will soon pass for them to play active roles as participants in 

such research. Permanently silenced. 

The community focused its efforts on maintaining the Polish language, folksongs, dance, 

and an understanding of the history of the ancestral homeland by enrolling their chitdren in Polish 

school administered by the Felician nuns and operating out of the church basement, as weli in 

Polish Scouting. 1 attended al1 such activities along with my siblings and cousins, though 1 can't 

daim to be a successful example of the experience for my tongue remains fairly stunted in Polish 

language." 

And despite intense cultural activity, few among the post-WWII Polish immigrants to 

Canada. including the Anders Poles and their chiidren and grandchildren, have emerged on the 

mainstream Canadian cultural iandscape as writers and artists or on the political landscape as 

decision-makers who might inject Polishness into the Canadian narrative. This bears further 

study. A striking example, unparalleleci in the Polish-Canadian communtty, of the notable success 

of a WWll displaced person and immigrant who 'made it' in Canada, and who then retumed-in 

75 Research needs to be done measuring the effedivenes of these progams. Radecki identified numbers and locations 
of such oqanizations across Canada. Do they still exist? Who participates? Haw much invoivernent is there amang the 
1980s wave? 
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Cinderella-esque fashion-as a Canadian success story to the homeland, is seen in the 1999 

election of former Canadian citizen and Quebec resident, Veira Frieke-Vriebergen as President of 

Latvia; a nation which shares with Poland aspects of WWll history particulariy vis-a-vis Soviet 

relations. ----------------------- 
And so we return to Henry Radecki and Benedykt Heydenkom's five typologies in which 

they frame Canada's Polonia: Poles in Canada, Polish Canadian, Canadian Polish, Canadians of 

Polish background, and Statistical Polish. In which do the Anders Poles fit? 

It is not a simple matter to casually pigeonhole a population of individuals, however they 

might be linked. It is easiest to first identify what the Anders Poles are not. They are not merely 

statistically Polish for most clearly identify with the homeland culture, language, with the Polish 

variety of Roman Cathoiicism, and with a distinct tie to a historicity that has shaped their way of 

'being' Canadian. Nor are they merely Canadians of Polish background for they were bom in 

Poland and there is no question of their roots or of their ethnicity. And they are not what are 

termed Poles in Canada, whereas many among their parents' generation might be thus described, 

as they rnaintained as their persistent frame of reference Poland and Polish culture. And despite 

many years in Canada, they seldom became fluent in either of the official languages and often 

rnanaged to live within the Polonia community without having to make a concerted effort to 

otherwise mingle or integrate into rnainstream society. They likely experienced cultural and 

Ianguage barriers in their relations with their grandchildren. 

There remain two typologies: Polish Canadian and Canadian Polish. Had study 

participants been interviewed during their eady years in Canad~spec ia l l y  in the five or so 

years before acquiring Canadian citizenshiwne would have found their sense of place as "new 

Canadians" strongly influenceci by the memory of the homeland and by their wartime experiences 

as well fresh with adjustment as they faced in a new environment the challenges associated witfi 

cultural rn~dification and exchange. As is evident in their eariy organizational life in Canada, they 

were especially motivated to provide opportunities and experiences that Polish culture and 
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tradition would be preserved for the future, through their children. As we will recall, many initially 

considered Canada a temporary refuge until they could retum to a free Poland, thus they 

straddled two worlds; rnaking a living in one while yeaming for the ancestral homeland. 

Therefore, within the scope of the transition penod they would be described as Polish Canadians. 

We are then left with the typology Canadian Polish. And here we are. more than fifty 

years after their amval in Canada, exploring through memory questions of identrty and citizenship. 

None, despite occasional vis& to Poland, have any desire to permanently retum to Poland. This 

sentiment can be traced to the time they began to 'feel' Canadian and had accepted Canada as 

their permanent home and worthy of their first allegiance. For some, this occurred the moment 

they arrived. For others, on such notable occasions as setting up home after marrying, 

participation in the citùenship ceremony, or the first time they exercised the franchise. As for 

participation in Canadian life, this they do primarily through Polonia organuations, through their 

labour in the workforce, and through their family life, but seldorn through active participation in 

non-Polish organizational life. Only a few, for instance, have actively participated in such aspects 

of Canadian life as political organization, or mainstream charitable work. 

The Anders Poles have maintained in Canada a clear awareness of their ethnic and 

national roots; they maintain particular symbolic aspects of Polish culture and emotional ties to al1 

Polonia, as well speak the mother tongue daily. But their Polishness, white an important element 

of who they are, of where they came from, and of what motivates them as Canadian citizens does 

not override the gratitude and loyalty they feel toward Canada, the country that twk  them in after 

the war and that has become home to them, and to their families. 

And what do the Anders Poles have to Say on their own account outside a theoretical 

framework? Most reject identification as hyphenated Canadians. Rather, they simply state, '1 am 

Canadian." 

[I]t seems now like it was a dream. l don? even remember al1 the details .... I 
remember, of course, al1 the beautiful tradition ... what traditions and 
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customs 1 do keep and teach my children and now rny grandchildren and so 
it's more Iike nostalgie. I'm longing for something that 1 couldn't really 
describe to you, you know .... 1 was taken to Siberia; we were brought up in 
such patriotic way and such a love of the country, of the soil, al1 the 
surround stuff of Polishness.. .. Li ke ojcowiznaIn4 there is no translation into 
English ... means your grandparent's home where you went for a holiday, for 
a vacation, something that had roots to a few generations. And, for me, 
there is not such a place in the world now .... 1 have roots, very deep roots 
in Poland, though I was only thirteen, because of my upbringing, but then I 
went to so many countries and always changing, always being uprooted 
and uprooted and uprooted so ifs now ... I love Canada and l'rn very glad 
that we are here, ifs a beautifui country, but my heart is still very, very 
divided? 

The Anders Poles who were taken in by Canada after the war made etforts to become 

Canadian but only, as Sarah Van Aken-Rutkowski and, in the Arnerican case, Danuta Mostwin 

have observed, as "transplanted" Poles, burdened with the classic baggage which accompanies 

the immigrant experience: rnemory and nostalgia which took hold of their imaginations as they re- 

invigorated or newly established Polonia communities in Canada. 

There is no evidence of a desire or even of active attempts to fully withdraw from 

mainstrearn Canadian Iife but there is a demonstrated desire to "fit in," as well to facilitate entry 

into mainstream society, especially on behalf of their children, through Polonia organizational and 

communtty life."' For instance, some changed their names to Anglo-sounding sumames that 

they rnight better fit in; sorne did not actively discourage their children fmm entering mainstream 

Canadian culture and society, including refraining from pressuring their children to many within 

the culture. Still, the Anders Poles took very much to heart their cultural and spiritual obligations 

to preserve Polish culture and heritage for the day Poland would be free from Soviet domination. 

Thus. they retained a distinct version of identity grounded in Polish histoncity and reinforced by 

interwar polonization projecl and wartime experiences. For the most part, they snubbed 

established Polonia organizational life and in re-imagining their identities in the new homeland 

7 4  . opwizna: a literal translation grounded in the abstract would be Yatheriand' or 'ancestral homeland'; it cm also mean 
tillage". 
" lntetview Wh Kasia (27 Novernber 1998) 2. 

7 6  'Historical research shows that. in the past, an ethnic cornmunrty aften was not established in order to withdraw h m  
the new society. but to sewe as a material and ernotional base frr,m wtiich to enter it" Dirit Hoerder. People on the Move: 
Mkration. Acculturation. and Ethnic Interaction in Eumm and North America. (Washington: Geman Historical Insütute, 
1993) 44. 



they re-defined Polonia in Canada within the scope of preserved-transplanted-homeland 

culture and traditions infused with intense Polish nationalisrn bome of the interwar era. 

However, as Wsevolod lsajiw has put it: "[tlransplanted things never grow the same ... 

sorne reconstruction of identity is necessary and begins to take place .... The organizational life of 

immigrants is usually full of activities never engaged in by the villagers or urban dwellers in their 

fomer country."" After all, as study participants acknowledge. their socio-economic status in 

Canada is higher than it was or even would be today in Poland. And their efforts to Canadianize 

were concentrated within their interpretation of Canada's cultural mosaic; that is, the locus of their 

efforts was maintenance of Polishness in an environment that encourages assimilation. 

Thus for the Anders Poles, maintenance of Polishness-borne of the shared mythos of 

the deportation and exile experience and within the context of the Polish diaspaeshaped their 

Canadian organizational dynamics as well stalled full assimilation for their generation. What's 

more. this particular group of Polonia daims to be more Polish than Poles born in post-war 

Sovietdominated Poland: that is, representative of a kind of cultural freeze-frame. One study 

participant, Jurek, who has visited Poland six times since 1967 laments how each time he stili 

"feel[s] like a stranger. People ... different; different customs; different attitude. Everybody for 

himseif or herself .... The people changed. But then. you have to understand that there was six 

years under the German oppression; they had to fight for their life ... to make a living. Then under 

Communtsts. the same thing. Everybody for himself. Now they don't give a hoot about Poland. 

There is no patnotism there at all. Just 'me'.""8 

Not atone with his views, Jurek not only asserts Polonia-Potes abroad-to be "better 

Poles," but that there are now more authentic Poles outside Poland than on Polish soil. Again, 

Jurek's views are reminiscent of the staunch hold on Polishness bome of the interwar era. Yet 

while the Anders Poles might be critical of wntemporary Polish cultural and politicai life that they 

view to have been poisoned by Soviet Communism, most retain special feelings for the ancestral 

y- 

' ' '  Wsevolod Isajiw. Understandina Diversitu. Ethnicitv and Race in the Canadian Context. (Toronto: Thompson 
Educational Publishing, 1999) 193. 
-8 Interview wNi Jurek (CM September 1998) 43. 
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homeland. 

The Ukrainian diaspora in Canada similariy watched Soviet subjugation of the people of 

Ukraine until the country gained independence in 1994. At present, academe, politicians and 

other elites have been aggressively active in rnaking links with the diaspora in North America 

regarding not only cultural and economic matters, but more importantly in the work of collecting 

'history.' A similar effort has been ongoing over the last decade as Polish academics, especially 

from the Universities in Warsaw and Lublin, penodically travel to Canada to colleet Polonia 

artifacts and documents, including material related to the Anders Poles. As Wsevolod lsajiw has 

put it in relation to the Ukrainian diaspora, '[tlhe post-war immigrants who have cultivated 

Ukrainian culture and scholanhip may feel vindicated,'" so too are the Anders Poles excited 

about the recent and growing interest in their history. Lest they be forgotten. 

Lithuanians similariy "saw themselves increasingly bearing the responsibility of 

maintaining their culture, in case it be annihilated by Soviet policies in the homeland. This role as 

safeguarders of a threatened culture gave an edge of anguish to the DP's efforts to keep 

themselves and their families Lithuanian .... The biggest threat to Lithuanian identity was believed 

to be the mamage ... to non-~ithuanians.'~ 

And as mentioned, the most unique contemporary example of an ancestral homeiand 

reaping benefits from the diasporic community is found in the 1999 election of a post-war 

immigrant-curn-Canadian, Veira Frieke-Vriebergen, as President of Latvia, a countrj similarly 

linked with Ukraine, Lithuania, and Poland, among others, to a historic moment and to Soviet 

dominance and oppression. Now, Latvia will benefit from the experience gained during Veria 

F rieke-Vriebergen's years in Canada-in the democratized West-and also likely from potential 

economic links. 

As documented in the 1971 Census, by which time the children of the post-war Poles had 

-?9 Wsevolod W. lsajiw in The Changing ComrnunRy' in Lubomyr Luciuk and Stella Hryniuk, eds. Canada's Ukrainians: 
Neaotiatina an Identity. (Toronto: Vnivenhy of Toronto Press. 1991) 366. 
?go Miida Danys. DP Lithuanian Immiaration to Canada After the Second World War. (Toronto: Multicuttural History 
Society of Ontario, 1986) 31 9. 
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begun to enter the workforce and marry and have children, Poles in Canada were reporteci to 

have. alongside Scandinavians. the lowest rate of endogamy"' thus reflecling a decrease in 

ethnic cohesion and, ultimately assimilation. Among study participants, despite pnvate feelings of 

a preference that their children marry a partner of Polish descent, and a Roman Catholic, few 

imposed their wishes on their children citing compatibility and 'happinessn as more relevant 

factors. They are not really surprised, then, by the diminishrnent of Polishness arnong their 

grandchildren. After all, one of their primary goals was to become Canadian; this they do through 

their children and grandchildren. 

The obvious, then, needs to be stated and more intensely probed: with the eventual 

passing of the last arnong the WWll-era Sybiraki* the Polish diaspora of their historic moment will 

also pass. Consequently, how can subsequent generations and subsequent waves of Polish 

immigrants from a changed Poland share their particulariy distinct version of Polishness? How 

can they share with the Sybiraki their distinct goals and objectives within Polonia organizational 

life as created around their historicity and its inherent cultural, political, and social baggage? How 

can they be expected to share the vision of an imagined new homeland community context when 

only through the deportationlexile experience and it's overarching rnythos can al1 of this be 

understood and embedded in the psyche, and subsequently diffused through daily life? What 

would it take for subsequent generations of Pales-for other Canadians, t-to even care? And 

finally, what of those not included in this study who have 'removed' their selves completely from 

the realm of the Polish diaspora? 

Another point made neariy twenty years ago needs also to be re-stated: "Rather than 

imposing one definition of "Polishness," their strategy should be to provide a forum for the 

interchange of cultural models with ail venions accorded equal c~nsideration."~? After all. it is 

neither fair nor usefut to global Polonia for those among Canadian Polonia who would wash their 

"' Karoi J. Krotki and Colin Reid. Tkmography of Canadian Population by Emnk Group'. in J.W. Berry and J A  
Lapone. Ethnicitv and Culture in Canada. (Toronto: Universrty of Toronto Press Incorporated, 1994) 22. 
782 Jan K. Fedorowicz in The Future of Polish Organizational Life in Canada' in Frank Renkiewicz, The Polish Pfesence 
in Canada and Amena. (Toronto: Muiüaittural Histoiy Society of Ontario. 1982) 348. 
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hands of more recent newcomers simpty because their way of being Polish differs, a result of over 

fifty years' Sovietization. One would think they would retain the memory of what it was like to be a 

newcomer in Canada and the challenges faced wtiile attempting to integrate not only into 

mainstream society, but also into existing Polonia communities. One would also think they would 

show more empathy for that which Poles of the Soviet era had no control over and extend a 

helpiq hand. rather than cnticize and hold fast to personal anti-Soviet feelings. As this study 

included only one participant who arnved in Canada during the 1980s wave of Polish immigration, 

it is impossible to articulate the views from the 'receiving end' of the newcomers' expenences with 

established Polonia. Another question for future inquiry. 

Some among the Anders Poles claim to be more Canadian than Canadian-born citing 

such factors as their appreciation for the freedorns to be had in Canada and a superior 'global 

citizenship' borne of a greater interest and knowledge of global issues which they suggest is 

inspired by their many diasporic travels. One source correlates this 'pseudouniversal 

cosmopolitan bravadon to Aihwa Ong's t e n ,  flexible citizenship; an extension of the diaspora 

consciousness that is "produced positively through identification with world historical 

culturaVpolitical forces .... [ilt is also about feeling global.'"' And about living in the new horneland 

on the margins of mainstream society while making the best of the situation as guests-cum-new- 

citizens. 

Oespite the efforts of the post-war Polish immigrants to maintain Polishness as a 'way of 

being' for their families, the children and grandchildren of the Anders Poles not only are a 

Canadian success story vis-&vis acculturation and assimilation, but most reject active 

participation in the preservation and maintenance of Polish cultural and institutional Iife in Canada. 

And so. study participants lament that their children and grandchildren exhibit vague notions of 

Polishness. 00th contrary as well paralle! to their efforts to nurture and maintain Polishness 

among their children, they encouraged Canadianization-even Anglo-conforrnity in some 

-83 James Clifford. 'Diasporas" in Cultural Anthroooloay. Vol. 9, No. 3 (August 1994) (Virginia: American Anthropology 
Assouationl 31 2. 



instances-that their children might obtain the benefits of Canadian society. However, when 

asked, study participants were hard-pressed to identtfy or explain what they might cal1 Canadian 

culture andlor values. Mary Waters similarly observed among some of her study cohorts that in 

describing their self-identification with their lrish roots they "stated that it was quite important to 

thern that their ancestors had corne from lreland. But they could not describe any ways in which 

the Irish were different from other ~ m e r i c a n s . " ~ ~  

Indeed, the Anders Poles have so well assirnilated into [white] Canadian society as to be 

virtually invisible; only through lingenng accents and Polish surnames are they 'exposed' in public 

as immigrants. But more particularly, Meir story is virtually unknown. 

Interestingly, most now think in English-some even drearn in English-unless engaged 

in Polish conversation that might take place in the home or when in contact with other Polonia. 

Without exception, family practice of Wigilia cornes to the fore as the primary 

manifestation of Polishness, even over Polish language conversation with children and 

grandchildren. As the female head of the household makes al1 the preparations for Wigilia, the 

maintenance of Polishness through the practice of the tradition therefore rests primarily on the 

shoulders of the women. Even in instances where the fernale head of the household is not 

Polish-such as in my family's case wherein rny mother is English-bom and raised-she acts as 

conduit through which famiiy practice of a particular Polish tradition is sustained. 

Even more significant than the shared wartime experiences, language and religion 

contributed to the building of comrnunity solidarity, and especially served as a bridge-despite 

certain tensions-between established Polonia and the post-war newcomers. However, the 

Polish language is virtually lost by the third generation resulting in a lament over communication 

issues with grandchildren. And while there remain through tfiree generations the practice of 

certain Polish traditions [e.g. Wgiilia] grounded in the Roman Catholic faith, the children and 

grandchildren of the Anders Poles are infrequent, if at all, practitioners of the Roman Catholic 

-84 Mary Waters. Ethnic Options. (Berkeley: Universrty of California Ptess, 1990) 145. 
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faith. And despite the creation of a community with the church and several Polish halls as the 

central gathenng places and the locus of cultural and religious activities offered for the children, 

the children have left the cultural "village" in search of work andlor to establish farnilies elsewhere. 

perhaps in a suburban neighbourtiood refiecting a higher station on the socio-econornic ladder. 

What they might retain of Polishnes is not refiected in their working lives or in their choice of 

rnaniage partners or residential cornrnunities. Indeed, some were likely glad to flee the 

community-the "village" where everyone knows everyone else-and even shed their Polishness 

(can one?]. Mary Waters writes: 

...[ Plrecisely what we crave about community and tradition is aîso tied to 
things we don't c rav~onformi ty ,  lack of change, and rigidity. The 
maintenance of boundaries around a community involves costs to the 
individuah inside as well as providing the benefits of nurturance and 
security. Community seen one way is warm and nurtunng; seen another, it 
is stiling and constr i~t ing.~ 

All that remains of the once-vital Popolowski neighbourhood in Oshawa, Ontario is an 

empty convent, a school population virtually devoid of childten of immigrants, and a church with 

an agerng and dirninishing pansh population also changed by new parishioners whose spifituality 

is not intimately linked to the historicity that built the structure and the community. The 

neighbourhood deli and bakery are long gone, and only occasionally might one encounter a 

couple of old Polish neighbours in conversation over their shared hedge. 

"Dzien Dobry, Pani." the old fellow shouts over the hedge to Mrs. Polak. She lRs her 

broorn from its task and walks across the driveway to share a proud tale of one of her 

grandchi/dmn. And so the neighburly chitchat pmeeds, both elders weaving in and out of two 

languages: Polish and Engiish. 

Other questions anse. How did the village atrnosphere affect the children who were 

undergoing intense assimitation processes in a neighbourhood that was not inhabited exclusively 

by Polish immigrants-but was inhabited by many pst-war immigrants fmm war-tom E u r o w  

white engaged in socialization practices that often were in confiict with each other? How did it 

Mary Waters. Ethnic Ontions. (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1990) 153-1 54. 
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rd 
affect non-Polish spouses, if at ail? And, is there among the 3 generation any evidence of 

interest in rediscovery of their roots? 

All of this is to note what sociologists have observed: "ethnic identity has a short life in 

North ~merica."" Ethnic identity and the ethnic community are not 'thing(s1, complete ... and 

unchanging, but ... process[es]" which seldom end or reach for any length of time a steady 

~iate.'~' Furthermore. the ethnic enclave is not merely a Vansplanted comrnunity for each 

immigrant bnngs her or his own idea of what life within mainstream society might be like as well 

injects into the development of the ccirnrnunity her or his vision, borne of individual experiences 

and influences shaped by such factors as gender and class. In the case of the St. Hedwig parish 

cornmunity in Oshawa, Polish immigrants did not exclusively inhabit the ethnic enclave, and so 

there likely were neighbourhood issues and wncems that were unrelated to a dominant ethnic 

group; one that no longer dominates 50 years after its establishment. And although there were 

high rates of endogamy arnong the post-war Polish immigrants to Canada, including those who 

made Oshawa their home, there were some instances of exogamy. How was life within the Polish 

community, as an ethnic outsider, for these marriage partners and for their children who would be 

considered half na P& half-and-haIV 

Furthermore, Polish ethnic identity is diminished within one generation, and virtually 

completely diluted in the next. Despite al1 of the best intentions and the concentrated efforts 

nd rd 
expended to presewe Polish culture, patriotism and religiosity among the 2 and 3 generation 

born to Polish immigrants-and despite al1 that came with them of their travels and travailles al1 

interwoven within the experienüai fabric of Polishness-all that study participants see rernaining in 

their grandchildren are occasional sentimental gestures toward select traditional practices, without 

full comprehension of their meaning, and minimal attachment to the cultural memory or even to a 

degree of nosblgia of what it has meant to be-to fight for, to die for-Polish. 

786 Richard Teleky. Hunsarian Rhaosodies. (Vanwuver: UBC Press, 1997) 166. 
'8 7 
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Your children are prospedng 
and you have dozens of great grandchildren. 
Since you died we have acquired new one-way stmets 
and another stoplight. 
And they 're finally going to pave your street. 
And according to the papers 
Poland is still thereXg 

Poland is still there. In looking back on his years in Canada, seventy-eight year old 

Feliks, a Polish veteran who survived exile in a Soviet labour camp and fought in ltaly, wryly 

comments: 't give 38 yearç work. Canada ... l build. 1 am a Canadian and I am going [ta] die 

here. "Ï89 

In Canadian soil, the wandering Poles will be perrnanently transplanted. 

John Calvin Reunenki. qtd. by Danuta Mostuvin in 'Polish Youth in the West: a Prelirninary Reconnaissance'. in Frank 
Renkiewia. The Poiish Prt?sence in Canada and America. (Toronto: Muiücuîtural History Society of Ontario, 1982) 384. 
-39 Interview Wh Feliks (28 November 1998) 33. 
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1 Chapter 8 - FINALE 
i 4)-- 

DISPLACEMENT and EMPLACEMENT 
Polish Survivors of Deportation and Exile in Soviet Labour Camps 

Post-WWII Immigrants to Canada 

"The personal goal of most Canadians has been freedom and some 
securitlj for their family. That caused the settiement of new regions. 
caused the immigration of new citizens, caused the transplanthg of old 
roots to new ground."'" 

Fin de Siecle 

Fig. 36 - Fin de Siecie - UnterbezirksOada - Brock University, St. Catharines. ontafion' 

Fin de Siecle ... addresses the situation at the end of the Twentieth 
Century. It takes aim at associations, at options which are preoccupied 

-'Il) 

Joe Ciark. In 'Cornmunrty of Cammunrties,' in Buildinq a Nation- The Eninire Club of Canada Addresses, 1978- 
; 979. qtd. in Desmond Morton and Morton Weinfeld, Who SDeaks for Canada7 (Toronto. McClelland & Stewart 
F 1 9 9 8 )  268 
-0 1 
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with the great themes of Our century: forced removal of people, 
suppression, deportation, fi ight, killing, survival, illness, arrivai, religious 
rituals, rites, hidden esoterics or other secrets are also addressed, 
established ritual traditions such as "1 wash my hands in innocencen are 
symbolized in the altar-like wash basin. Fin de Siecle states its case 
and calls the obsewer to action. 

This study began with the questions of a cunous child. One who could not 

comprehend family silences related to one cf the most "pivotal events" of the 20' Century: 

the Second Worid War. It received its final thmst into scholariy inquirj with the death of that 

child's grandrnother. My grandmother: %4ktaria 'Rosafih Xotow icz 2ajarek. 

My own ignorance, even as a child of post-war Polish-Sybirakummigrants to 

Canada mirtors a larger societal, historical and academic ignorance and silence around the 

topic. As 1 attempted to make some sense out of my father's and grandmother's life 

experiences, I came to learn there existed a wide gap in historiographical discourse around 

the 'story' which, for a variety of reasons, has been virtually absent in the many-faceted 

telling of WWll history, of Canadian immigration history, and of Polish/Polonia history. Has 

the lack of interest and discourse among writers and scholars been equated by survivors with 

invalidation of the experience? Yes. Consequently, as the telling of the S~O& of the 

Sybiraki has been pushed outside the margins of documented expenential historiography, 

there exists a theoretical diaspora that reinforces the corporeal Polonia diaspora. 

One historian has written: "Eihnicity, as identrty and as culture, cannot truly exist 

without historynm The absence of telling stories, of documenting them. of remembering 

them, renders them virtually non-existent. And herein lies the imperative for this study. Ta 

listen to the stories. Ta mine archives and other sources for undisclosed details. To 

document them. To link them ta other studies. To ensure they are not lost nor forgotten. To 

validate them, and to therefore validate the lives of ordinary people who lived through 

extraordinary events. 

Someone, b m m  in hand, 
Still remembers how it was. 

-?? Harold Troper and Morton Weinfeid. Old Wounds: Jews. Ukrainians and the Hunt for Nazi War Criminals in 
Canada. (Marktiam: Viking, 1988) ~. 
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Someone else listens, nodding 
His unshattered head.'93 

The memories and stories exist, the people exist and there is context for their being 

and for the need to be aware. There exists a history-a powerful story-absent from the 

telling of the human story: 1.5 million Poles were deported during the opening years of the 

Second Worid War to exile in Soviet labour camps and on kolkhozes. Thousands made 

Canada their home after the war, labouring for their freedom, and for most there is a distinct 

way of 'being' Polish as Canadian and global citizens grounded in historical, socio-political, 

and spiritual context. 

And the story is not simply one of tallying up the nurnbers of deportees, or of the 

numbers of deaths or survivais, or of the numbers who fought alongside the Allies, or of the 

numbers who irnmigrated to Canada, or more nurnbers and more permutations of the story. 

Each story differs. There is the shared cornmon 'starting pointl-the deportationvrounded 

in histonc mythos associated with a familiar-familiaktrauma dating back to the mid-Mm 

Century, but there is not a singular collective experience nor collective memory of 

experience. Rather, there exists a collection, and this study represents but one chapter 

among the many that might be collectecl for insertion into the larger album of discourse. And 

there remain many other gaps yet to be inserted into the story. 

In this final chapter, I briefly review some of the study discussion, tidying up, if you 

will. I then identify a number of related topics needing further research that the secrets, the 

silence and the absences might be addressed. For within the scope of rny objective to 

document aspects of the 'storj' previously buried in archives or in the memories of the 

Sybiraki and to make available to a wider audience this 'story', I believe it also is my 

responsibility to consider where gaps remain, and to encourage others to fiIl them. 

Finally, I ask my readers to consider how they might ensure the story is not forgotten. 

For no one of us who has been introduced to the story can reasonably wash herhis hands of 

innocence. Tell someone. Teach i t  Let us shake a few branches. Wake the stories. And 

3; 
Wislawa Szymbanka. The End and the Beginning' in view with a grain of sand. (Orlando. FL: Harcourt Braœ 

8 Company, 1995) 179. 
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with broom in hand begin to tidy up, before al! living rnemory falls into permanent silence. 

Listen. Let us not permit the moment of remembrance to pass. Let us honour the 

thirty-eight courageous and generous individuals who consented to tell their stories that they 

are not forgotten. Let us not forget. Let us take note of the lessons to be leamed about the 

importance of democracy, of the meaning and ternis of citizenship, and of the price some pay 

for freedom. 

Prkcis 

The 1939 invasion of Poland, first by Hitler, then Stalin, was not simply an act of war 

but represents the first time in human history millions of people (one out of every five Poles, 

Poland suffering the highest losses of any countv during the Second Wodd ~ a r ] ~  perished 

under the wrath of two totalitarians. 00th Josef Stalin and Adolf Hitler included in their 

military and social engineering agendas the practice of ethnic cleansing. 00th imposed 

radical social, political, and economic change upon communities, local and national 

infrastructure, and, ultirnately, the future of Poland. 

Through the early war years to the June 1941 German invasion of the Soviet Union, 

approximately 1.5 million Poles were 'arrested' by the Red A m y  as so-called 'enemies of the 

state' and without due process of the law, forcibly deported to what they believed would be 

indefinite toi1 and stnfe in Soviet labour camps. While the Red A m y  was shifting Poles to 

exile in the Siberian hinterland, another approximate 2.5 million Poles were undergoing 

similar relocation under Geman occupation." In part. said relocations of Polish civilians set 

the stage for post-war population redistribution and allocation of Poland's frontiers. 

In the case of Soviet deportation and exile of ethnic Poles, the pracüce was more 

than a matter of putting into action entrenched policies and procedures; it incorpofated select 

mass deportations that date as fat back as 1768. There even exists a terrn that solidifies 

group identification among Poles: Sybiraki. Thus, the forcible deportation of 1.5 million Poles 

during WWII did not represent but a singular anomalous disruption of the lives of masses of 

-w Steven Zaloga and Viaor Madej. The Polish Cam~aion. 1939. (NY: Hippocrene Books, Inc.. 1985) 160. 
795  Jan T. Gross. Revolution From Abroad. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton Universrty Press, 1988) 227. 
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civilians. It reinforced the collective memory and mythos of the traumatic deportation/exile 

experience as well bolstered the fervent comm-ment of Sybiraki to maintain their Polishness 

during the exile period, and after. To this day even. 

Communication between Sybiraki is maintained through vanous publications and 

organizations, including the Zwiqzek Sybirakdw [Siberia Organization] established 191 8 and 

which publishes out of Poland a monthiy magazine. As well, Sybiraki engage as a unified 

group in political advocacy around such matters as public acknowledgement of ttieir 

experiences and restitution and compensation for their experiences. 

Remembrance through ceremony unites the survivors with their collective memory of 

the mythos of the trauma of loss and suffering. The year 2000 has been one of 

remernbrance of the 6om anniversary of the deportations. Throughout North America, 

Sybiraki have organized cornmernoration ceremonies, masses, and the installation of plaques 

and monuments that public attention is drawn to the deportations. Lest they be forgotten ... 

Familiarity with the deportationiexile experience did not, however, reassure. Rather, 

it bred perpetual fear of deportation, including a fear among many Potes displaced by the war 

who, after the war, refused to repatnate under [Cornmunist] Soviet domination. 

The deportations served multiple practical purposes: depolonization of the eastern 

provinces, cheap replaceable iabour for the extraction of raw materials for Stalin's war effort 

from the unforgiving and inhospitable nether regions of the Soviet Union and which were 

much needed in the Soviet war campaign, and an investrnent in future population and 

economic growth. Even today, few choose to migrate to work and live in Siberia, and those 

who do encounter unpleasant working conditions, as well as suffer overwork, underpay and 

under appreciation. 

Living conditions in the Soviet labour camps were horrifie. Work injuries, illness, 

starvation, disease, and death were cornmonplace. Most families Ieft behind loved ones 

[60S0h of study participants], including especially, infants such as my grandmother's son, 

Adam, and the elderly, such as my great-gmndmother, Aniela Kotowicz. All were buried 

unceremoniousiy. Meager food rations were eamed through compulsory labour. You don? 



work, you don't eat Famities found means to supplernent their diet; either off the land, or 

throug h s hared resources, especially of parcels sent from relatives and former neig h bours. 

Soviet education and propaganda policies and practices were aimed at 

depolonization, especially of the children, and ultimate Russification. Yet their parents, and 

others arnong the exiled Polish community, engaged in strategies to maintain their 

Polishness: the singing of patriotic songs and telling of patnotic stories, and the clandestine 

practice and observance of religious holidays and ceremonies. The Poles stnictured their 

exile communities around ethnic ties, as one large family with the family unit sewing as a 

symbolic microcosm of the Polish nation. Within the communities, women played the most 

vital traditional rotes as keepers and teachers of cultural and spintual hentage through 

observance of distinct Polish Roman Catholic traditions and reinforcing, inasmuch as 

possible. loyalty to the ancestral homeland.'" 

After Hitler's June 1941 invasion of Russia, a pact between Stalin and General 

Sikorski, head of the Polish government-in-exile in London, included a protocol that secured 

the amnesty and release of the Poles from the labour camps that they might augment the 

Red Amy's  efforts [with the Allies] to push back and cnish Hitler. As it happened, few joined 

the Red Army; rather, they sewed under Generstl Wladyslaw Anders, himself also an exiled 

prisoner-of-war, in the Polish Second Corps which had mobilized in the Middle East. 

Desperate families fled with the# men resulting in a protraction of the nightmare of 

suffering and loss that exemplifies the Polish tragedy. The nurnbers of fieeing Poles 

[115,000] and their emaciated condition presented enonnous challenges for the British Army 

that unexpectedly becarne the guardians of soldiers and civilians alike. Subsequentiy, a 

massive international aid infrastructure, unprecedented in wartime conditions and experience, 

was established to aid the Poles, but not before rnany lives were lost to vanous diseases and 

starvation. 

Great Britain, in conjunction witfi the Polish govemment-in-exile and Polish Roman 

~6 Katherine R. Jolludr. Gender. Identity and the Polish Exuerience of War. 19341945. (Dodoml Dissertation: 
Stanford University, 1995) 274. 
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Catholic Church oficials, performed the primary role of training Polish soldiers and 

establishing the bulk of the aid infrastructure, including, foremost, schools and orphanages 

for the care and protection of the Polish women, children and the elderîy. 

Able-bodied Polish men and some women, most of whom were civilians, were 

recruited for military training or auxiliary services, as well adolescent boys and girls were 

enrolled in the reserves as junaks or rnlodsze ochotniczki. After training, the Polish soldiers 

served alongside the Allies in the final chapters of the war, most notably in North Africa and 

Italy. The civilian population went separate ways to refuge settlements situate primarily in 

lndia and British East Africa, though some were sent to Mexico or New Zealand. Twenty-two 

settlements located throughout British East Afrïca were home for about 19,000 Poles. There, 

education, domestic skills and technical training, religious practices and Polish customs, were 

reintegrated into their lives that they would be prepared for the day when they could retum to 

Poland. their families reunited, to contribute to the rebuilding of the crumbled nation. All 

efforts cultivated fervent Polishness. 

At wats end, however, at the conference at Yalta, British Prime Minister Winston 

Churchill, American President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Josef Stalin carved up Poland 

without any consultation with Polish representatives. The borders shifted 150 miles to the 

west in accordance with Stalin's preferences, and in accordance with Allied strategic 

restructuring and 'management' of Germany after the war. A Soviet Communist Puppet 

government was installed in Poland. Consequently, many of the Poles, fearing repeat 

deportation, ignored appeals to their patriotic duty to rebuild the crumbled nation, choosing 

instead to remain in exile-the Polish diaspora. Polish soldiers who fought alongside the 

Allies in the final chapters of the war especially felt betrayed. 

Their forced exile became a longer-terni self-imposed fom of exile. The Polish 

diaspora sought host countries that would take them in until the tirne they could retum to their 

ancestral homeland-the rernembered and imagined homeland-free from oie yoke of Soviet 

Communism. Sorne now suggest a type of Polish diaspora exists within Poland's borders, a 

result of half a century 'poisoning' by Communism and Sovieüzation. 

Helen Bqorek MacDonald 



The testimony project-interviews with adults, compositions by children-begun the 

moment the fieeing Poles carne in contact with Polish authonties in the Middle East-failed to 

alert 'the world' to the Polish tragedy. Even today, survivors are reluctant to discuss their 

experiences outside the farniliar of Polonia despite a 'trend' in public acknowledgement of 

war crimes against humanity and of restitution and compensation for thern. There exists 

diminishment. even among Sybiraki, of their experiences. Especially when compared to the 

loss and horror of the Jewish Holocaust. 

Some do articulate, however, a need for sympathy, restitution, andfor compensation. 

But for many who were children at the time of their deportation and exile in Soviet labour 

camps, they have difficulty articulating with any confidence or sense of 'worthiness' a 'telling' 

of their stories. 

Arnong the Polish children who survived there are two clear substantive points: the 

Polish tragedy-the mythos of the collective rnemory of repeated traurna-roots them to a 

fervent cornmitment to Polishness. And, their experiences and the events that shaped them 

are overwhelmingly ignored by the worid. Thus, Polonia remains in psychic isolation, Yet 

Poles have contributed in various ways to nation building projects in their new homelands as 

well maintained a keen interest in developments in the ancestral horneland. That is, while re- 

imagining their Polish identity in new lands, the mernory of 'homen held fast to the pre-1939 

imag[i]nation. 

-MC-C-----  

After the war, some of the Sybiraki found their way to Canada through various 

resettlement schernes. The first group of Anders Poles to arr ivH,527 Polish ex-soldiers 

who committed to two-year agncultural labour contracts through 1946-47-under Britain's 

Polish Resettlement Act set the precedent for al1 post-war bulk labour movements to Canada. 

The importation of 100 Polish women in 1947, though they were not Sybiraki, by Mernber of 

Parliament, Ludger Dionne, for his spinning miIl operations set off intense national and 

international debate but nevertheless similarly laid the experiential foundation for the bulk 

importation of fernale labour, primarily in domestic and factorj work, in the immediate p s t -  



war years. 00th instances fostered a certain level of anti-Polish sentiment arnong Canadians 

that lasted untif the mid-1960s. 

Other identifiable group movements of Anders Poles who made Canada their home 

after the war include 150 orphans sent to Montreal, and the near 900 passengers of the 

General H. M. Black American naval carrier, making for a total of about 5,550 Anders Poles. 

I estimate Canada took in at least 8,000 to 15,000 Sybiraki. Overall, male Poiish immigrants 

to Canada in the post-war era outnumbered female, once source citing by a ratio of 3:l."' 

The ma1e:female ratio of the smatl sample of thirty-eight individuals who participated in this 

study was 2: 1. 

For its part, the response of Canadian government officials to global circumsbnces of 

the post-war years resulted in piecemeal 'catch-as-you-cann immigration policy designed to 

meet economic needs: labour and market; wotkers and breeders. Selection cnteria were 

iounded on historic ethnic and gender stereotypes and prejudices. 

From among those persons displaced by the war, whether Anders Poles or 

otherwise, Canada sought bulk labour to fil1 gaps in underemployed areas. Men who were 

suited to heavy agricultural work, mining, lumbering and logging were preferred. Lesser 

numbers of women were solicited to perforrn 'traditional' women's work-domestic, textile, 

some factory work and, ulümately, childbearing. 

But it was apparent nobody was considering that the Poles had, since 1939, been 

living variations of camp life, whether in Soviet labour camps, A m y  camps, refuge 

settlernent camps, displaced persons camps, or demobilization camps. On their arriva1 in 

Canada, they were shipped, distributed, and housed as raw cornmodity. For the Polish ex- 

soldiers, camp life included reception at military bases then decampment and shipment to 

various labour camps on fams or in the frontier mining and forestry camps, including some 

camps formerfy housing German POWs. Among the civilian Anders Poles camp life in 

Canada began in OP camps such as that located at the former DIL munitions factory in Ajax, 

Ontario, and otheNvise temed by govemment officials as reception and distribution centres. 

-7 
Henry Radecki. Ethnic Omanizational Dvnamics. (Waterloo: Wiifrid Laurier Universrty Press. 1979) 36. 
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Some were assigned jobs as members of work crews on the railroad or in the forests or 

mines where they Iived the camp life of such workers. In al1 instances where they lived and 

worked as individuals on a farm, they continued to Iive a less structured version of camp life 

for they were but worker-lodgers, subject to house rules and contractual obligations. 

Two ironies stand out. The Anders Poles were shipped as cheap labour for Stalin's 

war production of raw materials in mines, forests, and on kolkhozes [collective famis], 

contributing unwittingly, to the Soviet war effort against Poland. They were exiled to primitive 

conditions in labour camps located primarily in isolated regions of the Siberian hinterland. 

Their terms of citizenship were defined by their role as labourers for the state. Further, 

they-especially the children-were subject to intensive efforts at de-polonization. Stalin 

termed these Polish 'workers' as 'special resettlersw. 

The conditions for entry into Canada somewhat mirrored the Soviet expenence white 

most willingly accepted both the idea and the terms of the labour contracts as there were few 

other options available. Only after completion of their labour contracts would the dock begin 

to tick its way toward the day they could apply for Canadian citizenship. Again, terms of 

citizenship were defined by their role as labourers for the state, and their welcorne by Canada 

was more intimately tied to economic considerations than to humanitarian charity. 

Although interviewees quickly reaiized they would remain in Canada, having 

established themselves in the workplace and wtth their families in their communities, their 

organizational commitments were ptimarily fixed on preservation of Polish culture, especially 

for their children's sake and, more particularfy, on efforts to wrench Poland back to its glory 

days as a free and independent state. But despite their efforts, it becomes quickly apparent 

that assimiiationist pressures impacted their children. 

-Y--- 

Despite some negative experiences among the Anders Poles-discrimination, abuse, 

mental health breakdown-gratitude and praise for Canada are strong emotive expressions. 

As soon as was legally possible, riearly ail acquired Canadian citizenship. And though there 

endures a life-long loyalty and patriotic devotion to the ancestral homeland, Canada quickly 
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became 'home' to grateful citizenry who believe life in Canada for them and their families is 

better than it could ever have been had they repatriated to Poland after the war. 

Study participants suggest Canada has benefited by importmg grateful citizenry who 

pay their taxes, who don't become a nuisance [e.g. criminals or welfare 'burns'j, who produce 

more workers and consumers, and who conduct themselves as good citizens. Thus, the 

Anders Poles have contnbuted to Canada in the rnost ordinary of ways within the context of 

their Polishness. What's more, the Anders Poles believe they have honourably fulfilled what 

they underçtood to be Canada's expectations of them as citizens. 

Although they settled across Canada, most are invisible to mainstream Canadians. 

Ironically, whije the Anders Poles made every effort to maintain their Polishness, they also 

committed to the project of ensuring they and their children, especially, became good 

Canadian citizens in an environment that encourages assimilation. 

- 4 . C 4 Y I I I I H L H C L I i C I I i C I I P  

The Anders Poles who were bken in by Canada after the war made efforts to 

become Canadian but only as "transplanted" Poles, burdened with the classic baggage which 

accompanies the immigrant experience: memory and nostalgia which took hold of their 

imaginations as they re-invigorated and reûefined Polonia communities in Canada within the 

remembered frame of pre-war Poland. Furthemore, the strength of the trauma of 

deportation and exile provided the experiential force for unifying the group. Thus, for many 

Sybiraki, their be(com)ing Canadian was shaped by historic events, grounded in the mythos 

of the collective repeat trauma of the forced deportation and exile expenence-a trauma of 

loss and suffering-which crystallized group identity and shaped their organizational 

dynarnics as new Canadians. 

There is no evidence of a desire or even of active attempts to fully withdraw from 

mainstream Canadian life but tfiere is a demonstrated desire to 'fit in" to an environment that 

encourages assimilation. Their efforts to Canadianize were concentratecl within their 

interpretation of Canada's cultural mosaic. m a t  is, the locus was maintenance of a distinct 

version of identity-Polishne~rough Polonia organizational and community life, while at 



the sarne time developing a variety of strategies, such as anglicizing a surname, to ease the 

entry of their children into mainstream society. 

Many of the newcomers quickly becarne involved within the established Polish 

community, having sought it out virtually the moment of amval, injecting Polonia 

organizational life with vigorous [patriotic] enthusiasm. Their primary objectives were twofold. 

First. to preserve Polish language and culture with efforts concentrated around child-centred 

organizations such as Polish Scouting, schools and churches. Second, to garner support for 

the Polish cause: freedorn from Soviet domination. ln some instances. however, the chasms 

in ideology and objectives between the newcomers and established Polonia resulted in the 

newcomers establishing new organizations. 

Despite their efforts to maintain Polishness as a bay of being' for their families within 

Polonia communities, the children and grandchildren of the Anders Poles not only are a 

Canadian success story vis-&vis acculturation and assimilation, most reject active 

participation in the preservation and maintenance of Polish cultural and institutional Iife in 

Canada. The children have left the cultural 'village', or ethnic enclave, and while there 

rema~n through three generations the practice of certain Polish traditions [e.g. Wigilia] 

grounded in the Roman Catholic faith, there is diminishment among the first-born generation 

of Polish culture, patriotism and religiosity, despite the concentrated efforts of their parents to 

preserve al1 that came with them from their travailles. By the 3m generation. the Polish 

language is virtually lost Cultural and spiritual practices are virtually cornpletely diiuted as 

there remain only occasional sentimental gestures toward select showcase traditional 

practices, without full cornprehension of their meaning and minimal attachment to the cultural 

memory or even to a degree of nostalgia of what it means to be Polish. 

Thus, for the Anders Poles, maintenance of Polishness-borne of the intense 

tnterwar polonization project, of the shared mythos of the deportation and exile experience 

and. within the context of the Polish diaspomhaped their Canadian expenence as well 

stalled full assimilation for their generation. Sorne daim to be more Canadian than 

Canadian-bom citing superior 'global citizenship'. What's more, many also claim to be more 
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Polish, and better Poles, than Poles born in post-war Sovietdorninated Poland: that is, 

representative of a kind of cultural freeze-frarne. Some even assert there are now more 

authentic Poles outside Potand than on Polish soit. Yet white the Anders Poles might be 

critical of contemporary Polish cultural and political life that they view to have b e n  poisoned 

by Soviet Communism, most retain special feelings for the ancestral homeland. 

-&Ht-------------LIC1--5 

\Nith the eventual passing of the Iast among the WWII-era Sybiraki, the Polish 

diaspora of their historic moment will also pass. How, then, can subsequent generations and 

subsequent waves of Poîish immigrants from a changed Poland share their particulariy 

distinct version of Polishness? How c m  they share with the Sybiraki their distinct goals and 

objectives within Polonia organizational life especially as they are linked to a particular 

historic moment, its inherent cultural, political, and social baggage, and to an overarching 

mythos? How, indeed, could al1 of it be understood and embedded in the psyche, and 

subsequently diffused through daily life, unless one had personal experience and context? 

And. finally, does it mattefl 

Hovering in the present is the matter of the relationship between post-war Polonia in 

Canada and newcorners of the 1980s wave. Too many from the established community 

would easily and quickly wash their hands of more recent newcomers sirnply because their 

way of being Polish differs, a result of over fifty years of Sovietbation. 

In the case of the once-vital Polonia comrnunrty of St. Hedwig Polish Roman Catholic 

parish in Oshawa, Ontario, al1 that remains is an empty convent, a school population virtually 

devoid of children of immigrants, and a church with an ageing and diminisfiing parish 

population also changed by new parishioners whose spintuality is not intimately linked to the 

historicity that built the structure and the communW. The neighbourhood deli and bakery are 

long gone, and only occasionally might one encounter a couple of old Polish neighbours in 

conversation. 

And so, fifty years after its establishment, the Polish element of the community no 

longer dominates. Thus, the short life of the ethnic enclave minors the short life of ethnic 
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identity in North America. 

Someone, broom in hand, 
Sti// remembers how it was. 
Someone else listens, nodding 
His unshattered head? 

Awake! Shake the mernories from your branches. Tell us how it was. We will listen. 

-98 Wisiawa Szymbonka. The End and the 6eginning' in view with a arain of çand. (Orlando, R: Harcourt Brace 
8 Company, 1995) 179. 
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THIRTY-FIVE RECOMMENDED TOPICS 
I FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Translation from Polish language to English language existing text on the topics of the 

Sybiraki and Polonia. 

The establishment of a "testimony Iibraryn before the moment of remembrance has 

completely passed; audio and video taping of narratives of Sybiraki would better serve a 

larger research comrnunity if produced in English language. 

Broad-based adequate analysis and discussion of the expenences and roles of the 

fernale Sybiraki. 

Comparative consideration of Poies and Jews either deported or mig rated to Soviet 

Russia during WWll and their eventual immigration to Canada. 

Comparative consideration of Sybirakr' with other ethnic groups .who suffered similar 

deportationlexiie experiences either during WWll or during other historical periods: 

Belorussians, Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, Jews, Chechens and others. 

A broad survey within the context of mernory theory: collective memory, repressed 

memory, traumatic memory, etc., especially in relation to existing discourse on Hoiocaust 

testimonials. 

Scholarly analysis of the volumes of memoir literature. 

Post-colonial theoretical consideration of parallels between Sybiraki and indigenous 

peoples such as First Nations peoples in Canada and long-terrn consequemes of: 

oppression of language, spiritual and traditional cultural pmctices, intense prograrns of 

assimilation, etc. 

Analysis of sexual relations and biological functions dun'ng the period of Soviet exile; for 

instance, performance dysfunction, rnenstrual cycles, childbearing. 

Analysis of parentichiid relationships especially in the context of Polishness. 



Impacts on families of loss of family rnembers; Le. how, if at all, did loss impact survivors, 

and ultimately their children/grandchildren? 

Analysis of mental illness and breakdowns including an investigation of potential links to 

the deportationlexile experience andlor experiences of culture shock in new homelands. 

Consideration of aid infrastructure established for the Sybiraki through 1941 to i 950. 

Exploration of the foundations on which the Second Republic was reconstituted and re- 

imagined during the interwar p e n d  after 123 years partitions, including consideration of 

the intewar nationalism and polonization project; that is, how was Polishness instituted? 

Exploration of questions vis-à-vis Polish nationalism during 123 years partitions; a period 

of intense European nationalisrn. 

Comprehensive study of the Polish diaspora. Potential themes include: a Polish 

diaspora consciousness; that is, 'What is Polonia today?"; assimilation rates of Polonia in 

vanous countries; aid and advocacy work of Polonia on behalf of the ancestral homeland, 

and effectiveness in advancing andfor secunng Poland's break from the Soviet Union; 

and, the Polish diaspora in the context of variations between bread migrations, post- 

WWII, and Solidarity-era dispersais, as well in cornparison with other diasporas such as 

Desh Pardesh. 

A detailed discussion of living conditions, activities, etc. of the Pales settled throughout 

British East Africa, and subsequent dispersal after the war. Where did they go? By what 

means? How many remained? Did they remain in ethnic enclaves? Retain Polishness? 

Comparative consideration of the conditions under which Sybiraki found refuge in new 

homelands after the war-more than 20!-and work. family, and community life in the 

new homelands. 

Exploration of the experiences and outcornes of the distinct parallel group movements of 

orphans to such counûies as Canada [Montreal], Mexico [Santa Rosa] and New Zealand 

[Pahiatua] including a consideration of those who were repaûïated to Poland. Questions 

for consideration could indude: assimilation rates; retention of Polishness; family 

reunification; etc. 



Analysis of 'who" is currentty doing the research, and why. 1s it, as I hypothesize, 

children/grandchildren of Sybiraki thus remaining within the Polonia comrnunity, or has 

the 'story' piqued the curiosity of the larger academic community? 

Biographical documentation of the diplornatic roles played in the drarna of the Sybiraki, 

including discussion of their roles in facilitating the immigration to Canada of Poles in the 

post-war period as well their contributions to Polonia in Canada and to Canadian life, by 

two notable figures: Wiktor Podoski and Tadeusz Romer. Paperç are housed in the 

manuscript section of the National Archives of Canada. 

Broad survey and historiographical analysis of the Oshawa Polish community which 

might include: labour and class issues; gender relations; community participation and 

institutional life, including church, convent, schools, community halls, 'neighbourhood'; 

relations between established Polonia and each wave of newcomers and between other 

ethnic cornmunities; history of Polonia in Oshawa, etc. The same could be done with 

Polonia communities in other North Amencan cities and in many others where the Potes 

settleû worldwide. 

lndepth consideration of the Dionne giris: Whatever happened to thern? 

Exploration of the Canadian experiences among the older generation; the parents of 

study participants. 

DIL Industries in Ajax, Ontario: from munitions plant to DP receptionldistribution centre. 

Comparative consideration of Communist and Capitalist systems vis-&-vis use of 'free" or 

"contract" labour. 

Intra-generational relations between Sybiraki and their chitdren and grandchildren, with 

special consideration of Polishness in relation to Canadianness (parüculariy vis-a-vis 

assimilationist pressures and patchy resistance]: in the context of religious practices, 

cultural traditions and whether there is cultural displacement; relation to Polonia, 

including organirational life, if any; exploration of questions of Polishness, such as 

language/cultural retention and endogamylexogamy rates, among the children and 



grandchildren of the Anders Poles. 1s there any evidence of renewed interest in 

'ciiscovering their roots'? 

Exploration of the cultural traditions and practices preserved by Poles and the rationale 

for choosing to retain sorne over others, and the degrees of retention. For instance, is 

the meaning of Wigilia fully comprehended among subsequent generations, or is it 

merely a diluted tradition pracliced in idiosyncratic fashion by a family? 

Exploration of questions of Poiishness, such as language retention and 

endogarnylexogarny rates, among the children and grandchildren of the Anders Poles 

Consideration of questions related to exogamous marriages: What was life like within a 

Polish cornmunity, as an ethnic outsider, for those rnarriage partners and for their 

children who would be considered half na PM half-and-half? Did they participate in 

Polish cultural activity, learn the language, or did families enjoy variations in cultural 

practicesltraditions, or fully assimilate? 

Comprehensive analysis, documentation and comparative consideration of settlement 

patterns of Poles in Canada whether Kaszubs in Barry's Bay, Ontario, bread migration of 

the late 19@' Century, post-war boom, or post-Solidarity wave [1980s] including 

consideration of rural/urban-industrial variances, relations with other ethnic groups, and 

potential links to local industry. 

Effectîveness of cultural programs established for children of post-war Polish immigrants: 

Scouting; cultural heritage programs offered through churches or Polish schools: dance, 

language, folksongs, history, the arts. How many still exist? How much participation 

today? If diminished, why3 

Analysis of 1980s wave: contributions to Canadian Iife; relations with established 

Polonia, etc. 

Analysis of other distinct parallel migrations. For instance. mid-i9" Centuv group 

migration from Poland of Kaszubs who settled in Canada [Barry's Bay] with a parallel 

movement to New Zeaiand [Otago and Southland]. Topics for exploration include: 
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language retention/evolution, traditional and cultural heritage retention, assimilation, 

relations with subsequent Polish migrations, socio-economic evolution, and so on. 

Research on the parallel mavements of the Anders Poles to Australia and Canada, both 

colonies of Great Britain and both inffuenced by British policy and affairs, as a 

comparative study of immigration, econornic. and social analysis vis-&vis Polonia and its 

contributions to national economic, cultural and social iife. 
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THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 1s INENDED AS AN OPEN-ENDED GUIDE WiTH ALLOWANCE FOR BTERVIEWEE INPUT 

1. NAME - place of birth; town, country - date of binh 
Whar did you parents do? How would you describe your childhood in Poland? 
Do you remember fairytales fiorn your childhood? 
Could y u  tell me something about village characters? a story about your village'? 

2 .  Do you remernber when p u  left Poland? Tell me about that day/night ... 
how did you leave? who did you leave with? farnily, etc. why did you leave? 
Why you.. .why do you think you were deported? 

3. Tell me about your journey. .. where you fint went. 
- through the Soviet Unio n... what was it like on the train? what was it like in the 

labour camp'? what happened to people who were ill? who died? education? 
work? books/play/entertainment? living accommodation/fOOd? did you get news 
of the war? of farnily back in Poland? did you celebrate a birthdayinameday or 
any religious or other holidays in Siberia? were babies born? did women/girls 
menstniate? what kinds of survival strategies did your familyiother families use; 
ie., whose knowledge was valuable? did everyone get dong? 

- how would you describe your childhood during this period? What kinds of things, 
if anv, did you witness that should be remembered by othen? 

- did family roles change? wornen's? the elderly? they young? 
- where you able to speak Polish? 
- what do you think/feel about Russia? Stalin? 
Did you ever receive any Red Cross or other relief supplies? Some were sent by 
Canada to Poles in Siberia in 1941 ; what do you think of this? 

1. Tel 1 me about your joumey to/through the Middle East; mode of transport, fhd, 
shelter. etc. M a t  do you rernember about news of the waf? Were there any male 
memben of your farnily who enlisted at this point? 

5 .  Tell me about your time in hdia a d o r  CentraUSouth Africa (in refugee camps). 
- living anangernentslaccommoQtion; food; environment; people; Ianguage; religion 
- education; play/entertainment; travel 
How wouid you describe your childhoodladolescence in Mica? 

6. M e n  did you l a v e  the refùgee camp? Why did o u  leave? Who made the 
arrangements? Did you know why Canada 'selected/recruited' you? 
Why did you come to Canada? Did you have other choices? Did you think you mi& 
be coming to Canada pemanentiy, or for a t h e  only? Why did othen not come? 
What did Canada expect ofltiom you? - were employable skills a factor? How did 
you ' prove' your ability? 
Did you have to pay any fees, in A f n y  or in Canada, upon arrivai? 
*VETS only: Did you get a pension? 



7 .  Who did you leave with? [Le.. family members, etc.] 
- Were there any family mernbers who did not corne to Canada with you? who? why? 

If so ... did you later sponsor them? 
- Did any family members return to PoIand instead? who? why? 

8. What did you know about Canada? 
- how did you learn about Canada? 

9. Tell me about your journey to Canada. 
- cxpectations? - fnends? - how long? - scenery? - activity? 
How many people were on the ship? Do you remernber if you picked up any others 
after you left Mombassa? 

10. Tell me about your arriva1 in Canada. 
- first impressions? 
- procedure? how did Immip~ion  treat you? were you fingerprinted? 
- did you know your Canadian destination? could you choose? 

1 1 .  Tell me about your mp to yur destination, after landing in Canada. 
- what was your destination? did this change? why? why not? 
What were your impressions of the DP camp? of Canadians? of the area? 
of gov't officiais? 

1 7.  How many family members amived in Canada with you? relationship? inter- 
generational propinquity? any friction or conflict experienced among farnily 
mem bers? 

i 3. W a t  work did you do when you fim anived? where? how long? 
Where did you live? describe the place ... 
What were your impressions of the people you worked for? 
Did you get a cenificate of release [papen] fiom your contract? 
What, if any, other kinds of work have you done since? 

14. How did Canadians rreat you? Do you feel Cana& took advantage of y u ?  

1 5. Did you experience prejudice/discrimination? 
- fiom whom? people andlor institutions? 
When I say 'DP', what does this mean ... ? 
Have you expenenced feelings of de~ression in your life? If so, how didjdo you 
deal with hem? Do you think your experiences affect your mentaYemotionaY 
physicaUs pin tual heai th? 

1 6. Did you get your Canadian Citizenship? when? tell me about the ceremony. did 
you take classes? how did you feeI? 
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17. What education did you get in Poland? Did you take any kinds of classes or lessons 
in Canada? [e. g.. music. langage, high school/college, apprenticeshipl 

18. What has Canada offered you? 

1 9. What have you offered Canada? 

20. Have you ever wanted to go back to Poland? Africa? India? Russia? why? why not? 
Do you think you've recovered from your experiences in Siberia? 

11. What does voting mean to you? 
- do you think your vote counts? 

71. Have you ever been politically active? who got you involved? when? 

23. Did you marry a fellow Pole? what is the langage of pur  pamership? 

74. DO your chlldren/grandchildren speak Polish? Do you live with any? 
- Did your grandparents live near you? 

15. What do your children/grandchildren know or do to recognize their Polish 
heritage/h;iditions? 

16. What does it mean to yodyour family to speak Polish? to preserve customs, 
traditions, values? How do you think the preservation [or non-preservation] of these 
affect the next generations perceptions of the aged and of aging? What are the 
'codes', cl ues, guides to these.. . .? How would you de fine 'Polishness'? 

27. Have you been involved in Polish organizationvcommunity? English-speaking 
organizations/community? Do you belong to any seniors organizations? Are any of 
them Polish? Do you find it easier or more dificult to be Polish in Canada now than 
when you firçt arrived? Have you had a happy Me? 

a Crroyp-v Questions: 
-Which city did o u  choose to live in after hlfilling your contract? why? what did you 
know about it? 
-Did you choose a pmicular neighbourhood to live in? why? neighboun? schooi? 
stores? church? exuaîurricuiar, e.g-. baseball, swirnming, music, etc.? work? 
community organizations? c hildren? 

-How would you describe "comrnunity"? 1s it different now than when o u  first arrived? 
- m a t  was the first major purchase you made? 
-Tell me about your fint home ... 
-if other family rnemben came with you, wtiat did they do for work? where did they live? 
-Do you think your children had a happy childhood? 
-Do o u  diink your experiences have affeçted them? 
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Did your farnily lose property when they lefi Poland? Who has it now? Do you 
consider the possibility that your famiiy ought to be compensated for it? If so, by 
whom? If not. why not? Were you or farnily memben paid a wage in Siberia? If 
not, do you thuik you ought to be cornpensated now? 

Do you know how many Poles were deported to Siberia? How many came out? Do 
you think there should be a mernorial for those who sufferedldied in Siberia? What 
could we leam ftom your expenence? 

Have you ever been to a re-union? 

Did you ever enter one of the Polish Immigrants Mernoin Contests? 

What language do you 'think' in? In your drearns, what l anguage[s] do the characters 
speak? Do you ever dream about Siberia? 

What do you think of multiculturatism? Do you travel? Where do you/wouid you 
like to go? 

Do you have a favourite language? 

You have had some extraordinary experiences. What can you tell me about the 
human spirit? about hurnan cmelty? about hurnan kindness? 
Do you tell people about your expenences? why? why not? who? how do they 
reac t ? 

Is there wivtiung vou think 1 have rnissed? Is there anvthina vou would like IO add? 
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APPENDIX 6 

CONSEST and RELEASE 

1, Helen [Bajorek] MacDonald, currentiy enrolled in an MA program with the 

Frost Ceme for Canadian Studies at Trent University, am conducting a midy of 

Post-WWII Polish Immigrants to Canada 

T h d  you for your willingnes to participate in this project. Your participation is 

very much appreciated Before we begin the interview, I would like to Rassure you that, 

as a participant, you have several very definitc rights: 

i) Your participation in bis i n t e ~ e w  is mtirely voluntary-, 

ii) You are free to refuse to answer any question at any time; 
4 

iii) You are fke to withdraw from the i n t e ~ e w  at any time; 

iv) Your identiw witl rcmain anonymou; 

v) If you have any photographie materiai or pap&s which you wish to share 

with me, 1 wouid pay for expense of' reproduction and give you appropriate 

' credit for ownership; 

vi) Al1 material will be stored in a secure fiiing cabinet at rny home for about 10 

yean and, if accepte& will be tumed over to an appropriate archival faciliry for 

carefd long-term care; 

Mi) Would you permit me to rue the intbrmation I coilect from our ihewiew for 

hmire projec~? Yes No (PI-W] 

viii) Do you agrec to have your inteMew recorded by audio? Yes No 

ix) Do you also a g m  to have your interview recorded by video? Yes No 

1 would apbciate if you wouid sign this fom to show that I have r a d  it to you, 

and that you N l y  understand its contents. . 

Name: [plcue print] Date: 

Signature: 

Addren: 



ZGODA 1 POZWOLENIE 

Polscv Imieranci w Kanadzie. 

Ja, Helen pajorek] MacDonald, obecnie uczeszczam na uczelnie wyisq, Trent 

Universitet, gdzie robi: prace magisterski\ na oddziale, O histoni ludnosci Kanady. Tarn 

t e i  prowadze badania naukowe O Polskich imigrantach ktd- pxzybyii do Kanady po 

dnigiej Wojnie hiatowej. 

Dzigkujq bardzo za wziqcie udziah w tym projekcie. Jestem bardzo wdaqcma 

za PanV Pana u d n d  i obecnosc. Zanim zacmiemy wywiad, chcialabym lapewnif i 

poinfonnowac ie jako uczestnik masz prawa: 

i)  Twoje uczestnic~o w tym wywiadzie jest dowolne; 

ii) Mozesz odmowic odpowiedzi na jakiekolwiek pytanie; 

iii) W kaidej chwili motesz sko6cryc odpowiadaf na pytarua; 

iv) Twoje imiq i nazwisko jesli sobie tego jczysz bedzie anonimowe; 

V) Jesli posiadasz zdjecia lub inne docurnenty ktore chcialabyd chcidbys mi 

pokazaé, ja zobowiqzujq sig ie pokqge wszelkie koszta za odbitki i Ty 

otnymasz manie  za nie jako wtakiciel. 

vi) Wszystkie documenty bedt przechowyvane w bezpiecniym miejscu, u mnie 

w domu przez nastppne 10 lat. JeSli zostanq zaakceptowane, bqda oddane do 

archrwum. 

vii) C q  zgadzasz si$ na uiycie informacji ktore ja zbiorq z naszego wywiadu, na 

przysde projekty? Tak- Nie [inicjdy] 

viii) Czy zgadzasz si5 aby nagrak na kasete magnetofonoq nvoje -.powiedzi? 

Tak- Nie- 

ix) Czy zgadzasz si$ aby n a p i  na karnerq video twoje wypowiedn? 

Tak- Nie - 
Proszy bardzo podpisai tq fomq jako dow8d ze przeczyîa~am ji) do PaniRana, i 

ie w @ni romiesz zawartoii tej formy. 

Imig i nazwisko [ d e i  literami] Data: 

Pod pis: 



Ad res: 

Numer Telefonu: 

Dziqk y q bartko. Helen [Bajorek] MacDonald 



Application No. 

POLISH VEXERAN1 S APf LI CATIQN FORM 

To a a  completed by Polish Veterans prepared to accept farm employment 
i n  Cahada for  a period OZ two years. 

1. N~e..**..*..*....me.eme.mmm.e.....mmemea.mme..aem.~*..*.e...... 

(Su2name ) (Christian Names) 

2, Regimental No, Rank Unit Date of Enlistment 

3, Date of B i r t h  Age Place of Birth 

4, Marital Status NO. of Dependents 

5 .  Height Welght 

6 ,  What languages do you speak? 

7. At what age did you leave achool? 

8. Were yon raised on a farm? Pears of farm experience 

9 ,  Have you operated a farm on your o n ?  

10,State types of crops and livertock wlth which you have norked 

11,Can you m i l k ?  Handle horses? Plough? . . 
' - . l2.IIave you had experience operating mechanized equipment in 

agriculture OF elsewhere? 

13.Eave fou had expirience in industries closely related t o  agricu$tture 
such as woods work, fishing and fbod processing? 

14.h what other occupations have you norked, and approximately for 
what per iods? L 

-\ 

Completed a t  a.................,aa.e.....e 

on day of 194 



Undertakinq Zab o ~ ~ i a z n n i e  . . \- 

TQ the Minister of Labour of Canada Vobec Miniatra - P r a o ~  a Kanadzie '! 
t 

The undereigned does hsreby. cmenanf N i i o j  podpisany nin ie j szem przyrzeka i \ 
and agrae that i n  event af  bs inn pmi t -  vyrai~ ewq zgodg, Le. -marie uryskania ., 
ted antry i n t o  Canada: zezwolsnia na wjazd do Kanadyt . 

i! 

1.88 will acoept fann employment t a  A i c h  
ho is rsferrsd from t h  ta  time by pour 
repreeantativ+ %t wage rates snd 
- r w c e  -uijh living-+ .@eng * * 0 .  

. . ~ & M . o n n -  m i x g  ir. th= h c a l i t y  
pf.hfsr é m ~ ~ ~ p t m ~ - d ~  contfiuë> 
a-b-fi;,';p.i,t' 2- periarf- of .. 

r y a J m *  

1 .Pr zyjmie p r a q  na- farmia, do k t k  j 
zostanio kaidorezowo s k i - e r o ~ y  przez 

. mago przedatawiqiela, ta povatechnie tu 
przyjqtym wynagrodrenism i tgodnie z vm- 
runkemizyc ia lpraoy , jak iepanujqw.  
akqgu, v ktSrym bpdzie pracoua2, i. Le l-. 

.potostanie na tym stanoviaku p r i e z  termin" 
dm10 tn i  , t 

2 .For t h i s  purpose, he v i l 1  entor into 2.W tym t e i  celu podpisze on kontrakt, 
a contract ,  in form prescribad by the zeleoony prtez U i n i s t r e  Praay, z waatici- + 

U n i s t o r  o f  Labour, with any fann epera- cielern farmy, do ktotego bgdzie sk ieromy 
t o r  t o  whom he is referred for employment na robotp przet suago pr~edstawiciela~ 
by y o w  representative. .... ..+ 

.*  

3.Xs undaratanda that ahould he f a i l  t a  3 . b  przyjmuJs on do wiadomaéci, it, -w . 
observe the  terma of this undertaking raria niedotrrpnio powyiszych waninkbw, i 
or o f  G y  contract of employment ontereà lub nietaatosouania sig do dalszych pod- . 
i n t o  by him aa above, t o  the  satisfaction pisanych prtsr aiebie kontraktoa pracy '- 

o f  the Yi'nistar o f  Labour, he may ba Yinieter Praay mots odmôuiid iezwolenia . 
rofussd permanent admission t o  Caneda. Vkidz Kar.adyjskich na jega osiedlenis si9 

FI Kanadzie. i 
Gigriad et date >1946 
Podpisano w dnfa 
ln the  prasenae o f  
v obscndci  Qviadka 
Vi't ne as signature o f  fann worker 

podpie swiadka podpf s pracovmf k a  rolnego 

T'itlo 
Ranga . 
Addmp 8 

Adrpa 
~++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++*~~~ 
~ ? P O ~ T I O N  RE FARM TQRIER DXNE OSOBISTE PRAC0:INIKA ROLJEGO: 

Photo of worker Finger prfnts 
Surnaam Christian r u n e s  Fota~rafia û d c i a k i  palc6w 
Namir ko h i e  
Date o f  Birth 
Dbta urodranàa 
Plaoa of  Birth 
Yfe jecs  urodzsnia 
H u i t a l  atatus - 
S t a a  rodrinny 
No. o f  Depeadentr 
Ilad6 oaôb na utrzymeniu 

* 

FORMER SERVTCB RECORD P R Z E ~ I E G  S L U ~ Y  PIOJSKOmEJ 



FABMER'S APPLICATION FOR POLISH VETERAN 

-- 
Tû THE HANAGEB NATIONAL EMF'LOYMENT OFFICE 

Nearcst railway stat ion--- ~ -1ocatcd O L - - - t n i l w a y - ,  

hereby d e  application-for the suvices of ,,-..Polish vcttran (s) ta  work on my fm ou 

the derstanding that: 

1. The ainiam period of employment ab11 be for one ysar unlees the 
saployaent t s  tsrminated at an earlier date by an authorized represent- 
ative or the Minieter of Labour of Canada. 

2. Wagse ri11 be psid monthly to the Poliah vetsrm during the period of 
thir raployment bt the prevailing rate in my community, depsnding on the 
rorker's exparience anâ ablllty in agriculture but rhich ri11 nat in any 
evsnt be lssi than forty-lih dollar8 per month sxcspt ln the casse of 
illnrss or other epecial rasions approvsd by rn suthorizad reprsssntstive 
of  th, Dominion Miniafer o f  Labour. 

t 

3. Living and working conditions, inclubing board, lcdglng uuà hourr of 
work, eh811 'be euch aa conaidsred satiefa~tory by an authorlzed repremnt- 
at ivs  of the Dodnion Niniater-of  kbaur. ' 

1 rgrse to camplete a ?am labour agreement f o r a  contnining the above 
condition8 upon receivfng advfce that this application hrre been spprovsd snd thnt 
r Polirh vetetan a i l 1  be aseignsd to me. 

N.B. If a longer puiod of eniployacat than one year is desired this should be- statcd by 
you on thir form. 

IF YOD WISE TO SECURE THE SERVICE OF A POLISH VETERAN, COMPLETE THE 
âBOVE APPLICATION, TOGETHER WlTH A REGULAR FARM LABOUR ORDER FORM AND MA!L 
OR TAKE THEM TO THE W A G E R  OF YOUR LOCAL NATIONBf. EMPLOYUNT OFFICE. 

PIC 733C 

-- 
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